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FOREWORD
The NationalAeronauticsand Space Administrationhas been as-
signed theprodigiousjob of leadingtheexpansionof human knowledge
of theatmosphere and space. To a largeextent,progress on thisas-
signment depends on how wellwe use the Nation'sscientificand engi-
neering manpower. A most importantreservoir ofscientifictalentis
inour universitiesand colleges.To utilizethisreservoirthere must
be good communications and mutual understandingbetween people on
the campus and NASA technologists.This "workingtogether"can be
most effectiveinreachingthedesiredgoals.
The" Goddard Summer Workshop, after four years of experience,
has emerged as an effective and unique instrument for generating new
areas of cooperation between university people and the Goddard scien-
tific and technical staffs. It not only produces specific solutions to some
of our technical problems but, perhaps more importantly, it serves as
a catalyst in bringing forth new areas of cooperation between G0ddard
and university circles.
An example of ongoing relationships that grow out of the Summer
Workshop is the consultantships that continue after the close of each
summer's session. In sessions prior to 1965 a total of some five con-
sultants from the Summer Workshop continued to provide services to
Goddard after the close of the formal session. Following the 1965 ses-
sion, i am told, it is likely that there will be ten participants who will
continue as active consultants for various Goddard organizational
elements.
Another measure of the value of the Summer Workshop in terms of
scientific accomplishment is the twenty or so papers and presentations
which have been published since 1962 in scientific or technical journals,
technical notes, external reports, in minutes of scientific meetings and
international congresses.
We have come to regard the Goodard Summer Workshop as another
effective tool for advancing the NASA-university cooperative enterprise.
6
ActingDirector
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PRE FACE
This document containsthe substantiveresultsofthefourthGoddard Summer
Workshop. Fruitfuland impressiveas these resultsare, theyrevealonlythe im-
mediate needs of Goddard and representjustpartof our principalobjective.The
intangiblebenefitswhich accrue to Goddard and NASA from thisWorkshop are of
much greater significanceto the longrange space program than the outcome of
currentproblem-solvingina 12-week effort.To be sure, thiseffortismost im-
portantbecause itprovidesthe opportunitiesfor Goddard working engineersand
scientists to renew and update their knowledge of present-day technology. Some
form of training for existing manpower is urgent in order to meet the technological
needs of the space age, and, this Workshop is one approach to the rejuvination of
the working scientist and engineer at Goddard.
It is gratifying to report that the educational growth of the Center staff
participants in the 1965 Workshop showed marked progress. This was shown by
the much larger number of participants than in any previous Workshop and by their
sustained interest in the problems under study. If this trend continues, the Goddard
Summer Workshop will not only increase the quality and quantity of its tangible
results, it will also make sure that the technical workers at Goddard are capable
of renewal and of refurbishing their professional skills. In addition, the university
experts and specialists who participated in the 1965 Workshop have been very
productive individually as well as in their team efforts. These diverse activities
are contributing to the eventual success of this Workshop enterprise. Moreover,
it seems that we are about to realize the hope expressed by Dr. Goett at the opening
session of the first (1962) Summer Workshop, when he said: " .... I consider this
Summer Workshop a very interesting experiment .... (but) the main product and
value of this experiment would hardly appear during the twelve weeks you (university
people) will be working here .... More important benefits should come later .... "
From the very beginning of the GoddardWorkshop, our aim has been to achieve
a three-fold objective through the in-house problem-solving efforts of the Center-
university teams. By collaborating and working toward the solution of various
problems, each participant is stimulated to contribute of his background and ex-
perience. Thus, there is "group interstimulation" which according to Dr. P.H.
Abelson, Editor of Science.(AAAS), is a major factor in creativity. And, after four
years of Summer Workshop activity, Goddard can feel a sense of accomplishment
in its wholesome university relationships as well as in its ability to keep its tech-
nical personnel abreast of the swift advances in space technology.
This year, again, we are grateful and proud to have had in each team one of
the National Science Foundation High Ability Secondary School students. These
young people contributed to the group effort with enthusiasm and understanding,
despite their years. On the other hand, the active participation of these high school
students amidst a group of mature scientists gave each young person an opportunity
to size up the meaning of "collaborative research." Also, these group activities
tend to foster professional competence in the potential scientists of the future.
Elias Klein
Summer Workshop Director
B:
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON PROJECT A
-_ SPACE DATA INFORMATION SYSTEMS
T. J. Lynch, C. J. Creveling, R. W. Roche)le
The following thirteen (13) papers are arranged, by title, in an order approx-
imating the data flow in a typical GSFC scientific satellite project. The first four
papers deal with spacecraft telemetry problems. The next four papers are in the
_" general area of telemetry signal reception and detection. Finally, the last five
papers are in the area of data processing, data reconstruction and data analysis.
• One of the outstanding problems of space Exploration by unmanned sateilites
(the main scientific mission of the Goddard Space Flight Center) is in the extraction
of information from the masses of data points accumulated by our ubiquitous satel-
" lites. Inevitably, these must be reduced into equations, charts, graphs, pictures or
:: models which portray their intrinsic content in such a way that the physical proc-
esses they represent can be understood. Space r_search being a new human en-
deavor, only the beginning efforts have been m__de to apply the very considerable
_ experience available in other fields to handle large masses of space data. Project A
of the Summer Workshop is one of these efforts to associate university researchers
of several disciplines and introduce them to our problems ia the hope that their
several but related efforts will result ia useful solutions to this problem. The fol-
lowing papers present the results of the first Summer Workshop in this area.
In measuring the success of the Goddard Summer Workshop one would look
primarily to see if two goals were attained. The first and primary goal is the pro-
duction of a set of meaningful answers posed by the problems set before the group.
The second is whether the University group was sufficiently stimulated to carry
back related problems to their schools for further thought and possible action.
These reports certainly speak well for the first goal. On tbe average the reports
contain material which is directly applicable to the work here at Goddard and can
serve as bench marks for further work in the subjects. Several of the reports which
were on more specific problems give definitive answers which stapd alone and need
• no further work. It was not expected that the Workshop would yield these compre-
hensive reports in the short time which was available for the work. As for the
: second goal it is hoped that the University group was sufficiently stimulated to carry
back some of the related problems; time will yield the full story.
A-vii =',_
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wTELEMETRY COMPUTER STUDIES
E. P. Stabler _'_
,%INTRODUCTION
This report describes the results of a two month study of the feasibility of using
special purpose compt, ters to process telemetry data and to control the _xperiments in
small telemetry satellites. The feasibility study comprised three main parts.
1. Inveshgation of typical computationa: tasks on small telemetry satellites.
2. Preliminary decisions on the system design of a central telemetry computer
regarding memory organization, control of d_.ta channels, etc.
3. The use of a formal programming language to describe the computational tasks
and the computer operation.
A fourth part of the work involved simulation of h_e telemetry computer operation in a
simulated real time environment. This work was aimed at determining the adequacy of
the computer system over a range of real time operating conditions, and deternfining
system parameters such as computational load, waiting time, etc. This portion of the
work could not be completed in the time available.
Background
The use of a centralized telemetry computer (CTM) grows more attractive as the
space experiments grow in sophistication and in number.
At present, the data processing required for conversion of sensed data to trans- \
mitted data, and for control of the experiment is carried out in the experimenters pack-
age. Since there are many such packages on a given satellite the possibility of unneces-
sary duplication of equipment exists. This has not created any major problems in the
past because so little on-board data processing is performed. However, the trend appears
to be toward increased use of on-board data processing. A central data processor, time-
shared by the experiments, may be desirable in future telemetry satellites.
The data processing system design for a typical telemetry satellite should con-
sider the following factors.
--- 1. Space and weight should be u_-ed economically. This requires that the amount
of hardware and energy required to do the computation stlould be minimized.
2. The reliability of the system should be high. In the past this has been achieved
through testing and by providing some hardware redundancy. With the use of
redundant hardware, some failure modes were made less than catastrophic.
3. The data processing program is fixed for the life of the computer. That is, the
computer will only run one program.
4. The input data occur and output data must be provided in real time in accordance
with certain timing constraints.
5. The average computational load on the computer is low. The computational
equipment will probably be idle most of the time.
A-!
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6. The input-output data format is not uniform. Each input source and each experi-
mental output signal may have a different format.
7. The total amount of equipment and energy devoted to data processing is low by
any standards. As a result the central telemetry computer must be small.
Sophisticated hardware suitable for larger general purpose computers is not
warranted for this application. The data processing equipment on the IMP-F
Satellite probably weighs less than 2 pounds, and consumes less than 2 watts.
The contrast between these requirements and those of more conventional computers
is dramatic. The system designed and evaluated during this project has the following
main attributes related to the previously hsted system requirements.
1. Space and weight - The proposed system conserves space and weight by using
a single data processor for the experiments on a time-shared basis. Since the
average computation rate is low, this is entirely practical. The power consump-
tion is reduced by the use of a passive memory instead of active registers for
data, However the system requires a memory to store program information
and this memory contributes some weight and occupies some space. Some com-
parative figures are developed.
2. Reliability - Centralization of the data processing control will introduce new
modes of failure which are catastrophic. This change will be off-set by a re-
duction in the total equipment required, by hardware redundancy in the central
control and possibly by the use of redundant encoding of information.
3, Fixed Program - The system includes a high reliability, low power, read-only
memory for program storage.
4. On-line Operation - The system includes programmable interrupts which are
checked frequently and automatically.
5. Low Comput_,tional Load - Serial logic is used everywhere except for transfers
into and out of memory. This provides a favorable trade-off of time for hard-
ware. Most of the equipment is turned off when no comput&tion is required.
6. Variable Fo_'mat - A major attribute of the d3scribed system is the extensive
use of microprograms to do the computation. The computer has no fixed set
of operations c_rried out on fixed format data. Instead, microprograms are
used to inter'connect the hardware for a certain period of time. The next set
of interconnections are dictated by the next microprogram command. As a
result, thc computation on different fcrmat data can be performed efficiently.
This mode of operation is practical because the program does not change during
the iife of the computer.
7. Small Size - Time sharing of common equipment will tend to reduce the weight
• and space devoted to data processing. This space and-weight figure will increase
very slowly as additional tasks are assigned to the computer because the com-
putational load is low.
8. Univ,'rsality - The central telemetry computer system described can be used
for a wide variety of telemetry systems. The principal change required to
adapt the computer to the new system requirements is a change in the program
stored ia memory.
CONCLUSIONS
The principal conclusion of the stu:iy is that a CTM will not substantially reduce
the weight and energy for a telemetry satellite with few computational tasks such as the
A-2
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IMP-F. A more positive result is that a CTM could easily be justified for a satellite of
IMP-F size if a small amount of on-board data processing is provided for each of the ex-
periments. This conclusion is based on the assumptio,_ that a simple conversion from
integer to floating point representation of the transmitted data may be acceptable for many
of the experimental numbers. Such a conversion provides about a 2:1 reduction in the
number of bits needed to represent the number. If this assumption is a good one then the
savings in transmitted power (4 watts for IMP-F) would easily justify the use of a CTM.
One suspects that much more on-board data processing could be done to save transmitter
power, but no study was made of this possibility. The computer described in this report
is idle most of the time so it could easily handle more data reduction without an increase
in weight.
Some rules-of-thumb which are useful in guiding system decisions for small telem-
etry satellite computers are described below.
I. Or.. board Data Processing - Suppose that a given data process is to b_ carried
out on sensed data. A decision must be made regarding whether the process
should be done on the satellite or on the ground. If the data process provides a
substantial data reduction, then on-board data processing becomes desirable
because of the savings in transmitter power. For example, in IMP-F it costs
40 millijoules to transmit one bit to earth. The energy required to convert a
20 bit integer to a 10 bit floating point mode is about 0.2 millijoules using the
CTM system described. The energy cost of the data reduction is negligible
compared to the savings in transnlitter energy. The energy consumption of
the computer is very low compared to that of the transmitter. As a result it
is easy to justify substantial computation to achieve a small data compression.
2. Serial Logic vs. Parallel Logic - There seems to be little difference energy
per unit calculation between the two modes. For a CTM, serial logic seems
mo_e desirable because less hardware is needed and because serial logic is
easily adapted to the variable length data inputs from different experiments.
3. Passive Storage vs. Active Storage for Data - The question is whether or not \
it is desirable to provide passive storage, such as core memory, for data. It
takes a great deal of energy to read information into and out of a core memory
but none to save it. It takes negligible additional energy to read or write a word
into a register but it takes energy to save it. Using typical figures for the energy
requirements, it seems that the break-even point occurs at about 1 ms. assum-
ing that the data word is about as large as the core memory word. Hence,
storing data in a register for 100 ms. or longer is definitely wasteful in terms
of energy. As a point of interest, there is not much simple register storage in
the IMP-F satellite. This situation is probably typical of small telemetry
satellites. The data storage requirements are so small, that efficient storage
is not a strong requirement. The considerations described above do _,ot apply
to other memory applications such as buffer memories.
4. Wired Logic vs. Stored Program - It is conceivable that the program of a spe-
cial purpose computer be set by the wiring of the control circuits. This is
what is done on the IMP-F satellite. An alternative approach is to provide a
program in a read-only memory and a switching network to} interconnect hard-
ware elements. The memory output controls the switching network so that the
various hardware devices are connected as required by the program. Even
for small satellites the choice does not strongly affect the energy or weight
requirements. The additional weight and energy required for the memory
is a small fraction of the other equipment. The stored program offers major
advantages in flexibility during the design of the system because it is easy to
A-3
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tmodify the program. If a semi-universal CTM is to be designed for use in
several satellites, the stored program provides easy reprogramming, and sav-
ings in engineering design effort.
5. Distributed Logic vs. Central Logic - The question is whether _ CTM can be
justified because it eliminates duplication of logic hardware in the various ex-
perimental packages. For small satellites with little data processing, such as
the IMP-F, there is not much duplication of equipment. As a result, duplica-
tion does not provide strong justification for a CTM unless there is substantial
on-board data processing for the few experiments on the small satellite, or un-
less a larger satellite system is involved.
One important result of the study is the impression that there is a need for an ade-
quate notation or language for describing the logic processes performed in preparing the
experimental data for telemetry. At present there are two ways of describing these
processes. One is in natural language with reference to figures or block diagrams and
the other is by means of logic block diagrams. The first method suffers from the usual
drawbacks of incompleteness and ambiguity while the second is difficult to write and dif-
ficult to read.
The question is, can a notation be developed which avoids the drawbacks mentioned
above. In the following material a language is sketched which is promising in this regard.
In this report a special notation or language is used to describe computing tasks, the data
cohection and the computer activity.
The description of the computer in a formal language permits simulation of the
computing system behavior in a simulated real time environment at a very early point
in the design. This is possible because the linguistic description is particularly conven-
ient for programming. The simulation results provide valuable information on system
characteristics such as percentage of time the computer is on, power consumption, re-
sponse to real time inputs, and the effect of modified input environments. The simulation
may be of major assistance in debugging the design.
ON-BOARD DATA PROCESSING
In this section some typical on-board data processes are described. In order to
be specific the IMP-F satellite was used to provide the examples. The data processes
are described in a language which is a modification of Iverson's (ll) language. The
• language statements and operations will be introduced as needed in the text. The main
format of the language is a table of conditions and their effects. The effects occur some
time period after the corresponding conditions arise. In a more conventional programming
language the effects are ordered sequentially so that the completion of one effect is all
that can be accomplished in a given time period. This is a severe constraint. If the
language used to describe the on-board data processing conformed to this constraint, the
natural way of describing many processes would not be allowed and great complexity
arises. The major differences between conventional programming languages and the
language used here are:
1. Several actions can be carried out simultaneously. The notation for this is to
put simultax_eous effects on the same line, or to have several conditions satisfied.
A-4
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2. Groups of effects can be formed for which it is understood that only the total ef-
fect of the group has any significance as far as machine behavior is concerned.
The notation is a bracket around the group.
3. The conditions for initiating an action include external conditions. Hence the
various start signals and the programmable interrupt become conditions which
can cause effects inside the computer.
Magnetic Field Auto- correlation Experiment
This experiment calls for a major processing of experimental data to obtain auto-
correlation figures. The data compression ratio is approximately 15. The CTM will
spend more time on this computation than on all the other tasks combined. As a result
the nature of this computation strongly affects the CTM design. The CTM must do this
calculation efficiently if good overall efficiency is to be obtained. The experimental data
consists of 238 8-bit numbers (7 bits and sign in 2's complement form) collected at a
rate of one number every 40 ms. at 238 consecutive times during a telemetry sequence.
The data collection is halted for the remaining 18 intervals making up a complete telem-
etry sequence. The output consists of ten 12-bit numbers, each segmented into 3 groups
of 4 bits. Let the experimental numbers be
E I, I = 1,238
The 10 output numbers are:
R_= _ E - 15 (11bits+sign)
/ 230 1Rj = F / i___l EI Œ(7 bits + sign + 4 pits exponent) J = 0, 8 ',
where the function F is the conversion from integer representation to a form of floating
point which will be described below. The CTM output to the telemetry unit is provided
as 30 4-bit number 3 in 30 consecutive 20 ms. time intervals, at the completion of the
data collection period. We can now state more precisely the retationship between the
output and input data in terms of register transfers.
E - 8 bit binary vector (experimental no.)
R - 24 bit binary vector (sum of experimental nos.)
Aj - 24 bit binary vector (related to auto-correlation data)
0 - 4 bit binary vector (output data)
Bj - 12 bit binary vector (floating point version of Aj )
TDx - 1 bit binary (condition for initiating a data read)
TO - 1 bit binary (condition for initiating reset of
experiment)
TEx - 1 bit binary (condition for generating a new output)
V - 24 bit binary vector (stored experimental nos.)
J
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WThe values of E, TDI , T0, and TEI are all controlled by equipment external to the
CTM.
Condition Effect
TO --o A_0; D_O
This is interpreted as follcws: When condition (TO = 1) is satisfied the effect is
that A is set to zero. A is a matrix whose rows _re the 24 bit vectors A_. Setting the
A matrix to zero means setting all the elements to zero. D is set to zero also.
TDx _- D; DI.-(_(16_xEs) oE
Before completing this program, some explanation of the meaning is needed.
Iverson uses a symbol _ to signify circular 1otation of the rows of a matrix. Circular
rotation in this case means move each row of the matrix down one row and make the bot-
tom row the top row of the matrix. In this report a new symbol, _', is used to denote
shifting down of one row. The difference between shifting and rotating is that the bc_ttom row
is not moved up in a shift. The top row remains unchanged unless a simultaneous oper-
ation modifies it. D1 denotes the top row of D. o is a concatenation operation between
two vectors. A o B denotes the concatenation of vectors A and B with vector A on the
left. _(16) is a constant vector with 16 elements all equal to 1. Therefore Es × _(15)
denotes a vector with 16 elements all equal to z s where E8 is the 8tt_ element of Z.
Combining all these operations shows that the second part of the command calls for setting
the top row of D equal to a vector formed by concatenating Z with a 16 element vector
all of whose elements are equal to Es. The above notation is almost identical to that of
Iverson which is fully explained in the referenced book. The use of simultaneous oper-
ations is new.
D1 becomes a 24- bit 2's complement number equal to Z, which is an 8-bit number.
Example:
E=(10t 10110)
E(16)=(I 111111111111111)
E8×c(16) =(1111111111111111 )
(Es × E(16)) eE = (IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII0110110)
• The D matrixand the A matrixare portionsofthedatamemory whose words are
24 bitslong. The completedescriptionof theprocessingofa pieceolexperimentaldata
is shown below.
DP =-DMIO eA0; AC2 -=ag(24)/ACC;R ,EJ(24)/REG2
TDI _-D; DI.--(Es × _(16))®Z
T .-24,CA'-O
F_> _RAV;TDI; T.-T-I; CA.-M(DII.CA.RAVI).RAV24.-,(D_.CA,RAVI)T:0
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R--Es ®E; J-0
u DMIO.-Dl*J;A0, ACC - 0; T2 - 9
x _ A0:DMIOl (:. >, <)-. (SHIFT,ADD, SUBT)
ADD T-9; CA.-0
__> ;R; TAC2; AC29.-®(AC2 I, CA. Rl); CA ,- M(AC2_, Rl, CA); T--T-IT:0
y T2:I : "-z
T2 _-T2-1; TACC; _DP
SUBT T.-9; CA.-1
_> TAC2; _R; T-T- 1; AC29 .-® (CA, AC21, Rl); CA_ M(AC21, R1, CA)T:O: - _y
z ACC - 8 : ACC
STORESUM(AI+I); J.-J + 1
J:9 (=, <) _ (EXIT,u)
In the 'above
DP_DMIOoA0
asserts that DP is the name of the vector formed by concatenating DMIO with A0. + is the ex-
clusive or operator and Mis the majority operator. STORESUM is a subroutine listed below.
The flow of control is the same as that described by Iverson and is normal for programming
languages. To convert this tothe condition-effect form it is only necessary to establish a con-
dition each time which will cause execution of either the next lower command or the command
which the program should branch. _9(24) is a constant vector with only the rightmost nine
elements equal to 1. _(24)/REG2 is a masking operation on REG2, selecting the leftmost
nine elements of REG2. _9(24) is a 24 element constant with only thp leftmost nine ele-
ments equal to 1.
SUBROUTINE: STORESUM (B)
DMIO.- B; CA .-0; T .-24
_ IACC; TDMIO; T'-T- I;DMIO24.-o(CA, DMIOI,ACCI);CA.-M(CA, DMIOl,ACCt)T:0
B .-DMIO _ RETURN
This is the complete calculation except for setting various mode registers to indi-
, i cate the calculations are complete and the interrogation of the START register. The
important things to notice about this notation are that it permits description of the actual
A-7
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iregister interactions, description of both simultaneous and sequential processes, and of
equivalent processes. For example, the multiply which takes place is described coro.-
pletely. This is important because the method of multiplying is a novel one which avoids
the difficulties introduced by negative multipliers.
The description is sufficiently precise for the logic d_,sign to proceed directly from
this description. In fact, a description of this type might be used eventually as the input
to a computer program which would produce the logic design.
C,'>moare this description with a word description of the same processes. The word
description becomes complex and ambiguous very quickly. Compare this description with
the logic diagram of the equipment to carry out the processes. The description given is
far easier to read and to write, and requires less description of peripheral events such as
timing waveforms.
The setting of mode registers and the interrogation of the START register to check
priority can be obtained from the symbolic program given in a later section.
The conversion of Aj from a 24 bit signed integer to a 12 bit floating point number
is given below.
COMMENT: This program converts the auto-correlation numbers to prepare them for
transmission. RAy is divided by 16 and the ^J vectors are converted to a 12 bit floating
point mode. Z is a 5 element boolean vector, interpreted as a binary number where
necessary, z is the number of leading zeroes or ones in ^J.
BDJ =-,,_(12)/BJ; BEJ _=a4(12)/B J
TEc RAV.-4 TRAV;J_ 1
> AJ+:0>
_ Z-+l<_l_J-_
Z .- +/_/AJ
> Z: 16
- Z; .-as(24)/(Z t AJ)
BFJ 4"--_t)4_ S) //I 6 BDJ
-7
B_J .- o; BDJ .- _(24)/A J /
li J_J+l
/ J: lo (=)-.(EXIT)
is the prefix vector, a/A denotes a vector of same dimension as A, and only the string
of consecutive l-elements starting on the left of ^ are equal to 1. All other elements
are 0. The value of +/A is the number of l's in A. Hence +/a/A is the number of con-
secutive l's in A starting from the lef.
Example: A = (1110101101)
a/A = (III00000000)
+l_IA= 3
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The next program describes the preparation of the telemetry signals.
COMMENT: This program generates a 4 bit output word each time condition TE= 1 is
satisfied, indicating a call for a telemetry word.
APRIME1 _ RAV;APRIMEl+J -A J
J _ O; K _'1
-, TE [ > J:l
J _ J _ 1 ; OUT_-_4(24)/APRIMEX, 4 _ APRIMEK- EXIT
K_K+I;J=0
K: 11 (=, _) -. (EXIT, WE)
This completes the description of the data processes required by ',he magnetic
auto-correlation experiment.
Plasma Experiment '_IBI[,,,
This istheonlyotherexperimentdataprocess which willbe describedin detail
inthissection.The remainingdataprocessingtasksare very simple and a description
ofthem can be obtalr,ed from the symbolicprogram ofthe computer.
The plasma experimentprocessinghas a datacompression ratioofapproximately
19. For each of 5 consecutivespinsa plasma count C_ istakenduringeach 1/16 spin
• linterval,c10 would be thecountch_.ringthe 10thintervalofthe second spin. A total
countper spin CT.,the sun-.of squares oftheindividualcounts STj, and a 4-bitindica-
tionofthespinL-,{ervalduringwhich thecountwas largestIMj,are computed. The CT,
figures-_reconvertedto an 8-bitfloatingpointnotationprior to transmission.The ex_ '_
ponentof CTj isused to selecta 4-bitsof STj fortransmissica The process quantitiesare
E - 19 bitbinaryvector the experimentalnumber
I - 4 bitbinaryvector experimentalinterval
J - a number between 1 and 5 spincount
CT# - 24 bitbinaryvector sums ofspincounts
STJ -- 26 bit binary vector sums of squares =
TSP16 - 1 binary bit indicates end of 1/16 spin
MAX- 16 bit binary vector maximum count for present spin
SQJ - 4 bit binary vector indicates value of sum of squares
EXPJ - 4 bit binary vector indicates exponent of spin count
DJ - 4 bit binary vector indicates value of spin count
COMMENT: This program describes the data process initiated by the completion of
1/16 of a spin.
PART 1J s o_'24/CTJ; PART 2 J =- el (24)/a2S/CT.!;
DP • DMIO • A0; AC3 - _':'__4)/ACC;AC4 " an(24)/,tCC
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I,J_!
TSP16 ACC _-0 _, <_17(19)/E
STORESUM (CT J )
> MAX:ACC
I REG2, DMIJ--5 TACC; A0, ACC _0; T2 _ 12
I
x I | A0:DMIOI (=' >' <) - (SHIFT, ADD, SUBT)
I
_) IMj -- I ; MAX_ ACC
ADD T _12, CA_O
.REG2; TAC4; T _T= I; CA_M(AC4 I, REG2 v CA); AC412-_(AC4 I,REG2 I, CA)
T:O
Y T2:1 (:) _ (Z)
SHIFT TACC, DP; T2 .-T2 - 1; - X
SUBT T _12; CA_I
:REG2; TAC4; T .T- 1; CA _M(AC4 I, REG21, CA), AC412 _* (AC4 x, REG24, CA)
T:O (:) _Y
Z TACC; DMIO_ PART 1J; T _ 24; CA _ 0
TACC, DMIO; T-T- I; DMIO24 -®(DMIO I,ACC I, CA); CA- M(CA, ACC x,DMIOI)
T:0
PART1J - DMIO; Pb._T2J ,--CA; I .-16 11 (I + 1)
I:l (:)- (EXIT)
J - s It :J + 1)
. J : 1 (:, _) - (HALT, EXIT)
COMMENT: The following program describes the processing required to prepare the
plasma experiment data for transmission.
T¢ J _ 1
X A _ wtg(24)/CTJ
Z .- +/a/A
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< 7.:15
EXPJ .--0; DJ -_4/AEXPJ -15-Z; DJ-_z4(19)/((Z + 1) tA)
S _ EXP J ® Az+t
SQJ _a4(24)/((S-4) I STJ); J_J + 1
J:6 (--, _) _ (EXIT, X)
Other Data Processes
The only other experiment computations carried out by the computer processes data
from the attitude sensor on the angle of the sun and on the time ,_f sun pulses and earth
pulses. There is virtually no data processing on these data prior to transmission. How-
ever, the times of occurrence of the successive sun pulses are used to compute the length
of time required for 1/16 of a spin. The TSP16 spin pulses are generated by coincidence
between a 12 bit settable register (EVENT) and a portion of the clock. When such a co-
incidence occurs EVENT is reset by adding the value of the 1/16 spin interval time which
is stored in memory. Typical condition-effect pairs are given below.
The master clock is a 40 bit counter CL counting down from 200 kc.
CLOCK_ _t2(24)/(7 _ CL)
Condition Effect
EVENT = CLOCK TSP16 _-1
All of the other timing pulses occur at fixed points in the telemetry sequence. The
start register (SR) is modified by a TSP16 pulse and by various timing pulses.
For example,
Condition Effect Remarks
64j t (CLOCK) = 5 SR(1) _ 1 Typical call for telemetry
Computational Load
In this section the computational loads of the major computing tasks are deter-
mined approximately. These figures depend on the time to carry out the individual oper-
ations, and the frequency with which the operations are performed.
For the magnetic auto-correlation experiment a standard operation is performed
238 times per frame. The time required for this is about 850 clock intervals. Hence a
total of 202,000 time units per sequence are required for updating the auto-correlation
numbers during each sequence. Assuming a 200 kc logic rate about 5% of the machine
time is spent on this calculation. In a similar way, the computational load of the other
data processes can be calculated.
L
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Task Time/Sequence % of time/Sequence L
Auto- correlation data input 202,000 5.0 50
Auto- correlation Figure Conversion 7.50 0.019
Auto- corl elation Telemetry 6,000 0.150
Auto-correlation Reset 100 .003
Plasma Dat_ Input 27,280 .682
Plasma Figure Conversion 750 .019
Plasma Telemetry 14,000 .340
Attitude Data Sun 350 .009
Attitude Data Earth 200 .005
Totals _ 251,000 _ 6.3
Allof thesefiguresare approximatebutitis safeto concludethatthe magnetic
auto-correlationexperimentprovidesabout80% of theloadand thatthecomputer will
be offabout90% of thetime. As a resuR theenergy consumed by the computer willcon-
sistprincipallyof standbypower which can be very low. Additionalcomputationaltasks
may be assignedtothecomputer withoutincreasingtheequipmentrequirements.
GENERAL
System Description
The computer describedisa microprogrammed computer. A microprogrammed
computer isdistinguishedfrom more conventionalcomputers by themethod used to de-
fineand perform macro-operations. In conventional computers a few standard d_tta
formats are adopted and a set of universal arithmetic and control operations are de-
fined. The operations are carried out by the control system of the computer rising
wired logic. The justification for adopting a fixed data format is that the computer will
be used for a processing variety of kinds of data and the formats are not known at the
time of the computer design. Once a few fixed data formats axe adopted, the adoption of
standard arithmetic operations is natural and efficient. For a telemetry computer the
format of the data to be processed, and the data processes are known at the time of the
design. The computer will normally be used only on one mission, so in a sense it rm_s
only one program. For this reason, it is preferable to adopt efficient data processes
and formats for the specific task at hand. This can be done efficiently and economically
using microprogramming. The computer is thought of as a collection of storage ele-
ments, logic gates and a switching network for interconnecting the various pieces of
° hardware. A micro-operationconsistsofa particularinterconnection.A macro-oper-
ationisdefinedas a sequenceof micro-operationswhere thesequence isstoredin
memory as successivememory words. Inthistypeof con,puter,a macro-operation
issimilartoa subroutinewithefficientcall" Idreturn. The microprogramming con.-
ceptpermits thetelemetrycomputer tohave bothan 8 bitmultiplyand a 12 bitmultiply
withnegligibleincreasein sizeand weight. For thetaskassignedto thecomputer itis
convenienttohave bothand itisknown thattherewillneverbe a need for some unantic-
ipatedprocess such as a divide.Each macro-operation,such as an 8 bR multiply,is
definedby a microprogram w_.ichisstoredinmemory. The micro program steps
are read inorder when an 8 t,Ltmultiplyis required.R isclearthataddingor modi-
fyinga macro-operationnov,requiresprincipallya change inthecontentsofa mere )ry.
Thisfeaturemakes itfeasibi,_to designa universaltelemetrycomputer foruse ina _ ide
varietyoftelemetrysatelli_.es.The universalcomputer would be givenmicroprogr'tms
appropriatetothep_rticul'_rsatelliteand experimentsforwhich itistobe used.
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The computer is required to operate in real time, responding to demands for com-
putation within certain time constraints and according to some priority rules. This is
accomplished by breaking up all computations into segments which require less than 1 ms.
When a segment is complete the demand is checked to see whether a higher priority de-
mand has been made. If a higher priority demand has been made, the computation is in- _.
terrupted, the register contents are saved and the higher priority computation is begun.
Later the computer returns to complete the interrupted task. Because of the low comput-
ing load, a very simple interrupt system is sufficient for this computer. In a more
sophisticated system it is necessary to allow interruption of tasks which were themselves
initiated through an interrupt. Such systems do not require much additional hardware
but the control becomes more complex.
The computer design calls for a 64 word data memory of 24 bits per word and a
512 word program memory with 16 bits per word. The program memory is not modified
by the computations so a read-only memory is adequate. There are a number of active
registers for storing and shifting data during computation. The registers are listed on a
separate page. The t_'ansfers into and out of memory are in parallel but all register
transfers are serial. As a result the switching network which interconnects the registers
and the logic is small. The switching network must set up a wide variety of connections
but serial logic reduces the number of gates which must be controlled.
The program memory and data memory both have an access time of about 5 _sec.
The average number of memory operations is reduced by a large factor by the use of
serial logic. The program memory will be read an average of about 20,000 times per
second and the data memory used approximately 4,000 times per second while the com-
puter is operating.
Figure A-1 shows in a block diagram some of the computer hardware and the
switching network for interconnecting the hardware. Figure A-2 shows how the computer
could be fitted into an IMP-F type system.
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Figure A-1-Microprogrammed Computer for Telemetry Satellite
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Figure A-2-Fitting the CTM into the Satellite Data Processor
SYSTEM COMPARISON
One of the purposes of this study was to compare the weight and power require-
ments of a satellite data processing system using a central computer with a system
which has distributed data processing equipment. The most pertinent point of the com-
parison is that there is little difference between the systems unless substantial data
processing is performed on the satellite. There is not enough data processing on IMP-F
to make a major difference between the systems. This is not an entirely negative result.
It implies that a central computer system is practical even for very small satellites.
Since the computer on IMP-F would be idle 90% of the time, the satellite system has
available an unused stock of data processing capability. New data processing tasks can
be done on-board with minor changes in weight and power.
Accurate estimates of the weight and power required by the central computer sys-
tem will Depend on the hardware chosen to implement the computer. Most of the memory
is a read-only type and many novel hardware implementations have been suggested for
° this application. Less than 64 words of conventional core memory is needed. A core
memory of 512 words, 12 bits per word is being built for NASA which will consume ap-
proximately 200 row. running at an average rate of 16 kc. A memory of this type could
be used for both program and data storage in a system of the type described. The
memory would be idle, consuming 5 mw, most of the time.
Approximately 175 register stages are needed by the central computer. Compen-
sation for this is obtained by a reduction in the number of register stages in the plasma,
attitude ,_audauto-correlation experiment boxes. Approximately 130 register stages are
eliminated from the plasma experiment. Two small magnetic memories with associated
drivers and sense amplifiers are eliminated from the auto-correlation equipment in ad-
dition to approximately 80 register stages. Approximately 30 register stages are elimi-
nated from the attitude sensing experiment.
A-14
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Although these comparative figures are incomplete, they are sufficient to indicate that
no major differences in weight and power should exist between the two possible implementa-
tions of the IMP-F system. In future systems it will be worthwhile to compare other system
parameters such as reliability and flexibility before making a choice. In addition, increased
data processing load will tend to make the central computer system more attractive.
Operation Example
Some feeling for the method of operation can be obtained by an example of the ini-
tiation of a calculation. Assume the computer is in a quiescent state, having done all the
computations required. 5R, the start register, is at 0, the clock is going and is being
monitored by various coincidence gates which can start the computer when preset con-
ditions occur. All the other registers in the computer are shut off to conserve energy.
Now, assume the clock reaches a point where it is required to perform an auto-corre-
lation calculation. SR 1 is set to 1. SR is used as an address to provide a branch to the
appropriate point in the program memory. The value of SR determines where the pro-
gram shall begin and therefore the calculation performed. The first instruction is read
from the program memory and is executed. If the instruction calls for a microprogram,
as most instructions do, control is transferred to the appropriate point in the program
memory for execution of the microprogram. The computer will not return to the macro-
program until it completes the microprogram. Completion of one step of a microprogram
initiates the reading of the next microprogram step. This procedure continues until the
computation is completed or is interrupted. At intervals of 1 ms or less the value of SR
is compared to the priority of the calculations being performed. If a high priority de-
mand cxists, then the calculation is interrupted. Assume that an SP16 pulse occurs
while the auto-correlation calculation is being carried out. When SR is checked the
high priority demand is noted. The point of interruption and the register contents are
saved before branching to the high priority program. Completion ol the high priority
program causes a return to the interrupted calculation, with the registers restored to
the correct values.
INSTRUCTION DECODING AND CONTROL
There are two formats for an instruction word, one for a microprogram instruc-
tion and one for a macroprogram instruction. The parts of a macroprogram instruction
are:
K - 1 bit - indicating whether a microprogram is to be executed
B - 5 bits - indicating the operation to be performed
C - 9 bits - indicating an address
The two parts of a microprogram instruction are:
D - 10 bits - indicating the set of interconnections required
T - 6 bits - indicating the time for which the connections should be held
When K = 1 there is an automatic branch to the microprogram indicated by the con-
tents of B. When D = T = 0 there is an automatic return from microprogram to macro-
program. When T = 0, D > 0 there is a read of the next microprogram instruction.
All of these processes are more precisely defined in the table of conditions and
effects describing the computer operation.
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The data memory can only be read into the DMIO register or written from this
register. The program memory will be read into the B, C registers or the T, D regis-
ters depending on whether a microprogram is being executed or not.
ARITHMETIC UNIT
The method of doing arithmetic in this computer is different from that normally
adopted. The method handles negative multipliers in a particularly convenient way.
The arithmetic is serial so a very small amount of hardware is needed. The num-
bers are represented in 2's complement form. In Figure A-3 the hardware used for multi-
plying is shown. Register A holds the multiplier, B, the multiplicand, ACC1 the partial
product still being formed and, ACC2 the completed partial product. There are also 4
registers; CA, AO, ADD, and SHIFT. AO acts as an extra stage on A and is set originally
to 0. CA is the carry, ADD equals 1 when an addition is called for and SHIFT equals 1
when a shift is reqaired.
D
X M
x s
Ao ,c, I
X = ADD^ BI v ADDAB I
SET ADO IF AO^A I • t
• RESET ADD IF _"_^At=!
SET SHIFT IF A-'O-OAt= |
SET CA IF M(X,CA, ACI!)=I
RESET CA IF M(X,CA, AC{I),O
Figure A-3-Arithmeti c Unit
The principle of the multiply is to successively add B to Ace1, subtract B from
ACC1 or to shift. The action taken depends on AO and A,, the lowest order stage of A.
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A, AO Action
0 0 Shift
0 1 Add
I 0 Subtract
1 1 Shift
Subtractionis ca,-riedoutusingthe same hardware as additionbut CA = 1 initially
and B isinvertedbeforeenteringthefulladder.
For a 9 bitmultiplyA, B, AC2, and AC1 are 9 l_itregisters.
ACC =-ACt e AC2
AP _ A e AO
Tis a shiftwithoutrotation.The rightr,,ostbitis lostand the leftmost bitremains
unchanged.
M (a,b, c)isthemajorityfunction
Now thecomplete multiplyoperationcan be specified.
CONDITION EFFECT
Initial T2 _9; AO-0; SHIFT, ADDs0; T1 _9
T2.GT.O h TI.EQ.9 ADD-AOA At; SHIFT_AO ® A1; CACAO A A1
SHIFT. EQ. I TACC, AP; T2 .-T2-1;SHIFT.-0; _'I.-9
SHIFT. EQ.O A ADD.EQ.I A TI.GT.O TAC1; _B; ACI 9.-® (ACII, CA, B-I);CA- M(ACI 1,
CA, _); TI_TI-I
SHIFT.EQ.O A ADD.EQ.O A TI.GT.G rAC1; _B; ACI_ .-®(ACI,,CA, B_ );CA. M(ACI,,
CA, B,);TI. T_-I
SHIFT.EQ.O A TI.EQ.O SHIFT _I
The operationofthemultipliercan be illustratedby a simple example. Assume a
4 bltmultiplyof -4 x 3.
Let B = 0011 = 3
A = II00 = -4
The first two operations are simple shifts because A = AO = 0. The next operation calls
for a subtraction of register B from the accumulator_ The resulting configuration of AC1,
AC2 after shift is
AC I AC2
The nextand lastoperationisa simple shift.The resultingacmlmulatorcontentis
1 I 1 1 0 1 0 0 or-12 in2's complement.
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Simple addition and subtraction of numbers makes use of the same hardware as is
used for multiply.
No provision for dividing has been included.
REGISTER LIST
DMIO 24 Bits Normally used fordatamemory IO
ACC 24 Bits Accumulator
REG 2 24 Bits Normally used fordatainput
REG 3 12 Bits Used forstoringindexvalup
REG 4 12 Bits Used to storereturnaddress
CNTR 5 Bits A countingregisterfor generaluse
T 5 Bits A counterused totime microprograms
D 11 Bits Used tocontrolmicroprogram conns.
B 6 Bits Operator of instruction
C 9 Bits Address of instruction
K 1 Bit For branch tomicroprogram
SR 4 Bits Startregister
PRIORITY 4 Bits IndicatesPriorityofpresentcalculation
EVENT 12 Bits This registeris settoproduce an SP16 pulse
PIC 9 Bits Program instructioncounter
MIC 9 Bits Microprogram instructioncounter
START REGISTER (SR)
This registeractsas a startbuttonforthecomputer
SR(1)issetto 1 when an auto-correlationsample is ready
SR(4)issetto 1 w:aen1/16 ofa spiniscomplete.
SR(3)issetto 1 when a sun pulseoccurs
SR(2)issetto 1 when an earthpulseoccurs
SR(4) has the highest priority
EXTERNAL REGISTERS
CL 35 Bits Countdown register from basic clock freq.
CLOCK 12 Bits Not a separate register, Bits 8 thru 19 of CL
MAC 8 Bits 7 bits + sign for auto-correlation input
° PLASMA 17 Bits Plasma countin 1/16 spin
OUT 4 Bits Outputt'otelemetry
SPECIAL ONE BIT REGISTERS
MODE Interrupt indicator - Mode = 1 if interrupt has occurred
CA Carry - for add and subtract
ADD Add = 1 for Add, Add = 0 for subtract
PLASACT Activity of plasma experiment
A-18
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TIMING CONSIDERATIONS
The primary clock runs at approximately 200 kc, giving a 5 _s basic computer in-
terval. In the simulation experiments a 35 bit word CL keeps track of the number of
computer intervals which have passed. The CLOCK referred to in the machine descrip-
tion consists of the 8th through 19th bit positions of CL. The EVENT register which is
used to generate the 1/16 spin pulses monitors these bit locations.
CLOCK - _,2(35)/(7,CL)
3534333231302928272525242322212019181?15151413121110987554321
% S
Y
CLOCK
The 23rd bit has a 20.48 second period, one sequence. The 14th bit has a 40 ms period,
one burst or blank. Many computer tasks can be initiated at fixed times in the sequence
interval. Simple gates with CL inputs can be used to start the computer on these tasks.
PRIORITY CONTROL SYSTEM
The start register indicates the demand for machine computation. A register,
PRIORITY, indicates the priority of the computation presently being carried out. At
frequent intervals the computation is interrupted to compare the demand with the
priority of the computation being carried out. If a new demand with greater priority has
been made, the interrupt point is recorded, the register contents are recorded, and the
computer begins on the more important program. When the computation is complete,
the computer returns to the less important task.
It is not difficult to provide a large number of interrupt levels. This permits in-
terruption of programs which were themselves i'mitiated by interrupts. However, for the
computing tasks assigned to the computer under study, one level is sufficient.
In order to ensure proper priority control the macroprograms must include the
foU_wing.
1. When entering a program from the halt mode, store the priority value of the
computation in priority.
2. When enteri,_ a program through an interrupt, store the value of the PIC and
REG 2 and set the priority mode to prevent further interrupts.
3. When exiting from an interrupting program restore the registers to their
former values.
4. To interrupt in order to check priority use "BL MONITOR" instruction at
least once every millisecond.
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MACRO OPERATIONS
Inthissectiona tableof macro operationsisgivenalongwitha descriptionof the
effectofthe operations.In additionestimatesof thetimes requiredto executethevar-
iousmacros are given.
Table A- 1
Macro-operations
Symbol Name Description Micro. No.
i
HB Haltand Branch PIC' SR N 0
SC SubtractConstant AC2, D2 _/')2- C Y I
ZEROD Zero DMIO - 0 N 13
SET TE SR,- C N 2
INPUT MAC REG2 _',MACsx e(16),_s(24),MAC', Y 3
R DC Read Constant D2 *-C Y 14
ADD2 ACC, DMIO .-REG2 + DM c Y 4
STRACC StoreAcc DM c. ACC Y 15
STRD IStoreDMIO DM c- DMIO N 5
BL IBranch and Load REG4 _-PIC, PIC*-C, MCDE. 1
RD2 Read intoREG2 REG2 .-DM c Y 6
RD Read Data DMIO _ DM c
M Multiply ACC _ DMCx REG2 Y T
SHIFT DM DMIO .-C. DMIO
STR2 StoreREG2 DM c - REG2 Y 8
RD ACC Read intoACC ACC --DM c Y 10
SD Subtrac_data AC2 _ AC2 - _'2(24)/DMc Y II
BZ Branch on Zero IF ACC.EQ.O, PIC _-C N 63
B Branch PIC .-C N 62
BO Branch on odd IF(ACCI.EQ.I), PIC. C N 6'1BP Branch on Pos. IF(ACC24 .EQ.O),PIC C N 60
OUT Output Out _4(24)/DM¢, DM c _4 _DM ¢ Y 12
FLOAT I EXP _ + (2/(DMC4x _(24))_DM c) Y IT
o_4/(8 _DM _')_ E_P
_S/(DMC '-EXP "DM c
SQSP Square 1 DMc    •[224i0 ((5_REG2) x
(5_REG2)) ]+ DM c 18
DMC+X DMC+X+, + (EDMC*X +
(5:REG2) x (5_REG2)] + 224)
. SQ Square DM c _ DM c + REG2 x REO2 Y 2.1
SADDX DMc*x _ REG2 + DM c 24
SD2X Subtract data ACC .-REG2 - DMc 25
RESET IO AttitudeActivity..0 N 26
FLT FLOAT 2 EXP _-+ (_/(oJt'(24)/DMC)) Y 27
IF (EXP.LT.15),_4/(4_DMC)..15-EXP
_4/DM c• aV((5 + EXP) _DM c)
PRSQ PRSQ A_\DM c-x  @ ,_24(28), DMC  „ Y28
DM c .-ai(28)/(SH _A)
SET EV [SET EVENT EVENT _ _12(24)/ACC Y 29
SET SP16 SR 4" C N 30
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Table A- 1 (Continued)
Symbol Name Description Mit.ro. No.
SET PLASMA Plasma Activity Plasma Activity C Y 34
ADD1 DMIO .-DM c + ACC Y 35
INP PLAS Input Plasma REG2_\0, _17(24), Plasma Count\ Y 36
BM Branch on Mode IF (MODE. EQ. O) PIC .- C N 56
SSR Subtract SR IF (PRIORITY.GT.SR), ACC24. O Y 37
IF (PRIORITY.LTE.SR), ACC24 _ 1 _-
IBP Indirect Branch IF (ACC24 .EQ.O), PIC--REG4 N 55
' SETMODE MODE --C1 N 38
STR PR Store Priority DMc .-PRIORITY Y 39
RD3 Read into REG3 X-DM c Y 42
RDPR Read into PR PRIORITY-DM c Y 40
SETPR Set Priority PRIORITY-C N 41
OUTX Output out .-o?(24)/DM c+x , DM c 4 _DMc €43
STRDX Store Data DMc*x _ DMIO Y 44
RDCL Read Clock REG2 .-CLOCK N 45
RDANGLE DMIO-ATTITUDE ANGLE Y 46
SETSUN SR(3) - C N 47
1
AC2 _ o_12(24)/ACC
D2 _ _t2(24)/DMIO
X _ REG3
Table A-2
Times for Macro-operationExecution
(MachineUnits)
Operation Time Operation Time Operation .. Time
SC 26 OUT 8 SET SPI6 I
SETTE 1 ZERO D 1 SET PLASMA 1
INPUT MAC 26 STRACC 27 ADD1 30
ADD2 28 FLOAT 1 80 INPUT PLASMA 26
STRD 1 SQSP 90 BM 1
RD2 27 BL 1 SSR 7
M 50 SQ 55 IBP 1
RDC 14 RD 1 SETMODE 1
STR2 27 SHIFT DM 6 STPR 7
RDACC 27 SADDX 42 RDPR 7
SD 16 SD2X 41 SETPR 1
BZ 1 RESET10 1 RD3 15
B 1 FLT 65 OUTX ?2
130 1 PRSQ 65 _TRDX 16
BP 1 SETEV 14 RDCLOCK 1
RD ANGLE 26
SETSUN 1
: A-21 Ii
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SYMBOLIC PROGRAM
In this section the symbolic program is given which makes up the macroprogram
stored in the program memory. It is far easier to program in this symbolic manner
without reference to specific memory locations. However, each instruction shown in
symbolic program does occupy one memory location. The meaning of the symbolic
macro operations can be obtained from the table of macro operations. A symbolic data
memory array is shown also.
This symbolic program makes explicit the priority control system, the data process
details and the flow of program control b_.tween the various computing tasks.
Table A-3
Symbolic Program
Label OP Address Comments
'i
0 HB -
1 B TE
2 B EARTH
3 B EARTH PRIORITY
4 B SUN BRANCHING
5 B SUN
6 B SUN
7 ,3 SUN
8 B SP16
9 B SP16
I0 B SPI6
11 B SP16
12 B SP16
13 B SP16
14 B SP16
15 B SP16
16 TE SETTE 0 RESET SR(1)
SETPR 1
HI) TEN TEN is a count of TE pulses MOD 512
SC 475
20 BP BZ
BO MAC
22 RESETE RD TEN INCREMENT
SC -1 TEN
STRO TEN
B TESP
26 MAC BL MONITOR Begin Auto-correl.
INPUT MACWORD Calculation
ADD2 HAV
STRD RAV
30 sQ RO
BL MONITOR
M C8
ADD1 R8
B L MONITOR
M C7
STRD C8
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Table A-3 (Continued)
Label OP Address Comments
ADD1 R7
BL MONITOR
M C6
40 STRO C7
ADD1 R6
BL MONITOR
M C5
STRD C6
ADD1 R5
BL MONITOR
M C4
STRD C5
ADD1 R4
BL MONITOR
M C3
STRD C4
ADD1 R4
BL MONITOR
M C2
STRD C3
ADD1 R2
BL MONITOR
M C1
60 STRD C2
ADD1 R1
STR2 C1
B RESETE
64 BZ BZ PREP If TEN = 475 Prepare MAC Data
65 TELEM RD J
SC 11
BP RES IfJ = II,RESET allMAC Data
RDACC MACOUT
SD MAX
70 BP NEXT
RD MACOUT
SC -1
STRD MACOUT
RD3 J
OUT X RAV
B RESETE
77 RES BZ *+5
8 RD J
9 SC -1
80 STRD J
1 B RESETE
2 BL MONITOR
3 ZERO
4 STRD C1
5 STRD ,22
5 STRD C3
STRD C4
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Table A-3 (Continued)
Label OP Address Comments
8 STRD C5
9 STRD C6
90 STRD C7
1 STRD C8
2 STRD RAV
3 STRD R0
4 STRD RI
5 STRD R2
6 STRD R3
7 STRD R4
8 STRD R5
99 STRD R6
100 STRD R7
1 STRD R8
2 B RESETE
3 NEXT BL MONITOR
4 RDC 1
5 STRD MACOUT
6 RDC 2
7 STRD MAX
8 RD J
9 SC -1
110 STRD J
111 B TELEM
112 PREP SHIFT DM RAV
3 FLOAT 1 R0
4 FLOAT 1 R1
5 FLOAT 1 R2
6 FLOAT I R3
7 BL MONITOR
8 FLOAT 1 R4
9 FLOAT l R5
120 FLOAT l R6
1 FLOAT 1 R7
2 FLOAT 1 R8
3 B RESETE
4 SET SP16 0
o 5 SET PR 8
6 INPUT PLASMA
7 RD3 X SPINCNT
8 SADDX NPLAS
9 SD2 X NMAX
130 BP SET
131 COMP SQSP NSQ
2 RD SP16 COUNT OF SP16 PULSES
3 SC 15
4 BZ UPSPIN
5 RD SPI6
6 SC -1
7 STRD SP16
A-24
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Table A-3 (Continued)
Label OP Addr_ 3 Comments
8 SETUP RD CLOCK PUTS CLOCK IN REG2
9 ADD2 PERIOD
140 SETEV PUTS DMIO IN EVENT
1 R
2 UPSPIN ZERO
3 STRD NMAX
4 STRD SP16
5 RD SPINCNT
6 ;'C 5
147 _Z PREP2
148 RD SPINCNT
149 SC -l
150 i STRD SPINCNT
151 R
152 PREP 2 SET PLASMA 0
153 FLT NPLAS
154 PRSQ NSQ+ I
155 STRD NSQ
156 FLT NPLAS + 1
157 PRSQ NSQ+3
158 STRD NSQ+I
159 i BL MONITORi
1C0 i FLT NPLAS+2!
1 PRSQ NSQ+5
2 STRD NSQ+23 FLT NPLAS+3
4 , PRSQ NSQ+7
5 STRD NSQ+3
6 FLT NPLAS+4
7 PRSQ NSQ+9
8 STRD NSQ+4
9 ZERO
! STRD SPINCNT70
71 I R
172 TESP i SC 20 IF TEN < 15 PREPARE
3 i BP TE 1 PLASMA OUTPUT
4 : RD3 TEN
5 OUTX INTERVAL
6 R -
7 BZ *+2
8 R
9 ZEROD
180 STRD Tl
1 STRD T2
2 STRD T3
3 STRD T4
4 RESETIO 1
5 R -
18_ SET RD SPINCNT
] STRDX INTERVAL
I A-25• f
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Table A-3 (Continued)
Label OP Address Comments
STRDX INTERVAL
STR2 NMAX
B COMP
190 SUN 2 RDACC T1 SUN PULSE OCCURS
1 BZ T4S
2 RDACC T4
3 BZ *+2
4 R
5 RD CLOCK CLK IN 2
6 STR 2 T4
PUT CLOCK READING IN ACC
7 SD 2 T1
8 SHIFT 4
9 STRACC PERIOD
200 R
01 TIS RD CLOCK
02 STR2 T1
03 RD ANGLE ATTITUDE
04 STRD ANGLE
O5 R
06 MONITOR SSR
07 IBP REG4
08 SETMODE l
09 STR2 SAVE
10 STRPR SAVE PR
11 HB HB
12 R BM HB IF MODE IS 0 GO TO HB
13 RD2 SAVE
14 SETMODE 0
15 RDPR SAVE PR
16 IBP REG4
217 SUN SETSUN 0
18 SETPR 4
19 B SUN2
* 220 EARTH RDACC T2
l BZ A
2 RDACC T3
3 BZ *+2
4 B R
5 RD CLOCK
6 STR2 T3
7 B R
: 8 A RD CLOCK
9 STP,2 T2
230 B R
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DATA MEMORY ARRAY
0 INTERVAL 27 C8
1 28 RAV
2 29 R0
3 30 R1
4 31 R2
5 NPLAS 32 It3
6 33 R4
7 34 R5
8 35 R6
9 36 R7
10 NSQ 37 R8
11 38 TEN
12 39 J
13 40 MACOUT
14 41 MAX
15 42 SPINCNT
16 43 SP16
17 44 PERIOD
18 45 NMAX
19 46 T1
20 C1 47 T2
21 C2 48 T3
22 C3 49 T4
23 C4 50 SAVE
24 C5 51 SAVE PR
25 C6 52 ANGLE
26 C7
MICRO-OPERATiONS
A table of micro-operations is given below. This table in conjunction with the
microprograms shown later constitutes a detailed description of the computer opera-
The computer design was not debugged so errors probably exist in the table. How-
the table is useful as an illustration of compact and precise descriptions of micro
operations. In addition the table indicates the typical complexity of a micro-operation
the types of operations performed. The large number of transfer operations is
probably typical. Finally, the table indicates approximately the number of different
micro-operations needed for a telemetry computation.
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Table A-4
Micro- operations
Label Action iN°" I Remarks
XFER C, 2 R212 _-C1, C_ :C, R2.-TR2, T_T-1 1 R2 -= o_2(24)/REG2
SUBT ACn _ • (D2_, CA, R-2_), CAlM(D2 _,CA,_ ) 2 AC =- _2 (24)/ACC
AC --TAC, R2 .- :R2, D2 _ _D2, T_T- 1 D2 -= _12(24)/DMIO
MAC INP REG224 - MACWORD1, REG2 .-TREG2, T_-T-1 3
MACWORD s _-0 MACWORD .- _MACWORD
SHIFT 2 REG2 _rREG2 T_-T-1 4
READ DATA DMiO _DM c, T _T- 1 5
SET ADD ADDs-l, CA_0, T_T-1 6
ADD T-T-l, CA-M(CA, REG21, DMIO,), 7
DMIO 1- TDMIO
ACC _ _ACC, ACC_.. DMIO
DMIO1) REG2-_R_62 " 24 • (CA, REG21,
XFER D,2 DMIO'-TDMIO, REG2- , EG2,
REG224 _ DMIO 1 , T'-T- 1 8
XFER C, D T_T-!, C--TC, DMIO _TDMIO, DM20 ,_ 0.
DMIO12- C1 9
XFER 2, D T_T-1, R_-_R, DMIOg_RI, DMIOIs
D1_O24.- 0, T2_ 9 AO, ACC-0 11 R -=_9(24)/REG2
XPLY T_T-1, AC29-e(AC2,, CA, REG21 ),
CA"M(AC2 _, CA, REG2, ) 12 ADD.EQ. 1
AC2_-TAC2, R.- _R AC2 -= ag(24)/ACC
T_-T-1, AC29.- • (AC2___CA, REG2, ),
CA'-M(AC2,, CA, REG21) 12 SUBT.EQ. 1
AC2_TAC2, R- _R
Needed only for simulation 13
SHIFT ACC _-TACC, T--T- 1 14
SETUP ADDs-l, CA.-0, DMIO_DMc, T_T-1 15
ADD 24 T_T-1, DMIO _-TDMIO, ACC .-rACC, 16
DMIO24-* (DMIO,, ACC1, CA),
CA-M(DMIO_, ACC,, CA)
WRITE T--T- I, DMc_- DMIO 17
MIC BRNCH MIC.-T, T--0 18
XFER 2, D T_T-1, REG2_TREG2, DMIO-TDM[O, 20
DMIO -4_ REG 21
XFER D, ACC T_T-_, ACC_TACC, DMIO_-TDMIO,
ACC24 -DMIO l 2 1
SUBT T _T- I,ACC _-T_CC,DMIO _TDMIO, 22
ACC24 .-®(DMIO,, CA, ACC,),
CA-M(_,, CA, ACC,)
• XFER D 3 T_-T- 1, DMIO- TDMIO, REG3 _ 'rREG3, 23
REG312 - DMIO 1.,
ADD INDEX T.-T-I, C .-TC, REG3 _TREG3 24
C12-.®(CA,REG3:, C,),
CA-M(CA, REG2,, C,)
XFER OUT DMIO.- rDMIO, OUT_- rOUT, OUT 4 -DMIO,, 25
T-T-1
XFER C,D T.-T-1, DMIO_-TDMIO, C.-TC, DMIO,2_C,, 19
DMIO24 -- 0
XFER ACC, D T-T-l, ACC-TACC, DMIO.-TDMIO, 10
DMIO24 - ACC,
FP REG2 .-e1(24), IF(ACC.EQ.e(24) V_'(24), 26
MIC*-MIC+2
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Table A-4 (Continued)
Label Action INo. [ Remarks
FP T_T-1, A--- \ACC, _24(48), DMIO\, A_TA 27
_REG2, REG24 _ (REG2 l, REG22 )
!IF(ACC.EQ. _(24) Vc (24), T-0
XFER PL 2 A _ \ PLASMA, _24(41), REG2i, 28
A _ TA, T _T- 1
SETUP AO, ACC-0, T2_24 30
CONE) T-T-l, IF(CA.EQ. 1), MIC_MIC+I 36
T_T-!, _REG2, TDMIO, TACC, 29
ACC24 _ * (DMIOx, CA, REG2, ), CA_M(DMIO1,
CA, REG21 )
SFTVD SUBT _A-'OADMIO 1, ADD-AO A DMIO1 , 31
SHIFT_AO ® DMIO1
CA-AO A DMIOI, T_T-1
IF(T2.GT.O AND SHIFT.EQ. 1), MIC _MIC+I
IF(T2.EQ.O) MIC-MIC+2
SHIFT T2_T2-1, T_0, AO_DMIO,, TDMIO, _R 33 R = _2(24)/REG2
TACC, MIC _MIC-2
ADD T-T-l, iR, TAI, AI_2_(AIt, CA, R_) 32 AI _ _2 (24)/ACC
CA-M(AI,, CA, R,) ADD.EQ.I
T-T-I, _R, TAI, AII:-,(Alx, CA, R,),
CAlM(CA, R,, AIx) 32 SUBT.EQ.I
BOVF T-0, IF(CA.EQ.I),IVIIC_MIC+I 36
SET C Cl- I,T_T-1 37
SETUP ADD- I,ACC -O, DMIO-DMc, T_-T-1 38
SFTCNT T _T- 1,CNTR-0 39
BZ T _T- I,IF(ACC.EQ.O), MIC -MIC+I 40
SHIFT COUNT T-T-l, CNTR-CNTR+I, TAD, IVIIC_-MIC-! 41
AD _ \ ACC, _'2(24),DMIO\
PLACE T-T-I, _3/LACC-_3/(2 _CNTR) 42 '_
WRITE DM - DMIO, C,- O, T'-T- 1 43
COUNTDOWN CNTR-CNTR+I, TDMIO, IF(CNTR.GT.O) 44
T-O, ELSE, _I T-1
SET T_T-1, CNTR,-AC34 , o4/_CNTR_'/ 45
CNTR
SUBT T_T-I, TACC, _PRIORITY, LSR, 46
ACC24 _ • (CA, SR,, PRIORITY,)
XFER AE AE_ ,ACC, _'2(36),EVENT\, TAE, T-T-I 47
XFER AP AP -=\ACC, _4(28),PRIORITY, "rAP,T~T -I 48
XFERPD PD =-\PRIORITir,_4(8),_4(24)/DMIO\, 49
TPD, T-T-1
XFER AGD AGD _ \ANGLE, _24(32),DMIO\,
TAGD, T- T- 1 50
The tableof micro program arrays givestheactualmicro programs for thein-
dividualmacro operations.For example themacro ADDI consistsofa sequenceof 5
micro operationsand accomplishestheadditionofa memory word and the accumulator.
The firststepis a read ofdatamemory. The second isa setupforaddition,etc. The
laststepcauses a returntothe macro program.
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Table A-5
Micro Program Array
Label T D Action
i
SQ 9 II
1 31
9 12
I 35
0 13
6 14
1 15
24 16
1 17
0 0
ADD1 1 5
1 6
24 16
1 17
0 0
RDACC 1 5
24 21
0 0
SD 1 5
0 1
12 22
0 0
RD3 1 5
12 23
0 0
OUT X 1 6
12 24
OUT 1 5
4 25
1 17
0 0
SC 12 1 SET UP TO SUBTRACT CONST.
• 12 2 SUBTRACT CONST
0 0
INPUT MAC 8 3 INPUT MACWORD TO REG 2
16 4
0 0
ADD2 1 5 24 BIT ADD
1 6 OF DMIO AND REG 2
24 7 RESULT IN ACC & DMIO
0 0
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Table A-5 (Continued)
Label T D Action
RD2 1 5
24 8 XFER DMIO _ REG 2
0 0
m 1 5
0 11
0 12
' 9 12
0 13
6 14
0 0
RDC 12 9
0 0
STR2 24 2O
1 17
0 0
RDC 12 19
0 0
STRACC 24 10
1 17
0 0
FLOAT 1 1 5
24 21
8 10 ,
0 26
15 27
16 20
0 0
INPUT PLASMA 17 28
7 4
0 0
SADDX 1 6
12 24
1 15
24 7
1 17
0 0
: SD2X 1 6
, 12 24
0 1
1 5
24 29
0 0
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Table A-5 (Continued)
Label T D i Action ....ii
SQSP 5 4
24 20
1 4
0 30
1 31
12 32 _-
1 33
1 34
1 6
12 4
1 15
24 16
1 _c
0 0
OVF 1 37
1 38
24 16
1 17
0 0
SHIFT DM 4 21
0 0
FLT 1 5
24 21
4 10
1 39
1 40
1 41
15 10
1 17
1 45
0 0
PRSQ 1 5
24 21
1 42
1 43
• 1 5
4 10
31 44
0 0
SSR 0 1
4 46
0 0
SET EV 12 47
0 0
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Table A-5 (Continued)
Label T D Action
RDPR 1 5
4 48
0 0
STRPR 4 49 _
1 17
0
ETRDX 1 6
12 24
1 17
0 0
RD ANGLE 24 50
0 0
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DATA COMPRESSION AND ITS \
APPLICATION TO VIDEO SIGNALS \_
L. D. Davisson
O
" INTRODUCTION _"
A signal is generated by some arbitrary source. This signal is sampled and quan-
tired in some fashion determined by the signal user. In the usual mode o_ system opera-
tion, log 2L bits per sample are transmitted where L is the number of quantization levels.
This report considers methods of reducing the transmission rate while maintaining an
acceptable level of data quality. This reduction process is called data compression, com-
paction, or more generally, source encoding.
The studies reported herein are aimed primarily towards the reduction of trans-
mis'sion rates for TV pictures, although the general techniques and theoretical results
apply as well to other data sources. Ten Tiros cloud cover pictures were selected as
being typical of the class of TV pictures. Figure A-4 presents the tw_ of these ten pic-
tures wkich are used to illustrate the results of this study. The pictures of Figure 1 were
taken directly from a crt display of the original analog signal. They may be used as a stand-
ard of picture quality for the photographs which ¢ollow.
Data compression is obtained by taking advantage of data, edundancies which exist
when the signal is "inactive" or contains some "regularity," e.g. where large areas are of
the same shade. One such method is based upon the "predictability" of each succeeding
frame, line or element as the case may be. In this study frame-to-frame effects were not
considered since the meteorological pictures chosen are too far apart in time to have suf-
ficient s_.milarity. However, element and line effects have been considered and will be dealt
with in this report in that order.
\
ELEMENT-TO-ELEMENT DATA COMPRESSION
If a sample can be predicted based on the previous samples so that the prediction
error (or possibly the sample r.m.s, error or some other error criterion with "memory")
does not exceed some threshold, it need not be transmitted resulting in a reduction in bit
rate. The indication to predict is encoded so that the receiver knows to insert a predicted
value in place of the sample. Suppose p is the probability of predicting accurately and
each of the L levels is equally likely when an accurate prediction is not possible. Suppose
in addition that the ability to predict is sample-to-sample independent. Then theory states
that in the noiseless case a compression ratio of
1og2L
is approachable where the compression ratio is defined av the ratio of the number of bits
in the unccnpressed message set to the number in the compressed message set.
It should be pointed out at this time that the concept of compression ratio can be used
i_ a somewhat misleading manner. For example, a reduction from 6 b_ts to 2 bits is not the
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same as a reduction from 3 bits to 1 bit per sample. To avoid this confusion, the message
entropy will be used under the independence assumption. It must also be mentioned that
the number of bits required in the noisy case for a given probability of error per sample
increases the coded transmission rate. However, since the coding problera in noise has not
been solved, it will be convenient to use the above definition with the unde_ standing that it
represents a lower bound on the transmission rate. Therefore, to sum up, the transmis-
sion rate per sample is stated as:
R(L) = -p log p - (1 - p) log (1 - p) + (1 - p) log2I,
= H(p) _ (1 -p) log2L.
l_ is stated as a function of L to emphasize the importance of quantizing properly.
It is a simple matter to establish that R(L + i) ->R(L). This is certainly what one would
expect since p can not decrease with a reduction it, the number of levels.
Therefore, one should minimize the number of levels consistent with the desirecl
data quality. For a given number of levels, L, the choice of where to place the various
levels is also of considerable importance since the number of levels can be reduced the
farthest if they are chosen in a careful manner which takes into consideration the informa-
tion which is to be conveyed 2o the user. In the case of TV data the effect of quantizing
too coarsely is the _,_ called "contouring" effect. That is, there is r,o smooth transition
of grey ._haaes givingthe picture a coarse appearance. Therefore oae should set the lowest
and highest levels as close together as possible so that small fluctuations in intermediate
values result in the largest possible grey level changes. To put it in other terms, the con-
trast should be set at its desired value a priori rather than doing this a posteriori result--
ing in a loss in the number of effective levels.
Figures A-5 to A-8 illustrate this point. Figures A-5 and A-6 are 16 and 8 level
pictures where the top and bottom levels are set at around the first and 99th percentiles
of the signal. Thus most of the picture information is contained in the center of the range
and a gray, coarse picture results. In Figures A-7 and A-8, hawever, the top and bottom
levels are set at around the 15th and 85th percentiles. Thus some limiting occurs. The
data of interest fluctuates through the entire range of values _esulting in a higher contrast
picture. In fact, the 8 level picture of Figure A-8 has about the same amplitude difference,
between levels as m the 16 level picture of Figure A-5 in the center of its range. Thus
contouring is reduced resulting in a clearer picture. It must. be further stated that if the
signal is too severely limited, valuable information is lost.
Because the 8 level pictures of Figure A-8 seem to be of acceptable quality, the com-
pression results for the 8 level data are given on the followi.ng pages.
To achieve data compressi6n, some prediction technique must be specified. Ob-
viously, if it is required that the prediction error be less than some peak value at all times,
the optimum predictor minimizes the probability of exceeding the error threshold, or stat.ed
more simply, minimizes the probability of error conditioned on the data. That is, if the
sample so is to be predicted, one chooses the estimate so = kth level if
t
p(k/s l....) :max ._ p(t + j/s.I....3i
j=-t
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where p(. / • ) is the conditional (or transition) probability and '_t is the allowable error.
Unfortunately these transit, ion probabilities are not known and must therefore be estimated
from the data. The most reasonable way to do this is to silnply construct a frequency plot
or histogram for each of the conditional probabilities. Of course the conditioning must be
on a finite number of samples. That is, a histogram for
p(k/s_ 1..... s. m)
is to be constructed as a function of k for each of tl:e Lm ordered se's (s. v • •., S_m). P. is
immediately apparent that an m larger than 3 or 4 is not practical from a storage viewpoint.
In addition the effect of non-stationarities on the long period of time required to make a his-
togram of "reasonable" size limits m.
The total storage required depends on the number of bits used in each histogram.
The count in each histogram does not become unbounded since one wishes to allow the his-
togram to depend on only the most recent points to minimize the "sluggishness" of respon:e
to statistical nonstationarities. One way to do this, for example, is to store each point and
to subtract it off after a given period of time. A second way is to use a "filter" such as an
exponential weight on the histogram. A third way which eliminates the need for storage and
multiplication operations is to divide by 2 everytime the mode (or maximum) of the histo-
gram overflows. Since this is a simple shift operation it is easily implemented. Supposii,g
n t:its are allowed for each histogram element (as will be shown, n -_ 4 is about right). The,,
a total memory of Lm x nL = nLm+1 bits is required. This might be reduced further by a
priori restrictions on the histograms (e.g. transitions from level 1 to L would be assumed
to have less than the maximum probability).
_otherpredictorto be used intheproposed method ofdatacompression would be
the sample conditionedmean (Balakrtshman'ssecond method). Sincetheconditionalex-
pectationminimizes mean square error,thisstatisticwould be applicablerelativeto a
sample mean squareerror (r.m.s.)th_-esholdcriterion.Everytime the sample mean
square error over thepreviousN >>1 points(or maybe some weightingofthepast)exceeds
some threshold,the most recentpointistransmitted.
At firstglanceitmight appear thatthesample conditionalmean requiresfewer stor-
age locations.This,infact,may or may notbe true. In storingthe sample conditional
mean, more thanlog2L bitsis requiredbecause eitherthe sum totalplusa "counter"must
be storedforeach ofthe Lm sample means, or elselog2L bitsplusa number offraction
bitsmust be stored.In eithercase,itisnotclearthata significantreductioninmemory
requirementsisachieved.Inaddition,multiplicationr divisionisalways requiredinthe
second method.
• A thirdt)peofpredictorconsideredistheso called"zero order hold,"or previous
elementpredictor.Here itispredictedthatthenextpointisthesame as thepresentvalue.
This predictoris,ingeneral,notoptimum withrespectto any crLterionexceptsimplicity.
Itisby fartheeasiestmethod to implement and itmay, as isshown inthe following,com-
pare favorablywiththe optimum techniquesinpredictionprobability.
Other error criteriathanthe peak error and r.m.s,error can be given. An error
requirementbased on a linearweightingofthepreviouserrors couldb,,used. This effec-
tivelycausestheallowableerror to dependupon itsspect_-alpropertie_.Sincehighfre-
quency noiseislessobjectionablethanlow frequencynoisein TV pictures,itisr ,sonable
to studythiscriterion.The primary disadvantagetoerror schemes based on memory is
thepossibiityoflargelocalerrors. On theotherhand,itispossibleto adjuyttheerror
threshold"smoothly"aF contrastedwiththepeak error c_se where onlyan Integtrnumber
of levelscan be specifiE..
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Table A-6 gives typical transmission rate results for the three predictors consid- E_
ered - the conditional mode, the conditional expectation, and the zero order hold predic-
tors. The conditional predictors are based on the previous element and the element directly
above on the previous line:
Table A-6
_ Allowable
Weighted F-ror
"_rror 0 _1 Peak Error Less Than 13
Predictor _
Conditional Mode 2.195 .6789 1.066
Conditional Mmn 2.204 .6829 1.050
Zero Order Hold 2.195 .8780 1.120
"Transmission rates in bits/sample.
In the cases where no erz s or moderate errors are allowed there is no essential
difference between the predictor performances. Only in the case where a large error is
allowed is there a signific:'"t difference between the predictors. Even there it would be
debatable whether the differepce would be worth the increased compl2xity. It is not ob-
vious why the spread between the transmission rates increases with increasi',g error, how-
e_'er, it apparently has to do with the error feedback mechanism. Unfortunately the large
gains obtainable by the more complicated metF.ods are not of use since picture quality re-
quirements limit the allowable error too severely. Figures A-9 and A-10 are pictures
with the 1 level and th_ weighted errors respectively. It appears that the 1 level peak
error does not result in an acceptable picture and that the one bit pictures of Figure A-9
are about as far as one can go _n reducing picture transmission rates due to element
effects. Therefore, it seems apparent that the more complicated systems dn hot hold a
sufficient advantage over the simple zero order hold predictor to warrant their application.
The conclusion that the zero order hold predictor suffic'_s for TV data (or at least
for these 10 pictures) does not mean that it will always be true for all data. Theref.:re
it is of interest to indicate some results for the conditional r,ode predictor. If one spec-
ifies a cor,ditional mode predictor, one must set the number of values, N, to be used in
the histogram. Appendix A gives lower bounds and asymptotic estimates for the predic-
tion probability, p. The following table gives a comparison between the theoretical lower
bound (whore the maximum empirical value was assumed to be the modal probability) and
the empirical values:
Theoretical EmpiricalN
Lower Bound Value
i
3 .50 .5596
6 .4820 .5824
12 .5670 .5954
24 .5975 .6022
48 .6057 .6053
96 .6068 .6068
Qo .6068 .5991_'
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Figure )..9-Compressed to 0.6789 bits using conditional mode
element predictor with ±1 revel error
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Figure A-10-Compressed to 1.05 bits using conditional mean
predictor with weighted errors
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LTwo things may be noted from this curve. First of all, although the predictor does
v:ell for relatively small values of N, it takes a surprisingly large value to "reach" the
maximum. Secondly, there are non-stationary affects as evidenced by the dropping off of
the 9rediction prc.)ability as N - _.
An interesting th;ng was noted regarding the conditional histograms. It was noted'that
the previous element has considerably more influence than the element directly above on
the preceding line. This nmst be dae to a combination of line sync jitter plus the filtering
of the sig:ml acr,.,'_s the line.
_" Line-to-line E,zects
As in the element compression case, if a line can be generated with suif'.cient ac-
curacy by operations on the preceding lines, it need not be transmitted. In this study only
operations on the last transmitted line are considered. Let S (n) be a function which
repre=euts the ruth line evaluated at the nth element. If Sm(n) is the last tranmmtted line,
and it is necessary to decide whether line m + i should be transmitted, one forms the
estimator:
S p@S(n + a + bn).
and the regression coefficients a .... b are estimated. "a" represents "a" shiR and "b"
represents a linear expansion or cor_.:action. This is a non-linear regression problem
in the function S which posses, es no particular smoothness properties. Therefore the
"best" estimates must be found by a searching procedure over some range of values.
"Best" is defined as the minimum of:
_-_f [Sm+i(n) - Sm(n + a + bn)]
where f[.]is some costfunction.Sincea search procedure istobe used,itno longer
matters particularlywhether or not f[.]isthe usualsquared error.*
Iftheminimum islessthansome threshold,theparameters a and b are transmit-
ted. Sincethisrequiresvery few bitsrelativetothenumber ofelements on a line(typi-
cally500 elements),one can say that"no" bitsare required.
FigureA-11 representsa 5-to-1linecompression ratiowhere f(x)= x_. R is seen
thatan unacceptableamount ofdistortionresults.Inadditiontoa toolargethreshold,much
of thedistortionseems to resultfrom a "blocking"effectWhere theminimum does notoc-
cur when sharp transitionedges are linedup as one desires. To correctthis, f[x]'-L"xs
was used. Figure A-12 representsa 3.5-to-1compression ratiousingthiscriterion.R
isnotedthatreasonablepicturequalityismaintained.Table A-7 givestherelativefre-
quency withwhich each ofthevaluesof a and b occur.
Itisseen that a = 0 and b = 0 togetheroccur significantlyessthanhalfof thetime.
Printoutsof theminimum have shown ittobe infacta rathersharp minimum much ofthe
time,making itworth whiletotransmitnon-zero valuesof a and b. Future studiesmay
*It was found that if f [:] involves multiplication or exponentiation that considerahh_ computational time can be saved by
storing the L-1 values of f['] as a vector.
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Table A-7
Relative Relative
a Frequency b Frequency
-4 .0100 0 .9231
-3 .0240 -1/35 .0232
-2 .0485 +1/35 .0537
-1 .1475
0 .3824
1 .2293
2 .0709
3 .0445
4 .0433
find a better regression model or more satisfactory values of b. At present, computa-
tional time places a severe constraint on the range of regressors which can be tried.
Combined Line and Element Effects
It is now possible to combine line and element effects to obtain an overall transmis-
sion rate. Only those lines which cannot be reconstructed well enough from the previous
line are transmitted. Every line which is transmitted is transmitted using element com-
pression techniques. From the previous results it can be seen that less than 1/2 bit per
sample should be required in the noiseless case while maintaining "reasonable" picture
quality.
Figure A-13 represents pictures compressed to .37 bits which seem to be not quite
good enough. Unfortunately time did not allow a more exhaustive study as to a lower bound.
Other Possibilities Considered \
In addition to the techniques mentioned above, several other ideas were considered
briefly. Smoothing of the received data was considered briefly. It was found that the
coarseness of the pictures was reduced at the cost of decreased sharpness.
It is felt that this problem should be explored further. A method of compression
where only boundaries of areas of a given shade are transmitted was considered. This
is a "paint-by-numbers" or map cot.tour approach. Difficulties were encountered in de-
ciding how to encode the data. Further study might be fruitful oa this idea. A third idea
is the use of delta modulation. Here of course one has the problems of saturation and
error accumulation. However, as shown ill the next section, the latter problem exists in
any data compression system and perhaps can be eliminated by careful coding.
t
Future Research
The major outstanding data compression prcblem lies t,_ the coding of the compressed
message in the presence of noise. Once compression is perfo,'med, timing as well as am-
plitude information is generated. Since the timing information is typically sent as a change
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Figure A-11-S-to-1 line compressionrcdio
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Figure A-12-3.S-to-| line compression ratio
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from some previous value, the problem of error accumulation presents itself, ttow should
this be handled to minimize transmission rate for a g_ven error probability ? Once this is
done, it is then possible to answer the most important 4uestion. What is the transmission
rate for a given compression scheme and a given probability of error?
Conclusions
In conclusion it may be stated that it is possible to reduce the message set to approx-
imately C.5 bits per sample by using line and element effects while still maintaining reason-
able picture quality.
¢
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APPENDIX
PREDICTION PROBABILITY
In/his appendix a theoretical lower bound on the prediction probability for a given
modal l'i cbability ( > 1/2) is found. In addition, an asymptotic expression is given for any
given probability density. In both cases it is assumed that the values in the histogram are
statistically independent or" each other (as in a Markov process of the appropriate form).
Let N be the sample size and ni be the number of values at the ithlevel. The
probability of level i is p,. Let p_ be the probability of the modal value occurance. The
probability of predicting correctly is:
L
P= _-_ p, Prob{n i =maxnj},j
ial
where L is the number of levels. For p. > 1/2, the following lower bound can be used:
P>P-Pr{nm=maxni}.)
n m N'NIt
nm>N/2
This is the bound used in the text.
To find the asymptotic probability, let the events Ei| be defined as:
v-lj = {(nrni), ni <_.nj)
and let v._j be the complement. Then
P = p.. Prob E_
i=! jm|
=Pro _'Pr°b fj.'m Emi)3+ _iim_-_"PlPr°b {*m} Pr°b f |it.m _l)/_lm t
L tic '*E{ t?= p, - Pr.ob Emj + P, Prob { ira} - Prob Eli/g[j im i i- Jl| ,s
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where the / denotes conditioning as usual. Thus as upper and lower bounds:
.t=m iFm j_i,_s
Note that both the lower and upper bounds are identical except for terms of the form
Prob {Eij A Z_.=)< rrob {£mi A E_=).
If it can be shown that these joint probabilities go to zero faster than the other terms, then
the asymptotic probability is the remaining terms on elti:er side. Now'e
Prob {Emj} = Prob {ni > n )
= Prob {nj - nm > 0}.
It can be shown readily that the nI are asymptotically Gaussian with means and
covariances:
E[n i] = pin
E[nin i] =-Nptp j i _ j
=Sp, (1-pi) i=j.
Thus:
Prob {E._ A E_.}
I y-_y Px-_=_2 I +
_ f0" f exp-2L,"_ " _. ] 1-'_ ax2 "J dxdy
Where:
/_, : Z[n t - n.) : N[pi - p,.)
/_). =E[nj -n.] :N[pj -p.]
°'=2 = Z[nl "ns]S" P'_ = S[Pi + P,,, - (Pi " p,,)21
t"
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c_ =E[nj -n ]2-/_2 :N[p_.p_-(pj _p.,)2]
o" o" o
x y z y
Therefore: Prob {Emj A_,.}
x_ I (y- px)_
s.:-- s;,,,.__ exp 2 dx dy
y
where the order of integrationis such that
0< _•< _,
o" {F
x y
Let _ be any positive number,
0 < _ v'_,< __ +
y
Then
- _.y - S V'_ exp - -- exp - _ 1 -/:_
c ,,. 2 dx dyProb {Ej AEi.} = + _ _
- y _ Y •
< Prob {E i} ---- d + dx
P
:Prob {E i}x 0(rN),0< r < I.
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Thus it has been established that the, probability of prediction is given asymFtotically by:
[ exp - 1 x2
o'i
where _i and _'i are defined above
Note that, as one would expect, the prediction probability approaches the probability
of the mode exponentially.
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AN ALGORITHMIC CODE FOR MONOTONIC SOURCES
G. A. Gordon
INTRODUCTION ,
Suppose the output of an information source that has an alphabet of q characters is % ,
to be coded for transmission, and it is known that the source can only emit monotonic strings
of these characters, that is, if the source alphabet is denoted by _p4
S = (S,, S=, ... Sq) (1) _ _
t I lm
then the only permitted output sequences of length m are those given by ) _
Sj,. Sj=, ..., Sj,. where (2)
j, <_j, .<.• • • <_j.. (3)
An obvious situation tn which such a source would be considered is one where an ana-
logue waveform is sampled and quantized, and where the waveform is known to be monotonic.
Because of this natural interpretation of the source, we will often use the terms quantizlng,
leve_._.],and _ in place of the terms source character, and character output. T_e case
where the waveform is monotonically increasing, and the decreasing case, are equivalent,
• In the former case, the character s= corresponds to the lowest quantizing level, while in
the latter case sl represents the highest level. In either case we will call s_ level one,
and in general, we will call Sj the j th level. In terms of levels, then, the permitted sample
sequences are given by j_, j= • :., j,, where Equation (3) holds.
In order to take advantage of this known restriction on the source, we would encode
sequences of samples rather than coding the samples themselves. This is because, out of
the q- possible sequences of m samples, only a fraction of these represent monotonic se-
quences, and only these sequences need be provided with code words. The remainder of
this paper is concerned with an evaluation of the benefits of coding these sequences and a
method of doing so.
THE NUMBER OF MONOTONIC SEQUENCES OF LENGTH m
A source outputsequence oflengthm can be uniquelyrepresentedby a path through
a (q x m) matrix of points, where the rows correspond to the quantizing levels, and the
columns correspond to the samples. The representation of several monotonic sequences
is shown in Figure A-14 for q = 4, m = 6. The number of monotonic sequences of length
m is clearly equal to the number of monotonically increasing paths that can be drawn in
the (q x m) matrix.
The number ot_monotonic paths for a given q and mts calculated as a problem in
combinatorial analysis. The solution is obtained by equating the problem to one that is
already solved, that of calculating the number of _tys in which m identical objects, say
balls, can be placed in q ceils. We associate a cell with each row of the matrix, and a
, A-5"/
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QUANTIZING
LEVEL
3
I 2 3 4 5 6--SAMPLE NUMBER
FigureA-14-The representationof severalmonotonicsequences.
ballwitheachofthem specificationsi volvedinthedesignationfa particularpaththrough
thematrix.
Givenairypaththroughthematrix,we canassigna uniquedistribution,corresponding
tothatpath,ofm ballsintheq cellsbytracingthepathandplacinga ballina cellwhen-
everthetracepassesthrougha pointonthatcell'srow. The processisillustratedinFig-
ureA-15.
4 o o I 0 J
o /,
LEVEL 3 0 O/ 0
I J
z e -/.. o I 0 0 I
I • • • I I
t 2 5
SAMPLE
Figure A-15-The pothat the left determinesthedistributionQtthe right.
Also,ifwe aregivena distributitn ofm ballsinthe q cells,a uniquemonotonically
increasingpathcanbedefinedas follows.We beginwiththecellsverticallyarrayedalong-
sidethe(q× m)matrixofpoints,asinFigureA-16,andproceedtodraw thepathfrom
leftoright.We starthepathatthelowestlevelwhichhasan occupiedcell,and continue
thepathonthatlevelforasmany pointsastherearebans inthatcellinexcessofone.
Thenthepathrisestothenexthigh_stlevelthathas anoccupiedcell.The processcon-
tinuesuntilallm ballshavebeenaccountedfor,atwhichpointthepathiscomplete,as
inFigureA-17.
I o I _ • • • • •
I l 4 • • • • •
I OO I 3 .o • • • •
t C}O I 2 • • • o •
t I I • • • • •
t 2 3 4 6
Figure A-16-Reodyto drewthepath.
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I _ 0 I 2 _ • • •
I l i • • • • •
! 2 3 4 5
Figure A-17-The path is complete.
We haveestablishedtheonetoonecorrespondencerequiredandwe canstatethatthenum-
berofmonotonicallyincreasingpathsoflengthm isgivenby
(re+q-l) ! (re+q-l) (4)Nq.= = ml(q 1)! = m "
SeeReference(I).
THE BENEFITS OF SEQUENCE CODING
We see that ifwe code the source output in terms of sequences of m samples we re-
quire N.= code words, one of which is transmitted every time m samples are emitted by
the source. Ifwe assume binary block coding, then the transmission rate willbe
R _ 1 log2 Nq .bits/sample, (5)m '
whiledirectcodingofthesamplesrequires
R' ..log2q bits/sample. (6)
Since,thegivenm and q,thesetofmonotonicsequencesisa subsetofthesetofall
sequences,we have
_,.._<q-, (_)
withequalityonlyinthetrivialcases m = I,or q = I. Equation(7)impliesthat(form,
q I I),
log Nq._,< log qm = m Iog q, so that
R<R'.
Thus,sequencecodingalwaysresultsinsome savingintransmissionrate.
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The number of levels, q, is generally determired by considerations such as the re-
ouircd data precision, or the amount of tolerable quantization noise. But the choice of m
is part of the coding problem. We show below that as m increases, the coding efficiency
co_tinues to improve. In particular, we prove the following
R(m+l)R(m)> ;_1.
Theorem: R' R' ' q
, R(m) = IogNq.m,
" Proof: R° logqm
using Equations (5)and (6).
Consider the ratio
_= _ .o,
q" qmm! (q-l)! _--_-q / _--_-q mq" "
Similarly,
qm+l qm+l (m+l)! (q-l)! _-_q] "'" mq / \(m-'_i')q '
,orq+m] q.o ,+o
q_ L(m+f)ql qm q+qm '
We now have that (assuming q > 1)
Nq,m ¼ Nq,m
qm+1 qm
Taking logarithms of both sides maintains the inequality. Thus,
log Nq.m+1 - log qm+l < log Nq,m- log qm.
Noting that log qm+! > log q', we can write that
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log Nq,,..s - log qm,S log Nq,n,- log qa
<
log qa.+S logq"
thus
lO_Sq.l togNq.
<
los q,_S log q"
and the proof is complete.
The theorem indicates that R( = + 1) < R ( m); that is, each increase in m decreases
the transmission rate. Of course, as = increases, our coding equipment necessarily be-
comes greater in size and more energy consuming, since the number of code words in-
creases. Also, since the code word is not transmitted until all msamples are received by
the encoder, increasing m resulte in greater delay between the production of data and its
arrival at the decoder. If command decisions are to be made on the basis of the data, this
factor may limit the value of m to be used.
The coding technique which will be discussed below is applicable to a source which
is not strictly monotonic, but only monotonic over long sequences of outputs. In this
"piece wise monotonic" case, the statistics of the monotonic run length may determine an
optimum value for m.
We conclude the section with examples.
Example 1: q = 64, m= 10.
Character coding requires 6 bits per sample. Sequence coding requires 4 bits per
sample. Saving = 9 bits per sample = 3_
Example 2: q = 64, m = 9.0.
Sequence coding requires 3.15 bits per sample. Saving : 9-.85 bits per sample = 47.5c_.
THE ENCODER
For fixed q and m, we can of course enumerate the possible monotonic sample se-
quences and assign code words to them in a tabular fashion. This coding table could then
be realized in logic circuitry either as a combinatorial or sequential machine. Anyone
familiar with logic circuit design will appreciate the difficulty of achieving even a sub-
optimal design for large q and m. Furthermore, changing the value of q or m intro-
duces an entirely new problem with an entirely new coding machine. Finally, this ap-
proach is completely in applicable when the source is only piecewize monotonic.
Another approach is to seek an algorithmic coding procedure which could be realized
with a general, or special purpose computor. By an algorithmic code we mean that the
code words are formed by operating on the sample data according to a well defined mathe- q
matical program.
In order to describe the algorithmic code discovered, we represent the source out-
_ut sequences by _ throush.a (q x m) matrix of points, u on pnge A-58. We associate
a non-negative integer, .c,,j, with each point in the matrix and code each sequence by the
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inumber equal to the sum of the numbers c,.j associated with the points (i, j) on the corres-
ponding path. We assign the numbers to the matrix so that each monotonic path has a unique
code number, and so that the highest code number used is 1_,.,-1, since the code number 0
is used. In this way, we minimize the number of bits in the binary code words, and hence
the transmission rate.
i
It is shown, in the following sections, that the matrix (c_.j) can always be taken as an
(m × q) sub-matrix of the infinite matrix _hown in Figure A-18. The matrix is extended
tndefinately according to the rule
ci, j = c,.s,j + ci,j. I , (8)
and is called the coding matrix.
I I I I l oI I I I I 'I
7 26 64 ZIO 462 924 ....
6 2I 56 126 252 462 ....
5 15 35 70 126 210 ....
" 4 10 20 35 56 84 ....
3 6 l0 15 Zl 28 ....
q Z 3 4 5 6 7 ....
I I I I 1 I ....
0 0 0 0 0 0 ....
" v f
m
Figure A-18-The ceding matrix.
The encoding machine is shown diagrammatically in Figure A-19. Before the first
of m samples is received, the q registers are reset to the numbers in the first column of
the matrix, and the accumulator is cleared. If the first sample is the number X, then the
xth register is addressed and its contents are added to the contents of the accumulator.
Before the next sample is received, the updating circuitry generates the second column
" of the matrix in the registers. Since the first two rows of the matrix are constant, the
lower two registers need not be updated. To update the third rqtster, we add one to its
contents. The rest of the registers are updated by adding to them the contents of the
register below; that is, we add the contents of register 3 to register 4, then we add the
contents of register 4 to register 5, etc. That this procedure generates the next column
is evident from Equation (8). The incoming sample then addresses the proper register_
whose contents are again added to the contents of the accumulator. When m samples are
received, the accumulator contains the code word, which is transferred to a Imffer for
transmission.
The design is independent of m and q. Increasing q increases the number of regis-
ters. Increasing m increases the size of the registers. The size of the accumulator, ad-
dressing circuits, adders, and counters involved are correspondinEly increased. But none
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of these changes involve redesign of the code machine, but rather building the same machine
with larger componec_. The components themselves are common and designs exist for a
wide range of specifications.
If a machine is designed for a particular m and q, it will work, with only slight modi-
fications for =' and q', each respectively smaller or equal to = and q. This is basically
due to the fact that the (q' x m') matrix is just a submatrix of the (q × =) matrix. This also
enables us to use the scheme in the piece wise monotonic case.
THE CODING MATRIX
The construction of the coding matrix is based on another matrix, called the "path
count" matrix. The number associated with a point ( l, j) of this mmond infinite matrix
_, is equal, by definition, to the number of monotonic (increasing) paths leading to that point,
is denoted d,. j. The matrix is shown on the following Im4_e.
The coding matrix is defined as that matrix formed by the deletion, from the path
count matrix, of the first column, and the addition of a row of =eros below. Because oi
this relatiomlhlp, we can derive many useful properties of the ceding matrix by studying
the path count matt-ix.
To begin with, we point out that every monotonic path that terminates at the point(_, j) mustpaasthronShoneofthepo/ats(_, j - 1),(_ - 1, j - l), (t - =, j - 1),- - -,
A-08 -'
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LI i I I J
i I I I I
I I I i I
6 2J 56 |_6 252 .....
5 15 35 70 126 .....
4 I0 20 35 56
3 6 10 15 21
2 3 4 5 6
1 I I I I
Figure A-20-The path count matrix.
(2, j - 1), (1, j - 1). Also, any mt.,r,otonic path which terminates at one of these points can
be extended to the point ( i, j ) forming a monotonic path. This clearly indicates that
t- 1
But, since every monotonicpath in the (i x j . 1) sub._#.t2"ixterminates at oneof
the points (I(, j -1), " 1,2,---, i, we can :LLsowriteUl_t
l
_4x.j_, Nl,,-,, (10)
Kt_l
where Nq.. is as given in Equ2tion (4). From Equations (9) and (10) we see that
di. j = _l. _-_• (11)
Equation (11) exphdnsthe noticeable fact th_ the paris count matrix elements sLrebinomial
coefficients.
Finally, we rewrite Equation (9) as
0
ds.j = di,j.t _da.j-s
But, with a change of variable tn Equation (9) we set,
dl-l. j -- _t dr'J-s '
so tlmt
di.j : di.j.l + dl.l.j (l:l)
&-64
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i _.t is obvious that the equivalent relatio, for the coding m_trix, expressed in Equation (8).
t lollows from Equation (12) and the manner in which the coding matrix is formed.
s
i All the elements in the coding matrix appear in the path count matrix, except for the
bottom row of zeros. The elements outside this row are given by
"el. j = di.l.j, , (13)
Applying Equation (13) to Equation (9) we get,
• tY"'I
Cl+l,j. ! = _ Cl+i,j. 2 t
I[=!
and with changes of variable,
l
qP'"l
Ci'j _ CIt'j'l.
But since
C|,j. 1 = 0,
l
c,.j : _ cx,j_1. (14)
X=l
Applying Equation (13) to Equation 1111 we get.
c,,j --N,.s. j . (15) ,
Fimtlly, by repeated use of Equation(8), we get
Ci, j : Cl.I, j  C|,j.!
= el.l, j  Cl.l,j.1 + Ci,j. 1
= Cl.I, |  Ci.l,j.1 + Cl.l,j. 2 + C/,i. 3
= Ci.l, j + Ct.i.j. 1 • • ! 4' el, I •
q
But
Ct.i = @1-1.| + |'
so that
c,, b : _ cl'l'K +
1 (16)
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These properties of the coding matrix will be used in the following section.
THE DECODING ALGORITHM AND THE PROOF
OF UNIQUE DECODABILITY
: On page we stipulated that the numbers c_., were to be chosen so that each mono-
tonic path drawn in a (q × m) submatrix of thp coding matrix would have a unique code num-
ber, and so that the highest code number used is given by Nq.=-l. These two stipulations
indicate that the code numbers to be assigned to the monotonic paths are the numbers O, 1,
2,---, Nq.=-l.
We prove that the code is uniquely decodable in the following manner; we show that
A. The highest code number assigned to any monotonic path in a (q x m) submatrix is
equal to Nq.,- 1.
B. A monotonic path in a (q × m) submatrix can be found for each of the numbers 0, 1,
2,---, Nq.=-I relative to some decoding scheme. That is, given any one of the above
numbers, we can find a path which has that number as its code.
Statement A indicates that to every monotonic path in the (q x m) submatrix there
corresponds one of the code numbers 0, 1, 2,---, N..q-1, while statement B assures us that
for each of the above code numbers, a corresponding path with that number as its code can
be found. Clearly, this one to one correspondence indicates unique decodabillty.
The proof of statement A is elementary. From Equation (8) we see that
c.j > ci_:. j i : 2, 3, --- (17)
so that the largest element in the j th column of the (q × m) suhlnatrix is Cq.j. Thus the
highest code number, corresponding to the sequence qq--- q, is given by
B
Cq,K.
I(=1
But from Equation (16) we see that
_. Cq,l[ Cq+l,m--
1;
l=l
and, using Equation (15), = Nq, m " 1. This completes the proof of A. The proof of state-
ment B necessarily requires the definition of a decoding procedure. Decoding is performed,
as is encoding, using the (q × m) submatrix of the coding matrix.
Let e: denote the code number to be decoded; then by hypothesis
o _<.: < Nq,.. (18)
A-N
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To begin decoding, we compare • 1 to the elements ci.. in the last column of the sub-
matrix until we find the element c_,. e_ch that
i ci... _<s, < ci.+l.. • (19)
Then, by definition, the point (i., m)is on the path.
! The first inequality in Equation (19) can always be satisfied since 0 = c, .. _<c,.,. _<al.
The second can always be satisfied since Nq.. = Cq.l.. >_ci..l.. > a, using Equations (15)
and (18).
The number c_... is subtracted from al to get
% = *, - ci.... (20)
Since (i=, s) must be as '_Igh" as any point on the path, the remainder of the path
must be in the (i. x m _ 1) submatrix. Also, the code for this subpath must be the num-
ber .2. That is, the matrix elements corresponding to the points on the subpath must add
to as. Then we must have
n-|
*2< _ ci..x, (21)i
g=l
since this is the largest codenumber for a monotonicpath in the (i. × e - 1) submatrix.
Butfrome.quations(9.0)and(21),
* s • Cim+l,m -- Cim,m
as • ci. ,using (8)
i.l
• _. ci..I + 1, using (16). (22)a s
g=l
Equation (21) foIlow#, but all that this indicates sofar is that we can continueto decode.
[ Using Equations (15) and (P) we have
I 0 < a2 • Ni.,o-I . (23)
We are back at the point where we wrote Equation (18), but our path is partially defined
(one point) and the submatrix has been reduced to (i, × m - 1). Otherwise the situation
is the same and we can find c_,._...s such that
Ci...l,-.l __ a s • C|o.l+l,a.l;
a
and, by definition, the point (i.. ! , :., 1) is on the path.
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By induction, we can continue to decode the path point by point until our submatrix
is reduced to a column vector. At that time, the remainder a. must be related to the pre-
vious point (i2, 2) by the inequality, 0 _<a. < Ni2.2, by analogy with Equation (23). But
N_2._ = i_, so that a. < i_. The last point decoded can then be taken as the point (a.+ 1, 1),
since c..+z.z = a., and since s,, + 1 <__i2, so that the point is not "higher" than level i2.
, Thus i_ = a. + 1, and the decoded sequence is i_ i2 --- i_. Repeated use of Equa-
tion (2) yields
a I : Cim,m + a 2
= Cim,m + Cim. l,m_ I 4" a 3
= Cim,m  Cim_l,m_1 4- --- + Ci2,2  s_m
so that sz is indeed the code number for the sequence defined. The unique decodability
proof is now complete.
In order to decode a received number uniquely, the value of m must be known to the
decoder, since this is the matrix column in which the first comparison is made. For ex-
ample, if we received the code number 7 and m was not specified, then the sequence could
be any of those below.
i I - 8
i l, i_ = 2, 4
i l, i 2, i s = I, 3, 3
i z, i 2, i s, i 4 = I, 2, 2, 3
i1, i2, i s , i 4, i s = 1, 1, 1, 2, 3
etc.
@
The reader can verify, using Figure A-1'/that these sequences indeed have the code
number 7.
Thus, the coder and decoder must agree beforehand on the value of m to be used. In
the piecewise monotonic case the value of m agreed upon is only a "nominal" w lue since
the value of m' < m must be transmitted ff the path slope changes sign in the middle of a
sequence. If the monotonic run length is much greater than m, then this will not happen
too ofte,l and is not a serious drawback.
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CONCLUSIONS
The particular source discussed in this paper is only one of a class of sources, those
q-level sources which can emit only a subset of the q" sequences of length m. Since the
appearance of this paper in preliminary form, the sequence coding technique, uUlizin;" the
concepts of the path count and coding matrices, has been applied by Mr. J. Snidely to _ources
with bounded level jumps between successive samples, and monotonic sources with bounded
level jumps. Doubtlessly, there are many other source restrictions of this tYl;9 which are
amenable to the coding technique.
An interestiv.g question is whether or not a coding matrix exists for an arbitrary
enumerative restricUon. That is, ff we enumerate a subset of sequences whlch are "allowed"
(this can be done in 2," different ways), can _ve find a coding matrix so that the allowed
paths have unique code numbers, and so that the numbers used are 0, 1, 2,---, N - 1, where
N is the number of paths in the subset ? Perhaps this is a good topic for further study.
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INFORMATION CONTENT OF A q-LEVEL m-SE_ENCE _ )
WITH THE RESTRICTION THAT THE SUM BE n _j_
M. Javid ._
A q-level m-sequence is a sequence of m samples of data quantized into q levels. _ *
Thus the sequences 1, 0, 2, 1, 6, 7 and 2, 0, 1, 3, 7, 4 are two examples of 8-level 6-
sequences, where the data is quanttzed into 8 levels, zero to seven. In each of these the
sum of the sequence is n = 17. If there are no restrictions on q-ievel m-_equences,
then there are q" different sequences. However, ff there are specified restrictions on
the sequences, their number is less than q-, since some of the q" sequences do not satisfy
the specified restrictions. Let 1_ (q, re)be the number of q-level m-sequences which
satisfy specified restrictions R. Then we define the information con_nt _f such sequences
to be log21_ (q, m) bits per sequence. This definition is motivated by the fact that for
transmission of any one of the l_(q, m) q-level m-sequences one may transmit its order
- number ranging from 1 to _ (q, m). This requires log 2 _ cq. m) which is always less than
m logs q = log a q* bits per m-soquence necessary for transmission of a q-level m-se-
quence subject to no restrictions.
, As an example there are 42= 16 4-level 2-sequences, namely 00, 01, 02, 03, 10,
11, 12, 13, 20, 21, 22, 23, 30, 31, 32 and 33. Transmission of each of these requires
m log 2 q = 2 x log 2 4 = 4 bits per sequence. There are only 4 of these sequences which
add up to 3. These are 03, 12, _-I, 30. H it is known that, due to the nature of the data
to be transmitted, the sum of the sequences add up to 3, then one may use tog 2 N3(4. 2) =
1og24 = 2 blts/sequence instead of 4 bits per sequence required when there are no
restrictions. The economy in bit transmission is obtained by coding the sequences
03, 12. 21 and 30 with their (arbitrarily chosen) order numbers, expressed in base 2
as 00, 01, 10 and 11, respectively.
\
From above discussion it is seen that analysis involved in tht study of infor_m_._tion
content of q-level m-sequences consist of two distinct parts.
1. The problem of enumeration, i.e., finding an expression for N2 (q, m_
2. The problem of encodix_g and decoding.
The latter problem may be explained in terms of the example of 4-level 2-sequences
whose sum is 3, discussed above. In this example we (arbitrarily) labelled the sequences
03, 12, 31 and 30.with codes 00, 01, 10 and U. Although in theory one m_ always form
a correspondence table (dictionary) giving the one-to-one correspondence of the sequences
and their codes, in practice this is not feasible, since with large values _ m and q the
number of entries in the table become very large. In such cases it is desirable to find
an algorithm for coding and encoding. Time in above example an algorithm is required
to give the binary code, say, 10, given the sequence 21, and conversely, to find the se-
quence Z1, given the binary code 10. Now we will derive the formula for I_(q.m) for re-
striction R, being that the stun of the sequence is n, and develop an algorithm for coding
andencoding.
NUMBER OF q-LEVEL m-SEQUENCES WHO6E SUM IS n
The enumerator of this problem is (see Introduction to Combinatorial Analysis by
John Rtordan, John Wiley and Sons, New York 19U)
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E(t; m, q) = (1 + t + t 2 + ... + tq-l) = (1)
This means that if we write
(1,t ” _+... _ : Akt k (2)
k=O
Then the coefficient of the n th power of t, that is, A , is the number of q-level m-sequences
whose sum is n. The truth of this statement may b_ iUustrated by the example used above,
that is, q = 4, m = 2 and n = 3. If instead of (I + t + t 2 + .. + tq-l) m = (I + t + t2 + t3) 2 we
consider
(1 + xt + x2t2 + x3t3)(1 + yt + y2t2 + yStS)
we notethatthe terms ofthisproductinwhich tn = ts occurs are obtainedby taking
1. one from (1+ xt + x2 t2 + x3 t3)and y_t3 from (1+ yt + y2 t2+ y3 t3) giving ySt3
_ P# Ip s_ t# 2P
2. xt x2t 2 xy2t 3
3. x2t 2 " " " yt " " " x2yt 3
4. x3ts ,, " " 1 " " " xst3
Thus thecoefficientof t3 intheproduct
(I + xt + x2t2 + x_ts) (I + yt + y2t_ + y3t3)
iS(y3+ xy2+ g2y+ X3). Ifwe set x = 1 and y = 1 thiscoefficientis As = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 4.
Now a term like y3 correspondstothe sequence 03, xy2 correspondsto 12, x2y corre-
spondsto21 and x_ correspondsto30. Thus thereare ^3 = 4 4-1evel2-sequenceswhose
sum is3. This reasoningcan be generalizedto givea proofoftheEquation(1).The next
stepistofindthe coefficientof t. in Equation(1). For thispurpose we notethat
q0"I) : (I + t + + ,.. + tq'l)m
_t_ t2
: [(_ + t + t2 + ... + t q'| + tq + t q+l + ... + t_'m)- (tq #r t q  X +,o. + t_'m)3"
=[<I+t+t_+...+t_'_)-t,<1+t+t'+...+t_'°)]"
+,+,,+ +,,-°),,_
: (I + t + t2 + ... + t_®) m (I - tq)m (3)
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But for t < 1
(l+t+t 2+... +t _-®)- I -(l-t)-_ (4)1-t
: (1 +t +t2 + "'" +t_v'®)m =(1-t)-m = T__(-r m) (-t) r (5)
r=O
where in Equation (5) a binomial expansion is used and
f
From above it follows that
r_-41
Furthermore
(;)pro
-(q-l) _ _ (;)=_0 Aktk = _-_. (m  r-1)r tr (-1_° tpq '_k=0 pffi0
co m
= _,, _ (__1) p (m+r-1)r (;) tr+pq (9)
r=0 P=0
For n = r + pq , r = n - pq (10)
and the coefficient of t. is
m
k_= _. ('1)' (m+n-pq-l)(;)npq (11)p=O
Thus the number of q-level m-sequences whose sum is n is given by
m
p.0
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and the information content of these sequences is
log2N_(q,m).
In Equation (11) the value of (b) is assumed to be zero when b< 0.
The following table gives the number of 8-level 6-sequences whose sum is n = 0
to 22, and the corresponding information content (bits per sequence of 6 samples) These
values were computed by Mr. J. Snively.
n:j2114LI6I8911011111211311N (8,6) 6 21 56 252 462 792 1281 1966 2877 4032 5432 7056 88561og2N2(8,6)'_.00 2.58 4.39 5.80 7.96 8.84 9.62110.41 10.93[11.47111.96112.39[12.77113.10
I
n = 15 16 17 18 [ 19 20 21 22
N,(8,6)= 10372 12642 14412 15946 I 17136 17892 18152 17892I
log2N.(8,6) _ 13.37 13.61 13.80 13.95 114.05 14.11 14.13 14.11
The values for n = 22 to 42 may be found from the symmetry formula
N,_.. (8, 6)= N. (8, 6)
The saving in bLts may be noted by comparing log 2 Nn(8,6) with log 2 86 = 6 X 3 = 18.
ENCODING
Following is a description of a simple, but non-compact coding scheme. Additional
steps for producing a compact code are also described. The q-level m-sequence is con-
sidered to be a number to base q. For example ff m = 3, q = 8 and n = 15 then a sequence
546 is an allo#ed sequence and is considered to be the number to the base 8 that is
• (546)s = (358)1o
From this number is subtracted the lowest of q-level m-sequences whose sum is
n. For q = 18, m = 3 and n = 15 this is (177), = (127)10 (546),- (177), ffi(358)10 - (127)10=
(231)!o.
This result is then divided by q - 1 to give the code for the sequence. In the above
example
(231)1o + (7)to = (33)1o
is the code number for 18-level 3-sequence whose digits add up to 15.
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tThis code is easily decipherable by going through the reverse of the procedure de-
scribed above. Thus given 33 we find,
- (33)10 x (7)10 = (231)10 -- (347)s
(347) s + (177)s = (546)a
where again (177) 8 is the smallest 3-digit number to the base 8 whose digits add up to 15.
As mentioned above this code is not compact. For example for q = 8, m = 3 and
n = 2, the sequences range from 177 to 771 and from
Nn(q' m): _. (-1)p(m+n-pq-1)(;)n pq
p=0
There are
Nls (8, 3) = 136-108 = 28
sequences. The above encoding scheme assigns zero to 177 and
! (771)s - (177)s s = (572)s + (7)s = (54)10
i Thus instead of assigning the compact codes 1 to 28 (or zero to 27) to the 8-level 3-se-
quences the encoding scheme assigns 0 to 54, with some of the in-between numbers not
i used. It is pointed out that there are 8 s = 5!2 8-level 3-sequences, requiring log 2512 = 9
bits per sequence for their transmission. When the sum of sequences is restricted to 15,
there are 28 allowed sequences requiring log 2 28 = 4.0 bits, whereas with the above cod-
trig log2 54 : 5.0 an addition of one bit per sequence. There is still an economy of more
than 3 bits per sequence, using the knowledge of the restriction on the sum and the de- ',
scribed simple encoding. To make the code compact we note that the above scheme
assigns the following code numbers to the case q = 8, m = 3, n = 15.
[
Sequence 177 267 276 357 366 375 447 456 465 474
Code 0 8 9 16 17 18 24 25 26 27
Order No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Jump 7 6 5
Sequence 537 546 555 564 573 627 636 645 654 663
Code 32 33 34 35 36 40 41 42 43 44
Order No. 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Jump 4 3
Sequence 672 717 726 735 744 753 762 771
I Code 45 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 .
Order No. 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 ;_7
Jump 2
i
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In the above table it is seen that whenever the second digit of a sequence is 7, the code of
the following sequence has a jump, this jump starting (in this example) from 7 (code of 177
is zero and code of 267 is 8 instead of one, resulting in a jump of 8-1=7) and ending at 2
In this example we can find a compact code by noting that the order number (which is
compact) differs from the code by the sum of the preceding jumps and if the sequence
starts with 2 jump is 7 that is the compact code is the code less 7, if the sequence is 276
with code 9, its conipact code (which is the same as the order number) will be
[(276)s - (177)7 * (7)s ] - (7)t o = 2
Similarly if the first digit of the sequence is 3the sum of precedtng jumps is 7+6= 13
and the compact code is the noncompact code minus 13. For a given first digit of a se-
quence the compact code is obtained from the noncompact code by subtracting the sum of
the preceding jumps which is easily computable.
Although it is possible to formalize these steps, the above example illustrates the
general procedure of coding.
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ITHE EFFECT OF WAVEFORM OF CORRELATOR REFERENCE ._.
VOLTAGE ON THE PERFORMANCE OF PFM SYSTEMS
M. Javid _ k_3
The probability of error in a PFM System has been calculated by many authors (she
References 1 to 4) using the assumption that the correlator reference voltage is sinusoidal.
In some of the ground stations connected with GSFC the reference signal is a square wave.
The purpose of the following study is to investigate the effect of the waveform of the refer-
ence signal on the probability of error of PFM Systems.
Let the transmitted tone be A s in _a t lasting for a duration T and the received signal
be
r(t) = 2V_sin_l(t -_') +n(t), 0 < t <T (1)
where S is the signal power (mean square value), n (t) is wide band white gausslan noise,
and T is delay of transmission. Consider the i th correlator shown in Figure A-21. -
r"--' 4° E
FigureA.2|-1_i¢ Diagram
For coherent detection p_(t) = c sin wit qi(t) = 0
Non-coherent detection Pi (t) = c cos o_lt qt(t) = c sin wit
Non-coherent detection pt(t) = square wave qt(t} = shifted square
with square-wave wave
For purpose of simplification it is assumed that %T is an integer multiple of 2= for all i p
that is, all the tones are harmonics of a fundamental of frequency 1/T. In the correlator
shown, x_ and Yt are random variables. Assuming that % has been transmitted and
reference signals are sinusoidal, the expectation of x I is:
"1 =_ [v/_sin_ 1 (t-_)+n(t)] Ccos_lt dt
1 _0T 1 CV_ |J.tl '/" (_)=_ C_'S sin wl(t - _r) COS oJit dt = -_ _1i
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:T1 C 2_/_ sin _l(t -_) sin_.t, dt --1CrY-S2 811 cos_lT- (3)
Similarly the expectation of x2 isi
- I"i*t ,lx2 : 1 _ sin _1(t - _) + n(t C cos o_iti T--_
I2_sino_l(S-_) +n(s)] Ccoso:isdt ds
T
= C [_2"S sin O_l(t-_-)] cosoJit d
I n(t) n(s) C 2 cos oJitcos o_isdt ds (4)
+ T2
To simplifythecomputation,itisassumed thatthenoisen (t)iswhitewithautocorrelation
function
N O
n(t) n(s) = "_- a(t - s) (S)
r_ ¥ --T 2-_+_ (6)
6
m
o-_ : x.2_ _'._= c2__NO f7),i 2 2T
Similarly
0-2 = c2__N°=_2 =_2 (8)
_i 2 2T xi
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if0"fo*Xi Yi --_ sin _1(t -7) +n(t Ccos _it.
[/_sinwl(s-7) +n(s)] Csin_i sdt ds =xiYi (9)
I
..._2 _ 0 and x_ and Yi are not correlated.
xiY i
Sincethenoiseisassumed to be gaussian,xi and yi are jointlynormal and uncorrelated
(seeReference 5). The valueoftheirexpectationstakesone ofthetwo forms.
(a) If i = 1 thenfrom Equations(2)and (3)
= I C_/2s cc__iz (I0)
-- 1 C_/2S sin _l_r, _1 2xl =-2
(b) If i f 1then
_ =0, _ =0 i_1 (11)
Therefore (see Probability & Stochastic Processes by Papoulis, pages 145-197) the prob-
ability density function of zi = _ + y2 for normally distributed uncorrelated x_ and yi
iS, for zI
fh(z) _2 \ _2 I
where Io(x) isthe modifiedBessel functionoftheaugment x and
_2 =or2 =or2 _ C2 NO
xl Yl 2 2T
For i _ 1
z2
f i(z)--._e _2 i_1, z>0_ (14)or-
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Consider _ = z2 then
d- 1 f <_> (15)
To emphasize the conditional nature of the probability density in (15) we use the notation
I, meaning on the condition that signal sI is transmitted. Thus1
=_2c721 e-C/2_2., i ;g 1, _ > 0 (17)
The joint p.d.f, of _1 to _N on condition sx is
C2S N
I " 4°"-2- _ _i/2°'2 /C _I__
I - e e i-1 Io __ . (18)f_l.. • _N"1 (2ff2)N _ JO'2 /
where N is the number of tones (codes). The probability of correct reception is
d_ 1 .... d _. (19)Pc(N) = .... f_l "'" CN
I=0 2=0 N=O s I
In Equation(18)
Q
c2s_ c_s _sra (20)
4oJ C2No/T _oo- r
c ¢'qs/2 _ c ¢'qs/2 _4r _ (21)
0.5 C'_No CNO
2 2T
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4"
4 / N Ci
_1 _t e r Io
_ Pc(N)= ... e i=l 2_2 d_l...d_ N
1-o 2-0 (2_2)_ CNo
N=0
ui =__, - - _- (9.3)2_2 c% CNo _No _ -_o
L . u 1 u I _ u iP(N) = e'r Io 21¢ No / e ul e- i-2 du2. ..duN1 =0 2"0 Nm0
co . -
= e-r Io (2rv_ul)e ul (I - e Ul} N-I dux
i=0
P(N) _ f" e'r I0 (2 v_rx)e-X (1- e-x)N'l dx ; r --S--_T (24)
&.o No
, : e n NO I0 e x (1-e-X)2n'Idx; TB n
' P No/ -o
: where "n" is the number of information bits per tone burst and Ts is the effective time
-_ per bit.
This is the probability of correct decision (no error) based on the output of the
correlators.
EFFECT OF THE REFERENCE WAVEFORM
When correlation is carried out with square waves then in Equations (2), (3), (4) and
(9) the terms C cos cottand C 5in %t must be replaced by the Fourier series
A-81 ,_
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ipi(t)= _. C cosnoott and qt(t)= _ Cn sinn_tt
n
and
If all of the harmonics of _th square wave are non-coherent with the j th subcarrier fre-
quency (i _ j) then the effect of use of square wave is as follows:
(1) The expressions for the expectations xi and Yi remain the same, with the under-
standing that the termc in xl =-1/2C 2J_ sin _lt and yi = 1/2 C_-Scos _l t,ofEqua-
tions (2) and (3), is the amplitude of the fundamental of the square wave pl(t_, i.e., C = C1"
(2) The expression for variance of x_ and Yl which is
2 No I fT C2 N O
-2 T2 Jo [Ccoscoit]2 dt=_2 _2T
will change into
_2 No 1 fr
='2" T"_ Jo [pi(t)] 2 dt.
If the amplitude of the square wave is denoted by F/v/2 then
_2 = __F2_N°
2 2T
With these interpretations of c and _2 Equations (10) through (19) remain valid for the
• case of square wave reference signal.
(3) In (20) the ratio
C2S C2 ST A
4_ 2 F2 NO •
is to replace
C2S ST
4_ 2 NO -
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re,P,
Since the ratio of amplitude of the fundamental of a square wave to its amplitude is 4/7,,
it follows that C/F -- 4/_ 7, and
re= r=--r
7r2
(4) In (21) and (23) the ratio
PFM systems are ordinarily designed so that the third harmonic of the lowest fre-
quency data tone is higher in frequency than the highest data tone. So there is no problem
with the third or higher harmonics of the local square wave signal correlating with a
higher data tone. Furthermore, if the local square waves have perfect quarter wave sym-
metry, it will contain no even harmonics which can cross correlate with double frequency
data tones. Thus, with perfectly symmetric reference waveforms and the above frequency
• restrictions, the error probabilities are given by the formula (24) where instead of r --N0/ST.
the factor
': 8 ST
r -
• 7r2 No
•_ must be used.i'
Therefore the effect on error probability, when using a square wave for a correla- \
! tion reference instead of a sinusoid, is equivalent to a degradation of signal to noise ratio
by a factor of 8/= 2or about 0.9 decibel.
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CONFIDENCE LEVEL OF DECISION BASED ON THE \-
OUTPUT OF CORRELATORS OF A PFM SYSTEM \_.M. Javid
In a PFM system using correlators for signal detection, the correlator having the _ _L_'_ '
largest output is taken to indicate the transmitted frequency. For any signal to noise ratio, i-
the event (that the correlator with highest output corresponds to the transmitted frequency) °"
has the highest probability. However, if the signal to noise ratio is low the difference be-
tween the probabilities of the most likely and least likely canc,,dates can be small. For
example if there are only 4 possible transmitted frequencies and the value of signal to noise
ratio is low, it is possible that the correlator with highest output indicates the transmitted
frequency with the probability 0.26 and the correlator with lowest output, with probability
0.24, the other two correlators having probabilities of 0.25 each. Under these conditions
the decision; that the correlator with highest output corresponds to the transmitted fre-
quency, is not very reliable. In this discussion the measure of reliability of the decision
is taken to be the probability that the correlator with the highest output corresponds to the
transmitted frequency. Alternatively one may take the measure to be the ratio of the prob-
abilities of the correlators with the two highest outputs, or in general any function of the
probabilities of the individual correlators.
The probability that a gl,,'en tone sk(t) is transmitted on the condition that the output
of the i th correlator is
_=x_ +y_ i=1. ""N
i_ found by noting that, as shown in Equation (1.q) of report on "Effect of reference wave-
form on performance of PFM Systems," the joint probability density of _: --- _N on con- \
dition that sk (t) is transmitted is
_ 1 e"4-'_ e'_: q/=_2
fc I.,, _ f¢:.,._,l... (2o,2)N Io (1)
Removing the condition, the Joint probability density of (|, sk ) is
fc & 1
.k = fq..._.,=Pr(_,) fq..._,l,, =_ fq...C.l.k (2)
If
"M',
p, (ski|) _ p, {shl_:... _) = = (3)2.'fq" fq...c,l,j
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1 f:i'k
P,("kI_1- N = f_l.k (4)N N
I
jft j=t
Using Equation (1) in (4)
io(C )
P,(Sk[|) = (5)
_ io
j=l
Normalizing, as in Equation (23) of previously mentioned report
_i C2No
"i =_ o==_ (6)2o2 4T
• e have for . -
2_
STr =m
NO
Io (2r_) (7)Pr(sk Is) -
h
____£Io(2 r¢_i)j=|
where
Io(x) = _ e" "" e de = 22'` _n')2 (e)n-,O
_i T(_I/C2)
", - - (9)
2c_ No/2
In the above expression, Ct/C: is the output of correlator normalized with respect
to power in the correlating signal C • in _s t • Also
4ST T(_i/C=) 2T2r/_-_: _ -_ :_- /S¢C,/¢C/_') (10) --
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If we consider
- _i (11)
(C/¢_)2
the correlato_" output, normalized with respect to mean square of correlating
sinusoid C sin %t. Then
xk = 2 rv_-_ = 2TSJ'S_% (12)
.i NO
Whereas the probability of error is a function of ST/No, the confidence level P, (sk [[ )is
a function of the product ---
NO
To evaluate the confidence level given by Equation (7) it is necessary to obtain an
estimate of the signal S and noise NO. The maximum likelihood estimate of S and NO "xe
the values which maximizes the probability density
N
_ 1 f, (13)f_= fq_2..._ = -_ ,,c:... _.1sjj=l
when the observed value of the correlator output are substituted in the expression. From
Equations (1) and (13)
C2S
j=l
- 1 | • 4_'ae t't _=1 I° (14)i N (.,_),
I'
Substituting
=_C_N° _
4T
tn Equation (14) we obtain an _essJon in which _i are given by the output of correlators,
and No and S are noise and signal power. Differentiating Equation (14) with respect to NO
and S and setting the result to zero, we have two equations.
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i'
_f{ _f_
_:0 and _ -'0
_No $S
The solution of these equations g_ves the maximum likelihood estimate of the signal and
noise in terms of the output of the correlators. Substitution of these estimates in Equa-
tion (5) gives the probability that the sir,_al s k has been transmitted.
I
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lTHE DISTRIBUTION OF THE OUTPUTS FROM A v_
FILTER BAND SIGNAL PROCESSING SYSTEM v
F. L. Ramsey _
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
One woz d o" a possible N is transmitted in a time interval T. The signals are _ [b
Sk(t) _=A sin _t ; k = 1..... N
where 2_£(k)
%- T
where: i(k)istheappropriateintegerforthe kth tone. When received,the message is
aRered by thepresence ofnoise_uldby an unknown phase shift.Ifthe kth signalistrans- .
mired, thereceivedsignalis
r(t) = _ sin (o_kt  _)+ n(t),
where _ isthephase shift,P ISthe signalpower, and n(t) is noise.
To convertthemessage from analogueto digitalform, itisprocessed by a bank of
N fiRers. Inthe jth filter,the receivedtoneis correlatedwiththesineand cosinewaves
offrequency %.
\
Sj = _ r(t) sin o:jtdt
(1)
Cj = _ r(t) cos cojtdt
These quantitiesare squaredand added,so theoutputofthe jth fiReristherandom
variable
xj =sf+9,
which does not depend on the unknown phase, cp.
ASSUMPTIONS
It is assumed that the start (and hence the finish) of each message is identifiable.
That is to say, the appropriate time, t = O, is known so that no overlapping will occur in
the correlators when a sequence of messages is sent.
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The noise process is assumed to be white Gaussian. That is, if t 1,..., t is anyq
set of distinct time points, the joint probability density function of the random variables
n(t I ),***, n(tq) is
q
f,<t_)...... _tq)(ul..... Uq)= _- f,<,_)(u_) (3)
i=l
=(2_) -"/2e 2_2 _-I i..__<ul....,u <_. (4)
This holds for any number q of distinct time points. Here Equation (3) indicates that the
random variables are independent, and Equation (4) indicates each has zero mean and
variance
n2(t) --_. (5)
Under these assumptions, the probability density function (p.d.f.) of an output from
the filter j / k (when message k is transmitted) is
T
_ xj
f(xj)-----r-T_ 2_2 , ,. > 0. (6)2o.2 J
The output of the kth filter has the p.d.f.
--Y--r (=k+2P)I_PT2 xk/g(xk)=_T_Te 2_ _0 ' xk> 0, (7)
where
I eV_Uco._ d_. (8)
_o(u)=
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Using the output of the filters, it is required (a) that decision be made on which signal
* was transmitted, and (b) that a measure of confidence be put on the decision.
It is shown by M. Javid that the proper decision is to select the message corres-
ponding to the filter with the largest output. The probability of making an error, he indi-
cates, is then
LPc(O) = e-s {I - e'U}N-I eTM _o(2U8) du, (9)
where
o=PT/_2 (I0)
is the signal-to-noise ratio.
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In practice, 8 is unknown so the determination of this probability depends on our
ability to obtain a reasonable e_timate of 8. This problem is the one which is presently
under investigation.
J
PLAN OF INVESTIGATION
The estimation procedure proposed here is the Maximum Likelihood procedure. If
f (x.," iML_i P' or2)is the joint p.d.f, of the filter outputs, the maximum likelih_d esti-mates of P and _2 are obtained by solving the equations
_f
_=0
_P
(11)
_f
---- 0,
_r 2
If P and _2 are the solutions, then the MLE of e is simply
: PT/_. (12)
THE PROBLEM OF THE P.D.F.
The basic question now is to find an "appropriate" form for the joint p.d.f, of the out-
puts when it is not known which signal was transmitted. By an "appropriate" form we mean
a function f (x I ,..., x_ ; P, _2, k) such that
• (a) for any fixed value of the triplet (P, _2, k ), f is the joint p.d.f, of the output
variables; and
(b) condition (a) holds for every triplet (P, _2, k ) where P > 0, c,2 > 0 and k = 1,
2,. • ", N.
Condition (b) expresses the fundamental fact that we do not know what P, _2, and k are.
If we know what value k has, then we could write down the joint p.d.f, of any set of outputs
xl,'.', xN from Equation (6) and (7) as
f(xl,... , xN; p, or2. k) = f(xs).., f(Xk. 1) g(x k) f(Xk `+• f(XN). (13)
But, alas, we do not know k, so we do not know which output value to plug into the g (.) den-
stty function. The problem is one of indexing. In the form presented, the indices of the
variables cannot be identified in a form such as in Equation (13).
Two roads lead us to safety. The first involves finding an indexing system for the
outputs which can be associated with an appropriate p.d.f. The second is the Bayesian
solution p_'oposed by Javid. On the following pages these two solutions are presented and
_aeir applications are discussed.
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AN ORDERTJ_G APPROACH
The lack of knowledge of k, as we have seen, creates an indexing problem. This
problem is solved, however, if, instead of trying to describe the outputs as indexed by their
filter index, we index them according to their rank. The ordered outputs have a joint p.d.f.
which is "appropriate."
Let Yl Z Y2 >- """ ->YN be the ordered outputs. The probability that the jth largest
output comes from the kth filter is
(N-l) e-e j_° (I-e'"} N-j e-J"_o(2u0) du, (14)Pj(O) = j-I
The conditionaljointp.d.f,ofthe .,tderedoutputs,giventhatthe kth filtergivesthe
largest output, is
N
P(Yl ..... YNly, = Xk)= (N- 1)! _ ,r, .', _ [f-l(yj)g(yj)] (1_)
i=l
for
O<_yN<_yN_l<_'''<_y 1 < _.
Therefore, the unconditional joint p.d.f, of the ordered outputs is
N
f(Yl..... YN [P' cT2'k) : _, P(Yl ..... yNly j : xk)Pj(O) (16)
j=l
* N-I)! e -2e T N _2 i=lY---- e •
{ )j=l
for
\
0 SYNSYN-I <-" " "Yl <_'
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This form can be used to find the ML estimates in the manner described. However,
as one can see, the solutions to Equations (11) will be most difficult to obtain.
BAYES APPROACH
Let the a priori densities of P, _2, and k be respectively #(s), r (_2), and _(k). The
likelihood of the sample z = (x I ," ", xN ) given a fixed triplet is, _2, k ) is, from Equation
(13),
p(xlP, c_2, k) = f(xl) "'" f(xN) {f(xk)}-I g(xk)
I_-_21 --IT 12P+J=_'=J _o\_ (1'/)
: TNe2_2 /pT2 xk_
For the a priori densities p, _, and _, the joint a posteriori density of (P, _, k ) given the
sample x is
p(P.c_2,k Ix)= h(x)p(xlP,_2,k)p(P)_(_) w(k), (18)
where
fofo1/h(x) : _. p(x[P, _2, k) p(P) r(_ 2) w(k) dP dcr2. (19)kll
Equation(18)isan "appropriate"form forthejointa posteriorip.d.f,of (P,_, k).
Observe thatour lackofknowledgeabout k (andP and _2)isexpressed by treatingthe
parameters as iftheywere "random" variableswithknown a prioridensityfunctions.
The marginala posterioridensit"of k may be obtainedby integration.
p(kJz) : J0 J0 P(P' c72'klz) dPdcr 2. (9-0)
Then fora lossfunctionw(_,k ) > 0,which expressesthe loss,usingtheestimator_ of
k, when k isthe actualvalue,an estimatorfor k can be obtainedby minimizing
N
[W(_:, k)] = _. W(_:, k)p(k, x). (21)
k=l
(Here _° denotes expectation with respect to an a posteriori density.) As examples, the
median bf the density (20) minimizes £p [1_ - k 1] ; the mean of the density minimizes the
loss function (_ - k)2; etc.
The method used by Javid can be viewed as follows. Let
i A-93 /
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dp(P) --dP; P > 0
d_(o2) = dcr2; cz2 > 0 (29.)
77(k) = I/N; k = I,2..... N
The mode of the marginal density Equation (14)is
: max {xt}"
_¢ 1<i<N
The probability of error using this estimator is
Pr{_¢/ k) = 1 - Pt(8), (23)
from Equation (10). An estimate of thiserror probabilityis given as 1 - p (_),where
= PT/_ 2,and (P,;2 ) isthe mode of the marginal a posterioridensity
N
p(P, c_2 Ix) = _ p(P, cr2, k{x). (24)
k'l
The m,,de of the density is the estimator which minimizes the "simple" loss function
w(t¢,k) =0, t¢=k (25)
=I, _¢=k.
DISCUSSION
Looking at each signal separately, one may be unwilling to assume that the values
of k, _2, and P are merely "observations" from some a priori distributions of values.
This would lead to the use of the non-Bayesian model.
If the values of the parameters are more easily considered as being values from
some a priori distributions, then the Bayesian approach is more appropriate. This as-
sumption seems to us to be more reasonable in processing telemetry data. Looking at
a tape as a whole we would expect that the signal power and noise variance would vary over
aL
the tape in a manner resembling random variables. Likewise, the index of the transmitted
signal can be viewed in thts fashion.
One question raised in Bayesian analysis is the choice of the a priori densities p(p ),
T(o2), and _(k ). In particular, the choice in Equation (22) of w(k) may be questioned because
of observed redundancy in the data. Techniques (imown as "empirical Bayes" procedures)
are available to cope with this difficulty. These techniques assume that true a priori den-
sities exist, but that they are unknown. Using some initial guess for them, the accumulation
of data provides the means for updating the original guesses by estimating the true a priori
densities.
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A MINIMUM CONFIDENCE LEVEL FOR SIGNAL _ _ .
DETECTION BY A CORRELATOR BANK )
F. L. Ramsey
EsUmating the probabi1:ty of signal detection error from the outputs of a bank of _ _
correlators involves cumbersome and lengthy calculations when maximum likelihood or • _
Bayesian techniques are used. These manipulations involve zero order Bessel functione
their sums and ratios.
The purpose of this report is to show that a slight alteratior of the underlying assump-
tions facilitates the use of a very simple technique which, under the worst conditions, gives
an upper bound to the probability of error. The theory of order statistics provides the basis
for this technique. The basic results needed for the development are presented in the
appendix.
Proceeding heuristically for the moment, SUlN_OS_a set of N outputs gives the fol-
lowing plot (Figure A -_-9-)
OUTPUT
VALUE
xk -
XN'" 1
Xt -
I 2 k N -- CORRELATOR
INDEX
Figure A-22-Plot of N outputs.
Here xj and xh are respectively the largest and second largest outputs. The maxi-
mum output, xj, is taken to be an indication that the signal transmitted was the J,h • Just
how certain this d_cision is depends on how big xj is in relation to the rest of the outputs.
A muJ_in_ul comparison should inch,.de two 10ulc properties of the "rest" of the
sample. The first question is how well xI bests its nearest compeUtor. This suggests
the mesmu'e xj - xk :us an indication of confidence. This measure is easily normalized
so thstt it always lies between zero and 1. Let
xj- : (1)
-_ r=l --.-._j
The smaJler r is, the more likely it is ibm the j " _ WaS tn_mitted.
[ "" --_
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The number ofcorrelatorsmust alsobe takenintoconsideration.For suppose xj= 8
and xk = 6. IfN --4 and the othertwo outputsare 1 and 3, one would notfeelvery secure
aboutjudging x --8 as havingbeen caused by a signal.However, ifN = 100 and the re-
maining98 outputvaluesliebetween 1 _nd 6,one would be reasonablyconfidenthatitdid.
A simpleway to incorporatethisadditionalfactoristo use thestatisticr raisedto
thepower (N - 1).
Again on a heuristicnote,letus examine situationswhich would indicatea lackof
confidenceinthedecision,and factorsgivingriseto such situations.
Two situationsare discernible.The firstoccurswhen thearray ofoutputvaluesis
indistinguishable from a "random" array. That is, if the array might have been produced
by the N corremtors when no signal was transmitted, the decision should be suspect. The
second situation arises when, though as a whole the array does not look random, there is
one (or a few) strong competitor for the maximum value. Here the same situation prevails,
because there appears to be no more than random differences between the leading candidates.
Accordingto theseconsiderations,confidencein thedecisionisbased on how much
rN-I differsfrom thevaluesone expectswhen rN-Iis calculatedfrom a random array.
Sincewe expect x_ to be largerwhen itcontainsa signal,theconfidenceleveldepends
upon how small rN-_is.
Now we willformalizethepreviousassumptions. Let T be thetime lengthofthe
message, p be the signalpower, and _2 be thenoisevariance.The signal-_o-noiseratio
isthe(non-negative)quantity
0 : PT/o 2. (2)
The output of a correlator measuring only noise is a random variable having a probability
__ density "unction (p.d.f.)
T
,3,: e , U> O.
The p.d.f, of the output measuring the signal plus noise is
I {OT )" (4)g(u) :e-°f(u) 0_-_-._u
i
where
i (s)
I0(x): _ e¢-_xc°'_d_.
_--TT
The two situationsofinterestaxe (i)when xj has p.d.f,givenby (4)and (ii)the
random situation.Situation(ii)isequivalento 0 = 0 while(i)is equivalento 0 > 0.
Thus we make theassumptions:
(a) therandom situation(0 = 0) may occur;and
(b) if0 = 0,the targes_,utputmeasures thesignal.
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In short, the assumptions state that, when the largest output does not measure the signal,
the array of outputs is random.
RESULTS
Let xI ,. •., x be the outputs of the N correlators. Let
Tz i
i
t i =F(xl) : f(u)dv= 1 -e 2c'2 , (6)
(i = 1, 2," "", N ). The {ti} are random variables and functions of the unknown noise vari-
ance _2 . ti represents the probability that a random (e = 0) output is less than or equal
tox . Finally, let 0 _< uI < u2 < ... < uN _ 1 be the ordered set of t i's. That is, let
Ui : ithsmallestt - value. (7)
(Observe that u_ corresponds to the i th smallest x -value, since F(x) is a monotone in-
creasing function.)
Theorem: In the random ( 8 = 0) situation, hhe probability that (UN_1/ uN ) N-: is less than
or equal to_ (0 <_< 1) is
P, (8)
The proof of this statement appears in the appendix.
From this theorem we can state the result.
Corollary: If r is defined as in Equation (1), then
..= p {rN--,<cLiS-0}<_. (9)
Proof: If
max }
: {X ixj l<i<N
and
max {xi)Xk= i_j
then
r : xk/xj ,
and F r_k_/F T,j
[IN_1/UN= _.I- e-a_-_'If/_,I- e-2-'_"YJ
: {l_e-'_}//{l.e-_} , (10)
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where v = txj/2 o_. Let A be the event ( UN_, / UN)N-' < a and let e be the event r_'* _<a.
The ratio (UN_,/UN ) is a monotone decreasing function of v. Thus it is less than or equal
to its value when v = 0. But(UN_ x/U N)= r when v -- 0. This implies
(U__I/UN3N-I _<rN-* ,
so that B implies A. Thus
P {A}__P {B} :a ,
as required.
CONCLUSION
Given theoutputsxI ,.•-,XN, the statisticrN-*is calculated.The corollarystates
that the probability of finding a value of the statistic less than or equal to rN-I from a ran-
dom array is less than or equal to rN-' . Thus we are at least (1 - rN-_ )_ confident that
this value was not produced by purely random effects.
DISCUSSION
What we have is a minimum confidence bound. As shown above, this minimum is
achieved when v = Txj /2_ 2 = 0. This, of course, will never hold. However it indicates
that the approximation is best when the noise variance is large; i.e. when 8 is small.
Since one is most concerned about situations when 8 is small, this feature is desirable.
(The more complicated procedure of estimating 8 has the inverse effect of being best
when e is large.)
Finally, some..l.ng must be said about the power of this procedure. The power of
the procedure is a measure of how well it discriminates against adverse circumstances
and how well it detects favorable conditions. If the correlator with the signal does not
have the largest output, a "good" procedure should give a low level of confidence. But
ifitdoes have the largestoutput,a "good" procedure shouldgivea high levelofconfidence.
On theaverage one expectsthatthe confidencelevelbased on .N-,is "good" inthis
sense. Justhow good itishas notbeen investigatedthusfar. Furtherstudiesshouldbe
made ofthesedetails.These would entailworking outthedistributionof rN-, under non-
random conditions,which isfeasiblebutarduous.
• The virtueoftheprocedure describedis itssimplicity.The basicpropertyof
Equation(9)comes from basicprobabilitytheory. This is incontrastwith maximum
likelihoodprocedures which are very complicatedand whose propertiesare equally
difficultto derive.
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APPENDIX
Let x 1 ," • ", x_ be independent observations on a random variable who._e probaoility
density function, f (x), is continuous. Let
, F(x) : f_:f(x)dx (1)
denote the cumulative distribution function. Let z1 ,. •., z_ be the ordered observations;
i.e.
zk --k th smallest of the Xj's. (9.)
Furthermore let
Tk = F(Zk), k : 1..... N. (3)
(0, 1)
_Tq-
Tq-l" I (x)i I
' I
' I
' I I
T2 - I I
T_ I I I
I I I I
I I I I
(OtO) Zl Z_, ..... ZN_ I ZN
Figure A-23-Probability density function.
Lemma 1: If the random variable X has a continuous density (as above), then the random
variable
U=F(X)
has the densityfunction
h(u)= 1 , O<u<i
; =0 , elsewheze ,
,, Proof: i_ecause f (x) is continuous, the following operations are valid. The cumulative
distribution function (C.D F.) of U is
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H(u) :Prob {U<u} :Pr {F(x)<u} =P {X<F-I(u)}
--F[F-I(u)] :u for 0_<u<l.
Differentiationgives
H'(u)=h(u) : desired result .
Lemma 2: The jointdensityfunctionofthe order statisticsdefinedinEquation(3)is
f(tx.....ts): N !, 0 __tI< t2<...<_.t,<1 . (4)
Proof: From lemma 1,itfollowsthatthejointdensityofthe Ui = F (Xi)is
h(tI....tN)= 1, 0<t I....tN<l
=O, elsewhere.
This is also the joint density of the order statistics {T k } conditional on T1 = Ui, T2 =
U2,. • •, TN = UN , (and conditional on any other ordering). Hence the unconditional density
of the order statistics is
f(tl.... tN)= _ h(til.... tin) ,
(iI.... iN )
where the sum is over the N permutations(ix,i2 ,.•.,IN)of(1,2,..N). Equation(4)is
correct.
In thefollowinglemmas, theconditionalnotationisused. Here
f(tit,..,ti I tit,.. ,tj ) = conditional density of
{Tit, • . . , Ti ,} given that T.jt = t Jt..... , t.j,.
Lemma 3: For any k,
f(t 1, t 2 ..... tk- lit k..... tN ) _(k-I)!., O_<tl_...< <-tk-t- < tk (5)
tk-1
= O, elsewhere.
Proof: When Tk,''', TN are fixed, the Joint density of Tt ,..., Tk_t is the same as the den-
sity of the order statistics in a sample of size (k - 1) from a uniform distribution on the
interval (0, tk ). Thus the proof follows Lemma 2.
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qLemma 4: For any k,
f(tk+l,"""" ,t N I tl,'" ,t k) : (N - k)! / (1 - tk)N-k (6)
The proof is essentially the same.
Lemma 5: For i < k, the unconditional density of Ti+I ,. •., Tk is
• N! t i (7)
f (ti+l'"" 'tk) - i! (N-_) ! i+1 (1 - tk)N-k
for
0_<ti+ l_<ti+ 2 <- • • < tk_<l.
Proof: Using Lemmas 3 and 4 and the Markov character, we have
f(tl,-.,ti,tk+l,..,tN[ ti tk): f(ti,'',ti [ ti+ I) f(tk+l,'',tNl tk). .
Also, this is
f(tl,'',ti,tk+l," ",tN[ti+l," ",t k) : f(tl,..,tN)/ f(ti+l," ",tk_.
Equating right hand sides gives
f(ti+l," ",t k) = f(tl,. ",tN)/f(tl," ",til ti+ 1) f(tk+t," ",tNlt k)
_ N! i (I- tk)N-k.i!(N-k)!ti Ô(Cnrollary 1: The marginal densities are
N! tVl(1 - tk)N-k O<tk<l " (8)f(tk) = (k-l) ! (N-k_ ! ' - -
Proof is obtained by putting i + 1 = k in lemma 5.
Theorem 1: The random variables Yk = (Tk/Tk*l) k, (k = 1, 2,''', N - 1), and YN =TNNare
independent and uniformly distributed over (o,I).
Proof: Under the condition that Tk.l = Tk.l ,'" ", T, = tN, the density of Tk is that of the
k th order statistic in a sample of size k from a uniform distribution on the interval (0_
tk+ I )*
Therefore the density of Tk /Tk+ 1 , conditional on Tk. 1 - tk+ 1 iS that of the kth order statis-
tic in a sample of size k from a uniform distribution on the interval (0, 1). But since this
is independent of tk+1, it follows that this is the unconditional density. We have
A- !03 /
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k tk k-1 < ftk' I
Then
P {T_/T_.,__,}=x_.
So
Pr{Yk <x} =Pr{Tk/Tk+1_xl/k} = {xl/k} k=x"
t*
Notingthenthatthejointdensityofthe u, "factors"(inthe sense that1 = 1.1.*.1)intothe
productofthedensitiesofthe Yk'indepe'ndenceofthe Yk is obvious.
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QUALITY CONTROL IN THE PROCESSING
OF TELEMETRY DATA I_)
L. S. Schwartz -_"
ABSTRACT %_
This reportis concernedwiththeapplicationof qualitycontrolproceduresto the
processing of telemetric data. The view is presented that 100 percent data testing can be
replaced by sampling methods, subject to any assignable risk and any assignable reliabil-
ity. The problem of recognizing loss of synchronization in data processing is examined in
detail and a systematic technique for achieving its recognition is presented. Then a method
is offered for relating specified tolerances or errors in experimental data to the corres-
ponding allowable error rate in synch words, and thereby demonstrating how a sequential
sampling plan resulting in the use of a control chart for rationally accepting or rejecting
data can be devised. As a supplementary effort examples are given to show how the prob-
abiiities involved may be computed by flow diagram techniques.
o.
A quality control approach to failure in time decoding for satellite tracking systems
is also briefly discussed.
Finally, the consequences of processing the data in such a way that tests for syn-
chronization and timing may be combined in a single operation are discussed. The pos-
sibility of a significant gain in maintaining statistical control and in meeting tolerance
limits on experimental data is indicated. This problem also is investigated with the aid
of flow diagram techniques.
INTRODUCTION \
In the processing of telemetry data from spacecraft, quality control procedures -
in the sense in which they have been applied in industry - have not as yet been tried. The
prevailing philosophy tends to be that of 100 percent testing. Ther_ are at least two rea-
sons for this. One is that until now 100 percent testing could be affordet,, because the data
processing equipment was equal to the flow of data, and the other is the i_sistence on the
part oi the experimenters of rigid standards of quality in the data received from the proc-
essing people. Because of this insistence and because or the processing engir:_er's lack
of familiarity with statistlcai methods, there appears to be a reluctance to employ the
sampling techniques of quality control. Thus, the second reason for the tendency not to
use quality coutrol is, in part, psychological, a tendency .hat necessarily will be over-
come _ 100 percent data testing can no longer be afforded. That this will shortly be the
case s may be seen from the exponential rise in tile amount of data received or to be
received as projected through the year 1967.
Accordingly, this report attempts to show that 100 percent data testing can be re-
,Jmeed by sampling, subject to any assignable risk and any assignable data reliability. As
a supplementary effort examples are given to show how the probabilities involved can be
arrived at by tunas of flow diMTam techniques, the purpose being to eliminate for the
engineer some of the mystery in probability analysis bv showing him that the same methods
for comlmting these probabilities are applicable for analyzing his circuits, and thus, hope-
fully, lower the psychological barrier.
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The following materia! is primarily concerned with the application of quality control
procedures in coping with the problem of synchronization failure in the processing of PCM
data from OGO on the STARS Phase I lines. Also, the problem of failure in timing in the
time decoding for satellite tracking systems is introduced. The effect on experimental
precision of synchronization failures is examined; but the related problem for timi .ng fail-
ures, although analogous, is not examined.
As further indication of the flexibility and power of flow diagram techniques in the
analysis of system failure, some considerations in the theory of repair as applied to the
problem of maintaining control are discussed.
FAILURE OF SYNCHRONIZATION
In the processing of PCM data from OGO on the STARS Phase I lines, the procedure
now being followed by the processing people is to accept or reject data by studying error
patterns in sync words. The processors agreed to call the occurrence of more than a
specified number of bit errors in a sync word a sync-word error and to call the successive
occurrence of a specified number or more of sync-word errors evidence of loss of sync.
If "evidence" of loss of sync occurs, the processing machinery goes from a "lock" to a
"search" mode until sync can again be reestablished. It wiU be noticed that this process-
ing strategy bases the acceptance or rejection of data on the retention or loss of sync.
Moreover, when in lock all sync words throughout the tape are examined, so that, to fins
extent, 100 percent testing, is employed.
It is proposed to study the loss-of-sync problem by recognizing that there are two
basic situations to be dealt with: (1) Loss of sync may be only apparent and (2) Loss of
s_,_ may be real and due to one or both of two constant-cause systems.
First let us consider apparent loss of sync. This condition is presumed to arise as
the result of noise and to be char_.cterized by the random occurrence of bit errors. Any
frame or sync word or any succebsion of them may, as a result, be in error by any spec-
ified amount, assuming adequate noise. However, because of the uncorrelated nature of
the phenomenon, successive frames are independently perturbed, and true loss of sync
cannot be said to exist.
True loss of sync arises from one or both of two constant causes: (1) Bit slippage and
(2) Equipment maHunction. Bit slippage itself may be broken down into whole and half-bit
slippage. The dominant occurrence is whole bit slippage and is characterized by the intro-
duction or subtraction of one or more bite in a frame, which in turn, delays or advances
all succeeding bits. In general, the processing system cannot work itself out of this con-
dition, except by going to the "search" mode, followed by acquisition and lock. In this
° sense whole bit slippage constitutes a consta, lt cause system. H_d/-bit slippage, on the
other band, can work itself out and thus achieve= some element of randomness, so that it
cannot be properly designated a constant cause system. The ,_econd constant cause system
is the result of equipment breakdown and involves a highly correlated condition between
frames.
It must be strongly emphasized that the methoeis of quality control are strictly ap-
plicable only in the case of a "bowl," i.e., random, universv, to use an expression of
Shewhart .a For a "bowl" universe we may va_idly _,sp sampling ra,_,hods. In that case
we say that the data are in a state of control. In other words, when constant c-.,_ses such
as sync slippage or equipment malfunctions occur, we cannot use sampling meti_ds. We
must fl st find the trouble and then remove it. On the 9U_er hand if we have been applying
sampling methods on controlled data, which then goes ¢,tAtof control because constant
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causes have arisen, our sampling techniques, if appropriately designed, will reveal the
change.
In the sync problem we are dealing with a "bowl" universe when only bit errors are
present. In such a universe any combination of bit errors may occur and give the appear-
a_ce of being out of sync when such is actually not the case. From the data processing
_ystem standpoint the "risk" in sampling is that we may find erroneous evidence for lack
of sync, and thereby reject good data. It should be mentioned, however, that even though
data are rejected because of apparent "loss-of-sync," it is possibie to recover them after
sync is restored, but this consumes time which could be advantagec_ _:_yused in processing
' new data.
As indicatedabove,in applyingqualitycontrol,itisimportanttobe Rbletodis-
tinguishwhen theconditionofrandomness prevailsand when thesystem isoutoL control
(constantcause condition).Also,we need todistinguishbetween thetwo k!ndsof constant
causes,because themeasures forcopingwith bitslippagewilibe ofno availift.hequip-
ment has bro1"endown. The onlycure forthe latteristo callinthemaintenancepeople.
The procedureforcopingv',ththe"loss-of-sync,"quallty-controlproblem Isnow
described.We assertthatifthereismore thansome number ofbiterrors ina frame-
sync word and ifsome specifiednumber ofsuccessiveframeosync words are thusin
error,thereis"lossof sync."That is,we rejectthehypothesisthatwe are insync. In
doingthis,we notethat_vemay be in error because,as r_entionedabove,the specified
conditionsforlossofsync _ay have arisenfrom theconfluenceof random effectswhich
are notlikelytopersistover an extendedperiod. On theothe.hand,we n_aywrongly
acceptthehypothesisthatwe are in sync,againbecause of random effects.Because of
thespecialnatureofthe sync problem, admittedly,thissecundkindof errorismuch less
likelytoarise,and fort_atrev_sonwe shallnotconcernourselveswith itinthefollowing
discussion.
In AppendixA we shuw how tocompute themean time-between-occurrences,
designated as "loss-of-sync." We call this the mean-occurrence time or the mean-tt_e- ,
to-occurrence and give it the symbol ¥, measured in frames. An example would be the
' mean-time between occurrences of four successive sync-word errors, where a sync-word
error is specified as more than three bit errors. The expression for Y for this example
is given in Appendix A.
If we do not have a satisfactory model for the "loss-of-sync" distribution, we should
find it useful to obtain the standard de_tion of the mean-occurrence thne, % . The ex-
pression for _, for the above example is also worked out in Appendix A. Knbwledge of T
and _ permits us to use the Tchebycheff inequality s :o compute the "risk" of wrong de-
cision as to "loss-of-sync." It should be noted, however, that this inequality gives a rough
estimate of the risk as compared with that obtained from knowledge of the distribution
itself. Thus, the Tchebycheff inequality states that
2
In other words, the probability of the measured time between two _currences of "loss-
of-sync" fluctuating about the computed mean-t/me-to-occurrence of the population by an
amount equal to or greater than a specified quantity _ Is equal to or less than the com-
puted variance of the population divided by the square of this same quantity _. Thus, by
suitable choice of e (i.e., the confidence range) we can make th- probability anything w_
desire.
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Now consider the risk in relation to the Tchebycheff inequality as applied to deter-
mining loss of control. On a chance basis, if we observe the time between two occur-
rences of "loss-of-sync," the "bowl" from which this measurement is drawn may be one
from which the actual T is significantly greater than the computed f and yet, neverthe-
less, find that (T - T )> _. We might, therefore, erroneously assert that the system is
out of control.
How frequently the data should be sampled is a function of the frequency with which
out-of-control conditions arise. In this case, it would appear that the rate of slippage is
the determining factor. Hence, it is suggested that the sampling rate should be at least as
frequent as the average slippage rate. In fact, it would be wise to test more frequently
than this. If we knew the distribution of the slippage rate, _-? could choose a test interval
of _ - t_T, where T. is the mean interval between slippages, _T is the rms deviationof _.e slippage interval and t > 1. An assignment of t fixes the _'onfidence we have that
a slippage did not occur before we tested for it. If we do not know the distribution, the
Tchebycheff inequality may be used to fix t for any assignable degree of confidence. It
should be noted, however, that even ff slippage occurs before it is ob_r-,ed, this does
not necessarily mean that the data are irretrievably lost, because the. unsynchronized
data can be recorded and recovered later when synchronization is restored.
SYNCHRONIZATION AND EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS
Intheprevioussectionwe have concernedourselvesexclusivelywiththe lossof
synchronizationas thoughtheultimategoalina major phase ofdataprocessingisto
minimize the lossof synchronization.Actually,theultimategoalistoprovidedatawhich
meet the requirements on experimental error. According to this view maintenance of
sync is only a means to that goal. The implication of this statement is that the emphasis
on overcoming loss of sync in current data processing is misplaced. We must view loss
of sync only as an indication of loss of control, and once we are in control our attention
must be riveted on maintaining specified tolerances on experimental error. That is, we
must set the limits on a control chart so as to maintain these tolerances, and if these
tolerances are exceeded we must reject the data.
Tolerance limits fix the r_'_ge through which the data may vary in accordance with
the experimental specification 2. It is insufficient, however, to center attention on the
limits alone, because, although it may be desired to have the tolerance range as small as
possible, it must be recognized that if it is too small the data rejection will be excessive.
As has been stated elsewhere, the reasonable objective in data processing is minimum
rejection consistent with maximum acceptable error probability 4. We bhould consider
the percentage of data that may be expected to fall within the tolerance range, i.e., of
tolerance limits with an associated probability.
8
We come now to a consideration of how we can use the experimenter's requirements
on error probability to establish a criterion for the minimum rejection of data. A deriva-
tion has been presented elsewhere s and is summarized in Appendix B of this report of
the total rms analog error of a data word, c_tu . This error includes the experimental
error, and the errors caused by channel and quantizing noises. Assuming that these errors
comb_:,e additively, we can use the relation, Equation (87), to compute _t. Thus
where _^ isthe rms experiments/error,% therms error caused by channelnoise,
and _q is the rms quantizing error. If independent observations of the same physical
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quantity can be taken over parallel channels, Equation (89) can be used to achieve a smaller
resultant error. Thus
_,_A 0-2 +a21'/2%+. = .+ 'J_ q , (3)m
where m is the number of parallel channels providing independent observations of the
same physical quantity.
We have now to relate the experimental error to the total rms analog error of a data
word, %,, or in the case of parallel charmels, %t. • From Equation (88) we have the
raverage error probability in the detection of the individual pulses in the PCM t ain as a
function of both pulse amplitude and rms noise. Hence, for a given _tu, this expression
will tell us how manY bits ..t a data word will be in error on the average, so that if we
are given a permitted degradation ratio
k ----°'tu (4)
o-A
by the experimenter, we can compute the corresponding percentage of defective data, i.e.,
the permitted percentage defective. The risk,/3, is the percentage of the time the ex-
perimenter is obliged by the sampling procedure to accept data exceeding the allowed
percentage defective.
We now examine how we can compute the maximum acceptable bit-error probability
knowing the error in measurement and the degradation factor permitted by the experimenter.
From Equation (87) we have
+,.o:+J +_ +o-,q ' _
from which
cr 2 O-2
k 2 :__°'t2:l+..._u +_.q (5)
It follows that
+,o:+,,(k,- 1)- +'.. (6)
From Equation (88) we have that
, q= (_)O.2=__
i q 12
where q is the amplitude of the quantization interval. Also,
_=__=p¢ - z (8)3
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where p is the per digit error probability and n is the number of digits in a word. It
follows that
P- 4"-1 q2 1-2"' _)
This '_" we may now label p.... because it represents the maximum acceptable bit-
error probability, subject to the rms error in measurement _^ and the degrax_.fi,on fac-
tor k.
Tt should be noted that it may not be possible to achieve the specified degradation
factor k with data from a single ground station (tape). In that case it might be desir-
able to acquire independent data from more than one station, in which case, Equation (89)
could be used to bring %t. to the value required by the assigned k. That is, we would
have
or2
k - .t, (10)
%
We shallnow say a few words abouttheproblem of settingtolerancelimRs in data
processing.When theexperimenterassertsthattherms error in hismeasurements is
% he means, or shouldmean, thatx percentofthe samples he takesincludethetrue
valueofthecharacteristicbeingmeasured (assumingsystematicerrors have been re-
moved) withintherange between - _^ and + _^, centeredon thesample mean 2. The
largerI%1the largertherange ar-Ithe lesspreciselytheexperimenterknows thetrue
value. Ifhe takesa range based on It_^l,t > 1,more than x percentofthe samples will
containthetruevalueinthe rangebetween -t_^ and + t_^,centeredon thesample mean;
i.e.,he locatesthetruevalueinhis confidencerange more ofthetime butknows its
valuelessprecisely.Ifwe ask the experimentertoaccepta range based on [%.I> I_AI,
we are askinghim, ineffect,tobe lessconfidenthatbeforethatthetruevalueis inthe
range between - _^ and _^,centeredon the sample mean. R is up to him to say how much
reductioninconfidencehe will_tccept.Tfthechanneland quantizationoisesare such that
thisreductionexceeds theacceptablelimit,the datashouldbe rejectedby the dataproc-
essingsystem.
Having determinee the Pe.._ from the specified _t. or _t. , we are then in a
position to construct a control chart for sampling on the basis of the maximum allowed
error probability, determined from the specified tolerance on experimental error. We
note that in sampling from a population of data whose per-bit error probability exceeds
a prescribed value, there is a calculable probability that change effects will cause the
sample per-bit error probability to be less than the prescribed value, so that the data
are accepted; or if the population value is below the prescribed value there is a calcu-
• lable probability that the sample per bit error probability will be greater than the pre-
scribed value, sothat the data are rejected. Either way there is a risk involved, for tae
experimenter in the first instance and for the data processor in the second.
We are now in a position to see the distinction between the quality control test
procedure based upon experimental tolerances and that basedt_on loss-of-sync. In
the latter the purpose of the test is to recognize loss of control. In the former the pur-
pose of the test is not to recognize loss of control but to insure that the controlled data
meet specified experimental tolerances, assuming control is maintained. Hence, the
purpose of the test for meeting tolerances is served by two quality control procedures:
(1) A test for control ("loss-of-sync" test) and (2) A test to insure that the data comply
with specified tolerances.
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We shall find that the purpose of the second test is contained in a sequential sam-
piing plan which is applied in the form of a control chart, such as that shown in Fig-
ure A-24.
0
_ o
_- NUMBEROF BITS TESTED
'_ Figure A-24-Control chart for sequential test basedon a quality level of Pemex
! for synchronizationerrors.
; To understand how the "reject" and "accept" lines are plotted, we must introduce
some terms. We begin by specifying who is the "producer," who is the "consumer" and
what is produced in the contest of data processing. We define the producer to be the data
processing system, the consumer to be the experimenter and the product to be the data. _
The goal of the producer is to maximize the output of data while meeting the "consumer's"
requirements on the reliability of the data to a specified degree of confidence. He should
achieve this with a minimum number of tests because his tests destroy data and also
because the flow of data will soon exceed his capacity for 100 percent testing. The goal
of the consumer is to receive maximum data, subject to his requirements on reliability.
Accordingly, the producer sets himself a confidence limit, with a high enough expectation
to meet the experimenter's requirements but not so high that his probability of rejecting
a good lot of data becomes excessive. Conversely, the consumer (experimenter) must
set himself a confidence limit which he will permit a certain fraction of the data to be bad.
In each of these cases there is a risk, but the risk must be faced to bring the processing
cost within acceptable limits. The risk for the producer is the probability of rejecting a
good lot of data. The risk for the consumer is the probability of accepting a bad lot of
data.
We shall now introduce the following terms.*
Ito - reliability associated with producer's risk
R1 - reliability associated with consumer's risk
. probability of rejecting a good lot (producer)
• probability of accepting a defective lot (consumer)
•Details on how to compute_L,_, Rex, R1 and the "accept" and "reject" lines are given in pp. 468-49| of (3).
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Accept Line =
a 1 (-b2) t+ (11)
b t - b 2 b t - b 2
and Reject Line =
a2 + (-b2) t (12)
b I - b 2 b 1 - b 2
where t : observation time and
(13)
al =Inl -a
a = In 1 -/_ (14)
2 a
1 - X1 (15)
bI =In 1-R---_
: In _1-ol• (16)b2
The probability of rejecting good data, which we call the producer's risk, a, and
the probability of accepting bad data, which we call the consumerts risk,/_, can both be
computed from the percentage of bit errors in a sync word. We can estimate the per-
centage of bit errors by simply counting and averaging the number of bit errors in a
succession of frames, say for example, ten. Suppose this is done, and the percentage
of errors is found to be p. There is then a probability, r, that the percentage, p, or
any other larger percentage, taken as the threshold above which we announce a sync-
word error, will be exceeded in a given sample. Hence, the probability, r, constitutes
the risk that we will reject data. On the other hand the average p may lie above the
threshold of rejection, but nevertheless, there is a non-zero probability that in a sample
the percentage of errors will fall below the rejection threshold, so that there is the cor-
responding risk of accepting bad data.
• The producer's risk, a, and the consumer's risk,/3, are computed from a quality
level based on the maximum acceptable probability of error, p.=,. That is, we count
the errors in sync words, and when the percentage of errors exceeds P°=.. we reject
the data in a lot as being outside tolerance limits. When the percentage is equal to or
less than P.... we accept the data. Hence, the control chart has for abscissa the num-
ber of sync bits tested and for ordinate the number of sync bits in error, as shown in
Figure A-24.
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If a sample falls in the null region between the "accept" and "reject" lines, then test-
ing must continue until the result of test moves into the "accept" or "reject" regiou; ff
into the "accept" region, testing may then stop. It should be noted that we may find our-
selves in the "continued testing" region for an impractically long period. As this is pre-
cisely the condition we are trying to avoid, it would then become necessal v to adopt a
_: truncation rule, so that, effectively, the two control lines are brought together after a
specified number of observations. Standard methods for doing this are given in the quality
control literature, e.g., pp 57"-522 of (6).
OGO tapes are generally of two types, good or bad, and ff they begin good, they re-
_ main good and vice versa. This behavior would suggest the need for two categories of
: control charts. However, the dichotomy into two quality levels for tapes while true for
OGO, is not true for all vehicles. Thus, in the Scout vehicles for example, the signal-to-
noise ratio varies widely with the position of the vehicle in its orbit relative to the earth.
Hence, the quality of the data on a tape varies accordingly, so that a single control chart
for the tape in that case would not be suitable.
Let us explore the implications of a variation in quality throughout a tape. The
universe percentage of errors, p, clearly is a function of signal-to-noise ratio, as seen
by the fact that we expect nonerror occurrence in a noise-free channel and error occur-
rence in a noisy channel. Now ff w_ were to hold the rejection threshold at a given value,
it is clear that the a and _ would vary with signal-to-noise ratio, since p does. For
example, H the signal-to-noise ratio is large, p is small, the risk of exceeding the thresh-
old is small, and the data are, of course, good. On the other hand if the signal-to-noise
ratio is small, p is large, the risk of exceeding the rejection threshold is large, and the
data are bad. From this it should be clear that the assignment of a fixed rejection thresh-
old in a fluctuating signal-to-noise ratio environment is likely to result in unsatisfactory
or at least inefficient data processing. Hence, a better plan would seem to be to adjust
the rejection threshold in accord with the variation in signal-to-noise ratio in order to
hold a and _ fixed. This objective can be achieved by monitoring the number of sync
word errors to form a running estimate of p. From this running estimate we can compute
"accept" and "reject" lines for the control chart, the position of the lines changing with
the value of the estimate. It would be seen then that the width of the "continuous testing"
region would automatically widen with small signal-to-noise ratios and narrow with large
signal-to-noise ratios.
It is noted that the two tests - one for lack of control and the other for meeting _-
tolerances on experimental data ° may be conducted simultaneously. Thus, if control is
lost the results of both tests are negative, whereas if control is maintained, the tolerance
test may be either in the "accept" or the "reject" region. H in the "reject" region the
data are too noisy to be useful to the experimenter. In that event there is only one thing
to do and that is to continue taking samples at frequent intervals until the quality of the
data improves to the extent of carrying the test into the "accept" region, at which point
the data are again useful. It is emphasized that if control is maintained but the sample is
outside tolerance limits we reject the data and continue to sample until the data are again
acceptable, but he does not go into the "search" mode to look for sync or stop the test to
look for mechanical trouble.
FAILURE OF TIMING
Time is an important independent variable in correlating data with satellite position.
The time code for taped data indicates the data reception time in Universal time, serially
recorded on a channel of the tape adjacent to the incoming recorded data.
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To promote the reliability of time readings, an error detecting and correcting time
decoder operating on the following principle is used 7,8. A Binary Coded Decimal (BCD)
detector reads the BCD time code and a Serial Decimal (SD) code detector the SD time
code. The time decoded in either the BDC or the SD decoders is automatically set into the
accunmlator register at the beginning of each processing run or when the mode of opera-
tion changes. This register is updated by the 1 kc output from an internal oscillator. A
comparison is then made between the next BCD time reading, the SD time reading and the
updated time in the accumulator, all of which usually agree. If, however, they disagree,
the circuits automatically check themselves for malfunction. If there is no circuit mal-
function, a check is made to see whether or not the BCD circuit is in synchronism with
the incoming BCD time code. If it is in sync, a new BCD time code is set in the accumu-
lating register and updated, so that when there is a break in the data acquisition period,
the time decoder automatically picks up the new time at the start of the new period. If
there is a BCD circuit malfunction or a signal loss, the BCD circuit is inhibited, and the
SD £ircu'ts provide the time reading. The converse holds if the SD system fails.
Thus, the decoder makes use of the redundancy of having both the BCD and SD time
signals available _or processing. If only one of _ese two signals is present, only that one
is considered.
The first step in the quality control of timing errors is to be able to distinguish be-
tween the "b_wl" universe and constant causes. It will be noted from what has just been
said that constant causes are failures on the part of the BCD or the SD circuits or failure
on the part of these circuits to be in sync with _leir time codes. In addition to these broad
categories of constant causes, there are others for which there is no present means for
recognition. Thus, we have (1) A BCD bias error and an SD bias error where the two bias
errors are equal; (2) A BCD bias error and no SD code anywhere on the tape; (3) No
BCD code anywhere on the tape, an SD bias error; (4) No BCD cod _ anywhere on the tape,
an SD bias error, and the linearizing frequency mio_tng for very , ort periods of time.
It would seem that some means of error detection should be inc _,_ _rated against these,
because, otherwise, these constant-cause systems may, if they occur with sufficient fre-
quency, negate all efforts at quality control.
Factors contributing to the creation of a "bowl" universe are time fade-outs, noise
and bias errors. These c._n create all the conditions for a failure in timing on a chance
basis, and we may expect that any combination of timing errors may occur giving the ap-
pearance of actually being out of timing when such is actually not the case. Here, as in
the case of the sync problem, there are two risks: (1) From the standpoint of the data
processor, according to which evidence is found for timing errors outside tolerance limits
when such is actually not the case, resulting in the rejection of a good data and (2) From
the standpoint of the experimenter, according to which data actually outside tolerance
limits are accepted because sampling has shown the data to be good.
There is a provision in the timing decoder for adjusting the number, N, of consecu-
tive unequal comparisons of BCD holding and accumulating registers or for adjusting the
number, M, of consecutive unequal comparisons of SD holding and accumulating registers.
An increase in N or M decreases the chance that the code will be erroneously reported
as "out-of-sync" with its time code, causing it to be checked for a circuit malfunction
that m'_y not actuaUy exist, a condition which would, of course, interrupt the flow of data
and result in a needless loss of time. On the other hand, if N or M is increased too much,
there is a risk that too much erroneous data will be accepted before the decision is made
that there is loss of timing.
We see then a situation entirely parallel with that of loss of synchronization: (1) We
must be able to recognize the state of lack of control; and (2) we must know whe_ we are
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outsidethetolerancelimitson error as specifiedby theexperimenter. In timing,also,
thereare two constantcause systems leadingtolackof control.One is theintroduction
ofbiaserrors which can be eliminatedby updatingin theaccumulator,and theotheris
equipmentfailure.The time decJder is capableofworking itselfoutofthefirstkind of
constantcause system butnotofthe second,so thatthefirstisonlya temporary constant
cause system. The fGregoingsuggeststheneed fortwo qualitycontrolprocedures,(as
inlossofsynchronization)one forindicatinglossof controland theotherforindicating
operationoutsidethetolerancelimits.Loss of controlisindicatedwhen thenumber of
consecutiveunequalcomparisons between theBCD holdingand accumulatingregisters
equalsa specifiednumber, N, or when thenumber ofconsecutiveunequalcomparisons
' between the SD holding and accumulating register equals a specified number, M. An un-
equal comparison is definec as any difference exceeding a time discrepancy greater than
]y i%. The number N is tha _.number for which the probability is less than some number
p on the assumption of a "be/4" universe and similarly for M. To assign the nambers N
and M, it will be necessary to know the probability of a single unequal comparison. This
probability can be estimated by recording the number of unequal comparisons in a test
sample. Knowing the probability of a single unequal comparison, we can compute the
probability of its occurring a given number of times. We choose the minimum number
oftimes, N or M as thecase may be,to make thisprobabilitylessthan p. The assump-
tionisthat N or M or more successiveeventsis so unlikelyon a chance basisalonethat
itsoccurrence may be regardedas resultingfrom a constantcause system.
.
Let us agree to callthecompound event; the successiveoccurrenceof N or M or
more events,evidenceof"loss-of-timing."Then, as in thecase of "loss-of-synchroni-
ation,"we can compute the mean-time-to-occurrence, Tt,and variance,oyt,of this
compound event. As inthe case of testingforlossofsynchronization,knowledge ofTt
and _¥ permitsus to compute the"risk"ofwrong decisionas to"loss-of-timing"by
means of theTchebycheffinequalityor preferablyfrom thedistributionof "loss-of-timing,"
ifa satisfactorymodel ofthatdistributionisavailable.
As we have seen,however, indicationofthestateofcontrolon timingis insufficient.
We must then test for compliance with the tolerance limits on experimental error. Spec-
ifically, knowing the experimenter's rms error in timing, _^t , the error in timing caused
by quantizing, _qt , and the permitted amount of degradation in timing,
_(tu)t (17)
kt --
we cnn solve for the permitted rms error in timing caused by the channel noise. From
this we can compute the maximum acceptable error probability, p..., by the method
described in the previous section on failure ot synchronization. Then p.., can be used
as the basis for computing the "producer" and consumer "risks," _ and /_ respectively,
and from these we obtain the "accept" and "reject" lines by the methods already described.
Thus, we have the sequential control chart fc,r timing tolerances_ as shown in Figure
A-25.
Precisely the _ame approach is applicable for both the BCD and SD time decoders,
each of which must have its own control c_rt for tolerance limits. Tests for control
! and tolerance limits may be made simultaneously _ explained in the previous section.
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OBSERVATION INTERVALS
Figure A-25-Control chart for sequential test basedon a quality level of a Po_ax
for timing errors.
RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF SYNCHRONIZATION AND TIMING
AS PROBLEMS OF REPAIR
Having described the factors involved in testing for a state of control and for meet-
ing tolerance limits on experimental data, we are now in a position to takeupthere-estab-
lishment of sync and/or of timing, not as isolated but rather as interrelated problems.
Data processing falls if the synchronizer and/or the time decoding links fall. Hence, we
may look upon the two steps in processing as analogous to a tandem connection of two
systems, as in Figure A-26. We see that two data to be processed the two systems
St _ Sz
, _ -,
Figure A-26-Two links in the chain of data processing, with a mean-time-to-occurrence
of failure of _! and T2 and of error probability Pl and P2' respectively.
8
must jointly exhibit a state of control; moreover, they must jointly meet their re-
specUve tolerance limits.
Since "search" and "acquisition" are steps in the re-establishment of control for S1
and "updating" is a step inthe re-establishment of control for s_, these measures may be
regarded as phases of the repair problem, which, of course includes maintenance as well.
In the following we shall not be concerned with maintenance as such. What, then, is the
total rejection rate and the total error probability of tandem systems with prescribed
values of oach? We would expect the resultant mean-time-to-occurrence to be decreased
and the resultant error probability to be increased. Let us examine these two effects.
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Instead of working specifically with mean-time-to-occurrence, it will be convenient
to introduce the notion of the probability of system availability 9.10. This probability is
related to being in or out of control, since clearly the system when out of control is not
available for processing but is, in fact, in a failed state. Hence, we shall treat the proba-
bility of availability as the probability that the system is in a state of control. We have
then to obtain two probabilities of availability, one for each of the sub-systems of the data
processor. In '.his connection Jt should be noted that controlled operation m the timing
decoder depends on controUed operation L_.the p_ecedtng synchronization stage.
.,,ppendix A indicates how flow diagram techniques can be used to obtain the proba-
• bility of availability of a single system with repair or of two systems in cascade with re-
pair in each.
We define _n availability function A(t) as the prc,_ability that at any time t the sys-
tem is in an operating state 9.z0. If we are interested in the long-term availability of the
system, we can let t - _ and
^(®) - _ , (18)
where _ is the probability per unit time of a processing stage going out of control and _ "L
is the probability per unit time that the process will he restored to control by "eearch"
and "acquisition" or by "updating," as the case may be. For example, A(_) may be re-
garded as the percentage of time that the processor is in synchronism with the tape.
In the case of the STARS Phase I data-processing system, tests for synchronization
and timing are conducted sim_taneousJy, but the system may be synchronized and not in
timing. It cannot, however, be in timing and not synchronized. Now suppose that we define
the availability of the processor relative to synchronization as
A1 (®) - _-------L--1 (19) '
_1 + #1
and the availability of the processor for timing tests as
_1(_ ) - _21 (20)
_21 + _2s
where the subscript "21" indicates that this probability is conditional on the _irst stage
being in a state of control.
The probability of the first and second stages jointly being in a state of control _.s
: As2s(c°)---A1(_) A=I(°O: _s _'_ (21)
! Thus, cascading operations results in reduced availability or, in other words, reduced .
control, as might be expected.
We wish to examine next the effect of cascading processing operations on meeting
i tolerance limits. Suppose that fo_" each processing stage we compute the maximum
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acceptable error probabilities, p_, and P2" Then the resultant error probability is
P, : Pl " P2 - Pl P2 (22)
assuming independence in the occurrence of errors in the two stages. Since p, is larger
than pz or P2 , it is evident that cascading has increased the percentage of the time our
data will lie outside tolerance limits.
We may look at the error problem in another way. If we assume that errors pro-
pagate indpendently throughout the data processing system and that for the first stage of
processing the rms error is _(,.)_ and for the second :(,_._ , the resultant rms error is
= 2 . (23)
r (tu)l ., (u)2 /
Thus, the effect of increasing the total rms error is either to decrease the coafidence of
the experimenter in the data he receives and/or to reject more data in processing.
Is it possible to rationalize the data processing system, so that tests for control
and fo.- meeting tolerance limits, now done in two steps, could be combined into a single
step? In the present procedure telemetric data received at the ground stations are re-
corded on so-called analog tapes which are then sent to the data processing center where
they are converted to digital tapes fo_ .me in the digital computers. There seems to be
no inherent reason why the telemetr.c data, timing signals included, cannot be recorded
directly in the form of digital tape data. H this step were practicable, it would be un-
necessary to conduct synchronization and time decoding tests independently. A single
test would suffice to check for synchronization and timing, and this step would be essen-
tially a test for synchronization. Let us see how this would affect the probability of avail-
ability and the overall error. For the single test
A(:) - _ , (24)
which probably would approximate k_ (_). In the case of error probability the single step
value would approximate ps, or, alternatively, the resultant rms error would approximate
c..s , values which, in each case, would be less than those for the cascaded operation.
CONCLUSION
Within the framework of data processing the role of quality control is to insure a
" given level of quality in experimental data without at the same time being wasteful of data
and to accomplish this with minimum testing. The minimum testing requirement may
seem unnecessary at a time, such as the present, when the processing facilities are equal
to the flow of data; but with the anticipated exponential increase in the data volume, the
time may soon come when the flow will exceed the capacity of the processing system. In
that case the only alternative to a totally unreasonable mushrooming of proceestng equip-
ment costs will be a more eHicient utilization of the existing facilities. Costs, however,
are not the only factor. One must also consider the possibility of freeing the processing
system for conducting a greater variety of tests, with the hope that such tests might re-
veal unexpected phenomena in the data. Specifically, looking ahead to the introduction of
the STARS Phase H System, we note that the computer wiU check data qualit_ as well as
perform data decommutation, to determine whether the data quality has deteriorated in
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the satellite or ground telemetry links or in the STARS Phase I operation. The fewer
checks of a given kind the computer is required to make the more available it is to check
for hidden periodicities or non-stationarities in the data, conditions which may profoundly
affect the interpretation of experimental results.
We have seen how quality control procedures can be used to indicate whether the
processing system is operating satisfactorily, Le., is in a state of control, whether there
is bit slippage, loss of timing, or equipment failure. Moreover, this same approach can
be _ to determine whether the data are being processed with sufficient celiability to
meet the experimenter's requirements for precision, and this can be done concurrently
with testing for control. If the tolerance limit_ specified by the experimenter cannot be
met with a particular lot of data, then that lot must be discarded. An indication has been
given of a method for relating tolerance limits and error probability and of how this can
provide a rational basis for accepting or rejectuLg data.
The consequences of processing the data in such a way that tests for synchronization
and timing could be combined in a single operation were discuseed, and it appears that a
significant gain in maintaining control and in meeting tolerance limits on experimental
data would result.
Finally, it'is emphasized that the views expressed in this report ¢,.:mtitute only an
introduction to the subject of quality control in the processing of telemetric data from
space vehicles. Before the full implications of the use of quality control can be under-
stood, careful study mutt be made of the advantages and limitations of various tesUng
plans and of the possibilities that these afford for widening the interpretation of data.
There should also be a careful examination of the role of quality control in the STARS
Phase II system of processing and of other possibly practical systems for rationalizing
the processing operation. In addition, there should be a thorough examination of how the
precision of experimental data is affected by processing, particularly in view of the enor-
moas redundancy in the data. It will be noted that this question of data redundancy in its
rehlion to the dependence of precision of measurement on channel errors was not raised
in t_tts report.
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tAPPENDIX A
ERROR ANALYSIS IN DATA PROCESSING
BY FLOW GRAPH METHODS
INTRODUCTION
In some applications flow graphs are intended to provide a pictorial description of
the systems as a guide in mathematical analysis, lo. 11.12 Moreover, flow graphs appear
to be evolving into a new type of mathematical notation that provides a concise, easily
visualized description of system structure, capable of being manipulated and "solved" just
as the conventional set of equations describing the system may be manipulated and solved.
Crucial to the use of flow graphs is the notion of representation of an operation by
its transmJttance. Thus, if f(t) is the input to an operator H and r(t) is the response,
we have the representation
fk(t) _ 0 rk(t )
where H_ = rk (t)/f k (t) is the transmittance of the operator it to the characteristic sig-
nal fk (t). Some important linear stationary operators are:
5 calar:
fo--_ a _-or af(t) =r(t)
Di/[erentiator:
_-'_ d _or df = r(t)f d'_ d-'_
f o---- d._ r f(r) d. : r(t)
Delayor: Delay /
f o------- T _ r f(t - T) = r(t)
The corresponding flow graph representations are:
Scalor: a
e st o • ¢ a e jt
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Di[[eren tiator: $
e at o ) o s e st
Integrator: 1 / S
e st 0 _) 0 _.1 e, t$
D e layor: e--Ts
e st 0 ) 0 e -Ts e st
where s is the complex frequency of the exponential signal A eat •
Flow-graph methods may be used not only to represent deterministic systems as
above but also non-deterministic systems, as we shah now see. In illustrating the appli-
cation of flow graphs to non-deterministic systems, we shall take as example the case of
apparent loss of sync. We shall assume that we are concerned with the OGO experiment
in which the data are transmitted via PCM over a binary-symmetric channel (BSC).
ERROR ANALYSIS FOR LOSS OF SYNC*
We may represent the binary symmetric channel by the transition diagram (Figure
A-27).
q
o\ ?o\
\ p/
Figure A-27-Binary-symmetric channel (BSC), _/
q -probability of error-free bit, / _p
p ---probability of erroneous bit. /
, ,,,1/ =1q
Let us designate the correct occurrence of a bit by y and the incorrect occurrence by z.
Then the probability generator for a sequence of y'S and z'S is shown in Figure A-28.
To start the generator a unit impulse of probability, _ (t), is delivered to the "start" or
y node at t : 0. If x = e'" represents the transmittance bf a unit delayor, at time t = 1
an impulse of strength p will appear at the z node, signtgiying that there is a probability
p that the first bit will be z. Also, at t = 1 there is an impulse of strength q at the y
node, signifying that there is a probability q that the first bit will be y.
The probability generator for the first occurrence of z is characterized by thegraph transmittanceX0
i
*See report of C. A. Rohde for oltemative Qpproach.
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bqx
px o
Z
orstart
_8(t)
Figure A-28-Flow-graph for single event.
F(x) - px
1 - qx
= px + pqx 2 + pq2x a + ... (25)
Thus, theprobabilitiesofthesystem enteringthestatez,aRer itis startedwithunit
probabilityat t = 0,are at t = 1,2, 3 etc.p, pq, pq2 ,etc. These are theprobabiliUes
forthe eventconsistingofa singlebiterror.
Suppose we are interestedin thecompound eventconsisUngofthe successiveoccur-
rence ofa givenevent. An example might be a decisionin theprocessingofdatafrom
OGO inwhich we ask forthe probabilityofthefirstoccurrenceofa run of foursuccessive
z's,which we designateby theevent •. In thisexample we shallspecifythateach z
standsfortheoccurrenceofa sync word with more thanthreeerrors,i.e.,a sync-word
error. Hence, we shalldesignatethe occurrenceofa syncword withthreeor fewer
errorsby the letterYs i.e.,sync-word notinerror. The probabilityof z we shallcarl
P and thatofY we shallcallq, so mat P + Q = I.
The flowgraph and theprobabilitygeneratingfunctionfor • are as follows,the
flow-graphisshown in FigureA-29 and theprobabilitygeneratingfuncUon for • is
F_(x): (px)4
I-Qx-PQx 2-P2Qx s_PaQx 4
8
=p4x4  p4QxS+(psQ +p4Qb xe + ... (9.6)
Thus theprobabilityof a run olfoursuccessiveZ'soccurringfor thefirsttime in six
frames is
(pSQ +p4Q2).
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Qx
:o Qx
_ Px Z
/'_(t)
Figure A-29-Flow-graph for four successive events.
The mean-occurrence time until the first occurrence is*
d I 4 - 3Q- 2PQ - p2Q (27)--_x _n F_(x) =x=l 1- Q-PQ-P2Q- p3Q -
where in the present application _ is measured in frames. T is the mean-time-to-
occurrence between the events called "loss-of-sync." We have
P = Prob. (r > 3)
where r is the number of bits in error. Hence
27
r=4
since in the case of OGO there are 27 bits in a sync word. Also
3
r=O
In addition to the mean-time-to-occurrence of the event which is the criterion for
losing sync, we are interested in the variance of this time-to-occurrence, becatme by
means of it we can establish the limit for any specified degree of confidence regarding
the state of control, as explained in the text. The variance In the mean-occurrence time
is**
[ d, ]d _n F(x)+ -- _n F(x) (30)
*Seep.761of Reference(10).
**S_ p.672of Reference(10).
!
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L_2 _ 4- 3Q- 2PQ- p2Q
r 1 -Q- PQ-P2Q-PSQ
8Q- 3Q'_*IOPQ- 6pQ2- 8P2Q- lOP2Q2+20PQ _ 24PsQ2+5P4Q2- 2PsQ_- 4 (31)
- 2Q+Q2+ 2PQ+ 2PQ2+2P2Q+3 2 2-2PQ +4P_ 2+3P_2 + 2psQ2+pQ2 '
For purposes of illustration suppose that the bit-error probability is 0.10. Then
p =P(r > 3) = 0.282 from Equation (28) or (29) and Q= 1-P = 0.718. Hence, from
Equation (27) T - 178, and _ " 13.4from Equation (31). Bythe Tchebycheffinequality the
probability that IT - T I -> 3_ -<_T/9 _ = 1/9, so that we are roughly 90% confident that
the deviation about T = 178 will not exceed 40.
LOSS OF CONTROL AND REPAIR IN SINGLE
AND CASCADED SYSTEMS
Let us define a quantity _.dt as the probability of a system going out of control in
a small time interval dt and _dt as the probability of the system being restored to con-
trol in the same interval tit. We shall assume that these probabilities are stationary and
independent of the state of the system prior to the present instant. The flow-graph for
system failure is shown in Figure A-30. The nodes Po and Pl .are the probabilities of the
system being operative or inoperative, respectively. The nodes Po and _ are the rates:
Po -- dpo/dt and _, : dp I/dr. These rates are interpreted as the expectations of the
system entering (or leaving) the states "0" or "1" in any small interval of time dt. The
condition P0 + P- = 1 must be satisfied, so that Po + Pl = 0, and an increase in pl must1
be balanced by a decrease in P0" These transitions are indicated by the branches labeled
x and- x in Figure A-30.
l/s
I_.t(___" , OP I
" "Po
_'(t)
FigureA.30-Flow-grophforsystemfoilure.
We assume that at time t = 0 an impulse of probability is applied _o the node P0
and immediately following the system is in the state "0" with unit probabi_ty. The trans-
mittance of the probability generator is
1
w
, I (32)Po(s)-
-k. s +*
$
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and thus.
i P0(t) : e -_t (33)
from which
pt (t) : 1 - e -/_t. (34)
The relations (33) and (34), respectively, are the probabilities that the system is in the
i "operating" or the "failed" state at time t.
We next introduce the provision for recovering control, assuming that it has been
lost, a problem analogous to the repair of equipment in failure analysis. Control is re-
; covered by introducing a '!renewal" path from state "I" back to state "0", as shown in
! Figure 31.
' Pl I
.. I)
8(t) 8(t) _- _,
Figure A-31-Flow-graph and its reduced equivalent for failure system with renewal.
Restoration of control or "renewal" is to take place at an average rate _, determined by
the branch labeled _t between nodes Pl and Po, and to conserve probability a corres-
ponding amount must be subtracted from the pl node. "M" is a tagging variable for
i keeping track of the number of renewals.
The probabilities of the system being in the operative and inoperative states are,
from the grapn transmittances, respectively,
Uo(S, M) = s + p , (35)
s2 +(_.+_.)s +(1-M) p._.
I Ul(S, M)= _" (36)
I
s_ +(_+_.)s +(I-M)_.
I
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from which it can be shown 1° that the steady-state probability of operation, called by
some writers the probability of availability, is 9
A(_)-- _ (3'/)
This probability may also be regarded as the probability that the system is in a state of
control.
If n independent, identical systems are cascaded, the jo|nt probability of overall-
system availability is
A,(_) =( _x-'_)" " (38)
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, APPENDIX B
MEASUREMENT AND COMMUNICATION ERRORS
MEASUREMENT ERRORS (ERROR INDICES)
In the treatment of experimental data the average of fluctuations rather thins indiv-
' l(hL_l fluctuations in the observations are of interest. 2 Two well-k:,own measures of error
in observation are the standard deviation and the probable error. Ti_ese axe called error
indices. By definition the probable error is strictly applicable only in the case of normal,
that is Gaussian, distributions since it is defined as that value of the deviation from the
mean of a normal distribution which is just as likely to be exceeded as not. Thus, a prob-
able error range has a probability of 0.5. The standard deviation, on the other hand, is
defined as the root-mean-square deviation from the average of observations. This defin-
ition is applicable for all distributions, so that it is a general measure of average fluctu-
ation or error. In the case of a normal distribution, there is a fixed relatio_ between the
probable error and the standard deviation. The standard deviation range includes 68.3
percent of all observations. In the case of a discrete observable Xi the expression for
the standard deviation _ is:
= I _' (Xi - X)_l l/_,., _ • , (39)
where x_ is the i th observation and _ is the average of N observations, i.e.,
= (40)
i=l
In the case of a continuous observable x,
! u = (x - _)2 p(x) d (41)
_ where
_ = xp(x)dx, (421
and p (x) is called the probability density function. For a normal distribution
1 e.X2/=.2 (43)p(x)
; Knowledge of the standard deviaUon does not automatically give the probability, because
it is necessary to know in addition the probability density function.
In many cases involving experimental data, observations are normally distributed,
but not in all cases. In those cases where they are, it is possible to find the probability
for any range from tabu/ated data.
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bOne case where the data are clearly not normally distributed is that where the devi-
ations from an average lie in some range -b co +b. A useful app. oach in that case is to
assume that deviations from the mean are uniformly distributed, i.e., according to a rec-
tangular distribution. One can then be sure that the computed standard deviation will be
pessimistic and that any error estimates therefrom will be conservative. For example,
consider the distribution in Figure A-31. This distribution is what is meant by a uniform
distribution. Its standard deviation is
= x2 dx = 1 b2 (44)
3
b
G'=I
i
-b "_=0 b x
This distribution weights extreme deviations equally with le_er deviations. Although in
practice large deviations " _d to occur less frequently than szu_i1 deviations, it may be
safe to assume a uniforn, _,,s_ribution in the absence of knowlc_._ concerning the actual
distribution of the data.
On the other hand, if £rrors from indepel_dent distributions are combined additively,
the sum distribution quickly conwrge_ to a normal di,_tri:_ ion according to the Central
Limit Theorem. In fact, Shewhart has shown that this _n-,,ergence takes place, within
engineering accuracy, when errors from four or more d_s_rtbutions are added} _
PROPAGATION OF ERROR INDICES UNDER
MATHEMATICAL TRANSFORMATION
We shall consider the laws for the propagation of error indices first for the cases
of product or quotient, and finally for the general case. 14
O
Sum or Difference
Let
+V. (45)
where _ and _ are the means for two separate independent sets of observations with
standard deviations _; and _ respectively.
The irsdlvidual X and Y may be paired to give (xs, ¥s), (g 2, Y:) etc. Now ff ,:,
xs, ys, etc. are deviations from the means U, _, and Y,
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UI =U+u I =Xl +Y1 _ _ +xt + Y +yr
.. (18)
U2=U+u_=X2 +Y2: _ +x_ +_+y_,
and so forth. It follows that
Ul -- Xl + Yl
(4-: I
U2 = X2 + Y2
Moreover,
-* (48)
u / , rl
i.l
whe;'e
2 2 2 2.,_: x_+2 xiy, + y,_
i=l i=l i=l i=l
Since, by hypothesis, errors x_ and Yi are independent,
2_, xi Yi = 0 /,4,9)
i=l
in the limit as n - oo with probability one. Therefore,
_! = o-.2 + _,-=. (50)
u X Y
ff
U = X - Y, (51)
we have . . . .
E°:--E .,,,+ (,,)
i=l ill i=l l=l
and it is evident that Equation (50) is still applicable. Thus, Equation (50) is the law for
sum or differences.
Product or Quotient
Let _ = _ f. (5_) -
Then, us = Xs Ys' etc., ({)4)
and 0 +uI = (X + xl) (Y + YI) = _ + xs f + Ys _ + xt Ys' etc., (55)
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kwhere the product xI y_ is of the second order compared with the other terms, provided
x and y are not small. Usually, x and y are independent of the amplitude. Hence,
"1 - xl V +_1 ;, etc (56)
Now
2 2 2u2 = V' x_ + 2ffV xi Yi + Yl. (57)
iffil iffil iffil iffil
As above
Xi Yi = 0,
iffil
in the !imit as n - _ with probability one, so that
2o, 2x: 22 , V2 , R2 Y_ V2 _ _ _ (58)cr-- -- - _ = 0"_ +v H- - n  nx f'
i=1 i=1 i=1
and
:_& +...y_v. (59)
_2 _2 V2
Thus Equations(58) and (59) is the law for the propagationof error indices in the case of
products. It is also the law in the case of quotients, but before showing this we shah ob-
tain the result for the general case.
General Case
Let
L_: _(_, V) (6o)
Expanding Equation (60) in Taylor Series, we have
aU x, + t_/u._ , + ... (61)g+u 1:f(x+x vY+y l)---f(ff,V)+ _-_ --_Ik
and
"1 = xl + Yl + "'" (62)
n n n n
2,() 7_, E co,'2U?= aU x? + 2 ?U aU xl Yl + \_'Ju._ Y_+.... (63)
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Therefore,
_u = _U'2 _! + (64)
._ x \aYiu=_ Y
Thus, Equation (64) or an extension of it is the law for the propagation of error indices in
the general case.
From Equation (64) we can readily see that Equation (59) is valid for quotients as
' well as products. Given that
Y
we find u by means of Equation (64):
f and
so that
_2 x2
; Therefore,
U X Y •
which checks.
The above results may be readily extended to more than two variates.
I Precision Index of the Arithmetic Mean
If communication channels are operated in parallel and if the statistical fluctuations
in the data cauGed by the noise in each channel are independent, a reduction in the preci-
sion index for each channel may be achieved by averaging the output from the channels.
The result is the well known standard deviation in the mean
__ : __ (65)
x /K
where x is the arithmetic mean and _x is the standard deviation for each of n similar
channels.
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PRECISION INDEX OF A NETWORK
The precedingdiscussionhas suggesteda method fordeterminingtheprecisionindex
attheoutputofa singlelinkcommunication system,knowing the precisionof themeasure-
ment datagoingintothelink.Indiscussingthepropagationoferrors througha network,
itisimportanttonotethatthetechniquesfornetwork analysisare not Hmited by theman-
ner inwhich thelinkprecisionisfoundor by itsvalue. Furthermore, itshouldbe em-
phasizedatthispointthattheconceptof precisionhas two facetsand thatone cannotbe
consideredwithouttheother;namely, a specified eviationrange and theprobabilitythat
an observationwillliein thatrange. Hence, when takingup thequestionofthe overall
precisionfora network,we must considerthe outputdeviationrange and theprobability
oftheoutputlyingwithinthatrange.
Ifthelinksare connectedin series,theprecisionindexforthe chainis foundby
whichever law of combinationisappropriate.For example, ifeach succeedinglinklinearly
processes thedatafrom theprecedinglink,theruleindicatedby Equation(50)isused.
That is,theprecisionindicesare combined accordingtothesum of the squares,so that
ifalllinksina chainof m linkshave thesame precisionindex _, theresultantprecision
indexis_/_.
Iflinksaxe connectedinparalleland process the same data,fedto a common sink,
Equation(65)applies,accordingtowhich the resuRantprecisionindexfor m linksin
parallelis_-/_m.
Ifwe know theprobabilitydensityfunctionfor theoutputerror,we can findthe
probabilitythata datum willlieina range thatis some muRiple oftheoutputprecision
index. Itmust be emphasized thatknowledgeof theoutputprobabilitydensityfunctionis
requiredbeforetheprobabilityand thustheprecisioncan be found. However, the prop-
ertiesof theGaussianprocess can be of assistancehere;namely, thatiftheerrors in
individualinksare Gaussianlydistributed,theerrors inthe outputof seriesor parallel-
connectednetworks are alsoGaussianlydistributed.As notedpreviously,even ifthe
errors may not be Gaussianlydistributed,we can assume thatthey are intheknowledge
thatour resultingestimatesofprecisionwilltherebybe conservative.
We si_dlnow applytheabove principlesof error propagationto two cases ofprac-
ticalsignificance.
Propagationof Computer Errors
Suppose thatinputsto a computer may each introducean error EI havingone of
threediscretevalues: 0,+ 0.0005,and + 0.001. Supposealsothateach ofthe inputsin-
- troducestheseerrors withequallikerhood,so thateach error willhave a probability
weightingof 1/3. This willmake theexpectationoferror,i.e.,the averagevalue,equal
to
- 1 1 (0.0005)+1 (0.001) 0.0005.x _--(0)+ =
which is, as it were, a center of gravity for the discrete input errors. It is, however, the
fluctuation from the average that determines the uncompensatable portion of the error, so
that we need to find the index which is a measure of this fluctuation, namely, the standard
deviation. It is
_i 0 - 0.0005)2 + (0.0005- 0.0005)2 + (0.001- 0.0005) I/2.... 4.1x 10"4.
i=I 3
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This _i is now taken as the index of each input error.
If internal errors were not also introduced by less than perfect operation of com-
puter components, we coulu use a general relation such as Equation (64) to get the result-
ant computer error, but in this case multipliers and amplifiers both introduce errors, so
that we must proceed in a step-by-step manner instead. We note that each multiplier in-
troduces an error __ which varies randomly between +0.001 and -0.001. We shall be2
conservative and take this to mean that the multiplier error has a uniform distribution
, between these limits, so that we can use relation, Equation (44), to get the index for it,
i.e.,
b 0.001
- = 5.77 x 10..4.
%-_
Additionally, the operational amplifiers may each introduce an error which varies
randomly between +0.0005 and -0.0005. Again we assume a uniform distribution, so that
the standard deviation for each amplifier is
ba O.0005
-2.88x 10-4 .
Thus, the three precision indices are:
c_i =4.1x 10-4 ,
cr = 5.8x 10-4,m
o" = 2.9 x 10 -4.
Computation of Resultant Cumputer Error
We now take the relation for the computer output and proceed with the calculation
of its output error. The output relation for the computer ._s
_' _'[1 Y2 - X1 X2 + Zl Z2]Xl
Ad = Ar , . (66)
[X1Y2+ X2YI] Z1
L
' where
I Z=_ and Z2:v/-_+Y I .
Set AW= Ad/Ar, since Ar is exact, so that
AW= [YIY2-XIX_+Z IZ2]xl
[XtY2+ X2YI]Zl
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If each multiplier were perfect, the output standard deviation in terms of the input
standard deviation would be, by Equation (58), simply
X1 X2 (67)
2 0.2 --
_--= I(_+Y_),
XI Y2
_p(_ +_,_),Gr_ _ _-
X2 YI
where _2, _I, _, and Y2 are the average values of the inputs squared. The median
values of their ranges would be appropriate to use for the average. Since the multipliers
are not perfect, however, they introduce an error in operation, and this error in each
case has the index %, as discussed above. In general, the operating error and the pro-
pagated errors are independent, so that the resultant standard deviation for the two of
them combined is the square root of the sum of their standard deviations squared. That
is
_,__ =___ _, (68)
•v,v, v,_,+
and likewisefor theothermultipliers.
Moreover, sincetheamplifiersintroduceerrors oftheirown as wen as propagating
those errors which are introduced into them, we must, when adding or subtracting, ac-
count for this error also. We shall assume it to be independent of the propagated error.
Hence, the index for the sum Y, Y2 - X, X2 becomes
2 0.2 + + +
YI Y2 Xl X2
Similarly, for the bracket in the denominator, we have
++ -++ ++_ +2+__++._ (vo)
[ ] denom. Xly 2 X2y1
Ib
We now address ourselves to obtaining the indices for Z,,and Z2where,
z, =(x_+v,2)"
and
z2=(x_+vl)".
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To obtain the error indices for these, we use the general Equation (64) and proceed as
follows:
0-2 {azl_' (az,_'
where
(az,_= x,
and
N/
Hence,
--2 2 0-2
0-2 = Xl 0-- + _'2
zl x: y, (71)t
(L' + f_)
where "
0-_2=o__=05i "
Xl YI
Similarly, _2 2
; X2 0-- +7_0-2X2 Y2
= _ (72)
The above two results, 0-: and 0-z%,do not, however, take account of errors in the
amplifiers used to form the sun_ (_I + _'I ) and ( X_ + _ ). Hence, file complete error ',
index in each case is
2 + 0-2
0-Z1 •
and
The error index for the produce z t z 2 Is
0-5 -2 05 E210-5
__ =Z 2 _ + - . (73)
Z! Z._ Z1 Z_
To this must be added the error index for the multiplier, so that
0-2_ - = 0-2 -I- 0-5
rZlZ 2 ZlZ _
We are now in a position to combine and consolidate all the previous results to ob-
tain the resultant computer error index. The error index for the square bracket in the
• numerator,
[ ]= [LY2-xax_+z_z2],
• A-135 /
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•
is
2
.... 2 (74)
_-_ +_-'  ¨ +3_._ +2_.[ ] YIv2 xl ×2 zl z2
2 Hence for the entire numeratorFor x: the error index is _1"
N = [Yt Y2 - Xl X2 + ZI Z2] Xl,
we have the error index
:- __ + _--_2_: (7s)[]
For the error index in the denominator
D = IXt Y2 + Y2 YI ] Zl'
we have
2 _ _2 2 2
_- : z_ __ (76)
V [ ]denom. [ ] denom, z 1
The total resultant computer error index is thus the error index for the numerator
over the denominator, i.e.,
z_w= _N,
D
or
o-2_._= _2 ,,.2 + _2 o.2_ (77)
."_W _ D
Thus Equation (77) the terms of which can be found from the previous steps, is the rela-
tion to use to obtain the resultant computer error.
The final result cannot be given in numerical form until the average or median
values of the inputs x, Y, X and Y are specified. Once they are given, however, compu-
tation of the numerical result is straightforward, following the detailed steps given above.
It is emphasized that use of a probable error index instead of the standard deviation8
is justifiable only in the event that the error data are known to be normally distributed to
a good approximation. If they are, then it is valid to substitute probable error indices in
place of the standard deviation indices throughout. In that event one can assertthat the
probability is 50 percent that the resultant computer error will not lle outside the prob-
able error range.
PRECISION INDEX FOR PCM SYSTEM
Our next illustration is concerned with finding the precision index for a PCM com-
munication system, s By sampling, quantization and coding, an analog waveform may be
represented as a set of discrete pulses which may be transmitted over a noisy communi-
cation channel as PCM. The pulses normally have equal amplitudes and widths, and the
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individual digit error probability, after decoding at the receiver, is the same for all pulse
positions in the binary sequence. The positions of the pulses in the sequence, however,
have varying degrees of importance with respect to the fidelity of the reconstructed analog
waveform. That is, for binary numbers the value of the i th pulse in a sequence is 2 i'1 ,
:' which is s_en to increase by powers of two as the order i increases. The error resulting
from the insertion or deletion of a pulse in the ith position grows correspondingly. There-
fore, from a fidelity viewpoint, it is desirable to modify the PCM process such that account
is taken of pulse position.
In conducting the error analysis, we shall assume a binary symmetric PCM channel,
perturbed by additive Gaussian noise with coherent detection on a bit basis. The average
error probability in the detection of the individual pulses in the 1)CM train is a function
of both pulse amplitude and rms noise and is determined by
co
1 / e-"_/2_2dn. (78)Pi = v_"no"
.J.i
where p, is the error probability for the ith-position pulse in a gr_mp, n is the noise
voltage, and _ is the rms noise voltage. In ordinary, unweighted PCM, each pulse is
transmitted at the same amplitude, and, therefore, all the p_ 's are equal, i = 1, 2,. • • n, .
in a code word.
r
The probability of a single error in the i th position of an n-digit word is
I1
i pi(1, n) =Pi T_" (1 - PJ)'_Pl (79)
; j=l
j&l
for small digit error probabilities. For unweighted PCM, p, = p for all i and thus
\
Pl (1' n) = p. (80)
The effect of these digit errors on the original analog signal can be expressed in terms
of the rms error %.
The mean-squared analog error is
[I
h,l
where
ei = 4- q2t- !
| is the analog error of the i th order pulse, q being the amplitude of the quantization
interval, as is shown in (5). Hence,
n
_.2.: q2 p _. 4,-_ (83)
lu!
: q2 p 4n-....,._1 . ('84[)
3
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The error given by Equation (84) is that fraction of the total error due to channel noise.
The total error includes the original measurement error, the channel noise error and
the error in the quantization of the original analog signal. If eq is the error voltage in
the quantized equivalent of the actual instantaneous signal, the mean-squared analog error
due to quantization is
q/2
' 0.2:_1 _" e2de (85)
q q J q q
-q/2
and the rms quantization error is
0.q=q/2 _. (86)
Hence, the total rms analog error of a pulse group is
. 0.2-'/2 (87)0.tu = ( °.2 + 0.2 + q) ,
assuming that the original measurement error, the channelnoise error, and the quantiza-
tion error combine in a linearly additive manner. This assumption is valid for channels
with additive Gausstan noise.
By way of further illustration, in a series-connected network for m-similar links
the resultant precision index for an unweighted PCM system is found from Equation (50).
The final index is
0.mtu= [c_A+ m(0.2 + 0.q2)],/2. (88)
Notice that %2occurs only once since it is a measure of the orig_malprecision of meas-
urement, tran'bmit',_.edthrough relays to a final destination.
For a parallel-connected networkof m-similar, statistically independent links the
resultant precision for an unweightedPCMsystem is from Equation(65):
%t. = + _ (89)m
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ISOME PROBABILISTIC MODELS AND STATI3TICAL METHODSIN THE ANALYSIS OF TELEMETRY DATA
C. A. Rohde and R. D. Coleman _,_
INTRODUCTION
We consider the processing of a digital tape cor_isting of a sequence of data words
and sync words, each in turn consisting of zeros and ones. Between each M data words a
sync word is placed consisting of m bits. The purpose of the sync word is to detect errors
in the processing line, e.g., bit slippage. The sync word pattern transmitted from the
satellite consists of a pre-set sequence of zeros and ones. Due to noise, bit slippage or
malfunction of the telemetry sy stem, amtlogue to digital c_nversion unit or data process-
ing line, errors are introduced which alter the sync word. Thus proper recognition of
the sync word, which serves as a guide post to the position of the dat_ words, is an im-
_ portant problem. The current procedures utilize the autocorrelation (simply a count of
the number of mismatches or errors) of the pre-set sync worrt pattern with the trans-
mitted sync word pattern. Clearly a high autocorrelation indicates low noise and/or
proper hardware performance while a low autocorrelation indicates high noise or more
probably loss of the sync word pattern due to bit slippage or other hardware malfunction.
SYNC DETERMINATION
In order to detect sync loss, whatever its cause, two strategies are currently under
consideration:
Strategy 1: Examine each sync word and make the decision that the line is out of
sync when k_ or more errors occur in a sync word.
Strategy 2: ."_Lmine each sync word and make the decision that the line is out of
sync when k_ or more errors occur for r sync words in a ,'ow.
The problem of investigating the optimality of the above strategies is being investi-
_ttcd using simulation methods by Goddard personnel and has been theoretically invcsti-
• - gated by Hauptschein (3).
A
A_UtYMPT_NS ' '
TO investigate relevant properties M atratqlos one and two, certain assumptions
about the behavior of the bit l_'olmbilities of error will be made. These usumptlons are
commonly mad_ (3,5) but &,'e perhaps not realistic (4). It is hoped that the procedures
to be developed on page A-148 are reasonably robust or cc_servative enough so that
violatioe of the assmaptions is not disastrous. On page A-149 some comments will be
made on pos#ible effects o" violation of the assumptions.
We assume that the bit stream is such that errors occur in an independent or ran-
dora fashion. In probabLUstic terms such an assumption simply means that the probabil-
ity of an error in both the i 'h bit and in the J ,h bit is the prochlct of the probability of an
error in the i tb bit and the l_obabllity of an error in the jth bit. k addition we assume
that the probability of error per bit, say p., is constant _mW_out the tape. Since the
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signal to noise ratio of the transmitted signal directly influences the bit probability of
error this assumption is equivalent to the assumption of a constant signal to noise ratio.
The assumptions made above imp:y that the bit stream is a set of Bernoulli trials
(1) with probability of success (observation of an error) given by Pe It also follows that
the probability of observing x errors in the sync word is
• '_xerrors in syncword] =(m)_(1-pe)'-x'x
DISTRIBUTIONS UNDER STRATEGY ONE
Under the assumptions of the previous section and the procedure of Strategy one
the sequence of sync word correlations constitute a set of Bernoulli trials with prob-
ability of success (detection of k_, or more errors)
' • =k I
A trial in this context is the observation of the number of errors in the transmitted
sync word pattern correlated with the pre-set sync word pattern. Consider the distri--
bution of the random variable T, where T is defined as the number of sync words tested
until the decision that the line has lost sync is made. Since T = t if and only if we observe
a sequence of t failures (no sync loss) followed by a success it follows that
P [T:t] = P [Istt trialsresultinfailure,(t+ 1)st trialresultsinsuccess]
: P [I"tt trialsresultinfailure]P [(t + I)st trialresultsinsuccess]
= (1- p)tp
for t = 0p 1, 2, • • •
The random variable T thus has the geometric distribution [Feller (1) page 156]
with parameter p. In terms of measuring the quality of a tape it is clear that some in-
formation is contained in the length of time to sync loss. In particular a small value of
such a parameter is indicative of a noisy tape. A reasonable estimate for the parameter
° time to sync lossis simplytheaverage ofthetimes to sync losswhich occur duringthe
processingofthetape. To discussthepropertiesof such an estimatewe need to deter-
mine itsprobabilitydistribution.
Ifwe letTI,T2, •• T_ be thetimes to sync losswe seek thedistributionofthe
random variable
N
X=_-_T i
v:here the Ti (i = I_ 2, • • • j N) are independent random variable with a common geo-
metric distribution. The probability distribution of X is most easily found using the
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probability generating function (the Z-transfer of sequence of probabilities with z replaced
by z-l). The probability generating function of Ti is
_r (z)= _'_ z ti(l-p)tip = p[1-(l-p) Z] -1
i £...J
ti=0
for Iz[ < 1. Since the probability generating function of the sum of N indepeadent and iden-
ticalIy distributed random variables is [=(z)] N(Feller (1) page 251), where _ (z) is the
common probability generating function, it follows that the probability generating function
of X is given by
-t
_x(Z ) = pN[1- (1-p)z]-I
It is well known that the probability generating function uniquely determines the proba-
bility distribution so that determination of the probability generating function of X will
suffice to determine the distribution of x. The probability distribution
_(X)--/--_q_ p N [_--(l--p)]X; X--'-0, 1, 2," • "
has probability generating function
x=0
e0
x=O
= p_ [1-(l-p)z] -_ .
It follows that the distribution of X is (t)
f(x) = (-N) pN[-(I-p)]X; x = 0, I, 2, ...
The distribution (t) is called the negative binomial distribution. Thus the sum of the
l times to sync loss has a negative binomial distribution with index N and mean N(1 -p)/p.
_, On page A-147 we si'all indicate how one could use the above result to estimate P, and
i also to construct a co_Jidence interval for P,.
In certain investigations the experimenter might consider using the total number
of accumulated errors to es+imate the bit probability of error, po. Let NI, N=, • • •,
Nt, 1 be random variables rep,-esenting the number of errors in the sync word. Here
t + 1 is the number of the sync word where kI or more errors first app_.ar. The
. quantity of interest is then
t
; N* = Nl .
4
i..1
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It is important to note that because of the definitions of NI, N2, • • • , Nt we have
N 1 < k 1, N2 < k I ..... N t < k 1.
The distribution of N (i = 1, 2, ..., t) is thus
n i )m-n i
f("i) = 1-p(m) ; ni = O, 1, -.-, k 1- 1.
where
/.
r =k 1
The distribution of Si is a truncated binomial distribution; the truncation resulting
from the strategy which stops as soon as k_ or more errors are observed in a sync word.
From the above expression it is possible to obtain the probability generating function of
Ni and hence the probability generating function of N*, the convoluticm of the Ni. The re-
sulting probability generating function could be inverted (Fisz (2) page 119) to obtain the
probability distribution of N*. The computations involved would probably be complicated
due to the truncation involved in the distributions of the Ni so some sort of approxima-
tion might have to be used. For many purposes, however, knowledge of the mean and
variance of N* might provide sufficient information. To iUustrate the calculations con-
sider the expected value of N*
By definition the expected value of Ni is
kl'l
_[N] = [X_p(m)]-I _-_, ni( m)hi Peni (1 - Pc)m-hihi=0
k1 -2
mp e (m- 1) ! nl m- n i 1
- 1- p(m) = n'I!(m-I-n#_)! p" (1-Pc)
rope I1 (m- 11) kl-I m-k11- 1 p(m) -p(m-l)- Pe (l-Pc) •- kI-
" It follows that
I[N*] : t_ IN i] = Ll_p(m)j 1-p(_-1)- k1-1 Pe (1-Pc) m .
It is clear from the expression for £ [N*] that the "natm'al estimate" of p., i.e.
total number of errors in sync words
p.=
total number of bits in sync words
isa biasedestimateof p.. In particularsuch an estimateunderestimates,on theaver-
age,thevalueof p..
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DISTRIBUTIONS UNDER STRATEGY TWO
Under the previously mentioned assumptions we can consider the sequence of sync
word tests as a set of Bernoulli trials with parameter P2 where
P2 = P [k2 or more errors observed in sync word]
r:k 2
In this case a trial consists of observing the number of errors in the sync word and calling
the result a success if k2 or more errors are observed.
According to Strategy Two, sync loss is declared when _ sync words in succession
have k2 or more errors, i.e., _ successes in a row have occurred. Letting _ denote
this event it follows that 8 is a recurrent event (Feller (1) Chapter 13). In particular
is a success run of length L. To determine the probability distribution of the number of
trials until _ occurs we follow the development of Feller (pages 299-301). Let un be
the probability that _ occurs on the n thtrial (n th sync word test) and let f be the prob-
ability that _ occurs for the first time on the n thtrial. The probability th_tt the L sync
words numbered n, n-l, • • •, n - L + 1 each result in success is p_. Note that
P [_ occurs at trial (n-k) and successes occur on trials n-k + 1, ..., n]
= P[_ occurs at trial (n-k)] P[successes occur on trials n-k+l, -.., ri]
= Un_k pk .
Thus we have
P[success on trials n,n-1, ..., n-g+l]
= P[_ occurs on trial n] + P [_ occurs on trial n-l, trial n is a success]
+ ..... + P[_ occurs on trial n-_+l, trials n-_+2, ..., n are successes]
Un + P2 Un-I + .... + P2_'1 Un.,_+|
for n >__. It is clear that u; = u2 ..... _L- _= 0 and for simplicity we assume uo = 1.
Multiplying both sides of the equation
by Z" yields
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Hence
p2_ Z n Zn Un + zp Z n-I Z n-_+l U= Un-1 + " "" + n-'_+l"
Since uI = u2 ..... u__, = 0 the above equation becomes
p2_ z_ (X-z)-': [u(z)-l][l+zP2+... + (zp)_-']
when
u(z) : _. u z_.
n=O
Thus
p2_ z _ (1- zp)
u(z)- 1 =
(l-z) [1-(zp)_]
and
1- z + z_+1p_(l-p)u(,) :
(l-z)[1-(zp)4]
If
F(z)= _. f z"
i
n=0
is the probability generating function of the f. sequence FeUer (1) page 286
shows that
F(z): u(t)- I
u(z)
Itfollowsthattheprobabilitygeneratingfunctionofthetime to sync lossunder
StrategyTwo is
(1- zp) p2_
F(z)=
• 1-z+z _ -p2)
From the generating function one couIcl find the probability distribution of the time
to sync loss by inversion of the generating function or approximations using partial frac-
tion expansions (Feller (1) page 257). The mean and variance of time to sync loss can
easily be obtained from the above generating function and can be found to be (Feller (1)
page 300)
1 - p_
(1 - P2) P_
(,)
o_ : I _ 2_ + I P2
(O-p2)p]2 (I-p2)
A-146
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If we let y= denote the number of times sync is lost in Mframes it can be shown
(Feller (1) page 300) that YM is asymptotically normal with mean and variance given by
where _ and _2 are as in (*). The asymptotic normality of y= could be used to construct
sequential procedures similar to those to be discussed on page A-148.
The distribution of the total number of sync word errors, due to the complexity of
the coaditioning event, as defined by the strategy, appears to be complicated and further
analysis, perhaps leading to adequate approximations, is indicated.
A BRIEF SURVEY OF SEQUENTIAL TESTING
, Having indicated the types of probabilistic models one can set up under the previ-
ously mentioned assumptions we shall now consider the important practical problem of
using statistical methods to indicate departures from the theoretical models. The pro-
cedure we shall discuss will be sequential in nature although non-sequential problems
of estimation of probability of error need further consideration. In this section we pre-
sent the basic concepts of sequential analysis. A more detailed account can be found in
the books by Wald (6) and Fisz (2).
One essential problem in sequential analysis is that of testing hypotheses. Thus
suppose we wish to test the hypothesis that a parameter e has the value e0 versus the
altermtive that e has the value 8_. We have available a sample (assumed random) xx,
X=, • • •, x, from a population having probability density function fe (x). Consider the
random variable
n
n Zii=1
where
pox4
•,= ,o,
Under modest assumptions (existence of the expected value of e hz i for all real h
i and an idenUfiability condition on f0 ) it can be shown that the optimum sequential test
(in the sense of leading to a minimum sample size subject to fixed probabilities of
,: error of the first and second kind) is given by the sequential probability ratio test
' (SPRT). The SPRT is given by
Re)ect the hypothesis e = 8 0 if _ z i >_ log A
iffi|
n
Continue sampling if log B < Z_ zi < log A
iffil
Accept the hypothesis e = _o ff T, =i < log B.
iffi|
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The numbers A and B are given (to a sufficiently close approximation) by the equations
A -1-/3 B- /3i
el. 1 - _
where _ and /3 are the (pre-set) probabilities of the first and second kinds of error. An
error of the first kind (Type I error) is said to occur if the test procedure rejects the
hypothesis when it is true. An error of the second kind (Type II error) is said to occur if
the test procedure accepts the hypothesis when it is false. The probability of a Type I
error is often called the "producers risk" while the probability of a Type II error is called
the "consumers risk" - see Schwartz (5) for an intuitive discussion of the concept and in-
terpretation of the terms producer's and consumer's risk in the processing of telemetry
data. The use of the SPRT will ensure (to an adequate approximation) that the producer's
risk is a and the consumer's risk is /3, _ and /3 being pre-set by the data processing
system and the experimenter respectively.
APPLICATION OF SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS TO STRATEGY I
As an illustration of the applicability of sequential testing to digital data of the type
described on page A-141 consider sequential methods applied to data gathered under Stzategy
I. Formally, we wish to test the hypothesis that p = P0 against the alternative that p = Pl
where Po < P_. Recall that
rfk 1
and
rfk 1
so that the hypotheses under consideration are equivalent to hypotheses about the bit
probability of error p,. We first compute
(I_ - pl)Ti P_01Z i = log p0)T l
8
= + Ti tog \l-P0/
Note that log(1-pt/l-p_ is negative since Po < Pt. The SPRT thus rejects whenever
N
_z i >_log A
i=l
or whenever
A-148
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Using the fact that log [(1-pl//1-p0)] is negative the SPRT thus rejects whenever
,°, - L1_poj k
In a similar fashion one can derive the region where one continues testing and the region
where one accepts the hypothesis. The resulting procedure is
N F^t Reject the hypothesis p= Po if _ Ti< log 1o_ P0
C°ntinue testing if l°g (I- P' _\ I - o/ log LF*'°l"2--,,J_<,=, T,_< X'- ,o,P_°I"
Accept the hypothesis p = P0 if Ti >_ log log .
,., 1.o/
: The equation delineating the region_, are seen to be linear in N and hence a graph similar
to that presented in Schwarz (5) can be constructed. Note that the procedure described by
; _e SPRT is highly intuitive since if
N
is small it is clear that the probability of error p, is large (unless an event with proba-
bility less than _ has occurred) so we reject.
The SPRT just developed could be used to reduce the amount of quality checking on
digital data. A stratet_y which could be used would be to examine each sync word until the
hypothesis was accepted or rejected. H rejected each sync word would continue to be
tested as in the current procedures. If accepted, one could print out all data until y sync
words have passedand then check for sync loss. Choice of the number y involves selection
of a strategy but it would presumably be a function of the expected value of T,. If tapes from
a given station on a particular satellite indicate uniform quality such a procedure could
reduce substantially the amount of quality checking.
PROBLEMS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATION
Having indicated the possibility of applying sequential procedures to redo the
amount of quality checking of telemetry data we now indicate some further problems
which would appear to merit further investigation. We also indicate other uses for the
data gathered by Strategies one and two.
A major problem untouched by the present investigation is that of deciding when the
processing line is in sync. Clearly, strategies similar tothose used in detecting loss of sync
could be considered (and are infact tnuse) and their effect on the distributions derived on
pages A-142 to A-146 discussed. Of importance would be the distribution of the total
number of accumulated errors in the sync word since this can provide information on
the bit probability of error, p.
A-149 /
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The distribution of the time to sync loss can also provide information on the bit
probability of error in the form of a confidence interval. A companion of this interval
with that constructed from the total number of accumulated errors would be of interest.
Such a comparison might indicate that less "housekeeping" might provide adequate in-
formation on p,.
The estimation of the bit probability of .error, p,, indicated in the preceding two
paragraphs is, of course, of importance to both the experimenter and the telemetry per-
sonnel. Investigation of estimation of the bit probability of error should also include pro-
viding the experimenter with methods to estimate p, on the basis of the quality card data
which i_ routinely supplied to him. Presumably the method of maximum likelihood or min-
imum chi-square could provide a simple answer to this problem. Also of importance to
the experimenter is some sort of check designed to indicate whatever the bit probability
of error, p,, as estimated using the sync word data is applicable to his data words. If
there are periods when his experiment is transmitting highly redundant data the estimate
obtained from such data could be compared with the estimate from the sync word data.
The complex problem of comparing the effect of stations, experiments, processing
lines etc. on the bit probabiUty of error needs to be considered. Knowledge of such ef-
fect could influence the design of the experiment as well as the design of the telemetry
equipment. Some form of analysis of variance (with appropriate transformation) might
be useful or a first step.
The importance of failure of the assumptions to hold needs to be investigated further.
If, for example, p, is not constant one might use the Lapunav form of the Central Limit
Theorem to obtain an approximate sequential procedure of the same general nature as
that indicated on page A- 149. If the successive bits are not independent more sophisticated
models need to be set up c.f. Rohde and Coleman (4). A superficial study indicates that
sequential procedures become quite com Micated for such models so that approximations
simple enough for practical use need to be investigated.
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tDEGRADATION OF BINARY CODED DATA _'
DUE TO BIT ERRORS _f_
V
G. A. Gordon .
Wbenever data is transmitted over a system, some degradation of the data occurs. _.-
B_t for any given application, there exists a degradation level beyond which the data • -
ceases to be usable. Also, it is not desirable to attempt to decrease the degradation Ir:-
definitely, since the coot involved (e.s., money, power supply drain, bandwidth) becomes
prohibitive. It is necess_.ry, then, to design the system to operate at a degradation level
between the two extremes, and in order to do so, we require a relationship between a
measure of degradation and cost.
Such a relationship is established in what follows for a particular transmission
system. In this system, an analogue waveform is uniformly sampled and uniformly
qusntized, with subsequent binary coding of the samples. The coded samples are then
transmitted over a noisy (binary symmetric) channel. We concern ourselves with the
data error introduced in the channel through errors in individual bits. The errors due
to sampling and quantisation can be calculated separately and the effects combined to
give the total degradation. We begin by forming a model of the system.
_, We consider a source which has as outputs the numbers O, I, ..., q, where
q: 2_ - I, and let p., i=0, I,..., q denote the stationary probability that the number5  os.i is emitted by the The outputs are coded as n bit binary sequences, repre-
sented by the exi_ressiou x,. t x._ • • .xl. %. The code sequence for each number is taken
to be its binary number represenhttlon, but it is convenient to let -1 take the p.l_ce of 0 i_,
the expressions. That Is, each x! is either * + 1 or • - 1. The number i is related to its
code sequence in an obvious manner. If we let
f+O when xj : + 1: (1): -
then,
t : Y,,-t _-t ,. y,,.:, 2,-, +... +y_ 2s _.Yoso. (3)
The coded outputs are considered to be transmitted over the binary symmetric
-i el _nnel represented in Figure A- 33 and then decoded using Equ_oM (Z) and (3). Bit errors
introduced in the channel produce errors in the data numbers, where the amount of the
error produced when a given number is transmitted depends on how many bit errcTs
occur and where they occur in the code sequence. We seek expredsions relating the bit
error probability to the deSx:tdatiou M the trs_Jmitteddata,takingas measures of this
delp'adaflou the mean squared and averap absolute data error. The probability of error,
which depends on such thlN_ u signal power, 81se c_ antennae, etc., is a messure of the
syM_m cost.
-I I-P| ...... -I
_. P@ FillmSA._-TkeMno_ eymme_c0_aMd,p, is me
INPUT . _-_ OUTPUT Im_bddlilYceivodJeene_.lhet• tnmmiffodme w minesoneis re-+i +!
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With the code word xn_I x_ 2 --- xI xo for i transmitted and with k bit errors
occurring at positions jl, J2,-", Jk' where
Jl < J2 < " " " < Jk and "_ (3)
O<j,_<n-l,,e:l, 2 ,.., k,J
the data error introduced is given by
= (x 2'I+ 2J2+ + 2ik_ (4)Ei'k'T -- J1 Xj2 " " Xjk "
The error, =, is a random variable defined on the set of possible outcomes of the experi-
ment implied by the source and channel. These outcomes, or sample points, are the events
{ the number i is emitted and k bit errors occur in transmission at positions j t, j 2 ,---,
ik} ' abbreviated {i, k, T). The mean squared and average absolute errors are then the
expectations of, 2 and l=[ respectively, calculated over the sample space _ of possible
outcomes. That is,
(,2)._ = __._i,k,T P {i, k, T}
(5)
l,i. -- l,i,k,Tlp{i, k, T}.
Since our channel is symmetric, bit errors occur without regard to the original
value of the bit. As a result, the events {k, _ } and {i} are independent, so that
v(i,k,_} : Pip{k,_}.
The probabilityp{k,]-)istheprobabilitythata transmittedsequence x_ I , x.2,
---, x_,xo is receivedas
Xn_l, • . • , --Xjk, ' . . , Xjk_l' " . . , -Xjk.1, ' . • , -Xjl, ' • . , XI, X0t
D
for example. This minus signs indicate the errors at the k bit positions. Since bit errors
occur with mutual independence this probability is given by
p{k. _} =(1 -p,)'..." Pc'. • .' (l-p.)....'p®'.. "P.'..." (I -p_)2=p.k(1-p.)n'k.
The result is independent of ?, the positions where the errors occur. We can now re-
write Equation (5) as
(12).v : _ 'i_,k,T Pi Pka(1 -pe )n-k
I, I. = _._ I, i,_,Ti p_p._(1 - p.)"-_
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The sum over _ can be expressed as an iterated summation over i, k, and ]-. That
is,
s i k l
When k = 0,theerror _ isalsozero,so incalculating_e expectationsof _2 and
[.]we take k = 1,2,---,n. For each valueof k, thereare (k) arrangements of thek
errors inthe n positions,withcorrespondingvectors ]-= J_J2'---Jk" The vectorele-
ments takeon valuesin accordancewithEqur.tions(3).We can expandthe operator
• in the form T
n-k n-k n-I
T Jl =0 J2=Jl +I Jk-lfJk-2 +I JkffiJk-I +l
SO that the index vector T= j, J2 --- Jk systematically takes on the (,n _proper values.
write that IK l
(ei)av = Pi Pe - Jl Xjk " ".
iffiO kffil _,Jl _O jk=Jk_1+l
(9)
2 }E -"2 _"+-.+_"-Icier = Pi pk(1-Pe)"-k " [xjl " xjki=O kffil LJ 1 _O jkffiJk-1+1
The values of xjl xj2 --- xjk can of course be determined from i using Equations
(1) and (2), but it is convenient to expand the summation,
\
2n-1
E
i©O
to make thevalues Xjlxi2 "'" Xjk explicit.We do so by observingthatas i variesover
itsrange,the sequence x__ x. 2 --- x_xo,where xi = + 1,takeson allof its2n pos-
siblevalues.We write,
2n-I
E--E E 2_' ("_
i•O Xn.l=:_l Xn.2=_l Xl=+l x0=±l
which gives us
n " n-k n- |
2£ £ '_,_"n"{_''"E Ix_"+'''+"']'i ('2),v = Pi P° - Jl xjk f (lla): Xn_l=il x0=±l k=l jk=Jk_l+l *
-!
c c 2 .. 2,,}I.I.v: • • . pi pe (1 pe)n-k ' ' " [xJ 1 2Jl " " + xJk (lib)Xn.lm:t:l Xo=±l • LJ I =0 Jk•Jk.!
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Finally,togivethe expressionsgreatergenerality,we divideEquation(lib)by 2"
and takethe square rootof Equation(11a)againnormalizingwithrespectto 2". The re-
suRing expressionsare therootmean square and average absoluteerrors inpercentof
fullscaleand are thusindependentofany unitsassociatedwiththequantizinglevels.
AlthoughtheexpressionsinEquation(11)appear cumbersome, theyare very easily
handledwiththeaidof a digitalcomputer,and were infactformulatedwitha finalcom-
putersolutioninmind. The logicinvolvedina computer realizationisdiscussedinAp-
pendixA, and some sample resuRs are giveninAppendix B.
With theprobabilfliesPi ofthe dataknown or assumed, Equations(11)yieldplots
ofthepercentagedegradationas a functionof p.. A plotof rootmean squarederror,for
example,might appear as in FigureA-33.
(%)
_d100 C.
I
I
" I
0
_z 50
0
n- Figure A-33-A plot ef r.m.$, error for some
n-oo,,, [3 EI F distribution of Pi"
:E H
n- IO .
A G BIT ERROR PROBABILITY _e
The level of tolerable degradation is repx'esented by the line D-'Fwith intersection
E. The position of this line is determined by those who will finally apply the data. The
line AC represents the lower bound on the achievable probability of bit error, which de-
pends on such things as the available signal power, the noise power in the channel, the
bandwidth of the system and the required data transmission rate. The system must be
designed to operate somewhere on the interval B-E which gives _ as #,e allowable range
for the bit error probability as a system design criterion.
We thus achieve a rational basis for determining the point at which we stop trying
to decrease p.. That is, when we have decreased p. to be point where the degradation
level is well below the threshold value, say at the level
= D+H
2
we accept the system design. Thus westrike a balance between the desire to have our
data as reliable as possible and yet to keep the cost of system design and operation as
low as possible.
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APP]_z_DIX A
COMPUTER ORIENTED ALGORITHMS USEFUL
IN CALCULATING EQUATION (11)
In Equation (11), the multiple summation is performed, in accordance with conven-
tion, with the indices on the right of the expression varying most rapidly and the indices
• varying less rapidiy as we proceed to the left. That is, for a fixed sequence x_l_x 2 ---
x ! xo , we vary k from 1 to n, and for each value of k, we vary the index vector j over
its (_,) values. This "s obviously realized through the use of nested iterations.
. The variation of the index sequences x_l, x_2, ..., xl, xo and Jl, J2, '' ", Jk in
Equation (11) is not, however, best realized in the form of nested iterations, expecially
in the latter case where the number of nexted iteration loops would be k, a variable.
Instead, the index sequences are stored in vector arrays which are systematically
updated so as to eventually take on all of the values corresponding to points in the space
k . The algorithms used to update these arrays are give, below. The general logical
flow diagram is g.tven in Figure A-34 for evaluation of Equation (lla).
[ sum:O !
i=0
Xn.l, Xn_2, • • • , x 1, x0 =- I, -1, • • ", -I
t Jl' J2'" " =0' 1,. • k- 1Jk
6 _ O _
(x 2',+x. 2J + + 2J,)'
sum = sum + Jl J2 " " " xj k Pi De - Pe )n'k
[Newj" t update jlj2...jk ]i S found
all Thave been numerated
1
r -- k=k+ 1
! _ k>n
I New sequence t updatexn_lXn_ 2 XlXo [
i xn. 1 Xn. 2" ' "x Ix o is found _ all sequences have been enumerated
! Computation is complete. '_
Sum = (e2), v
Figure A-34-1.ogic diagram.
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The _equence Xn_, , Xn__,--- , Xt, Xo is initialized as
Xn_l, Xn.2, • • ", X1, X 0 y--- 1,- I,• • ",- 1.
When itbecomes necessarytoupd,.tethesequence,a search ismade, startingfrom the
rightofthesequence,for thefirstelementwhich has thevalue-1. When itisfound,itis
changed to+ 1,and .allelementsto therightare changed to -1. This rulerepeatedlyap-
pliedtotheabove sequence,yieldsthelistofsequences:
-I, - I,••.,- 1,-1; i =0
-I,-I, ..-,-I, +I; i--1
-I, -1, ..., +1, -1; i=2
-I, -1,..., +1, +1; i =3
- 1,- 1,••.,+ 1,- 1,- 1; i = 4, etc.
It can be seen that the procedure systematically takes the sequence through its 2" pos-
sxble values. Eventually all of the sequence elements will be +1, corresponding to i =
2" - 1. At this point the searc'h for a - 1 element will fail, indicating that the computa-
tion is complete.
The sequence j_, j2,---, Jk isinitializedas
J1' J2"'" "' Jk =0, I,'" ", k- 1,
and is updated by a similar rule. As seen in Equation (11), the element j_ can take on
the values
j_=_- I,_, _+I, '' ",_+n-k-1.
Thus each elementinthe sequence Jl,J2,---, Jk has a maximum valuewhich itcan
assume, dependingon thepositionoftheelement.
To updatethe sequence Jl, is,---,Jk,a search ismade, startingfrom theright
ofthesequence,foran elementwhich islessthenitsmaximum value. When itisfound,
theelement isincreasedby one,and allelements totherightare decreased as much as
possiblewithoutviolatingEquation(3).With n = 5 and k = 3,the procedureyieldsthe
followingresuRs:
Jl J2 is
0 1 2
0 1 3
0 1 4
0 2 3
0 2 4
0 3 4
A-156
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°-
Jl J2 J3
1 2 3
I 2 4
1 3 4
2 3 4.
t
• We see that the (_) s,_quences are systematically generated by the algorithm.
When the search for a sub-maximum element fails, it indicates that all ( _ ) sequences
have been generated, and we must increment k, as shown in Figure A-34.
J
t
t
1
!
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APPENDIX B
SOME SAMPLE RESULTS
Results are calculated for the case of a uniform data distribution, i.e., p, = 2"",
all i. In this case the degradation is given by
[02)"]1/2 Ik_ 1
1 k (I Pe)"-k"-- _ Pe --
2n 23n/2
n-k n-1 . . _1/2
_ _-' _ '[, 2"1') (1,a)• . . _._. " . . j, 2 jl + • . . + Xjk
Xn_l=+l x0=_l jI=U j k"=l k_l+l
[,[,v _ 1 _ p,k(l_pe)n-k.2" 4" k=l
n-k n-1
2jx 2Jk[ (12b)E"£ E 2] ",, +'"+',,
xn. 1=:1:1 Xom±l jlmO JkSJk. 1 +1
These are plotted as functions of p. in the following graphs for three values of n.
(Figures A-35 and A-36).
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RECURSIVE ESTIMATION IN ANALYSIB ._)
OF VARIANCE MODEI_
C. A. Rohde __
In many experimental situations an observed vector of data y can be represented •
by a general linear mode] of the form:
(i) l [y] =
(I)
(ii) Var [y] =_2I.
In this model y is an n x 1 vector of random variables, x is a known n x p matrix of
rank r s p < n and p is a p × 1 ve_:tor of parameters. E denotes the expectation operator
and I the n × n identity matrix. Alternatively one can write Equation (1) in the form
. (i) y =x_ +,.
(1')
(ii) E[t] =OandVar [=] =_21
which simply expresses it in the more familiar "signal-plus-noise" form.
Interest usually focuses on the estimation of p called the vector or regression co-
efficients in the statistical literature, or the state vector in the engineering literature.
There has recently been a great deal of work in the control theory literature on obtaining ,.
recurslve estimates of p, i.e., given an estimate _ (n) at time n and a new observation
y(n + 1) to find the optimal (which is usually a linear estimate unbiased that minimizes
squared error loss) estimate _ (n + 1) at time n + 1. In addition formulas for the vari-
ance covariance matrix of such estimators are often of interest. In certain investigations
one wants to consider part of p, i.e., p_as a random variable (which can be taken to have
zero mean with no loss of generality). _n such cases one desires information in the vari-
ance of P2" Since variance i8 a quadratic quantity it is natural to estimate Var [p2] with
quadratic forms. Thus, we need to develop recursive formulae for certain quadratic forms
at time (n + 1) in _erms of the quadratic form at time n and a correction due to the new
observation. As a by-prodoct we will obtain recursive expressions for dl (n + 1) for the
case where Rank x < p, which are simpler computationally than those previously suggested
in recent literature. '
Under the model Equation (1) it is well _ tlwt the optimal (inthe sense of being
a linear unbiased estimator which minimizes square_l error loss) Is given by the solution
to the least squares or normal equation,
x'x=x',.
ff (X'X) is non-singular. If (X'X) Is singular it is known that a solutionto Equation (2) can
be represented u
t = (X'X)"X'y.
A-161
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where (X'X)s is a generalized inverse of X'X and satisfies the equation,
(x'x) (x°x)sx'x = x'x
In this case, estimates of functions _'p are such that a c exists so that c'X = _' are
uniquely determined and are given by _'b, even though b iS not uniquely determined by
Equation (2). The minimum value of the error sum of squares (y - Xb) ' ( y - Xb ) is given
by the equation,
y'y - y'Xb : y' [I - X(X'X)gX '] y,
and is also uniquely determined. In order to obtain recursive formulas for the above
model we rewrite x'x in the following form:
(3)
'I.:' 'ID(n).]
where B(n) IS r X r of rank r and A(n) is p × p Of rank r. Note that the rearrangement
of A(n) effects a rearrangement of X and also of p. In Equation (3) it is well known that
D(n) = C'(n) [B(n)] "l C(n). (4)
It is easily verified that a convenient generalized inverse of A(n) can be represented by
where _'s denote null matrices of appropriate dimensions.
If a new observation y (n + 1) is added to the available vector y of n observations
we have the following model:
(n + I '(n + 1 (n + 1
The least squares estimate or optimal estimate of p thus becomes b (n + 1) where k (n + 1)
• is any solution to the equations
['][X'X + xx'] b(n + 1) = IX'x] Y
where we have dropped the (n + 1) notation on _ (n + 1) and y (n + 1) for simplicity. The
problem of obtaining recursive equations for statistics computed at time (n + 1) in terms
of the statistics at time n and "correction terms" thus reduces to finding a recurstve
equation relating At (n + 1) to At (n). To do this we utilize the generalized inverse given
by Equation (4). Letting _* denote • (n + 1) and rewritten to conform with the rewriting
of A(n) we have
A(n + l) = A(n) + x* x*I
A-162
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or
A(n+ I) = LC'(n) D(n)=J + z2 z; z2 z;J
where the partitioning of x* conforms with the partitioning of A(n).
We should recall that
[I  • b']-1 = I-o(l +b' a) "1 b °.
I
Hence IfB(n+ I) = B(n) + "I "l , we have the equati°n
[B(n + 1)] -I = [B(n)] -I -k [B(n)] -I z I :'I [B(n)]=1' (5)
where k = I +z°s IS(n)] "s :I(S')" Lettlngc(n+ 1) =C(n) + ,1:_.D(n+ 1)=D(n) + '2:'2,
and performing some tedious though routine algebraic manipulations, we find that
D(n+ 1) -C'(n +1) [B(r_ + 1)] -sC(n, 1) =k [x 2 =C'(n) [E(n)] -lz 1] [z 2-C'(,_) [B(n)] =l Xl]° (6)
If a symmetric matrix is partitioned in the form
[B I,
where S is non-singular, then a generalized inverse can be shown to be
[ B's + s's CQ_C' S'S 1- S'S C QtI (7) '
t
-Q' c' s"_
where Q= D -C ° B"s C.
Using Equations (5), (6) and (7) we have the following computational procedure for
obtaining kc (n + 1):
Available at time n: [B(n)] "I, C(n), D(n).
Available from time (n + I): sv s2.
Procedure:
(A) Computo [B(n)] "1 mnd C'(n) [B(n)] "s ms.s1
(B) Compute [1 + s_ [B(n)] "1 zs]'! = k"1
°(C) Comp.te il(n + 1) = [S(n)] t _ k [S(n)] "s st 'l [B(n)]'l"
(D) Coz'l_,Jte t. _ %-C°(n) [B(n)] "1 "1'
A=165
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I# o
Case:I: q = 0
If q = O, then
i o •
CaselI: _ / 0
(i) If _ _ 0 compute _' and select the first non-zero diagonal element of _',
say _. Call the corresponding row and column of C' (n + 1) and C(n + 1_ a' and • re-
spectively. Rearrange A(n + 1) so that the first r + 1 rows and columns are
(ii)Compute a-I and compute [B(n)]-Ia, usingthe appropriatecolumn of [B(n)]-IC(n)
added to [B(n)]-l zI z2.
(iii)Compute a-1[B(n)]-1aa' [B(n)]-I.
(iv)Compute
[B(n)]-1 + _-I [B(n)]-I a a' [B(n)] -I _ _-I [B(n))-I _ 0
Ag(n + I) : - a-I a' [B(nh] -I _oI O' (9)
m
o'
Using Equations (8) and (9) it should be possible to develop recursive formulae for
b (n + 1) in terms of bin) and a correction term as well as recursive formulae for other
statistics of interest: such as quadratic forms, estimates of variance-covariance matrices
etc. These formulae will be the extensions of those obtained in References (1) through (4).
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RECONSTRUCTION OF SAMPLED INPUT OF A LINEAR _) _ \
_J
SYSTEM FROM ITS SAMPLED OUTPUT
M. Javid
In determination of the density of ions in space, the shape of the waveform obtained from
the spectrometer output used in the experiment is of importance (1). The data telemetered by a
satellite is not the sampled value of this waveform, but corresponds to the output of the amplifier
and filter system which follows the spectrometer. This data must be processed to recover the
shape of the waveform input to the amplifier-filter system. At present an empirical pro-
cedure is used for this processing. The following analysis leads to an exact procedure
suitable for computer processing which reconstructs the sampled input of a linear system
from its sampled output. This procedure also makes it possible to compute the delay be-
tween the maximum (peak) value of input and the output of the linear system. Since the
location of this maximum is indicative of the mass of the corresponding ion, the prescribed
procedure should improve the accuracy of the experiment.
Let x (t) and y (t) be the input and output of a
-_ F linear system H, described by its (indicial) response
x(t) LINEAR SYSTEMH y(t) a(t) to the unit step function u(t), as shown in Figure
A-37. "" is known that
-
dx(r)
__ _ y(t) =x(O) a(t) + dr
dr. (1)
u(t) LINEARSYSTEM G(t) =oH
If the input x (r) is sampled at intervals T and the
Figure A-37-Lineorsystemflowdie, ram. sampled values of x and y are designated by
\
xn = x(n Ts), Yn= y(nTs), (2)
then, from Equation (1)
nT sy. = xo a(n T) + a(n T,. - -r) dxCr). (3)
_,r== 0
The value of y. may be approximated by
I1
y. ":_xo a(n T ) _'a [(n - m)T ] Ax (mT ). (4)
mOO
Designating the kth sample of a(t) by
"k=.(kT,), (S)
we,,have
It
Yn = Xoan + =_= an.m(x+! - x). (6)
A-165 /
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The problem of reconstruction is to obtain x for j = 0 to K given Yk; k = 0.0 K. From
Equation (6) we have
Y0= SoXo+ ao(Xl- Xo)= 0. (7)
Since ao = a(t =0)=0 (nojump in a(t)at t =0),
Yl = alXo + al('i- %) +ao(X_- xl)= a,xI, (8)
Y2 --a2 x0 + _2 (xl - x0) + at(x2 - xl) = (a2 - al) xl + al x2' (9)
Y3 = a3Xo + a3(xl -Xo) + a2(x2 -xl) + at(x3 -x2) =(a3 -a2)xl +(a2 -at) x2 +el x3" (10)
The trendisnow clearand isgivenby
k
Yk = _ (ak+l-m '-ak-m) Xm' (11)
mS1
or
k
Yk= _ (a -a_llxk+1_.. (12)
Inz 1
From Equation (11) we find xJ from y'S recursively:
I (13)
Xl = -- Yl '
a I
_1
X2 - _1 [Y2 - (aS - al) X1]' (14)
1 , (15)x3=-- [Ys-(a2-al) x2-(as-a2)xl]
a
1
• 1
x4 : -- [Y4- (a2- al)x3 - (aS- a2) x2 - (a+- as) xl]' (16)
a I
j-1
1 (1'/)
xj = al j - (aj_2+" - aj_3+.) xj. ,
or
xj =_ yj- (a -a. 1)xj+s. •
rim2
The above resultis thealgorithm for reconstruction of the sampled input given the sam-
pied output of a linear system and its unit step response.
A-166
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This algorithm also makes it possible to find the location of the peak of the input
waveforms by using instructions in the computer program which result in storage of the
current maximum value of the input and its index (location). A similar procedure facili-
tates determination of distance between the peaks of the input and output wave shapes.
o (t) SPECIAL APPLICATION
I.o The step response of the amplifiers used in the S-49
--- _j--_ satellite are shown in Figure A-38. They may be repre-
0.8 // , sentedas
0.6 // I I s(t) : 1 - e -t/T , (19)
0.4 // [ [ where 1/T is the slope of tangent to a (t) at t = 0. From
_f i Ii the ab°ve diagram it can be seen that f°r t > 3T' a(t) _- 1"0.2 This indicates that, for
I I =t
0 T 2T 3T 3T
n • f-, a -.._1 : O. (20)
Figure A-38-Step response of &e
ampli fier$ used in the S-495atel lite.
Substituting this value in Equation (18) results in
x_: _, j - (. - .o_,)xj._ ' J- T.. (21)n=2
Equation (21) reveals that for the step response shown at most [3T/T•] samples may be
used in evaluation of x,. Thus, 3 T may be thought of as the memory of the linear system
and 3T/T. is the maxir_um number of samples used in processing x,, where the range of
j is fron_ I to T /T and T is the "duration" of waveform in which'its value is appre-
ciably different t_rom zero. Substituting these in Equation (21) from Equation (19) we haw
1 e'" Ts/T (eT•/T 1) (22)Xj =_
a I J -- Xj+I. n ,
n:S2
where
: K : rain (j, 3T/T•}. (23)
Let
T/T
e ' : ,,. (24)
Then Equation (22) may be written as
*J--7 )- s-.(,-1) xj.. , (25)
nS2
which te a more convenient form for computer evaluation.
A-167 ,.
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CONICAL RADIATION DETECTORS
C. L. Korb, J. D. Rancourt, _ _¢_,
and M. P. Thekaekara
,'.o
iNTRODUCTION
Accurate measurement of the energy incident on the test floor is extremely im-
portant in the testing and evaluation of spacecraft and experimental packages. Eppley
thermopiles, which are frequently used for total energy measurement, cannot conveniently
be empi?=ylod in vacuum %.iha_.ere at liquid nitrogen (LN_) temperatures. G. E. detectors
do not yield sufficient ace racy. Solar cells have certain advantages, but they have a high
spectral selectivity. The black ball spherical integrator requires a very long time for
measurement. Some _orm of conical cavity was thought of as an alternate method com-
bining the advantages of a high degree of accuracy, uniform response to all spectral ranges,
stability of response, and suitability for vacuum at LN2 temperatures. Experiments were
performed with two types of conical cavities: thin copper shells and wire-wound cones.
The results are discussed in the following pages.
q_
EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON THIN CONICAL SHELLS
IN THE SEAR CHAMBER
The conical shells for the present investigations were made by electrodepositing
copper on a mandril to a thickness of about 6 mils (0.15 mm). The apex angles of the
cones were 20, 30 and 40 degrees, and the diameter of the cone aperture was about 1 inch.
The inner surface of all shells was spray painted with 3M velvet black paint, no. 9564.
The spraying technique produces a better result than brushing which gives a glossier and
less even finish. The outer surface of each shell was treated differently. One cone was
spray painted bl_tck inside in the same way as the outside. The secend was spray painted \
white with a paint made up of an aluminum oxide pigment in a potassium silicate vehicle.
The rest of the cones were electrolytically gold plated. Some of these cones had a much
brighter finish than others due to the thickness of the gold coating, the thicker coatings
producing the brighter surface. No gold coating was produced by vacuum evaporation.
The cones were so oriented that radiation fell on the aperture and into the cavity as
shown in Figure B-1. The radiant energ T is absorbed and this heats the cone. The equil-
tbrinm temperature attained by the cone should be a measure of the radiant flux in the
plane of the cone aperture. In order to measure this temperature two thermocouples were
mounted fore and aft on the outside surface of the cone, positioned so that neither would I,
receive direct radiation from the light source. They were mounted, after all electroplating
but before painting, with a silver epoxy manufactured by Epoxy Products Inc., no. 3021.
was use_! to ensure a good thermal as well as mechanical bond and to add as little
thermal mass as possible to the cones.
Copper and constantan wb'es were used to make the thermocouples. The wiring
scheme for the thermocouples is shown in Figure 9-2. A DPDT switch permits rapid
change from one thermouo_ple to another so that their e.m.f, can be read alternately. The
reference Junction was a commercial solid-state ice-point reference system manufactured
by Joseph Kaye and Co., Inc., Model PRJAI. The e.m.f, was read by a digital voltmeter,
manufactured by Dana Laboratories Inc., Model 5600, which has a sensitivity of 0._. micro-
volt.
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Figure B-l-Optical schematic for illumination of the cone.
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Figure B-2-Wiring schematic for measuringthe temperatureof the cone.
The source of radiant energy was a 2500 watt mercury-xenon lamp, operated from
a Westinghouse type WS direct current arc power supply. This high power source was
preferred to the more stable tungsten lamp partly to ensure a flux level of the order of one
solar constant or more and partly to duplicate more closely the conditions in the Solar
Environment Simulator. The power input to the lamp was continually monitored by a re-
cording wattmeter, and readings were also taken from an ammeter and voltmeter connected
to the lamp. These meters, having an accuracy of 1 percent, were more reliable than the
• wattmeter. An attempt was made to check the stability of the Hg - Xe ar_, by means of a
photocell and a recording potentiometer; this did not help as much as expected, since its
sensitivity to small lamp fluctuations was still limited, but it did help with the larger
variations.
The lamp was calibrated at 2750 watts, using a scanning Eppley thermopile in the
plane later to be occupied by the cone ape='ture. It was found that the flux was about 1.1
solar constant in an area 1.5 inches in diameter. The optical arrangement is shown in
Figure B-1. A quartz lens of focal length about 11 cm is mounted about _-2cm in front of
the lamp. The light beam focusses to a point and diverges to illumine the cone, which is
located about 49 cm on the other side of the lens. The port of the vacuum chamber is also
of quartz to allow ultraviolet radiation to enter the chamber.
B-2
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The tests were conducted at atmospheric pressure or in a vacuum of about 10-7 mm
Hg in the SEAR chamber. A shroud cooled with L N2 was used ,vhen the tests were made
in vacuum. This shroud was a cylindrical sl,oll with L N2 pipes on its entire outside sur-
face. The outside was coated with an aiuminum paint and the inside was black. Five parts
were cut on the shroud and the chamber wailto allow access to the inside. The hole at the
bottom was just of the size of the pipe leading to the diffubivn pump. A baffle cooled with
LN2 was placed over the hole to shield the test object from the hot environment. Four of
the openings iv. the shroud wt: e 3.5 inches in diameter; the fifth was about 1.25 inches.
Thermocouples were placed at various points on the inside and outside surf.'tces of
the shroud. The temperatures on the, _utside always registered about 80°K. The inside
thermocouples gave results which were questionable, since no really satisfactory way to
mount them was found. Those on the wail opposite the entrance port registered relatively
high temperatures.
Figures B-3 through B-7 show the e.m.f, of the thermocouples on the cone and the
temperature of the cone as a function of the time elapsed since the beginning of the test.
Only the results of a few of the more significa_t tests are presented. A summary of the
results is given in Table B-1.
The tests under atmospheric pressure - for example, the one shown in Figure B-3 -
were conducted mainly as anequlpment test; but they also showed the general behavior of
the cone ir_:_ir.
Figure B-4 shows a typical cooling curve for the black cone when placed in vacuum
and surrounded by a LN shroud. The latter part of the curve is on a contracted time scale.
Note that the front and rear thermocouples reach the same temperature very rapidly after
the shutter is closed. Initially the front thermopfie is 1.4°K higher than the rear thermo-
pile. Figure B-5 shows acompartson of the heating curves of the black cone at two differ-
ent levels of incident energy (input to the lamp 2700 w an_ 2300 w) with that of the gold
cone. It was not possible to test the gold cone at power levels above 2300 watts, since the
cone temperature would have exceeded the safe limit of the epoxy used to mount the thermo-
couples. A cooling curve for the gold cone is show_, in _'igure B-6, Again note the rapid
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Figure B-3-Heminll m(i cooling curves of front _emocwpl©s o| black cone,
at mmosptteri¢ pressure, for input power of Imp 27(X)w and 2300w.
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equalization of the two thermocouple temperatures. The temperatures at time zero when
the shutter wad closed were 484.7°K and 481.7°K for the front and rear thermocouples
respectively. Figure B-7 shows the behavior of the temperature measured by the front
thermocouple during a stepwise increase in the power input to the lamp.
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Figure B-6-CooJing curve of gold 40°cone in vacuum.
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Table B- 1
Summary ofResultsPresentedinFigures B-3 throughB-7.
Lamp Equil. Temp. F-R Rise Fall
Fig. Input Press. Front Rear Diff. To 90% To 90% Cone
(watts) (oK) (°K) (°K) (sec) (sec) Type
B-3 2300 Arm 327.6 326.9 .7 100 180 30° black
2700 Atm 332.8 331.9 .9 160 - 30 ° black
B-4 Off Vac .... 840 30 ° black
B-5 2700 Vac 320.0 318.6 1.4 220 840 30 ° black
230_ Vac 302.5 300.9 1.6 270 540 30 ° black
2300 Vac 485.2 481.9 3.3 840 2400 40 ° gold
B-6 Off Vac ..... 2400 40 ° gold
B-7 Var Vac ..... 40 ° gold
ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
The results of each test were analyzed to determine the feasibility of using the cone
as a relative or absolute method for measuring the radiant flux density. The analysis
showed the relative importance of the parameters which govern the final equilibrium tem-
perature of the cone. Some of the computations which seemed more significant will be
briefly discussed here.
Under certain simplifying assumptions the heat balance equation of the cone at
equilibrium temperature may be written as follows:
P A,a = c7(_IA, + e2A2)(T_.- Tv4.c.). (1)
where P is the flux per unit area from the Hg - Xe lamp incident on the cone aperture;
a, E1, A1 are respectively the absorptance, emissivity and area of the cone aperture; e2,
A2 are the emissivity and area of the outside curved conical surface; _ is the Stefan-
Boltzmann constant, T, Tv.=.are the equilibrium temperature of the cone and the average
radiative temperature of the inner surface of the vacuum chamber. It is assumed treat
the vacuum chamber is sufficiently large and of absorptance equal to unity, so that the
view factor of the cone need not be considered.
It
If the test is conducted under atmospheric pressure, an extra term expressing the
loss ,f heat due to convection has to be added to the right-hand side of Equation (1).
The value of a may be assumed to be unity, p is known from independent thermo-
pile measurements. The other quantities can be experimentally determined. Assuming
to be that of liquid nitrogen, T was calculated for each of the tests. In every case
tl_e'calculated temperature was seen to be lower than the observed temperature. An ob-
vious explanation is that a considerable portion of the radiation entering the chamber falls
on the back wall of the shroud, and hence the average radiative temperature _ c is very
much higher than the liquid nitrogen temperature recorded by the thermocoup][es on the
outer walls of the shroud. The gradual increase of T under atmospheric presL.dre and
no LN=cooling (Figure B-3), contrasted with the relative steadiness of T with LN=COO1-
ing (Figure B-5) shows the effect of a gradual heating of the shroud, and a consequent
change in Y,._.
B-6
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Hence T is an important and rela(ively uncert_:n _arameter. It can be calcu-
lated from theVenerg'ybalance equation during the cooli.g phase. Equating the heat lost
by radiatio_ tc the thermal loss of the cone as shown by the rate oEfall of tempe[ature,
we obtain:
Tvc = [._(E, AI + E2A2)T: +mC(Tc) dTjdt.l'/'
In th_ above equation, T is the temperature and dTc/dt is the time rate of chp.nge of
temperature of the cone_at time t, m is the mass of the cone and C(T) is the specific
heat of the material of the cone at temperah_re T.
The values of T and dTc/dt Can be ex-perimenta]!y determined from the cooling
curve. Using Equation (2), the values of _._. were ca'cule_ted at five different points on
the cooling curve of Figure B-4. The results are _resented in Figure B-8. The compu-
tations show that Tv._. is considerably higher than LN 2 temperature even after 20 minutes.
This is due to the ports which are not covered by the LN2 shroud. Values of T_._. com-
puted at shorter time intervals after closing the shutter are higher. At t = 1 minute, Y_._.
is 150°K. An extrapolation of this curve from t = 1 minute to t = 0 gives an approximate --:
value of Tv._.during equilibrium conditions to be 165°K.
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Figute B-8-Calculoted curve of th,_ average vacuum chamber temperature vs. time
for the 30°blackened copper cone. Data for calculations taken from test 6.
Figure B-9 shows a similarly calculated curve of T where the val_L.,sof T and
dTe/dt were taken from test no. 18, which was rzm using _'_i'0° gold cone in vacuum, of
! which the cooling curve is given in Figure B-6. The computations for _._. show a value
i of 313°K after 3 minutes of cooling, and approaching 150°K after 100 minutes of cooling.
An extrapolation of this curve from t = 3 minutes to t = 0 gives an approximate equilib-
! rium value of Y,._. of 360°K.
A partial explanation of the two different equilibrium values of _.=. which are
%3een"by the blackened colle and the gold cone is that the wlue of c2 ^. is considerably
different for the two cases, as shown in Figure B-10. The gold cone w_lch has a low
emissivity and absorptance on Its slant surface is little responsive to the LN_shroud,
and most of its beat exchange is with the hot quartz window of the chamber and the area
surrounding it. The blackened cone, however, "sees" the whole vacuum chamber due to
its highly emissive and _,bsorptive slant surface. This shows that the assumption in
F,quation ()_ that the view factor may be neglected is not fully Justified. This result is
B-7 /,-'
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FigureB-9-Calculatedcurveof theoveragevacuumchambertemperaturevs. time
forthe40°goldplatedcoppercone. Dataforcalculationstakenfromtest18.
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significant also in other tests made in a vacuum chamber, as for example, with a "black
ball" spherical integrator or a black plate.
The theoretical equilibrium cone temperature, Te , may be calculated from the fol-
lowing equation for the energy balance between the cone, its surroundings and the Hg-Xe
lamp:
IPA, a+_(E,A, +_2A2)Y4.c.-2hA, ATI '/4r = . ; ^2) (3)
This equation can be obtained by adding the term 2h A_ATfor convection losses Reference (1)
to the right hand side of Equation (1) and solving for T. The quantity h is an apploximate
convection coeffecient and AT is the temperature difference between the cone and the sur-
rounding air. An approximation of the 30 ° cone with a horizontal cylinder of mean radius
r and with a length equal to that of the cone, so that the cylinder and the cone have the
same area, was used in Equation (2) for calculating h. The convection coefficient h for a
horizontal cylinder of radius r is _ven by
(ATe'"h : 1.53 x 10.4 (4)
_ 2"_"i "
The factor of 2 in the convection loss term, 2h A1 AT of Equation (3) comes from the
assumption that both the inner and outer surfaces of the cone will be losing energy to the
surrounding air by convection at the same rate.
The values of T, as given by Equation (3) were calculated for four of the tests with
the 30 ° black cone and for three of the tests with the 40 ° gold cone. The results are pre-
sented respectively in Tables B-2 and B-3 in the fifth column. At low pressure the con-
vection term was set equal to zero. The incident flux P had been experimentally deter-
minedonly for lamp power of 2700 watts. The fl,,_x at the lower power levels was computed ,,
on the assumption established by independeat measurements that within narrow ranges
the radiant flux due to the Hg-Xe lamp is nearly proportional to the input power. The
term which is the least certain is _. c., the average radiative temperature of the ch_m,-
bet. The values 160°K and 360°K for the black cone and gold cone respectively at low
pressure were obtained by the extrapolation method discussed earlier (Figures B-8 and
B-9). For the tests at atmospheric pressure, the value 298°K was assigned on a semi-
empirical basis. The method consisted of measuring the temperature T at different
points on the inside of the shroud and taking the fourth root of the area-weighted average
of T4. This method was also applied to the case of the black conp in vacuum and yielded
a value close to 160°K. The method is not, however, applicable .or the case of the gold
cone in vacuum, because of the dominant effect of the chamber wall facing the cone and
the entrance port.
A comparison of the theoretically calculated temperature and the corresponding
experimentally measured temperature shows that they differ on an average by 3.2 per-
cent for the tests made at atmospheric pressure and by 7.3 percent for those made in
vactlum.
The difference between the theoretical and experimental values of the equilibrium
temperatures can be explained by two factors: first, the actual value of the average
vacuum chamber temperature is substantially higher than the values used in the c_.!cu-
laUons because the quartz window, the entrance port of the light beam, and the area sur-
rounding it are being heated to relatively high temperatures, and secondly, some of the
incident light scattered or reflected by the back wall of the vacuum chamber and absorbed
I
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tTable B-2
Theoretically Calculated and Experimentally Observed Equilibrium
Cone Temperatures for the 30 ° Black Cone
Av. Vac. Theo. Exp.
Tank Hg-Xe Lamp Incident Chamber Cone Cone
Press. Power Flux P
(ram Hg) (watts) (watt/cm 2) Temp. Temp. Temp.(°K) (°K) (°K)
5 × 10 -7 2700 0.150 160 287 320
5 × 10 -7 2300 0.128 160 283 300
760 2700 0.150 2 98 316 332
760 2300 0.128 2 98 313 327
Table B-3
Theoretically Calculated and Experimentally Observed Equilibrium
Cone Temperature for the 40 ° Gold Cone
Av. Vac. Theo. Exp.Tank Hg-Xe Lamp Incident Chamber Cone ConePress. Power Flux P
(ram Hg) (watts) (watt/cm 2) Temp. Temp. Temp.(°K) (°K) (°K)
5 × 10 -7 2350 0.131 360 443 485 !
760 2300 0.128 298 334 342
760 2700 0.150 298 356 351.5
by thecone has notbeen consideredin settingup theenergy balance,Equation(I).These
two factorswere notaccountedforinthe initialcalibrationofthe incidentfluxwith the
Eppley thermopileatatmosphericpressure. The effectofthesefactorsis toincrease
thefluxfallingon thecone and thustogiverelativelyhigherexperimentalcone
temperatures.
The time requiredforthecone temperature,Tc to increasefrom some initial
value Tc_ tosome finalvalue T_2 can be calculatedfrom lhe integratedform of thefol-
lowingenergy balanceequation,which holdsduringthe time intervalinwhich thecone
o temperature is increasing (for the case of vacuum):
dT
PAI a=c_EA(Tc4-T'v.c.)+mC(Tc)-_ (5)
Here forconveniencesake we have defined_A= EIAI + % ^2' From Equation(I)
P^i ^(T.4 -' (6)= -T ._.).
B-IO
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Subtracting Equation (6) from Equation (5), transposing terms, and integrating over t
gives
t2 _ tl _ _m r T_
C (Tc) dT
_
" Tcl
Now, for a small interval of time, we may approximate C(Tc) as Co + C_ T , where Co
and C_ are constants. Thus,
, _ %_ Cl d T
t2 _ tl _ m ] (Co + Tc)
dr _ A _Tcl T4c - T4e
Integrating the right hand side over Tc , we obtain
mC° I1 F(Te +To2)(Te-Tcl)IT2)(T + tan=_ (T2_\-_e) - tan-' (Tc!'_1
t 2 - t 1 - In - +
2 T_ _E A L(T, To0J \_. )J
• c, F(T.2+T_,)(T._- T_O-1+ I. _ _ . (7)
4T'._ A L(T2 L,)' (T_ + T_,)J
Two theoretical rise curves calculated from Equation (7) for the black cone are
shown in Figure B-11, along with the corresponding experimental curve for the same
cone. The values of the equilibrium cone temperatures, T, used in Equation (7) for
calculating the_theoretical curves were 287°K and 320°K. These temperatures are re-
spectively the theoretical and experimental equilibrium values of cone temperatures
shown in Table B-2, line 1.
320 f f o
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_ III I T..32o..I II / BI THEORETICALRISE CURVE{ IU / T,.2S.K
i 160_ • E._PERIMENT&LRISE CURVE
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Figure B-! !-Theoretical and experimental curves of cone tempe)oture
vs. time for the 3 ° blackened copper cone.
From Figure B-11 it is seen that the rise times for tile theoretical curve_ with
T = 320°K and 287°K are 95 and 112 sec respectively; the rise time for the experimental
curve, however, is 420 sec. The rise time as used here is defined as the time required
to reach the temperature Tc_ + 0.99 (T - T_), where T_ is the initial cone temperature.
B=II ,_
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It is probable that a combination of three effects is causing this long experimentally
observed rise time. First, since the cones are only 6 mil thick, the present method of
attaching the thermocouples to the cone with a small bit of epoxy will cause the cone to
have a high local thermal mass at the position of the thermocouple. Secondly, the low
thermal conductivity of the epoxy relative to that of copper may act partially to insulate
the thermocouple from the cone. Thirdly, if the high experimental cone temperature of
320°K (theoretical cone temperature of 287°K) is attributed to a slow increase in the
vacuum chamber temperature with time, then the equilibrium value of the cone temper-
ature, Te , will also be increasing with time. From Equation (7) it is seen that the effect
of small increases in the temperature T, when the difference (T - Tc2 ) is small, is
greatly to increase the rise time.
TESTS IN THE WESTINGHOUSE CHAMBER
The analysis of the results of tests made in the relatively small SEAR chamber
showed that several improvements are required in the experimental arrangement. A
schematic of the improved facility which was used in the latter phase of the research is
shown in Figure B-12. A considerably larger vacuum chamber, the Westinghouse cham-
ber No. 245, was used instead of the SEAR chamber. The cone to be tested was mounted
inside a cylindrical vessel which was covered by a circular plate with a 1 inch aperture.
This formed a small shroud within the larger shroud of the vacuum chamber. It was
cooled by LN 2. The aperture of the cone alone was exposed to the radiation and the in-
side of the small shroud was maintained at a more uniform temperature. A baffle with a
2 inch aperture was placed between the quartz window of the vacuum chamber and the
lamp assembly. An air blower helped to maintain the temperature of the quartz window
near the room temperature.
Figures B-13 and B-14 show the
circular plate and cylindrical vessel
which form the inner shroud. Figure
B-13 is the front view, and Figure B-14
is the rear view. The front plate is
bolted to the rectangular frame which
hangs from the upper lid of the vacuum
chamber. The 1 inch aperture of the
front plate and the LN2 coils are clearly
visible in the figure. The rear view,
Figure B-14, shows the Eppley thermo-
pile clamped to the front plate, as also
the hose for water cooling to the right
and the cylindrical vessel to the lower
• left. The cylindrical vessel was bolted
to the front plate and the whole assembly
was lowered into the vacuum chamber
before taking the measurements.
The source of rqdiatlon was a d.c.
stabilized quartz-iodine lamp. It pro-
vided a more steady radiant flux _han the
BAFFLE WITH 1, _ r'--OoA_TZW_NOOW Hg-Xe arc.
APERTURE _ t
,NC_Oe_T TWOtypes of conical receivers
RADIATION were used, the copper conical shell
painted black both outside and inside,
Figure B-12-Top viewof new experimentolarrangement, which was used in earlier tests, and a
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i FigureB-13-Frontplateof theinnershroud,showingLN2 coils
andone inchapertureat thecenter.
I
-2:
FigureB-14-Rearviewofthe frontplate,withEppleythermopilomounted
inposition,Thecylindricalvesselwith/N 2 coilshasbeendetachedand
is shownat lowerleft.
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wire-vToundcone. The wire-wound cone was manufacturedby Minco Products,Inc.of
Minneapolis,Minnesota. The wire was ofnickel-ironalloy,ofthickness0.0025cm. It
was wound toform a cone of apex angle29° 45tand an apertureofdiameter 0.9464cm.
The wallthicknesswas 0.0062cm. The cone was suspendedby Nylon threadsinsidea
small coppercylinderopen atbothends. The terminalsfor theresistancewire were
providedon theoutersurfaceof thecopper cylinder.
The experimentalprocedurewRh thecopper cone was thesame as inthe previous
tests.The cone was exposed to radiationfrom the tungstenlamp. The e.m.f,ofthetwo
thermocoupleswas measured at equalintervalsof20 secondsuntilequilibriumconditions
were attained.The average readingsofthetherrnocouplesforfourdifferentfluxlevels
inthefirstseriesof measurements are shown in Figure B-15.
oo°ll i 73oo
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F,gure B-15-Heating curves for the 30°copper cone in vacuum when exposed to :_
radiation of intensities 144, 115.9, 68.5, and 38.9 mw/cm 2.
The flux levels were changed by changing the power input to the lamp. The value
of the flux in each case was measured independently before the cone was mounted in the
chamber, when the inside of the chamber was at atmospheric pressure. An Eppley
thermopile, calibrated with reference to a standard lamp, was used for these measure-
ments. Because of the size of the thermoptle casing it was not possible to measure the
flux at the same distance (0.68 cm) from the front plate at which later the cone was to be
located. Hence measurements were made at three slightly greater distances, and the
value at 0.68 cm was obtained by extrapolation. The estimated error in Uds method of
extrapolatior, is +2 percent.it
A summary of the results of the tests with the copper cone is presented in Table
B-4. Two seriesoftestswere performed. The firstwhich ispresentedin Figure B-15
was withan aperturediameter of 1" inthe LN2cooledfrontplateofthe innershroud.
For thesecond seriesof teststhe aperturewas slightlyenlargedinorder to lessenthe
riskofany partof thecone openingbeingshieldedby thefrontplate,without,however,
lettingtoomuch ofthe radiationenterthe shroud. The equilibriumtemperaturewas
determinedfrom theaverage ofthe readingsof thetwo thermocouples. The average
radiativetemperature Tv _.oftheinnerwallsof thesmall cylindricalshroud was as-
sumed tobe thesame as thatrecordedinitiallyb thethermocoup!esbeforethe shutter
was opened. This valuerangedbetween 121°K and 12T°K,considerablyhigherthanthat
of LN=. Even allowingthe system to settledown under continualLN2 flowfora whole day
didnotbringtheinitialtemperatureofthecone any lower. Columns 5 and 6 of Table B-4
B-14
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Table B-4
Results of Te _ts with the 30 ° Black Copper Cone
Aperture Equil. Initial Lamp Intensity, p { mw _ calc E== .9e
Diam. Temp. Temp. Power
Te "Tv c Lp "Calculated Eppiey
(in.) (°K) (°Ki (watts) E2=.86 E2=.96 Eppley Ratio
m,
Distance from Cone to Front Plate = 0.68 cm.
,,, ,,
1.00 196.65 121.16 178.8 32.55 35.39 38.9 .9098
223.97 122.02 303.0 57.30 62.30 68.5 .9095
253.15 127.65 495.9 95.92 104.28 115.9 .9000
266.79 125.87 613.7 120.23 130.73 144.8 .9028
Distance from Cone to Front Plate = 0.34 cm.
1.04 194.07 123.65 163.54 29.60 32.19 35.5 .9068
220.15 123.65 276.75 52.85 57.46 63.5 .9049
248.89 123.85 455.2 90.05 97.91 108.2 .9049 "
262.39 123.65 563.4 112.61 122.44 135.2 .9056
gives two sets of values of calculated intensity. These values were calculated on the
assumption that Equation (1) is strictly applicable. An important parameter in this
equation is %, the emissivity of the 3-M velvet paint of the outside curved surface of
the cone. The value of 0.86 had been accepted in all earlier calculations, but more re-
cent measurements made by J. Triolo of the Thermal Systems Branch, Spacecraft
Technology Division, seem to show that 0.96 is a more accurate value for _=. _1 and a _
are taken to be unity. The computed values are compared in columns 7 and 8 with the
values obtained by measurements with the Eppley thermopile. The final column gives
the ratio of the values in columns 6 and 7.
The measured values of flux were obtained from the input power of the lamp with
the aid of the graph shown in Figure B-16. The relation between lamp power and flux is
approximately linear.
We observe that the ratios for all 8 testslie between 0.90 and 0.91. One possible
source of error which was suspected after the first series of tests was that the inflow
of LN2 to the front plate causes a slight warping of the brackets which support the cone,
and hence that the front plate partially shields the cone _perture. For this reason, the
front plate aperture was slightly increased for the second series of tests. These tests
were performed with a different lamp and after an independent Eppley measurement.
The ratio of calculated to measured radi_mt flux has practically the same value in the
second series of tests.
I
Another possible explanation is that the flux per unit area is non-uniform in the
plane of the cone aperture, being higher at the center and less on the periphery. The
sensitive area of the Eppley thermopile being considerably smaller than that of the cone,
the flux per unit area as recorded by the Eppley thermopile would be higher.
Perhaps a more significant error is introduced in the assumption that the inttial
temperature of the cone is the average radiative temperature of the shroud, and that the
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thermocouples indi-_ate correctly the final temperature of the cone. Because of the insul-
ating effect of the epoxy t_,letemperature of the thermocouple is possibly less than that of
the cone, and the radiative temperature of the shroud is closer to that of LN2. Increasing
T, or decreasing Tv.c. ".vould increase the calculated value of the radiant flux.
The wire-wound cones eliminate the need of meas_ring the temperatures of the cone
and of the shroud, and hence are capable of yielding a higher degree accuracy. The cone
is surrounded by a cylinder which is blackened on the inside. The outside of the cone has
an enamel finish which lessens the radiant loss and raises the equilibrium temperature.
The resistance of the cone under equilibrium conditions was measured by means of a
Shallcross 638-R Kelvin-Wheatstone bridge with an accuracy of ±1 ohm. Measurements
were made at different power levels, and at each power level the readings were repeated
on different days. The readings showed _ fairly high degree of consistency, with an aver-
age deviation of 1/20th of one percent. Care is taken so that the bridge current passes
through the cone only for a short interval of time and that no extra heating of the wire takes
place because of the process of measurement. Equilibrium conditions are reached in about
6 to 10 minutes after exposing the cone to the radiation. Measurements of resistance were
made at intervals of 2 minutes for about 10 minutes after ste;tdy state was reached. The
rate of change of resistance with ter._perature for one of the typical series of tests is shown
in Figure B-17. These tests were made in the first week of September, 1965. Three other
series of tests similar to the one shown in the figure were made on the following days. A
° random seq_:ence of power input to the lamp was intentionally chosen to find out whether
the resistance showed any influence of temperatures attained in earlier tests. No such in-
fluence was detected.
After making the measurements with the radiant flux, the shutter is closed, the cone
is allowed to come to a low equilibrium temperature, and then electric current from an
external source is passed through the wire. A simple electrical circuit shown in Figure
B-18 was employed for heating the wire and for measuring the voltage and current supplied
to the wire. At each power setting a Dana digital voltmeter is used to measure the voltage
across the leads and that between the terminals of a 1 ohm precision resistance. The re-
sistance of the leads to the cone was determined by a separate experiment by shunting the
cone and was found to be 2.054 ohms. If E is the voltage, I the current, r the resistance
of the leads, the resistance of the cone is it = E/I - r ; and the electric power supplied to
the cone is PE = I=R.
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The electric power for any given resistance may be determined by drawing a graph
of Pz versus R. The observed points lie on a smooth curve which is very nearly a quad-
ratic. A more accurate procedure is to use a least-squares method for a curve fitting
program and to prepare a table of values of Pz for R. A third power polynomial curve was
fitted to 19. pairs of values of P_ and R. The maximum difference between the observed
and calculated v_Uues of Pz was 0.06 mw/cm 2 for Pz about 100 mw/cm 2.
An alternate method which does not require a computer but can yiold sufficiently
accurate results is to draw a curve showing the departure of.measured values of Pz from
values Pc calculated on the assumption of a linear dependence of P on It, according to the
equation Pc = "]_ + C where m ie the slope of the line relating P_ and It, and C is a
constant. In the case of the set of measuren,ents made on August 16, 1965, m = 0.084"/5
mw/cm 2 -ohm and C = - 184.37 mw/cm 2. Figure B-19 shows the curve of the difference
between observed and calculated values of P as a function of It. Ps for any value of R ob-
talnod by expoat_ the cone to the source of radiation is given by, it + C + z_P. This
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graphical method enables the power to be read correct to 0.01 mw/cm 2, which corre-
sponds to an accuracy of .02 percent.
An analysis of two set_J of measurements of P and _ made on two days three weeks
apart by two different experimenters showed that each set of values had an internal con-
sistency of 0.03 percent, and that the two sets differed [z_n each other by 0.3 percent.
This latter differen_ _'ust be attributed to a slight chan_, in the temperature of the inner
shroud.
The theory unc}_rlying the case of the wtre-_lou _ cone is as follows, During the
first phase, when the cons is illumined by the exterr_ _-urce of radiation, the heat bal-
ance equation is the sa_'l_eas Equation (I): PAIz = "" _AI + e_ A2 ) (Te4 "y4. c. ). I_ring
the second phase, when the cone is heated by etc¢_.L-_e_ower, if it were possible to bring
it to the same equilibrium temperature T¢, ave_'_¢ _-adiative temperature of the inner
shroud being maintained constant, the heat ba1_.:u equation would be
PE = n(Al'el +A_e_)(T_-T4 .); hence
p : (8)
Since the inner shroud _s cooled by LN_, _. _. remdtns constant; and hence the value
of P for different values of s can be determined once for all. Any errorl_approodmation
• in the right-hand side of the equation does not _ffect the final value. Thus we have in the
wire-web,rid cone an absolute method of measuring the radiant flux.
The results of the tests made on August 16 and succeeding days are presented in
Table B-5. The aperture of the cone was at a distance 0.34 cm behind the front plate. The
input power of the lamp was set _t 6 different _;dues ranging from 164 to 563 watts. The
third column gives the resistance of the cone as measured by the Wheatstone bridge. The
electyical power which would give the same resistance a_sgiven in the fourth column was
de_ermined from the second phase of the experiment. The dimensions of the con,_ aperture
were carefully measured with a travelling microscope. The inner area of the cone is
(0.7034 • .0035) cm_. The rim of the cone which is also exposed to the radiation is parttany
black (_ = 0.9) and partially varnished with a yellow tint (<_= 0.6); it has an effective area
of (.0064, .0n2) cm _. The total area of _e cone aperture is thus _, : 0.7093 era" with
an uncertainty of 0.77 percent.
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J, Table B- 5
Results of Tests with the 29 ° 45' Wire-Wound Cone
Electrical Calc.
Lamp Equil. Cone Power to Intensity Eppley Caic/EppleyPower Resistance Intensity
(watts) (ohms) Cone (mw) (row/ ,_2) (mw/cm 2) Ratio
i
Dist_ nce From Cone to Fr:iit--Pi_tte: 87 cm
t
163.9 2400 24.9 35.28 35.6 .991
277.2 2716 44.7 63.34 63.8 .993
455.2 3110 76.75 108.76 108.2 1.005
457.2 3115 77.0 109.11 108.4 1.006
565.0 3306 95.7 135.61 135.5 1.001
563.4 3307 95.75 135.60 135.2 1.003
Another equally important parameter is the absorptance, a, of the cone aperture.
A survey of pertinent literature shows that there are considerable differences between
authors concerning this. Andr_ Gouff_ (2) was one of the first to treat the problem exten-
sively on a theoretical basis. He assumes the inner surface of the cone to be a perfect
diffuser. De Vos (4) later developed a theory which does not require this assumption. A
more recent discussion by Sparrow and Jonsson (4) considers "he radiant interchange within
the conical cavity and gives numerical res_flts for effective emissivi .ty which are claimed
to be highly accurate. Sparrow and Jonsson state that "a compar; :'on with the appro._imate
analysis of Gouff_ disclosed large errors in this prior work." A disturbing feature about
the results of Sparrow and Jonsson is that the apparent hemispherical emissivity c r the
cone does not tend to unity as the cone angle tends to zero, whereas in Gouff_'s theory
it Joes tend to unity. Apparently little theoretical work has been done on the absorptance
of a conical cavity. E.J. Gilham (5) of the National Physical Laboratory, Tecktington,
England, has discussed the use of a cavity type detector as an absolute radiometer. The
cavity is not a cone but a cylinder with baffles. Using a paint of absorptance 0.98, Gilllam
assumes the effective absorpLance of the cone to be 0.999. We accepted on a provisional
basis the theory of Gouff_ and assumed that the absorpt_nce is the same as the emissivity,
and that the emissivity is given (6) by the formula _ = _o (1 + k)
where
Here e is the effective emissivity of the aperture of ti_e cone, % is the emissivity of
the inner surface, a is the aperture area, s is the total area including the conical curved
surface and the aperture, SO is the area of a spherical cavity having the same length as
the cone. The dimensions of the wire-wound cone used in our measurements were sub-
stituted in Equation (9), and _ was computed for different values of _,, .7, .8, .95, .96.
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The corresponding values of E were found to be respectively .9406, .969, .995 and .996.
In our present case _, as also _, was assumed to be 0.9945, which corresponds to a value
_, = 0.945 for the absorptance and emissivity of the black paint inside the cone.
These values of ^1 and _ were substituted into Equation (8) to give the calculated
values of intensity given in column 5 of Table B-5.
The next column gives the intensity v:'.Jues as given by the Eppley thermopile. As
in the case of the copper cone, these values were obtained not by direct measurement in
the position occupied by the cone aperture, but by extrapolation from measurements made
at slightly greater distances.
The final column shows that the two sets of values are in close agreement. The
agreement is in fact closer than might be expected given the many sources of error in
both the cone method and the Fppley measurement.
Figure B-20 presents the restflts of the measurements made with both the wire-
wound cone and the copper cone in the Westinghouse chamber, as compared with the Eppley
measurements. The points corresponding to the wire wound cone Lie on a Line at 45 ° to
both axes, as should be expected. The two series of measurements made with the copper
cone give another straight line inclined at 42 ° - 10' to the x-axis.
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Figure R-20-1ntensities as measured by copper and wire-wound
• cones vs. intensities measured by Eppley thermopile _5888.
CONCLUSION
From these results it may be concluded that the wire-wound cone gives a highly ac-
curate tec.hunique for measuring radiant flux. The technique is slow and cannot be used for
a rapidly changing flux. If sufficient care is taken to maintain the ambient temperature
constant, results of better than 1 percent accuracy can be obtained. The method has the
great advantage o_ being an absolute method which does not require an independent source
for calibration.
The copper cone is considerably less satisfactory, partly because the temperatures
of the cone and that of the surrounding cannot be accurately determined.
B-20
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THE TESTING AND CALIBRATION OF DETECTORS USED IN FLIGHT "_F_
E. L Mohr , q_
INTRODUCTION
Some members of Team A of the 1964 Summer Workshop, in collaboration with
members of th6 former A & M Division Staff, studied and reported on the "Evaluation of
a6-footS_beric'_l Integrator as aWlde-Angiesource" (1). In that re l_tda_ are given for
the calib_ of channel 3 of the Tiros five-channel medium-resolution scanning radiom--
eter #306 by mean_ of the spherical integrator. This calibration was compared with a
calibration made by members of the former A & M l_lvision staff by means of an extended
source composed of a sheet of diffusing white Kodak paper illuminated by a 2740-candle-
power _ filament lamp. The data given by the spherical integrator for int-t-t-t-t-t-t-t-t-t_nsifles
which correspon_ to given output voltages of the radiometer are from 28 to 35 percent
higher than the intensities as determined by the diffusing white paper. It was concluded,
-- therefore, that the method or methods used to calibrate a radiometer by the use of an ex-
tended source requiredfurther study.
In the above-mentioned study, the calibrated Eppley water-cooled thermopile No.
4928A m used to measure the radiant flux at the windowless port of the spherical inte-
grator. Since the acc'u_,,cy of the radiometer calibration is dependent on a correct eval-
uation of the radian_ flux at the port of the integrator, it is necessary to re-examine the
use of the thermepfle in determining this flux, as well as the methods used to calibrate
the radiometer.
For this reason a number of investigations were proposed. These were: (A) deter-
mine the field of view of the thermopile; (13)calibrate the thermopile by means of 200 w
and 1000 w standard quartz-iodine lamps; (C) obtain an independent calibration of the \
thermopile by means of a blackbody at several temperatures; (D) obtain a new set of
measurements of the response of the thermopile to the radiant flux of the spherical inte-
grator; (E) compare the respom_ of the thermopile to the radiant flux from a diffusing
screen (Kodak paper) when illuminated by a standard 1000 w quartz-iodine lamp w_th the
response when illuminated by a standard 2740-candlepower lamp; (F) compare the results
obtained for the senSitivity of the thermopile with and without the use of diffusing plates.
Due to failure of some of the equipment, waiting for the repair of the same, and the
necessity of repeating some investigations a number of times due to this failure, it was
not possible to complete all of the investtptios_s which were planned, The present report
presents the results ob_ined for _hou lnvut_ations carried ont. An attempt is made to
evaluate their _ on the main problem in spite of the fact that a number of the most
significantportions of the tnvelti_p._0_couldnotbe made.
Field of View of Thermopfle 49BSA
The Eppley whtar-co01ed thermoplle No. 4988A hu 15 Bi-Ag Junctions. The "hot"
Junctions are mounted on a disk pl_ed at the small end of a hollow truncated cone which
has its larp Ixumat the _catms_aee ,of tim tho_ This cone is 4.8 cm deep. The
• larp lind 8mall kt_8 baV_diame[ere of 1.8 Cm mid 1.0 cm respectively. The abserbing
d_ andtheconewill _ eOaWdwithPane's black.Aeeord_ to studiesmadeby
gatmml Bureauof _ (_), !_'s black has a fairly cmstant spectral absorptuee.
The rnpmme of the_*_u,A.Ul_ raU_*sk_, with atime constant of idxmtfive seconds.
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In order to evaluate the radiant flux from an extended source, one must know the
true field of view of the thermopile. This was determined from the dimensions of the
thermopile and gave a half angle for the field of view of 10.73 °.
Since it was difficult to measure the dimensions of the truncated cone and of the ab-
sorbing disk without damage to the coating of Parson's black, there was some uncertainty
in the value of the field of view as calculated by means of the dimensions. For this reason
it was proposed to determine the field of view directly by using the 0.6328 _ beam from a
Spectra-Physics Gas Laser No. !31. This laser has a beam with a diameter of about 2 mm.
The _hermopile and laser were mounted on an optical bench and adjusted so that the
laser beam coincided with the axis of the thermopile and hence hit the absorbing surface
at its center. The thermopile was mounted on a carriage which has a graduated circle and
may be rotated about a fixed axis through an angle of 360 °. The thermopile itself was
mounted on this carriage in such a way that the axis of rotation of the carriage lay in the
plane of the absorbing surface and also passed through the center of this surface. In this
way the laser beam always fell on the center of the absorbing surface as the thermopile
was rotated on the axis of the carriage. By keeping the carriage in a fixed position and
rotating the thermopile about the fixed axis, it was possible to measure the angle through
which the thermopile could be rotated and still "see" the laser beam. The thermopile ,'e-
sponse versus angle of the beam to the normal is shown in Figure B-21. Since the laser
beam is not a geometrical ray or line, the value of the field of view was taken at the "half-
width" of the response curve. This gave a half angle of the field of view of 10.68 ° com-
pared to 10.73 ° calculated from the dimensions. The former is within 0.47% of the latter
value, so that the calculated value may be taken as being correct within the limits of ex-
perimental error.
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Calibration of Thermopile 4928A by Use of Quartz-Iodine Lamps
The calibration was made by use of 200 w and 1000 w quartz-iodine lamps which had
been calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards. An unpublished Goddard report (3) by
Thakaekara and Mohr discusses the extreme care with which such a calibration must be
ma_.
The _ource and the thermopile were mounted on an optical bench. When using the
1000 w lamp as source, two parallel screens of masonite, rigidly held 3 cm apart by
spacers, each one with an aperture of 3" x 2", were placed in front of the source. The
apertures were machL._ed to a knife edge. The screens had aluminum foil on the side
toward the source and were coated with 3-M black velvet paint on the side toward the de-
tector. They were rigidly mounted so that the apertures of the two screens were in align-
ment. (A different pair of parallel screens 5 cm apart with apertures of 2-1/4" x 1.5"
were used with the 200 w lamp.) The optical bench was covered with a piece of black cloth.
The source was shielded from the detector by a mask placed between the source and the
screen aperture except when readings had to be taken. The intensities were varied by
changing the distance between source and detector. The distances used were such that the
inverse square law could be applied without correction for the finite size of the source.
The output of the thermopile was read on a Dymec Integrating Digital Voltmeter
No. 2401 B. Two lamps, QM-95 and QL-45 were used as a source. The data are pre-
sented in Figure B-22. There is very close agreement between the responsivities of the
thermopile to the two lamps. These responsivities will be compared with that for the
blackbody at 1243°K later in this report. (See Figure B-27.)
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Figure B-22-Responsivity of thermopile 4928A to quartz-iodine lamps.
Independent Calibration of Thermopile 4928A by Means
of a Blackbody at Several Temperatures
A Barnes Blackbody, Model RS-8B was used. It contains a central core with _. con-
ical cavity having a 14° apex angle. The conical cavity is finely grained and coated with
a blackening material to give an emissivity of 0.99 • 1% from 1 to 40 microns. It is de-
signed to operate over a temperature range of 473°K to 1273°K. The temperature is set
by means of a single turn petentiometer and held invariant by a proportional electronic
controller. A blackened aluminum shield Ln front of the blackbody carries a selector dial
which gives a choice of seven apertures ranging from 0.0081 inches to 0.2564 inches in
diameter.
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The thermopile was mounted on a one-meter optical bench placed in front of the
blackbody so that the axis of the latter coincided with the normal to the center of the ab-
sorbing surface of the thermopile. This facilitated a change in the intensity of the radi-
ation received by the detector by changing the distance between source and detector.
The shield or faceplate of the blackbody is not provided with a cooling system to keep
it at ambient temperature. Therefore, it becomes quite hot and is a secondary source of
radiation in the form of a graybody at a temperature materially above ambient temperature
but well below the blackbody temperature. To prevent the latter radiation from reaching
the detector, a shield was placed four centimeters from and parallel to the faceplate. The
shield had an aperture 1.35 cm in diameter with its center coinciding with the axis common
to blackbody and detector.
The output of the thermopile was read with the Dymec Integrating Digital Voltmeter.
The zero reading was obtained by covering the shield aperture on the side toward the black-
body so that the thermopile was able to see everything in the field of view except the black-
body aperture.
In order to determine the time constant of the thermopile, the integrating voltmeter
was connected to a print-out circuit that recorded the output voltage of the detector as seen
by the integrating voltmeter once every second. Starting with the zero or background read-
ing, the voltages were recorded second by second from the instant the blackbody aperture
was uncovered until the voltage reached a maximum value. The detector output increased
exponentially from zero to its maximum value in about 60 seconds. For this reason all
readings of the detector response to blackbody radiation and to background or zero were
taken after a 60 second waiting period.
The blackbody was operated at temperatures of 900°K, 1100°K and 1273°K as de-
termined by the dial setting of the tempera_re controller. The radiant flux emitted per
unit area into a hemisphere was determined by the Stefan-Boltzman Law w= _T 4 in
watts • cm 2 .
The radiation received by the detector was determined by the inverse square law
as modified for radiation between two parallel disks of finite size. This equation, derived
by H. B. Keene (4) is of the form E = (1/4)TTR(rI - r2 )2 where R is the net radiation per
square centimeter per second, and rl and r2 are the greatest and least distances between
two points, one on each circle bounding the apertures. When this is rewritten and expanded
one obtains, by neglecting higher powers, the form
RS_S2 [ a2+b 2]
E- 1
_d 2 d_ J
8
where Si and S2are the areas of blackbody and detector, with corresponding radii a and b
respectively, and a is the perpendicular distance between the apertures. The correction
given by this relation was a maximum of about 0.3% for the shortest distance between
blackbody and detector used in the present investigation.
The responsivity of the thermopile in volts • watts- _. cm 2 was determined for each
combination of blackbody temperature and detector-blackbody separation used. The re-
sponsivity for each blackbody temperature was plotted against the common logarithm of
the power incident on the detector. This is shown in Figure B-23.
An examination of the curves in Figure B-23 reveals a number of significant features.
First the responsivity varies with blackbody temperature. For the same detector-black-
body separation, at 900°K the responsivity is 8% higher than at ll00°K, and the latter 5%
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: FigureB-23-Responsivityof hermopile4928Atoblackbody
:_ (shieldwith1,35cmaperturediameter),
higher than at 1273°K. Since this might be due to an error in blackbody temperature, a ..
platinum-platinum-rhodium thermocouple was inserted into the blackbody cavity to check
the temperature. It was found that the temperatures were 885°K, 1076°K and 1243°K in-
stead of 900°K, ll00°K and 1273°K respectively. These temperatures were double checked
_: with a Leeds-Northrup Optical Pyrometer which gave values of 1075°K and 1246°K com-
pared to 1076°K and 1243°K respectively. (The 885°K value cannot be measured with the
optical pyrometer.) Using the corrected temperatures of the blackbody the responsivity
was recalculated. The differences in responsivity for corresponding distances at the three
temperatures changed from the former values of 8%and 5% to values of 4%and 6%re-
spectively. This still represents a large difference in responsivity. Figure B-23 actually
shows the responsivity for the corrected temperatures.
Secondiy, it will be observed in Figure B-23 that the responsivity of the detector de-
creases for distances shorter than 14.5 cm. When the shield with an aperture of 1.35 cm
was replaced by one with an aperture of 1.83 cm, the responsivity no longer decreased for
the shorter distances. This is shown in Figure B-24.
This may be explained in terms of the reflection of radiation from the conical wall
of the thermopile. This reflection was studied by means of the 0.6328 _ beam from the
Spectra-Physics Gas Laser. The beam was directed normally at the center of the absorb-
ing area of the thermopile to determine its response to the total laser beam energy as col-
limated by a very small aperture. The thermopile was then moved horizontally toward one
side and the other a millimeter at a time, while keeping its axis parallel to the laser beam.
In this way the laser beam was made to fall on various points'along a diameter of the ab-
sorbing surface of the thermopile and also on various points along the conical wall. It
was found that the energy received by the absorbing disk by reflection from the conical
wall amounted to 5.4% of the energy received when it fell on the absorber directly. When
thiP reflected energy is integrated over the whole area of the conical wall, ff one assumes
constant spectral reflectance for the Parson's black, it is fotmd to amount to 12.9_ of the
energy received by the absorber directly. When using the shield with a 1.35 cm aperture,
more and more of this conical wall would not "see" the blackbody as the distance decreased
below 14.5 cm and consequently the fraction of energy received by the absorber by a single
reflection would decrease continuously. Hence one would expect the responsivity to de-
crease for distances smaller than 14.5 cm. On the other hand, in the case of the shield
with an aperture of 1.83 cm, all parts of the conical wall would see the blackbody at all
distances so that no decrease would be expected for distances less than 14.5 cm.
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Figure B-24-Responsivity of thermopile4928A to blackbody
(shield with 1.81 cm aperturediameter).
Thirdly, it will be observed in Figure B-23 as well as Figure t_-24, that for a given
blackbody temperature the responsivity decreases with increasing distance between de-
tector and blackbody. In other words, the detector receives smaller and smaller amounts
of energy than has been calculated by the modified inverse-square law as the distance be-
tween detector and blackbody increases. Moreover the curves for the three temperatures
do not have the same slope.
In order to check whether this might be a characteristic of the detector, a rotating
sector disk was designed and used. By means of this sector ddisk, the intensity of the flux
from the blackbody could be varied in steps of 1/8 while keeping the distance between the
detector and blackbody constant. It was found that the responsivity of the detector re-
mained constant within experimental error as the intensity varied for a given blackbody
temperature. In this case the responsivity of the detector for the three temperatures
differ by 6.6% and 4.5%. These data are plotted in Figure B-24 and indicated by the hori-
zontal dashed lines. The corresponding data are given in Table B-6.
Table B-6
Responsivity of Thermopile 4928A Using Sector Disk with Blackbody
T = 885°K T = 1076°K T = 1243°K
I
Energy I Responsivity Energy ResponsivityEnergy Responsivityii ii m,, II II "1
•439 .1686 .960 .1583 1.709 .1521
•384 .1693 .840 .1583 1.495 .1518
.329 .1702 .720 .1583 1.282 .1513
.274 .1679 .600 .1583 1.068 .150'/
•220 .1682 .480 .1583 .854 .1522
•165 .1697 .360 .1583 .641 .1529
•110 .1727 .240 .1583 .427 .1522
.0 55 .1636 .120 .1583 .214 .1542
Note: w is given in milllwatts, cm "2; R is given in volts • watts-s, cm 2
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The sector disk was used also with the 0.6328 _ Laser beam as a source. The re-
sponsivity of the detector was found to remain constant in this case also.
It seemed advisable to double check the responsivity at the several temperatures by
use of more carefully designed shields and corresponding apertures. The new shields con-
sisted of two parallel screens of masonite rigidly held two centimeters apart by spacers.
Both screens had carefully aligned circular apertures 1.83 cm in diameter and machined
to a knife edge. A second pair of screens were made identical to this except that the cir-
cular apertures had a diameter of 1.25 cm. In each case both screens had aluminum foil
onthe side toward the blackbody and 3-M bLack velvet paint on the side toward the
thermopile.
An analysis of the data taken with these improved screens revealed some important
facts: the decrease in responsivity with distance was not as large as before; in addition
the change in responsivity with temperature was considerably smaller. In looking for a
poasible reason, a careful examination showed that the detector was seeing not only a
blackbody at a given temperature but also a graybody around the blackbody in the form
of a part of the hot faceplate of the blackbody. While this faceplate was at a much lower
temperature than the blackbody, the total area of the graybody was considerably larger
than that of the blackbody. Thus the graybody would contribute a considerable amount of
additio_ml energy to the thermopile. Thus the radiant flux emitted into a hemisphere
would be given by
R : SbCrbTb 4 + Sg _gcrgT 4g
where the subscript "b" refers to the blvckbody and "g" tc tae graybody. In the case of
the screen with an aperture of 1.25 cm, the area of the graybody seen by the detector was
4.8 times that of the blackbody for a detector distance of 20 centimeters and decreased to
a ratio of 3.2 at a distance of 115 centimeters. This large ratio of the area of graybody
to blackbody would mean that the detector saw much more energy than the blackbody flux
which was used in calculating the responsivity. Also, since the ratios of the areas de-
crease with increasing distance, the experimental responsivity would decrease with dis- \
tance. The effect of this graybody radiation on the responsivity might also be different
at different temperatures.
In order to check this effect, a new shield was made consisting of two parallel sheets
of masonite rigidly held 7 centimeters apart by spacers. Both screens had carefully aligned
circular apertures 0.7 cm in diameter and machined to a knife edge. Both screens had
aluminum foil toward the blackbody and 3-M black velvet paint on the side toward the ther-
mopile. The arrangement is shown in Figure B-25.
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Using the new shield the responsivity of the thermopile to blackbody radiation was
again determined at the same three temperatures. The responsivity of the thermopile is
lower than with the previous shields. For blackbody temperatures of 885°K and 1076°K
the responsivity at intermediate distances now differ by only 2.5%while at 1243°K it still
differs by about 5%. The resulting data is plotted in Figure B-26. (Figure B-2e ,'ompares
the 1243°K blackbody and quartz-iodine lamp calibrators.) It will be noted that the de-
crease in responsivity with increasi_Lg distance between blackbody and detector is smaller
than before. Calculations show that when the detector is within 20 cm of the blackbody, it
still sees a graybody area about 0.44 of the area of the blackbody rather than 4.8 tildes
the latter area which was tl'ue with the previously used shield. The ratio of the graybody
area to blackbody area decreases as the distance increases so that it is about 0.28 at 115
cm. This means that the detector sees much less graybody energy than when the '.arger
apertures were used, so that the responsivity of the detector represents more nearly its
true value as well as a smaller decrease in value with distance.
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Figure B-26-Responsivity of _ermopile 4928A to blockbody
(shield with 9.7 cmaperture diometer),
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Figure B-27-Comparisan of responsivity to Iompand blockbody.
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It will also be obvious that when the 0.7 aperture is used for distances shorter _han
30 cm the responsivtty drops rapidly. This is because smaller and smaLler areas of the
conical wall of the detector "_ee" and hence reflect energy to the absorbing surface. This
is similar to the case with the 1.25 cm aperture for distances shorter than 14.5 cm.
Fourthly, one observes _, Figure B-26 that for a given blackbody temperature, the
responsivity is about constant for intermediate distances and then drc_s slowly as the dis-
tances increase. As mentioned before, this may be explained at least iT, part by the small
but decreasing graybody area still seen with the 0.7 cm aperture. Another contributing
factor may be that of infrared absorption by water vapor in the air.
The blackbody radiation curves have their maxima at 3.3_, 2.7 _, and 2.3 _ for the
blackbody temperatures o: 885_K, 1076°K and 1243°K respectively. These peaks lie near
the strong water vapor absorption band at 2.7 _ as well as a fairly strong carbon dioxide
band at about 2.75 _. Hence absorption by water vapor might in part account for a de-
crease in responsivity with increasing distance and also ,have some bearing on the differ-
ences in the responsivity of the detector to radlatio_ at different blackbody temperatures.
It had been assumed that water vapor absorption would be negligible for the paths
used in these measurements. However, because of the results referred to above, it
seemed worthwhile to explore the possibility of water vapor absorption. Measurements
were made of the relative humidity of the laboratory at 3,90°K and found to be 51%. This
represents 0.001 cm of precipitable water vapor in a 76 cm path. Calctllations on the
theoretical infrared transmittance of water vapor have been reported by Wyatt, et al. (5).
The smallest amount of water vapor for which they give data is .'or 0.00] cm of precip-
itable water vapor ( a 76 cm path at 300°K and 51% rel. hum.)twhich is very nearly that
of the 75 cm path used as one of the distances in the present measurements. Additional
data given by Wyatt represent paths of 760 cm, 7600 cm, etc. under the same conditions
of ambient temperature and relative humidity. Since the absorption by water -apor is
rather complex, it has as yet not been possible to evaluate the absorption by water vapor
at the various distances used in these measurements other than at the 75 cm path.
Calculations on the infrared transmittance of carbon dioxide were made by Stull
et al. (6). The sin. llest amount of carbon dioxide for which they give data _s 0.2 atm-cm,
which represents an air path of 732.6 cm at 1 atm. and 30_. _K. This path is about 10 times
the 75 cm path considered above in the case of absorption by water vapor. Preliminary
calculations based on the data for a 75 cm path indicate that the responsivity might be
7.2%, 5.8% and 5% higher at 885°K, 1076°K and 1243°K respectively H there were no ab-
sorption due to water vapor or carbon dioxide. The total probable effect of this absorp-
tion can only be determined after further study.
In the light of the investigations on the effective use of a blackbody for detector cali-
bration which have been completed to date, it would seem that the following conditions
should pertain: (A) The blackbody shield and aperture disk should be designed to keep it
; at ambient temperature regardless of the blackbody aperture used. (B) The smallest sepa-
: ration between detector an_ blackbody used for calibration should be such tlmt all parts of
the absorbing surface and of the conical walls will see essentially the same radiating a._ea.
(C) The relative humidity should be very low so that no corrections need be made for water
vapor absorption, or else _le humidity should be determined at the time of the experiment
and appropriate data be obtained to make corrections for this absorption. (D) In certain
applications of the detector calibration, it may be necessary to correct for the energ_ re-
flected by the conical wall of the thermol_tle. Finally (E) it would be desirable to have a
blackbody which operates at approximately the temperatures at which the standard lamps
operate. This would make comparison of the calibrations easier. Also, since the maxi-
mum radiation would come at a shorter wavelength, the fraction absorbed by any water
| vapor present might be a smaller frae,lon of the total energy emitted by the source. B-31 /
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WRadiant Flux at Open Port of Spherical Integrator
The thermopile 4928A without its quartz window was used to measure the response
of the thermopile to the radiant flux from the spherical integrator due to the flux from 1
to 12 200-w quartz-iodine lamps. The procedure used was similar to that described in
' the 1964 Summer Workshop Report (1) but modified by not using a quartz window on the
thermopile and by using *_e Dymec Integrating Digital Voltmeter to measure the output of
the thermoplle.
Using the calibration of the thermopile as obtained by means of the quartz iodine
lamps (page B-25 of this report), preliminary calculation were made on the corresponding
flux at the port of the spherical integrator. This flux was used to check the calibration
of radiometer #306 which was reported in the 1964 report (1). These preliminary calcu-
lations seem to indicate that for a given voltage output of the radiometer, it takes about
60% more power from the spherical integrator than from the Kodak paper, according to
present calibrations, rather than approximately 30% more which was obtained in 1964.
Bcfore accurate calculation _ can be made it will be necessary to determine accu-
rately the spectral distribution of the radiant flux at the Windowless port of the spherical
integrator. In addition it will be necessary to investigate the possible effect which the
energy reflected by the conical wall of the thermopile has on the calibration of an ex-
tended source. In using a point source, the radiation received by the thermopile is ap-
proximately a bundle of parallel rays, except for very short distances, so that the energy
reflected from the conical wall to the absorber makes an angle of approximately 85 ° to
the normal to the surface. As stated on page B-27 of this report, this reflected energy
amounts to 5.4% so that the integral value of thin reflected energy amounts to 12.9% of
that received by the absorber directly.
In the case of an extended source, the conical wall of the thermopile would receive
and reflect to some extent rays making angles with the normal varying between 60 ° and
90 ° if one considers only those rays reaching the absorber after a single reflection. In
order to see what effect this change in angle might have on the reflectivity of the Parson's
black on the conical wall, use was made of the 0.632 _ laser beam.
The thermopile was mounted on the optical bench carriage previously used to deter-
mine the field of view (see page B-24). In this case, however, the thermopile was mounted
so that the axis of rotation of the carriage passed through a point on the conical wall of
the thermopile about half way between the two bases of the cone. The laser beam was
directed at this point of rotation (point P, Figure B-28). By rotating the thermopile through
known angles, it was possible to determine the reflectivity of Parson's black at various
angles. The reflectivity for various angles (measured from the normal) is shown in Fig-
ure B-29. It will be observed that the reflectivity varies from about 1% for an angle of
* 75° to 12% for an angle of 88 ° and presumably approaches 100% as a limit at 90 °. Work
is under way to integrate the energy from a perfectly diffuse extended source which would
suffer a single reflection by Parson's black and reach the absorbing surface of the ther-
mopile. If this total reflected energy is more or less than the 12.9% reflected in the case
of the point source, it will be necessary to correct the calibration for the extended source
accordingly. These results will have to be reported later.
Time did not allow investigations (E) and (F), mentioned in the introduction, to be
carried out. Work on these problems wiU be continued during the coming months. It is
believed that no answers in regard to the overall problem are possible until these investi-
gations have been completed.
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Figure B-28-Axis of rotation for measurementof reflectivity versus angle.
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Figure B-29-Reflectivity of parson's black.
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PHOTOMETRIC PRINCIPLES GOVERNING
THE VACUUM OPTICAL BENCH v_
I. C. Gardner
A fundamental equation of photometry is
N_d_cos8 dAdG= radiant flux. (1)
This is the equation which gives the radiant flux or rate of flow of energy in an elementary
beam of radiation. In this equation, N_ is a characteristic of the particular light source
that is employed. It is a function of _, and N_d_ is the energy transmitted in unit time
within the spectral range lying between _ and _ + d_, within unit solid angle through unit
projected area. The angle 0 is the angle between the normal to the element of area dA
and the direction of incidence of the elementary beam. The product cos 0 dA is the area
of the element dA projected into a plane normal to the direction of the ray. The elemen-
tary solid angle is d_. The radiant flux has the dimension of power and may conveniently
be measured in watts, or in photons per second.
This equation will be applied to the cross-section of the large beam of collimated
light produced by the collimating system of the vacuum optical bench (VOB). Let it be
assumed that the monochromator and optical bench are free from aberration and that all
parts, including the source are correctly aligned. This represents an ideal condition that
can be approached but never completely attained. It is well worth while to study this
assumed condition because it represents the maximum performance for which one may
strive. With this idcal condition, the radiant flux over any area of the cross-section is
given by the equation
Totalradiant flux IA I_ f"
= N_GR6 cos0 d_ d_ dA (2)
over area A _1
A grating may be considered as operating upon the incident light in two ways. The
Eight within the spectral range _. and X + dk is part/ally deviated by diffraction in a use-
ful direction, that is, toward the exit silt of the monochromator, and another large portion
of the light is diffracted into the spectra of other orders which are rejected by the mono-
chromator. The factor G is the ratio of the useful/y diffracted light to that which is re-
jected. Also, a grating, llke any other reflecting surface,reflects only a portion of the
incident Eight. For simplicity the reflectance of the grating is assumed to be the same
quantitatively as that of the other reflecting surfaces in he VOB. Counting in this manner,
in the VOB, as now in use, there are 4 reflecting surfaces, 2 in the monochromator and
2 in the collimating system. With lhe new monochromator, now on order, there will be a
total of 6 reflecthlg surfaces, I in the illuminating system, 3 in the monochromator, and
2 in the collimating system. In Equation (2) the loss of light at the grating and at the re-
flecttng surfaces is taken into, account by the factors o and It6. The three integrations of
Equation (2) are over the spectral range, over the solid angle of the beam, and over the
area. This last of the three integrations will be over unit area in order to give the radiant
flux l_er unit area. With extended limits of integration tiffs triple integration would be a
¢l/Hicult one to evaluate. However, in each instance, the limits of integration include a
very small range, the various pe_'ametersmay consequently be assumed constant without
great error, and the three integrations may be performed independently.
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According to the performance specifications for the VOB, the spectral range kl to
_2 for any setting is 1 angstrom. Within this small range, N_ can be considered constant
although its value will be different for different settings of the monochromator as well as
for different sources. Consequently the result of the integration with respect to _ is sim-
ply N_.
If the cone of light proceeding toward any point of the cross-section of the large beam
in the VOB is assumed symmetrical about its axis,
dfl : 2 _' sing d8 (3)
where _J is the half-angle at the vertex of the cone. The parallax is limited to 1 second
and t_, therefore, is 0.5 second which equals 2.5 × 10-6 radians. If the value of dfi given
in Equation (3) is substituted for dfi in Equation (2), the integration with respect to 8
becomes
8P
2_ / sin_ cos0 d8 = 7Tsin28 (4)
J 0
For present purposes 8 and sin 8 may be considered equal and the integral becomes
1.96 x 10"11 . Letting A equal 1 to obtain the flux per unit area and substituting the re-
sults of the several integrations in Equation (2) one finally obtains the result
Radiant flux : 1.96N_GR _x 10-11 (5)per unit area
Equation (5) represents ideal performance and is a very fundamental equation apply-
ing to the operation of the VOB. It will be noted that it has no terms referrring to the
optical system of the VOB. The focal lengths of the primary and secondary mirror, the
focal lengths of the mirrors of the monochromator, the size of the grating, and other de-
tails can not change the result of Equation (2) and it is well to know this because it may
forestall the undertaking of modifications and changes which are destined to be fruitiest,.
It is necessary that the apertures be "filled," that is to say the source of light must be
sufficiently large and so adjusted that, for any component, flux is transmitted over the
entire area that is supposed to play a part in the transmission of the radiant flux. This
is equivalent to saying that the design shall be functionally correct and that the artisan-
ship involved in its construction be first class. Equation (5) has this fundamental charac-
ter because the required performance is very fully specified when the bandwidth is limited
to 1 angstrom and the maximum parallax to 1 second.
O
Although Equation (2) has great universality, its usefulness for the derivation of
quantitative results is not great because of the lack of the necessary engineering data.
We do not have determinations of G for standard gratings as a function of wavelength and
values of N_ for different types of sources as a function of wavelength are very limited.
As the wavelength becomes smaller this lack of the necessary data becomes more pro-
nounced.
If the specifications for a bandwidth of 1 angstrom and a maximum parallax not
exceeding 1 second are retained, there are only three parameters that can be controlled
to modify the radiant flux, namely N_, G, and R. For any incroase in the value of G one
will have to appeal to the manufacturers of gratings.
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For _ = 1600, reflecting _urfaces with the reflectance as great as 0.7 have been
obtained. When R = 0.7, R6 = 0.12. Consequently, with perfect reflectors, the radiant
flux at this wavelength would be multiplied by 8. For shorter wavelengths the conditions
are much less favorable. For _ = 1000, reflection coefficients as large as 0.2 have been
obtained with a coating of aluminum and magnesium fluoride. With a coating of aluminum
and lithium fluoride this coefficient may be increased to 0.5. For the aluminum and mag-
nesium fluoride Re = 0.00006 and this suggests that it will be very difficult, if not im-
possible, to obtain adequate radiant flux with this coating. If the refJection coefficient is
increased to 0.5, I_6= 0.016, a value which is still discouragingly small. There are three
possible solutions for this difiiculty. A spectacular improvement in the light source used
to increase the value of NK for the shorter wavelengths, a spectacular improvement in the
reflecting coatings available for these shorter wavelengths,, or a rearrangement of the
optical bench and the monochromator so that during the testivg of the experiment package
it receives light direct from the source instead of after !_sage through the monochromator
as is now the case. This would eliminate three reflections and increase the available flux
by a factor of approximately 100 for _ = 1000 and the aluminum-magnesium coating. Dr.
Paul has suggested one such arrangement. By such an arrangement the test will not be as
direct as at present and possible sources of error are introduced but the resulting increase
of flux is a tremendous advantage and.the extremely short wavelengths are in some re-
spects the most important to be observed. The possibilities of the new method and of other
possible new methods will be explored. ' .
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THE TUNGSTENLAMPAS A SECONDAHYSTANDAHD _,&
FOR TOTAL RADIANT FLUX _.,
•_ M.P. Thekaekara and E. I. Mohr
INTRODUCTION
In many applications of radiometry a compact source of known radiant intensity is
highly desirable. To meet the need for such a source, the E_lomd Bureau of Standards,
Wasbinl_n, D. C., developed _y in 1914, the carbon filament standard lamp of stoditotalesradiance (1). It has foundwide acceptance in manylaboratories a d m y subsequent
have been made oa its calibrzUo'a (2) (3), _ showing its wide range of usefulness. Its
diudvanis_s are the relatively low radiance, the low temperature at whichit operates,
and the rather large size of the fllamenL For a typical lamp ($) the radiantflux at a dLs-
tance of 2 meters is 84.9 mierowatts per cm_.
More compactlamps of higher tempenture and greater radiance have been issued by
the National B_reau of _mdards u standards of spectral radiance. In its orir_nal form it
was a tm_st_ strip enclosed in a larp cylindrical pyrex envelope, with or w_thouta neck
mad a quax'ts window. Tile earlier method of findiq_ its spectral enerKy distributioo was
to detsx:ntne the te_ _ the ribb_ by visual _. The color temperature thus
determined was used to find the actmd temperahn'eof the redisti_ surfaceandhence the
_0ectral radisnee, throqh knownvaluesof th_blackbo_ radiation function,the emissivity .
oft_ andthetraU_ ofthequartzwindow.This buic procedure has been used
by other lsbomtm'l_ to set up _lspeed_t standards of spectral radiance (4). A tungsten
strip stlndil/'dof spectral radiance calibrated directly in comparison with a blackbody
source m developed by the N.B.S. in 1960 (5).
A more z_wut development (6) is the no-called quarts-iodine hunp. It is a coiled
cob tungstenflluwnt lamp mamsfacturedco,,-'-arcisUy by the Genera/Electric Company.
Thefllameatisenclosedinaquartsenvelopewhichcoa_alua traceofiodineak_ with
it,,_ _,n _ SAt_ Tvo_ ofthese_ havebeenis_M.i,_etO0watt_,
O. B._Tpe T4 Q/I C L - 300-v _ the 1000 watt lamp, O. E. type D X W- 1000-w. These
hunpe hive several _ _xieh mike them superior to the earlier strip lanq) rot-
ant _) (8). The_doa_ _ ith _ ass; t_ebuL_re_ clear dur_ the en-
ties _ or.the lsml_. =tm_ ms"to,l_ cycle" depositstheevaporatedtunptonbeck on the
lamp.Thefilament_eaabeoperatedita k_hertemperaturethanearlier typesof lamps
of comtmnbis Life-time, which means a greater radiance in the ultraviolet. The quartz
enw_kl_._ _Ne _ _ _oml_t fo_ a _tven power ratio.
of tbme htm_ u mmmdm7 _m_ll for _tsl radbmce. Iltmdaz_ of total rsdtut flux
am retail7 dsflMd aot In tarmS o_a stmsla_ source ot radisnt flux but in terms of a
.. :(I))(sO). m_e mostofthewst of _
mmm_am_ of _ _r_, the lasmmm_ isthe
usedin,metsorolo_cal lutit_tes,
_ Shown a _fferenee vhieh is not consisat
A rim7!_mda_d m, the Inte_
_._ thew_t, Moteos'otostc_dOrpa_muo_
, ' m theAsmmom
' '_ _ of 1913.
._._ i_%_ ::_• .. .- .... 11-:19 "
TOTAL RADIANCE OF A TUNGSTEN SOURCE
An alternate approach is to adapt a standard of spectral radiance as one for total
radiance. The use of such a source as a standard for temperature has b_e_ discussed by
Jones (11). This would give a total radiance standard of which the spectral radiance is
also known accurately. No detector surface is perfect black or perfect grey, and the re-
sponse of the detector is pro oortional to the integral
0z P_ a_,,
where P_ is the spectral randiant flux and _, is the spectral absorptance. Hence the
spectral randiant flux of the calibration source is an important paramete- if the same
detector is used for sources of different spectral energy distribution.
The standard of spectral radiance such as the quartz-iodine lamp, has been calibrated
with reference to a blackbody, which in turn has been referred to the international tem-
perature scale. The area under the Px- _ curve, of spectral radiant flux on the y -axis
versus wavelength on the x-axis, gives the total radiant flux
P= _ P_"
The calibration table of the N.B.S. states that the values of P_ have a maximum uncer-
tainty ranging from 8 percent at the shortest wavelengths to 3 percent in the visible and
infrared (6). It is likely that the inaccuracies are due to random errors in individual
measurements rather than systematic errors such as in the standard blackbody. Hence
the integration process would tend to cancel out the errors and the value of the total radi-
ant flux may claim a higher accuracy than the values of spectral radiant flux from which
it is derived.
There is, however, a major source of uncertainty due to the energy in the wavelength
range not covered by the N.B.S. calibration table. As will be seen later, about 90 percent
of the radiant flux is in the infrared region of wavelength longer than 2 53 v. This originates
partly from the tungsten coil and partly from the quartz envelope of the lamp. In this wave-
length range the absorptance of the surface of different types of detectors shows significant
variations so that both the total radiant flux and its spectral distribution should be deter-
mined. Direct determination of the energy in this range is not feasible because of the
relatively small amount of energy available and the difficulties of making precise measure-
ments in this range. We have followed an indirect method, which besides yielding a value
for the radiant flux reveals certain interesting features about these lamps.
A parameter which should first be determined is the temperature of the tungsten
filament. This is done by comparing the known spectral radiance function of the lamp for
wavelength less than 9..S _ with computed spectral radiance functions of tungsten coll at
different temperatures as viewed through a q,m.rtz window.
The computed spectral radiance hmction is given by the expression N_,c= Nk C.,q
where N_.c is the computed spectral radiance, N_. is the spectral radiance of a perfect
blackbody, _, is the emissivity of tungsten and _'qIs the transmittance of quartz. N_,and
_, and hence also N_ are dependent on temperature. N_ is given by Planck's radiation
function, and computed values of N_ at close intervals of wavelength and temperature are
available in many standard references, among which Tables of Blackbody Radiation Func-
tions by Pivovonsky and Nagel (12) is the most complete. Data on emissivity % covering
a sufficiently wide range of wavelength and temperature have been published by deVoe (15).
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%More recent and perhaps more accurate measurements have been reported by Larrabee
(14). These values are on an average 2.5 percent _ower than those of deVos, but they cover
the limited range 0.3 to 0.6 _ and 1600 ° to 2400°K. The trar_smRtance of quartz is _'so
open to a small degree of uncertainty because of the differences between different types
of quartz. The values for the present computatiozzs were based on information supplied by
the Lamp Division of the General Electric Company and our own independent measurements
using a Beckman D K 2 A for the range below 2.5 _ and a Perkin-Elmer I R 7 for the
longer wavelength range.
The results of the comparison between the spectral radiance P_ of one particular
lamp, QL 45, and the c-_mputed function N_%rqfor six temperatures is shown in r'lgure B-30.
N_ and P_ are expressed in different units: N_ in watts per sq. cm. of emitting area per
micron bandwidth per steradlan, and P_ in watts per micron bandwidth per steradian, the
area being that of the whole incandescent coil. Since the area of the coil is a constant, for
a particular temperature, namely, the temperature at which the ribbon operates, the ratio
p_/_ _.rq ) should be a constant, and the corresponding graph should be a straight line
parallel to the x-axls. Actually none of the curves in Figtlre B-30 is strictly a straight
llne, but on the short wavelength side the curves for the high temperatures tend to drop
since NX is relatively high, and those for the low temperatures tend to rise since N_ is
relatively low. The curve for 2900°K seems to be the best fit, and hence we assume *hat
the coil operates at 2900°K. Similar sets of curves for other 200 watt lamps (series QL)
also gave 2900°K as the operating temperature. The curves for the I000 watt laml.'S (series
QM) were significantly different from those of the 200 watt lamps. Their operativ _ tem-
_ perature was found to be 2980°K. All the curves in Figure B-30 show an upward _lopefor
' wavelengths longer than 2.1_ and a slight curvature in the range 1.5 to 2.0 _. This may
be due to errors in deVos' emissivity function which Larrabee bad indicated or to other
unknown causes.
Extrapolation of the curve at the appropriate temperature to wavelengths longer than
2.5 _ gives the factor by which the computed radiance function N_._qhas to be multipled
in order to obtain the radiance of the tungsten carl in the long wavelength range not covered
! by the N.B.S. calibration table. The radiance in the short wavelength range is negligibly \
small.
0.6 k:120* g
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Figure B-30-Rotio d he spectral rodi_;nce P_ of _OO watt standard lamp QL. 45 to cam-
: puted spectral radiance Nk_ , _ of similo_ source at different temperatures. P_, in
, watts _-1 star.-I; N_. radiance ,_fqa blackbody in watts cm-2 _-i star-1.
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This procedure is applicable also to the earlier standard lamps of tungsten ribbon in
pyrex envelope (15). The ler_th of the ribbon is greater than the diameter of the quartz
window, and hence for calibrating thermopiles and similar detectors, the lamp should be
viewed through the pyrex. A small correction factor is needed for the transmittance of
pyrex; the spectral radiance function through quartz should be multiplied by rp /%, where
_p is the transmittance of the pyrex envelope. It should also be multiplied by the area of
the ribbon, since the spectral radiance as given in the N.B.S. calibration table is the energy
radiated per mm 2 of the ribbon.
RADIANCE OF THE QUARTZ BULB
For radiometric applications it is essential to determine also the radiance of the
lamp envelope, which is significant in the case of the quartz iodine lamps, especially when
the detector does not have a quartz window. The method of evaluating this function can
best be illustrated by the actual calculations which were made in one particular case, lamp
QL 45. By integrating the area under the spectral radiance curve, we obtain the energy
emitted by the tungsten coil in the direction normal to the length of the iam_._ to be 15.683
watts per steradian. This covers the wavelength range from 0.245, to 4.65 _. A set of
de_iled measurements were made with a thermopile to determine the variation of radiant
flux at a given distance r, for different values of the polar coordh_ates e and _. Two
independent methods of numerical integration showed that the energy emitted by the tungsten
coil over the solid angle 4_ is 181.81 watts. The total input energy given by the product
of voltage and current is 195.00 watts. The difference, 13.19 watts, which is 6.76 percent
of the input energy, is the energy emitted by the quartz envelope. This permits an approxi-
mate determination of the average temperature of the outside of the quartz e_velope by
applying the Stefan-Boltzmann equation, w = A_ (% T| - T_ ), where w is the energy radi-
ated per second, A is the external surface area of the quartz envelope, _ is the Stefan
-_. Boltzmann constant, _q is the total hemispherical emissivity of quartz for its average
outside temperature Tz, and T_ is the temperature of the walls of the room. This indirect
method for TI is more reliable than direct methods such as by a thermocouple. Approxi-
mate values for the emissivity of quartz, both total and spectral, are available in literature
(16) (17). Assuming an approximate value 600 to 800°K for Ts and hence 0.5 for %, for
^ -- 20.34 cm _, TI is found to be 701.03°K. A more accurate value, 0.495 of % for this
temperature yields a second approximation, 705.30°K, which is practically the same.
Computations on other QL lamps of 200 w also gave about the same value, near 700°K.
The corresponding value for the 1000 w QM lamps is 90.0°K.
The temperature being known, the energy emitted by the quartz envelope in the for-
ward direction per unit solid angle is obtained from the function N_ _q_ Ap, where N_ is
the spectral radiance of a blackbody at temperature Ts, _qk is the spectral emissivity of
quartz at the same temperature and Ap is the projected emitting area for the forward
" direction. Figure B-31 shows a comparison between the spectral radiance per unit surface
area of a 200 watt QL lamp and that of a blackbody at the same temperature. Below 3
where quartz is fully transparent the spectral radiance of the bulb is zero; and it is the
same as that of a blackbody above 5 _. where quartz is opaque.
A STANDARD OF TOTAL RADIANCE
Detailed spectral radiance data on one of the 200 watt lamps, QL 182, are presented
in Table _-7 Upto 2.5 _ the values are obtained from the N.B.S. tables by direct con-
version from units of radiant flux (_w cm-2 nanometer -z at 43 cm) to units of radiance
(w micron -s ster.-S). In the range beyond 2.6 _ the spectral radiance is partly from
the tungsten coil and partly from the quartz envelope; the values have been computed
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Figure B-3l-Spectml radiance d o blackbody at 700°K and that of the
quartz envelope of a 200 waft lamp QL 182.
Table B-7
Spectral radiance of quartz-iodine lamp, QL 182,200 watts, k, wavelength in microns;
!_, spectral radiance in watts per micron bandwidth per steradian, fromthe whole lamp;
N., spectral radiance f_'om the tungsten coil; Nq, spectral radiance from the quartz
envelope.
I ", I i
.25 .0066 1.1 10.91 2.6 1.886 0 1.886 5.5 .3704 ',
.26 .01239 1.2 9.966 2.7 1.555 0 1.555 6.0 .3302
.27 .02163 1.3 8.949 2.8 1.402 0 1.402 6.5 .2909
.28 .03550 1.4 7.969 2.9 1.257 0 1.257 7.0 .2545
.29 .05492 1.5 7.045 3.0 1.139 .0073 1.146 7.5 .2220
.30 .08025 1.6 6.194 3.2 .9275 .0271 .9546 8.0 .1932
.32 .1583 1.7 5.418 3.4 .7243 .0456 .7699 8.5 .1683
.35 .3735 1.8 4.715 3.6 .5593 .0656 .6249 9.0 .1466
.37 .5880 1.9 4.086 3.8 .4058 .1037 .5095 9.5 .1281
.40 1.022 2.0 3.532 4.0 .2862 .1956 .4818 10.0 .1121
.45 2.089 2.1 3.088 4.2 .1246 .3081 .4327 11 .0865
.50 3.624 2.2 2.718 4.4 .06088 .3646 .4244 12 .0675
.55 5.270 2.3 2.,_2 4.6 .05016 .3981 .4483 13 .0532
.60 6.915 2.4 2.182 4.8 0 .4090 .4090 14 .0425
.65 8.450 2.5 2.015 5.0 0 .4074 .4074 15 .0342
.70 9.781 16 0278
.75 10.80 17 .0229 "
' .80 11.44 18 .0189
.90 11.89 19 .0158
1.00 11.61 20 .0133
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from the respective blackbody radiation functions and the emissivity functions as described
earlier. The data of Table B-7 are also presented graphically in Figure B-32; the inset
shows the range of wavelength greater than 3_ on an expanded radiance scale and con-
tracted wavelength scale.
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Figure B-32-$pectrol rodionce of the 200 watt quartz iodine lamp Qt. 182 in the
entire wavelength range from the tungsten coil and from the quartz envelope,
The total radiance of the lamp is given by
N -- _o_
N_,
which for all practical purposes can be approximated by the summa*ion N = _N i A _;,
where Ni is each of the N__s of TableB-7, and n_ i- 1/2( _k - _i )'_' _J and _k being
mree consecutive vames of _. Values ol N for six QL lamps and four QM lamps are given
in Table B-8. These values are typical of the 200 w and 1000 w lamps. For other cali-
brated lamps sufficient accuracy can often be obtained by making a numerical integration
in the range below 2.55 _ and by assuming that the relative energy in the longer wavelength
range is the same as for the lamps listed in Table B-8.-
• These lamps can be used for calibrating thermopiles in a wide range of radiant flux
by simply varying the distance between the detector and the source. The inverse square
law gives the radiant flux P at distance r in terms of the radiance N ; P =N / r2, provided
r is not too large nor too small. At large distances atmospheric absorption introduces a
very small source of error which has been studied by Stair and Johnston (3). They have
shown that in the case of the carbon filament lamp, a 2 meter pathlength changes the trans-
mitted energy by 0.017 percent per gram of water per meter (3). At very short distances
the finite size of the source introduces a source of error which can readily be calculated.
For a source of finite size, the radiant flux is less than what it is for a point source of the
same total energy output. An approximate expression for the difference is
P°-P=P° r = 80" '
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eTable B-8
Final results on total radiance of QI _200 w) lamps and QM (1000 w) lamps. N radiance
in watts per steradian from the whole lamp and in the entire wavelength range; N., radi-
ance from the tungsten coil; Nq radiance from the quartz envelope.
Nw N Nq N
Lamp 0.245 _ -2.55_ 2.55 _ -4.65_ 2.95 _ -20 _ 0.245 _ -20_
QL-45 14.212 1.471 2.046 17.729
, QL-46 13.235 1.360 2.046 16.641
QL-74 14.000 1.409 2.046 17.455
QL-147 14.363 1.486 2.046 17.895
QL- 181 14.412 1.486 2.046 17.944
QL- 182 13.746 1.409 2.046 17.201
QM- 17 71.756 7.275 8.768 87.798
QM- 18 74.108 7.404 8.768 90.280
QM- 10 70.610 7.778 8.768 87.156
QM-20 71.279 7.451 8.768 87.498
where Po and P are respectively the radiant flux at distance r from a point source and
from a source of length a, the width of the source and the dimensions of the detector being
considered negligible. Thus, the error is about 4 percent for r/a = 2 and 0.04 percent
for r/a =20.
Thus, with due precautions indispensable in all precision radiometry, the quartz-
iodine lamps and other standards of spectral radiance can be used as secondary standards
of total radiance. They have been used over a very wide range of radiant flux varying from
a few hundred microwatts per cm 2 to 0.3 watts per cm _, and for many different types of
thermopiles, thermistors, solar cells and other radiation detectors. The results have
shown a high degree of internal consistency.
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STANDARDIZAT.IONOF I000 w QUARTZ-IODINE LAMPS _Y_
N. J. Miller and E. I. Mohr - "_
This project was undertaken to formulate a calibration procedure to be used in making _
working standards of spectral irradiance out of regular stock 1000 w quartz-iodine lamps.
Such standards could then be easily provided whenever they might be needed in the work-
ings of the planetary radiations branch.
The calibrations were performed through the use of a Perktn-Elmer model 99 double
pass monochromator. The outpu_from a detector contained within the monochromator
housing was fed into a recorder. When the monochromator was set at a given wavelength,
the spectral energy from a light source produced a visual record and the magnitude of the
recorder pen deflection was proportional to the spectral intensity level of the light source.
This record could then be compared to that of any similar light source for the same ex-
perimental conditions.
The laboratory arrpngement was as is shown in Ftgure B-$3. Three 1000 w quartz-
iodine lamps were chosen to be calibrated against a similar lamp which had been calibrated
as a secondary standard by the i_aflonal Bureau of Standards. Each lamp was mountc -_on
a holder of the same type that the Bureau of Standards supplies with its 1000 w standards,
and the holder was attached to a bench carriage. When the output of a particular lamp was
to be detected, the bench carriage which held the latnp was moved along an optical bench to
a predetermined measurement position. These measurement positions were at locations
such that the output of each lamp produced the maximum response in the detector for a
given monochromator slit to lamp distance. First, each lamp was individually oriented
parallel to and centered on the monochromator slit using the same slit to lamp distance
for all lamps. Then each lamp, in hun, was turned on and its bench carriage was shifted
slightly along the optical bench until the monochromator detector gave the maximum re-
sponse. The position of the bench carriage on the optical bench was noted and this position \
was the position to be used whenever it was desired to detect the output of the lamp mounted
on the carriage. If the slit width of the monochromator, or the slit to lamp distance, or
the monochromator detector was changed, then the lamp alignment procedure was repeated
and the new measurement position was used for the changed experimental conditions.
In order to cover the entire wavelength range for which the secondary standard was
calibrated it was necessary to use more than one detector and nlore than one slit width
with the monochromator. In the wavelength interval from 450 nlh to 2500 nm a thermo-
couple detector was used and for the region from _?0 nm to 600 nm a 1P21 photomultiplier
was used. The monochromator slit to lamp distance was near 50 cm.
The comparisons of spectral lrradiance with the standard lamp were made ou a
wavelength by wavelength basis,alternately detecting the uncalibrated lamp output and the
standard lamp output. After all of the preliminary adjustments necessary for the com-
parisun of a lamp with the standard lamp were made, the monoekromator was set to trans-
mit a particular wavelength og ene_. Then the n__mator and its attendant elec-
tronics were _ such that the recorder pen deflection weadd be near 95_ of full scale
for whichever of the two _ had the higher energy output. The recordi_ chart was
allowed to run 1_ e.nm_h to ensure a clear indication on the chart as to where the in-
tensity level of the iuap should be read. Then the spectral energy output of the remaining
lamp was detected without making an7 further _ts on the monochromator. This
proeeckurewas repeatedatoneh_ waveleqthover the spectra/energy rangeof
the shmdsni lamp. 8eversl lamp comparleoas w_re made at each calibrated wavelenl_th.
The dLtl le presentod In Tsble B.-O.
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Figure B-33-Loboratory arrangement for lamp calibrations.
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Table B-9
Calibration Results
Wavelength Spectral Irradiances, _w/cm 2 -rim
nm Standard Lamp A Lamp B Lamp C
270 0.5838 0.0628 0.0626 0.0656
280 0.0859 0.0996 0.0994 0.104
290 0.130 0.151 0.150 0.158
300 0.187 0.218 0.215 0.227
320 0.357 0.407 0.406 0.426
350 0.820 0.932 0.931 0.960
370 1.27 1.44 1.43 1.49
400 2.21 2.50 2.42 2.45
450 4.41 4.81 4.65 4.84
500 7.37 8.00 7.86 8.06
550 10.7 11.5 11.4 11.6
800 14.2 15.4 15.1 15.4
650 17.5 18.4 18.2 18.5
700 20.2 21.1 21.0 21.3
750 22.2 23.1 23.1 23.3
_00 23.4 24.3 24.3 24.5
900 24.3 25.1 24.9 25.2
1000 23.8 24.5 24.2 24.6
1100 22.4 22.9 22.7 23.0
1200 20.5 21.0 20.9 21.1
1300 18.5 18.9 18.9 19.0
1400 16.5 16.8 16.8 17.0
1500 14.6 14.8 14.8 14.9
1600 12.8 13.0 13.1 13.1
1700 11.2 11.3 11.4 11.4 '.
1800 9.73 9.91 9.82 9.92
1900 8.42 8.54 8.50 8.56
2000 7.28 7.39 7,40 7.41
2100 6.36 6.46 6.54 6.47
2200 5.62 5.71 5.69 5.79
2300 5.01 5.09 5.14 5.12
2400 4.52 4.59 4.58 4.62
2500 4.14 4.21 4.18 4,,25
The total radiance for each of the lamps involved in the calibYation procedure was
calculated through a procedure as described by Thekr,ekara and Mohr.* These results
shown in Table B-10. The spectral data impUed that the total directional outputs for
the lamps tested should be within 1%of each other. This result was verflied by
detecting the lamp outputs with a thermopile which was located at 40 cm from the lamp
filaments. The results are contained in Table B-11.
The chief sources of error are in the lamp alignment, as determined by the meas-
urement position, and the electronic noise which is most significant near the ends of the
measurement interval for a detector. An investigation into discrepancies observed be-
spectral irradiances as measured by a photomultiplier and by a thermocouple led
loper, 1hisdocument
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Table B- 10
Lamp Energy Output
TotalOutput(watts/steradian)
Filament output Envelope output Totaloutput
Lamp
0.245-2.55 _ 2.55-4.65_ 2,85-20_ 0.245-20_
I
QM- 95 70.770 7.262 8.768 86.800
Lamp A 72.837 7.490 8.768 89.095
Lamp B 72.539 7.228 8.768 88.535
Lamp C 73.272 7.316 8.768 89.356
T_•:- n_ II
Thermopile : (, _arisons*
Lamp Response Relative
Volts Response
QM-95 6.707 1.000
Lamp A 6.740 1.005
Lamp B ?..632 0.989
Lamp C 6.812 1.016
Lamp comparisons mode with lamp filaments
at 40cm distance
tothediscoverythatthedeterminationof thelocationof themeasurement positionreferred
topreviouslywas critical.Failuretodetermine a new measurement positionfora lamp
when the monochromator slitwidthwas changed caused errors in thecalculatedspectral
irradianceofas much as 3%. Tests were made which indicatedthattheerrors due to
improper alignmentof thetestlamps withthemonochromator slitincreasedas theslitto
lamp distancewas increased.The electronicnoisenear theend ofa detectorrange was
on theorder of :;%.Smaller sourcesof error came from currentfluctuationswithinthe
lamps and from uncertaintiesinreadingthe recorder charts.An estimateoftheoverall
error inthecomparison is_1.5% withtheprimary contributionsfrom the alignmenterror.
The resultof thecurrentinvestigationhas been toobtaina calibrationprocedure for
working standardsof spectralirradlancewhich can be easilycarriedoutwitha minimum
oferror and complications.
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A PRISMATIC CUTOFF FILTER FOR TRANSMITTING __,
SHORT WAVELENGTHS
M. P. Thekaekara and S. E. Read \ _t
Cutoff filters which transmit radiation of long wavelengths but absorb all short wave-
lengths are commercially available for a wide range of cutoff wavelengths. Such filters
can be readily manufactured by mixing different coloring agents with fused silica or glass.
The coloring agents have the property of selectively absorbing light of wavelength below
a certain maximum. Cutoff filters which transmit selectively short wavelengths, but not
long wavelengths, do not exist since such a result cannot be obtained from chemical prop-
erties of color pigments. These filters are highly desirable. They have many applications
in optics, as for example, for filtering out unwanted orders in grating spectra, for isolating
ultraviolet radiation for specific purposes, for removing the highly intense long wavelengths
from the scattered radiation within monochromators, and for filter techniques in radiom-
etry. In the spectrum of many continuous sources such as that of the sun and of solar
simulator sources, the energy in the UV is very small compared to that in the visible and
IR, and hence measurements in the UV are subject to large errors due to the scattered •
light of long wavelengths.
The property of total internal reflection exhibited by refracting materials can be
: used effectively for selective transmission of UV. Fused silica or quartz which has a high
: transmittance and large variation of refractive index in the UV offers special advantages
for this application. When a ray of light travels from quartz to air, if the incident angle
is greater than the critical angle, the ray of light undergoes total internal reflection. The
critical angle C is related to the refractive index n by the relation sin C = 1/-. The
variation of refractive index and critical angle with wavelength for fused silica, Corning
_ Code 7940, is shown in Figure B-34. For our present investigation we are interested in
a prismatic cutoff filter which transmits effectively all wavelengths below 4450A. The
critical angle corresponding to 4450A is 43 ° - 0'.
i.475
43e-30 _ , NI[FRACTIV_" IN(XX
zo ,.4m
| .,
_ 4s
4_ _-.5' _ 1.461
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FigureB-34.-Refractiveindexandcritical angleoffusedsilica-C_ningcode?940.
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Two quartz rhombs of the same shape as the well-known Fresnel's rhomb (1), are
machined out from rectangular blocks as shown in Figure B-35. The two rhombs are
fused together in optical contact as shown in Figure B-36. It is important that the sides
AE ' and FB' (Figure B-36) be exactly parallel to each other, as also the sides E'F and
AB'. The opposite angles also should be equal, and the two rhombs should be exactly iden-
tical. They are enclosed in a metal box with clear windows at _")posite ends for incident
and emerging light. The inside of the box is painted black for _. sorbing the refracted long
wavelength radiation. The path of a ray of light of wavelength less than 4400A is as shown
in Figure B-36. The dimensions of the sides of the rhombs are not of any significance.
The rhombs may be made of any convenient size, depending on the possible applications
and the availability of quartz of uniform density and refractive index. The degree of toler-
ance for the parallelism of the pairs of opposite sides and for the magnitude of the angle
of the prism is about 1 minute of arc as will be seen from subsequent discussion.
The simplest case we may consider is that of
strictly collimated light incident normally on the front
surface E'F. The light falls on the first refracting
o surface B'F at an angle of incidence 43 °. All wave-
co lengths equal to or less than that for which the critical
_ angle is 43 ° are reflected internally without any loss
of energy. Longer wavelengths suffer partial refrac-
tion and partial reflection. The refracted beam is
absorbed by the walls, but the reflected beam remains
within the quartz and hence affects the sharpness of
the cutoff. The energy in the reflected beam can be
_ computed from Fresnel's laws of reflection (2). The
N laws may be written
d
b- g3
Rs sin (c_ - _') Rp.. tan (_o - _o')
E s sin (_o + _o')' Ep tan (cp + _o')
The symbols E and R mean the amplitudes of
the electric vector in the incident and reflected light,
respectively, the subscripts s and p denote the per-
E _/F pendicular and parallel planes of polarization, _o° and
_0 are the angle of incidence in quartz and angle of
FigureB 35-Quartzchomb refraction in air. If the incident light is unpolarized,
machinedfroma rectangular block, the ratio of reflected energy to il_cident energy is
C-- + x 2
O
The ray of light undergges two reflections in a rhomb, and hence the ratio of re-
flected to incident energy is given by C: .
Values of c2 have been computed for _0' = 43°, refractive index that of fused silica,
Corning Code 7940 for wavelengths above 4450A at intervals of 200A. The results are
presented in Figure B-37, (the curve to the extreme right). They are also given in Table
B-12. Since there are two rhombs, the incident light undergoes reflection at four surfaces,
and hence the ratio of reflected to incident light is C4 . Thus at 5000A the percentage of
reflected energy is 19% and at 6000A it is as low as 8%. The transmittance percentage
is slightly less than this since there is an additional loss for all wavelengths of about 8%
due to the two quartz-air interfaces at entrance and exit.
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Figure B "36-Quartz rhombs in optical contact.
3000 wAvELENGTHiN ANGSTROMS
Figure B.,37_tnternal reflectance _or two reflections in o
o oubie rism of fused silica for angtes of incidence
_3e.sd,han cr;,r.at ong|e 43° (X 4450A).
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Table B- 12
Internal Reflectance for Varying Angles of Incidence
for Two Reflections on the 43 ° Rhomb
43 .. 42-54 42-48 42-30 I 42
3000 1 1 1 1 1
200 1 1 1 1 1
400 1 1 .2123 .7999 .2123
600 1 1 .1616 .3576 .1616
800 1 1 .1501 .3157 .1501
4000 1 1 .1373 .2712 .1373
200 1 .6877 .1275 .2421 .1275
400 1 .52 59 .1203 .2209 .1203
600 .6271 .4323 .1132 .2023 .1132
800 .5052 .3772 .1080 .1894 .1080
5000 .4405 .3392 .1039 .1773 .1039
200 .4115 .3111 .0986 .1688 .0986
400 .3553 .2884 .0960 .1631 .0960
600 .329 .267 .223 .148 .087
800 .307 .2 54 .213 .141 .083
6000 .291 .245 .2_ _ .137 .081
200 .278 .238 .199 .133 .079
400 .269 .233 .197 .131 .078
500 .267 .231 .196 .130 .078
The ideal case of a perfectly collimated incident beam is hardly ever realized in
practice except in the study of stellar spectra. The second rhomb inverted with respect
to the first ensures a high degree of sharpness of cutoff even for a decollimated beam of
light, as may be seen from Figure B-38. Assume that a beam of ligi_t of k = 6000A is
incident on the first refracting surface at 45 ° . It undergoes total internal reflection at
, this surface and the next. But at the third surface the angle of incidence is 41 ° which is
considerably less than the critical angle and hence only a small percentage is reflected.
A further attenuation occurs at the fourth refracting surface. For light incident at angles
greater or less than the angle of the prism, the ratio of reflected to incident energy is
given by C2 , since partial reflection takes place in one rhomb and total reflection in the
other. The compute_: vah, es of C2 for four values less than 43 ° are given in Fig,ire B-37
and Table B-12. The curve for a value 43 ° - 8 is obviously the san_e for a value 43 ° + 8.
The loss _.nenergy is considerably greater than for 43 ° incidence. Thus the effect of
sharp cutoff is ensured also for a decollimated beam. The curves of Figure B-37 also
show that the prismatic cutoff filter makes a decollimated beam more sharply collimated
by selectively refracting the oblique rays.
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Figure B-38-The secondrhombinvertedwith respect to thefirst ensures a
high degree of sharpnessof cutoff.
A slight modification which enhances a great deal the usefulness of the prismatic
cutoff filtvr is to mount the two rhombs separately so that they can rotate by small equal
angles in opposite directions. The position after a slight rotation is shown by the dashed
lines in Figure B-38. Let the incident light be in the same direction as previously. The
angle of incidence at each of the refracting surface° is reduced by the same amount, and
hence the cutoff occurs at a shorter wavelength. For a rotation of 15 minutes the cutoff
changes from 4450A to 3760A as may be seen from Figure B-34. Thus a filter is obtained
with a variable cutoff. Separation of the rhomb . however, causes an additional loss of
about 8% for aJl wavelengths due to the two extra quartz-air interfaces.
Loss of energy due to the path length in quartz is relatively insignificant. Hence
the filtering off of the long wavelengths and the sharpness of cutoff can be increased to
any desired degree by fusing end to end more than one pair of rhombs.
t
In the quartz prismatic cutoff filter we have a means of isolating the short wave-
length end of a spectrum. The instrumez_t can be used for decollimated light. The wave-
; length of cutoff can be changed by rotating the rhombs. The sharpness of cutoff can be
! increased by fusing several pairs of rhombs together.
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SPECTRAL RADIANT FLUX IN THE SOLAR _)
ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
M. P. Theimekara, J. D. Rancourt and S. E. Read
1
INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses five problems investigated by the Summer Workshop in connec-
tion with the measurement of the spectral radiant flux in the Solar Envtronment Simulator.
Two different monochromators were used, beth Perkin-Elmer Model 112 U, one with a LiF
prism and the other with a quartz prism. Three types of detectors were available, thermo-
couple, 1 P 28 photomultiplier tube and lead sulfide phototube.
The sensitivity of the instruments wu measured and the data are presented in graph-
ical form. A new wavelength calibration was made _ sing a large variety of wavelength
standards. Special problems were encountered in extending the spectral range below .3_
to .25_ and above 2.5_, to 4.5#. The datsare presented as tables of wavelengths for drum
counts at intervals of 10 counts.
The mouochromators are used with different slit widths, very narrow slits of 20
width or less when the source is strong and an f/10 mirror is used to focus the light on
the slit and very wide slits of 1. §mm width when the monochromator views the scanning
plate of the 8E8. The effect of the slit width is a major consideration when line sources
are compared with a contimmm like that of the tungsten standard lamp. This effect was
experimentally studied for two mercury lines 2556A and 4046A and for the continuum.
A source of error in the automatic data reduction program of the in-chamber moni-
toring of tile spectral radiant flux in the SES was the subject of another study. This
error arises because of a time lag of about $ seconds between a gain change and a corre-
sponding change in the sJS=_ outp.t
The final section of the paler discusses the results of a comparison between two
major compeUtors for solar simulation, the Hg-Xe arc which is currently used and the Xe
arc which is an alternate possibility. The results are incomplete since ,ue to the diffi-
culties of adapting the automatic data reduction program to this problem, only the UV and
visible regions of the spectrum were scanned. The data were reduced by laborious con-
ventional technique. The results are presented in grap_._l form. The reeull g of a study
on the Hg-Xe spectrum in the wavelength range up to 2.5_, are also presented.
8EN_ OF THE PERKTJ_-ELMER MONOCHROMATOR
The couvenflomd J for measuring the spectral radiant flux of an _ t_n source
consists of nmking two spectrum charts using the unknown source and a standard _ource of
w"Ich the spectral radiant fhm is known with sufficient accuracy. If the two sources are
_ocussed on the slit of the monochromator by the same optical arrangement, and the re-
cordi_ system is the same, the ratio of the signals from the two sources at a given wave-
length setting is equal to the ratio of the spectral radiant flux.
The sen_Uvity of the monochromator may be det:ned as the signal per unit incident
energy. The signal may be in inches of the chart paper, millivolts of the thermopile de-
tector, micrmtmps of the photomulUplisr, or any other convenient units. The relative
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spectral radiant flux of an unknown source can be determined by dividing the signal by the
sensitivity.
As part of the Summer Workshop program, some studies were made on the spectral
sensitivity of two Perkin-Elmer Model 112 U monochromators.
One of these instruments had a lithium fluoride prism and a thermocouple detector.
Its mounting and method of operation have been discussed in detail by N. Zylich(1)who de-
veloped the automatic data processing technique used .#ith this monochromator. Spectrum
measurements are made by first scanning a 1000 watt quartz-iodine standard lamp ant_
then the collimated beam of the solar envirohment simulator. The monochromator is
mounted permanently in a dark room built outside one of the exit windows of the SES.
Light is directed from the vacuum chamber to the monochromator by a sampling flat of
effective area one square foot, and a telescopic combination of quartz lenses.
In the normal mode of operation, signals corresponding to the gain factor of the am-
plifier, the output of the amplifier, and the wavelength setting of the Littrow mirror are
fed to a computer at very close wavelength intervals. A complete scan from 0.26 _ to 3.0
is made in 20 minutes. Data points are generated and recorded at equal intervals of time
every fifth of a second, so that 6000 data points are available for every scan. The recorded
scans of the standard lamp and the SES spectrum are combined by the GSFC IBM 7020/
7094 with stored data on the spectrum of the standard lamp and the wavelength calibration
of the monochromator. The spectral radiant flux of the SES is computed for all the _-t
points, the total energy is integrated and normalized to be equal to one solar constant, and
the data are presented as a histogram giving the energy in each 100A wavelength range.
This automatic data processing technique does not require any prior knowledge of
the spectral sensitivity of the monochromator, since along with each set of scans of the
:_J=.Sa scan of the standard lamp is made, and the signal to intensity ratio is computed
for each data point.
The signal output is also a'_ilable as in ordinary recording spectrophotometers as
a spectrum drawn on a continuous roll of paper. These spectrum charts are helpful for
confirming the accuracy of the computer results. They may also be analyzed in the con-
ventional manner to give the spectral radiant flux on occasions when computer time is not
available, or the problem on hand does not justify the labor and expense of the computer
program.
Spectrum charts of several runs of a 1000 watt standard lamp were available _or a
study of the spectral sensitivity. The deflection of the recorder pen was measured at
close wavelength intervals on these charts. The readings from different ctm.rts were in
close agreement. The spectral radiant flux of the standard lamp was read from a graph
on an enlarged scale based on the NBS data. The reciprocal spectral sensitivity is ob-
• tained by dividing the spectral radiant flux by the corresponding signal. The NBS data
on the standard lamp are in umts of microwatts per (cm2-nanometer); but since the sig-
nal is in arbitrary units (inches of chart paper reduced to a common gain factor 4), the
reciprocal spectral sensitivity is also expressed in arbitrary units.
The slit width for these _ns was 1.5 mm. A iarge slit width was necessary partly
because of the low sensitivity of the thermocouple detector, but mainly because the source
was located 20 ft away from the monochromator L'_the SES. Even _-lth this wide slit, and
using the highest gain setting, at wavelength 4000A the pen deflection was lew, *_m 1/2
inch, and at lower wavelengths, the signal readings did not permit sufficient ,.,.,:uracy.
Hence the source was brought close to the instrument _d the image of the filament was
focuss d on the slit by an f/10 concave mirror. This inc:'eased the sigllal i_7 a factor of
500 and permitted __.curate measurements down to 2560A. The signals in thit_ range were
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converted to the same scale as those measured earlier by comparing t',_echarts in the
4000-10,000A range for the two positions of the lamp. The constancy of the ratio of the
signals oi the two sets of charts showed that errors due to the mirrors and prism being
more fully illumined in the second case are rather small.
Scattered hght in the monochromator proved to be a major problem ._nthe range
below 3000A. Of the total energy of the quartz-iodine lamp, only about 0.02 percent is in
the UV range below 3000A. Since the prism has a relatively high dispersion in this range,
for a given setting of the Littrow mirror the energy due to the corresponding wavelength
band falling on the thermocouple becomes even more insignificantly _mall compared to
, the total light entering the monochromator. Correction for the scattered light was m_de
by two UV transmitting, visible absorbing Corning glass filters 9863 and 5850.
The results are presented in Figure B-39. The y-axis is on a logarithmic scale
since the value ranges from a maximum of 5 to a minimum of 0.03. The general features
of the curve are readily explainable Jn terms of the known ch.qracteri_tics oi the mono-
chromator. The thermopile has practically the same response throughout the range. The
rise of the redprocal sensitivity in the visible and UV is mainly due to the increasing
d'.spersion of the prism. As may _e seen from the wavelength calibration, Table B-13,
discussed in the next section, the increments in wavelength for a rotation of the littrow
mirror of one drum count a', avelength settings of .25, .4, .6 to 1.0_L are respectively
1.4, 6, 23 and 48A. These increments are approximately proportional to the spectral band-
width incident on the d(_ctor for a constant slit width. The product of the wavelength in-
crement for a small rotation of the Littrow mirrow and the reciprocai spectral sensitivity
is nearly the same for the whole wavelength range, except for certain spectral regions
where other effects predominate.
The small humps in the curve at 1.4_, and 1.9_ and the rapid rise beyond 2.5_ are
due to absorption by atmospheric water vapor in the long p_.th iength between the source
and the entrance slit. The hump at .8_ is probably due to the lower reflectance of the
aluminized surface of the wirrors in the monochromator. The rise in the curve at 2.25_
has not yet been explained. This is a range where there is a great divergence betwcen
dtfferen_ scans of both the tungsten lamp and the mercury-xenon lamp.
Spectral sensitivity measurements were made also cn another Perkin-Elmer model
112 U monochromator which had a quartz prism and a 1 P 28 phototube detector. The
phototube voltage was 400 volts and the slit width was 20 _. "the signals were consider-
ably stronger than with the thermocouple detector and the LiF prism. In the wavelength
range below 2700A Corning glass filter 9863 was used to reduce scattered light.
The results axe preeented in Figure B-40. The y-axis is on a linear scale. The
inset shows the range 3400 to 5700A on an expanded scale for the y-axis. The general
features of the curve can be readily explained as due to a combination of the dispersion
of the prism and the spectral sensitivity characteristic of phototubes having S-5 response.
The wavelength calibration of the P.E. quartz monochromator given in Table B-14 shows
the variation with wavelength of the spectral bandwidth seen by the phototube. Data on the
, spectral re3ponso of S-5 surface for equal values of radiant flux at all wave_engthq are
available in literature (2). The L-crease in reciprocal sensitivity in the short wavelength
range is due to the decrease of both the spectral bandwidth falling on the exit slit and the
response of the phototube, and the increase in the long waveleng.h r_._ge at 8000A is due
_| to the response of the phototube alone.
i WAVELENGTH CALIBRATION OF THE SPECTROPHOTOMETERSThe calib'_ation of the two Perkin-Elmer model 1 _2 spectrophotcmeters_ one having• a LiF prism and the other, a fused silica prism, was oroken in_.o3 ranges: UV, visible,
!
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Figure B-40-Reciprocal sens ifivity-Perki n-Elmer model ] ]2 ] P28-55 sur_ce-400 V-quartz prism.
Spectra_ radiant flux per unit signal.
and IR. Interference filters, spectral line sources, and various absorption bands were used
to correlate the wavelength falling on the detector to the reading on the drum which me-
chanically moved the Littrow mirror.
To identify the spectral lines of a given known source such as mercury, the follow-
ing method was used. Two _._ three lines were tentatively identified on the output of the
strip chart, recorder. A wavelength scale was then set up along the intensity axis of the
recorder and the posiUo_s of the identified peaks were plotted on the chart. A line was
sketched between the identified peaks; if the positions of intermediate spectral lines,
whose wavelengths and intensities were obtained from standard tables, fell near the
sketched line, then we were certai_ that our original identifications were correct. On the
other hand if almost all points were very distant from the line and the identification of
many lines was impossible, then we realized that the original tdenUficaUonwas in error.
In the ultraviolet range, the lines of a low pressure Pen Ray mercury lamp were
used to obtain calibration points from 2482A to 3341A. In this range, a 1P21 photomulti-
plier tube with a quartz envelope was used as a detector.
In the visible range, high pressure mercury and mercury-xenon lamps were used.
Since the sensitivity of the lP28 drops very rapidly for wavelengths greater than ab_=t
6000A, a thermocouple detector was used beyond this.
In the infrared range, the lines of a high-pressure mercu:y discharge were identi-
fied out to 19,700A. The lines from a high-power xenon lamp were identified out to
20,262A. Finally, calibrated dielectric narrow passband filters were used to extend the
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Table B-14
Perkin-Elmer !12A - Wavelength Calibration- Quartz Prism
Count I _ I_ I Count[ _ [/x_ I Countl _ I /x_lCount I _ I /x_ I Counti _ I /x_
1220 2488 13 990 2902 24 740 3856 65 490 8570 500 240 23524 527
1210 2501 14 980 2927 25 730 3921 69 480 9070 550 230 24051 521
1200 2505 14 970 2952 26 720 3990 75 470 9620 570 220 24572 515960 2978 26 710 4065 80 460 10190 630 210 25087 510
1190 2529 15 950 3004 28 700 4145 450 10820 705 200 25597
1180 2544 14 940 303}; 29 82 440 11525 685
1170 2558 16 930 3061 30 690 4227 85 430 12210 680
1160 2572 16 920 3091 31 680 4312 90 420 12890 675
1150 2588 16 910 3122 32 670 4402 100 410 13565 675
1140 2604 18 900 3154 660 4502 108 400 14240 665
1130 2622 17 32 650 4610 115!
1120 2639 18 890 3186 33 640 4725 i29 390 14905 655
1110 2657 17 880 3210 33 630 4845 130 380 15560 625
1100 2674 870 3252 34 620 4975 135 370 16185 595
19 860 3,286 36 610 5110 155 360 16780 585
1090 2693 19 850 2;322 39 600 5265 350 17365 580
1080 2712 18 840 3361 42 180 340 17945 580
1070 2730 19 830 3403 44 590 5445 190 330 18525 575
1060 2749 20 820 3447 45 580 5635 212 320 19100 570
1050 2769 21 810 3492 46 570 5847 223 310 19670 565
1040 2790 21 800 3538 560 6070 230 300 20235
1030 2811 22 48 550 6300 280 568
1020 2833 23 790 3586 49 540 6580 330 290 20803 556
1010 2856 23 780 3635 52 530 6910 350 280 21359 549
1000 2879 23 770 3687 53 520 7260 390 270 21908 545
760 3740 56 510 7650 450 260 22453 538
750 3796 60 500 8100 470 250 22991 533 '
range to 2.55 microns on the instrument with a quartz prism, using a quartz-iodine lamp as
a source. More of these filters were available to extend the range to about 2.7 microns, but
in the quartz prism instrument the water absorption was too great to allow m_y light of this
wavelength region through to the detector. A dessicant was placed in this instrument, but
_: no significant improvement was noted.
In the instrument with the LiF prism, it was possible to extend the range to 4.2 mi-
,_ crons. In this case, the water vapor in the 40 cm path between the source and the slit was ml,
enough to give us well resolved water vapor absorption lines and these were easily identi-
_ fled.Cellophaneand polystyrenefilmswere used to obtainmore absorptionlines.Finally,
the carbondioxideabsorptionataround 4.2microns completedthecalibration.
| The LiF prism instrument is now calibrated from about 0.25_ to about 4.3_ while the
quartz instrument is calibrated from about 0.25_ to about 2.5_. Tables B-13 and B-14 give
the calibrations of the instruments.
Several lead sulphide detectors were available for the very near infrar_ d range, but
with the circuits used, their performance was inferior to that of the thermocouple, although
in their range they should normally have a higher signal to noise ratio than thermocouples.
The narrowest slit which gave a good signal to noise ratio was alwRys used. This
was of the order of 8 microns in the ultraviolet range since the lP28 is very sensitive in
this range. In the infrared range, where we used a thermocouple, the use of a wide slit
/
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was necessary. This didnotdegrade our resultssincetheprism resolutionwas much
lessinthisrange. A furtherdiscussionof slitwidth effectscan be found in the
nextsection.
Table B-15 givesa listingofthewavelengthsoftheabsorptionlinesof water vapor,
polystyrenefilm,and carbon dioxidewhich were used forthecalibrationinthe range be-
yond 2.5_. The wavelengthswere obtainedfrom thechartsand tablespublishedby the
Commission on MolecularStructureand Spectroscopy,InternationalUnion of Pure and
AppliedChemistry (3).The wave numbers giveninthetableswere convertedintowave-
lengthswithdue correctionfortherefractiveindexof air. A slitwidthof 50_ was found
to be the most suitable for giving a large number of easily identifiable water vapor absorp-
tion lines. The relative humidity was 40_o • 5% and the temperature 70°F. The path length
in the air was 40 cm.
Table B-15
Lines for Wavelength Calibration in the Infrared
Water Vapor (_) Polystyrene (_) CO 2
,=
2.5324 2.6082 2.735'/ 3.2150 4.2433
2.5363 2.6274 2.8157 3.2375 4.258'/
2.5517 2.6466 2.8285 3.2702 4.2822
2.5652 2.6604 2.8e76 3.3044
2.5759 2.6658 2.8'/24 3.3182
2.5879 2.692"/ 2.901"/ 3.3202
2.5961 2.7020 3.50'/2
For the reduction of data, a computer program was used with partial success. The
first part of the computation employed a curve fitting program already available for the
C.D.C. 160A computer. In the wavelength range below .35_ and above 1.5_the program
was quite satisfactory. In the intermediate range where the dispersion of the prism
changes rapidly with wavelength, the least square solution gave large differences between
observed and computed values, and hence a graphical method was used to determine the
corrections to the computer results. The wavelengths for counts at intervals of 10 were
obtained by a computer program for evaluation of a polynomial.
THE EFFECT OF SLIT WIDTH ON SPECTRAL LINES AND CONTINUUM
The entrance slit of a scanning spectrophotometer does not only affect the amount of
• lightenteringthe instrumentbut alsoaffectsthewidthof theresultingcurve drawn by the
chartrecorder.
Severaltheorieshave been advancedon the effectof changingthe slitby a given
factoron thefinalcurve. To resolvethisquestion,thefollowingstudywas made.
The experimentwas dividedinto2 parts: spectrallinesand spectralcontinuum.
The varioustheoriespredicteddifferentvalues,dependingon thetypeoflightsource,for
theratiooftheareas under the curves drawn by thechartrecorderforvariousslitwidths.
A Perkin-Elmer model 112 spectrophotometerwas used. This instrumenthas ad-
justable ntranceand exitslitswhich are mechanicallycoupled. These are always of
equalwidthand are adjustedby a micrometer screw.
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A mercury Pen-Ray lamp was used as the line source and a quartz-iodine tungsten
lamp was the continuum source. The 4046A and 2536A mercury lines were used because
of their very narrow widths.
Because of the extremely high sensitivity of the photomultiplier tube in this range,
a narrow horizontal slit had to be introduced between the source and the entrance slit to
cut down the light intensity re., hing this detector. This slit was necessary only for the
mercury lamp and was removed when the tungsten source was used. Another precaution
taken was to ensure that no extran_vus light entered the instrumenL Thus, the measure-
ments were made in a darkroom with only low-level incandescent lighting. The overhead
fluorescent lights produced a very large effect, especially when the large slit openings
were used, and hence were turned off during the measurement.
A horizontal slit does not affect the resolution of the instrument since only the ef-
fective base of the prism enters into the equations(4); a horizontal slit does not affect the
effective base. An optical schematic of the instrument is shown in Figure B-41.
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Figure B-41-Op:icol schematicof Perkin,Elmer monochromator.
A traveling microscope was used to correlate the micrometer readings with the
actual slit width. The results of these measurements are listed in Table B-16.
A concave mirror was used to focus the light from the tungsten filament on the en-
trance slit; the mirror had a speed of f/10 which matched that of the instrument. No mir-
ror was used with the mercury source since it already had enough intensity. Also, ff the
mercury source had been focussed on the slit at the large settings, its light would not
have filled the entrance slit.
A few typical profiles of the 2536A mercury line are shown in Figure B-42. The
widths of the lines are 0.47, 1.4, 7.1, and 14.1A for 8, 100, 500, and 1000_, slit widths,
respectively.
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Table B-16
Correlation Between Micrometer Screw and
Measured Width of Entranc_ Slit
Micrometer Measured Micrometer Measured
(microns) (microns) (microns) (microns)
0.0 0.0 500.0 505.5
10.0 0.0 600.0 612.1
20.0 10.2 700.0 703.6
30.0 20.3 800.0 802.6
40.0 30.4 900.0 896.6
50.0 40.7 1000.0 985.5
90.0 83.8 1_.00.0 1087.1
100.0 91.0 1200.0 1186.2
200.0 189.2 1300.0 1278.9
300.0 299.7 1400.0 1374
400.0 408.9 1500.0 1473
50-
14.1A
" I
2O
0 -,j
Figure B-42-Rtcordtr output for the 2536A r',t_cury line for slits widths 8F, I00_, 500p and 1000/_,
at same scanning speed, but orapliflcetion odj_bted to keep tim llne within the scale.
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Streiff and Fe"riso (5) report that for this type of instrument, we should expect a
line width of
A_ --A_ s + AXd F(a)
where
/x_ -- totalspectralslitwidth
A _. = "geometrical"spectralslitwidth
A xd -- diffractionspectralwidth
F(a) = diff'actioncontributionfunction
a = SD/),f
s = ent_ _mce slit width
D = aperture of instrument
= wavelength at which measurement is being made
f = focal length of collimator
The term A), is derived by the above authors from geometrical optics.g
dS.de s__ ]/1.N sin2 S_
AX. =_xS=d--_'d---_ dx dN(8 f
sin _b)
where
N = index of refraction
2_ = apex angle of the prism.
T_s report gives, for a slit width of 100_ at 2536A, a value of 1.1A for A_..
° Under the same conditions as above, a = SD/_f . 4, and, accord|ng to a plot given
'_ by these same authors, the diffraction contribution function F(a) is approximately 0.6.
The factor A_ dis the limit of resolution imposed by the finite size of the prism and by
_, the index of refraction:
d_ I
L A_'d= d-'N"4"_'
where B = base o/the prism.
The value of this factor is given as 0.02A. Hence, the second term in Equation (I) _,s
0.012, which is negligible in this case. Thus, the expected width should be appror.imately
1.1A. The measured width is 1.4A.
When the second term is negligible and since it varies very slowly with wavelength,
we should expect that the width of the spectral line will vary directly with the slit width.
This is true for the results quoted above for the I00, 500, and 1000 # slit widths.
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When, on theotherhand,thediffractioncontributionsterm isnt_tnegligible,we get
a departurefrom thelinearrelation,as ca_,be seen from Table B-16. In allcases with
thesmallestsiR,thesquare oftheslitratiogivesa valuelargerthantheratiooftheareas.
Table B-17 liststhedataobtained,alongwiththecalculatedv,t_ues.An ,_.:arnination
of theseresultsshows thatthearea under a spectrallineobeys,wRhir theexpert.mental
error and when A_.disnegligible,a relation
[ areaundercarvefor slitwidthwI [ wI_2
I
t area under curve for slit width w2 \ w2/
I
In thecase of a continuum,the area under thecurve between two givenwavelength
markers was considered.The regionchosen was that:Lround4046A. This continuum
regionobeys theabove relationqriteclosely,also.
The conclusionthatcan be drawn from thisisthatwhen a spectrum_ composed of
a superpositionoflinesand a continuum,isstudied,a change inthe slitwidthofthe
spectrophotometerwillnotchange therelationshipof thearea under thelinestotheare_. ___
under the continuum,providedthecontributionto thelinewidthdue to theslitis suffi-
cientlylargecompared tothltdue totheothercauses such as diffractionand natural
linewidth.
ERROI_ ANALYSIS OF SES MONOCHRCMATOR SIGNAL OLrrPUT
The automaticdataprocessingsystem attachedtothePerkin-Elmer monochromator
oftheSES has _tprovisionwhereby thegainfactorischanged suitablywhenever the signal
outputtevdstogo beyond thelir.litsofa presetrange. The advantageofthisautomatic
change _sthatthe signalalways remains below themaximum fortherecorder and asso-
ciatedel_.ctronicsand above the lower limR requiredfor accuracyof measurement. How-
ever,thereisa time lagof aboutthree secondsbetween thechange in gainfactorand the
correspondingchange inthe signal.The signaloutputduringthisintervalwhen multiplied ',
by thenew gainfactoryieldserroneousvaluesof thesignal.An attempthas been made to
determinethepercentageerror caused by thistime lag.
FigureB-43 shows the signalsreceivedby thecomputer forthe standardlamp QM
19 in a shortwavelengthrange. The wavelengthshave been obtainedby conversionof
Epsco counts to Angstroms by an approximate formula. The signal strengths have been
plotted for every fourth printout; the values are the product of the signal as given by the
printout and the appropriate gain factor. The three peaks correspond to changes in the
gain factor. The insets show the peaks on an enlarged wavelength scale; they are a plot
of all the data points at intervals of 1/5 second. These show that the signals adjust them-
selves to the changed gain only after an interval of two to three seconds. Figures B-44
and B-45 show two short wavelength ranges in the spectrum chart of the Hg-Xe arc, sim-
ilarly reduced to a un_(orm gain factor. The dashed curve below the peaks and above the
dips indicates what the signal would be ff the response of the recording electronics were
immediate. The automatic data processing program is one that integrates the area under
the curve over intervals of 100A, determines the ratio of the areas of the Hg-Xe and QM
19 mtrves and multiplies the ratio by the spectral irradiance o_ QM 19 in order to give as
the final result the spectral irladiance of the Hg-Xe arc. The computer treats the spur-
ious peaks and dips as genuine, c2using a major source of error.
Table 13-18 gives a list of the percentage error for each of the peaks and dips and
Table B-19 for wide wavelength bands which include the continua. A_ is the area under
the curve of the true signal for a range of 2(J 9rJntouts (four seconds), A= the area under
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Table B- 18
Percentage Error Due to Each Gain Change
Figure Peak or Gain Change AI A A 2-A 1 A2-AI Percent
Dip From To 2 A,
\
B-43 A 15 14 45 56 11 24.4%
B 14 13 94 115 21 22.3
C 13 12 181 236 55 30.4
B-44 A 13 12 18 23 5 27.8
B 12 11 48 54 6 12.5
C 11 10 92 100 _ 8 8.7
D 10 9 180 192 12 6.7
E 9 10 76 62 - 14 - 18.5
F 10 1! 37 32 - 5 -13.5
B-45 A 9 _0 144 127 -17 -11.8
B 10 11 65 52 - 13 -20.0
C 11 12 35 29 - 6 -17.1
! D 12 13 14 12 2 14.3
E 15 14 10 11 1 10.0
F 14 13 24 26 2 8.3
G 13 12 48 51 3 6.3
B-71
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tTable B- 19
Percentage Error Over Wide Wavelength Ranges
Wavelength Range A4-A3 Percent
From To A3 A4 A 3
,,,
21460 23280A 1270 1357 6.85
3560 3690 557 588 5.27
3690 3820 587 568 -3.23
8720 9500 600 562 -6.33
9950 10530 99 105 5.05
the curve of the data as processed by the computer, for the same range, both being for in-
dividual peaks and dips, A 3 the area under the curve of the true signals for a wide wave-
length band, A 4 the area under the curve of the computer data for the same band.
We observe that the percentage error for single gain change may be as high as 30
percent. In an unfavorable case of the same 100A range having a dip in the Hg-Xe curve
and a peak in the QM 19 curve the error in spectral radiance may be as high as 60 percent.
Three methods are suggested for correcting this error:
1. Stop the wavelength drive before each gain change and restart it after an interval
of three seconds.
2. Modify the electronics to reduce the time lag to less than 1/5 second.
3. Change the computer program tn ignore the 15 data points received during the
time lag and substitute for them the arithmetical mean of the data points before and after
this interval.
COMPARISON OF Hg-Xe ARC AND Xe ARC
The relativemeritsofthe mercury-xenon arc and thexenon arc as sources for
solarsimulationhave been studiedby differentlaboratories.Studieson the mercury-
xenon arc have been discussedinearlierReports of theGoddard Summer Workshop Pro-
gram (6).Detailedmeasureme,,tshave recentlybeen made by the Thermal Systems
Branch ofGoddard Space FlightCenter on the spectralradiantfluxof a highintensity
xenon arc. The results have been reported by Gallagher and McIntosh (7). The source
used in these measurements was an Osram lamp with the special collimation system and
IR filter manufactured by Spectrolab Inc., the X-25L solar simulator. The spectrum of
° the unfiltered xenon arc shows a large number of strong lines in the wavelength range
0.7 to 1. IN. The IR filter absorbs a large percentage of the energy in this range, and
renders the spectrum a satisfactory spectral match to the sun.
We were interested iri comparing the spectra o£ the Hg-Xe arc and the Xe arc, both
as modified by the collimating system of the solar environment simulator and both meas-
ured by the same monochrom_tor and recording electronics. It is known that the colli-
mating system of the SES module which has several quartz lenses and reflecting surfaces
modifies to some extent the spectrum of the bare arc, especially in the ultraviolet. Pre-
cise measurements in the wavelength range below 3200A had hitherto been difficult due to
the low intensity of the spectral irradiance standards, the high noise to signal ratio in the
instrument, and the high intensity of the peaks of the Hg lines compared to the intensity of
the tungsten continuum. The 1000 w quartz ioatne lamp became recently available as a ,.
spectral irradiauce standard, and hence the problem became considerably less difficult.
B-72
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The two lamps which were compared were a Hg-Xe high pressure lamp, manufac-
tured by Westinghouse, SAHX-2500-E and a Xenon high pressure lamp, manufactured by
the Osram Co., Germany, XBO 2500W. Both were rated for 2.5 kw. The lamps were
mounted successively in one of the test modules in Building 10. The test module is the
prototype from which were copied the modules of the SES. It had been designed specif-
ically for the Hg-Xe arc, the bulb of which is spherical, with about 6 cm outer diameter,
and which burns with anode down. The Xe arc has an oval shaped bulb, of outer dimen-
sions 7.5 cm length and 5.5 cm width. Further it is meant to operate with the anode up.
The anode of the Xe bulb is cylindrical with a relatively large diameter, 1.6 cm, so that
a relatively greater part of the flux is shielded from the ellipsoidal mirror which forms
the first element in the collimation module. Further the Xe lamp has a greater overall
length, 42 cm, compared to the 25 cm length of the Hg-Xe lamp. Hence a special mount
had to be designed in order to fix the Xe lamp in the module so as to have the arc at the
first focus of the ellipse. Because of these differences in the dimensions and the mounts
of the lamps, the total intensity in the test plane was considerably less for the Xe lamp
than for the Hg-Xe lamp.
It seems quite probable that these differences have little effect on the spectral dis-
tribution of the radiant flux, and that a comparison is meaningful. It is known that the
spectral energy distribution changes slightly as one moves from the center of the test
plane where intensity is maximum towards the periphery. The comparison of the two
sources was made at _e center only. A plane mirror inclined at 45 ° to the vertical was
mounted in the beam to direct the beam in a horizontal direction towards the concave
mirror of the monochromator, and a focussed image was formed on the entrance slit.
The Perkin-Elmer monochromator, model 112, with a quartz prism, was used for
scanning the spectrum. A photomultiplier tube lP28 was the detector. The voltage of
the PM tube was set at 400 volts to ensure that saturation would not occur at the peaks of
the Hg-Xe lines. Tests for linearity of response were made at all the major peaks using
neutral density filters. For the xenon spectrum it was sufficient to make continuous runs
at three different settings of the amplifier. For the Hg-Xe spectrum several runs at dif-
ferent gain settings varying between 5 and 19 were needed in order to bring all the strong ',
lines within scale and at the same time obtain sufficiently strong signals at the continua.
Individual lines were recorded at slow scanning speeds and at suitable gain settings. The
area under the curve was read by a planimeter for each spectral range covered by 10
counts on the drum which rotates the Littrow mirror. As the dispersion of the prism
decreases rapidly in the range of the PM tube, the spectral bandwidth covered by 10 drum
counts increases from 15A in the UV 2500A to about 200A, the orange region of the visible,
6000A.
The area under the curve given by the planimeter and averaged for several charts
was reduced to a common gain setting, and then multiplied by the reciprocal sensitivity
(spectral radiant flux per unit signal) to glve the energy in each of the ranges.
The results are presented as two histograms in Figure B-46. The histogram with a
large number of sharp peaks is for Hg-Xe and the other for xenon. Xenon has a few lines
superposed on the continuum in the range 4400 to 5000A. The half widths of these lines
vary from 8 to 20A. Unlike the Hg-Xe spectrum, these lines contribute less than 5 per-
cent of the energy in the I0 count ranges, and hence the contribution of the lines does not ap-
pear in the histogram. The two histograms have been norw_.lizcd to the same area as the
Johnson curve in the range 2400 to 6000A. The Johnson curve is also shown in Figure B-46
for the purposes of comparison.
These curves should be regarded as a preliminary attempt at comparison of the two
spectra. A limited range of the spectrum which accounts for only 37 percent of the so!at
energy has been studied and hence the normalization procedure is not fully significant.
t B-73 /
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Figure B-46-Comparison of Hg-Xe in module both histogroms normolized to
s(,me area as Johnson curve in rQnge 2400 to 6000A.
The very strong lines of the xenon spectrum are in the longer wavelength range. The
relative strength of the mercury orange doublet 5770, 5790A is perhaps less than that
shown in the graph; this is at the limit of the sensitivity of the PM tube. There seems
little doubt that in the range below 3000A _he xenon spectrum is considerably stronger
than the solar and Hg-Xe sp_-trum. Over the UV and visible range as a whole the xenon
spectrum gives a closer match to that of the sun.
The spectral energy distribution of the mercury-xenon arc in the wavelength range
2500A to 25000A is shown in Figure B-47. Unlike in Figure B-46, the radiant flux has
been integrated for equal intervals of 100A. The Johnson _urve is al_o shown for pur-
poses of comparison. The area under both curves is the same. This curve Js based on
• a spectrum scan made by the Perkin-Elmer monochromator with the LiF prism on the
light emerging from the SES. The spectrum is that of the Hg-Xe 3500 watt arc, as
modified by the collimating module of the SES and further modified by the scanning boom
of the monochromator. The collimated light of the SES falls on a sampling flat of one
square foot effective area, and is reflected towards a relaying system which consists of
two lenses, two reflecting surfaces andan exit window. The slit width was 1.5 ram. The
scan was made rapidly in 20 minutes. During the scan the gain factor was changed auto-
matically about 40 times whenever the deflection of the recorder pen tended to go above
or below a preset range from 2.1 to 8.7 inches. The pen deflection was read at all flexion
points of the curve and at sufficiently close wavelength intervals, so as to give an accu-
rate value for the area under the curve. The observed deflections were reduced to a
common scale of amplification, and multiplied by the _'eciprocal sensitivity for the corre-
sponding wavelength. The total area under the curve was computed in order to determine
the normalization factor required to make the area equal to 134.5 milliwatts per sq. cm.
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Dwhich is the Johnson value for the solar energy in the range .25 to 2.5 _. All values of
spectral radiant flux were multiplied by this factor, and the energy in each 100A range
was computed.
The final curve shown in Figure B-47 is essentially similar to those published in
literature. The wavelength resolution is co,,biderably less and hence many discrete lines
in the neighborhood of 10000A and 17000A are _hown as one broad peak. A detailed com-
parison between this curve obtained by a manual data reduction method and a similar one
based on the same Perkin-Elmer chart and reduced by the computer (1) shows that the
peaks occur at the same wavelengths. There are a few significant differences in the
relative heights of the peaks, which are probably due to the source of error discussed
on page B-69.
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SPECTRAL TRANSMITTANCE OF JARRELL-ASH _)
MODEL 89--000MONOCHROMATOR
H. H. Hoehn and S. M. Shapiro _
INTRODUCTION
If one has a spectral standard source and desires a spectral caubration of a light
detector, the radiation from the source has to be split into its wavelength components
and the response of the detector vs wavelength recorded. A monochromator is used to
separate the wavelengths. Tht, will introduce an element into the system which will de-
crease the amount of light striking the detector. For a valid calibration of the detector
it is necessary to know the percentage of light loss for each wavelength when passing
through the monochromator.
Little work has been done on measuring the transmittance of the monochromator,
because so far as normal spectroscopic use is concerned, there is Httle need for knowing
light loss in the spectrometer, provided it is low enough for light to be detected at the exit
slit. One article which dealt with our problem (1) was discovered. This served as a
guideline for our work.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The output current from a photomultiplier (P.M.) tube can be written as:
z = c(k) r(k) T(k) P(k) (1) \
where r(k) represents the power output of the source; T(_), the transmittance of the
monochromator; D(k), the spectral sensitivity of the detector, and C(k), the other con-
stants of the system, such as solid angle effects and lens losses. If two monochromators
are used in series for a given source and detector, the transmittance of either instru-
ment can be measured. A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Figure B-48.
Flirt* B-48-Expedmntolonmliemlmttbrdetemlnln9Ike
tmmitm_ d • _.
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The detector is first placed in position A and current I. -_hich is proportional to
the light entering spectrometer nc. 2, as recorded. This current is shown as:
I1--CQ,)P(_)T1 (_)D()_). (2)
where TI(4)isthelightlostinpassingthroughspectrometerno. I. Next,the detectoris
settopositionB,and current 112is recordedas:
I12 --C(h) P(_) T1(_) T2 (_) D(_), (3)
T 2 (4) being the transmittance of spectrometer no. 2. This is found by taking the ratio
Equations (3) to (2):
II----L2: T2(_). (4)
I1
In this experiment the spectr_, tx':_nsmittance of a Jarrell-Ash Model 82-000,
0.Sm, Ebert mounting, elects'it drive scanning Monochromator was measured from 2000A
to 6000A. The primary monochromator was the McPhersov Model 225 Monochromator
with 1.0m scanning. The gratings in both monochromators are 600 lines/mm, but the
McPherson has a bipartite _oncave grating, and the Jarreil. Ash a plane grating. The
reciprocal linear dispersion of the former is 16.7/mm, while that of the latter is 33A/mm.
Since the slits on tl,', McPherson were set at 200#, we had ,_bandwidth of 6.7A. Because
of the narrow bandpass, . _ corrections were needed to be ra,_<_-to compensate for this.
Fhe source used fo," the visil:le range, 3000-60C0A, -_:.:_a G.E.-microscope-
illumination lamp consisting of a glass enclosed tungste_ _.f_!:iment. From 2000-4000A,
a deuterium source manufactured by Bausch and Lowb _va_ _vallable. The incandescent
source was mounted in an air-cooled light box and fo,'t;scd on the slits of the McPherson
by a 4-element quartz-CaF lens. The monochron_t_: ;_:tm was then focused on the
entrance slit of the Jarrell-Ash by a similar Qua:t_ _aF lens. The slit width on the
Jarrell-Ash was set at lmm so the entire beam entered the spectrometer. A rectangular
stop, 7/16 in. × 1/2 in., was placed over the lens between the two spectrometers so the
long dimension was vertical. This was necessary tv reduce the size of the incoming
beam so the Jarrell-Ash grating was Just filled. This insured that no light was lost on
any of the baffles. This same precaution will have to be taken when the Jarrell-Ash is
used as part of a calibration procedure in order for the following results to be valid:
The photomultiplier tube used was an EMR 541-D-05M (serial no. 6594), with a
• sapphire window, and operated at 1915 volts. To illuminate the same portion of _ cath_
ode, a cover with a 3/13 in. square opening (slightly larger than the light beam), was
placed over the circular cathode. Tl,e cathode w_m positioned 2-15/32 in. from the slits
when in positions A and B. At both these position,; all of the light entered the opening
in the P.M. tube aperture.
Figure B-49 shows the _pparatus used in a typical test setup to measure Iz2.
The ammeter was a Kiethly 610BR Electrometer which wan f,_d to a Leeds and
Northrup strip chart recorder. These currents were read off the chart alter each run.
Photo-currents were recorded every 50 Angstrom units. Tl_e power supply for the PM
tube was a Kiethly _42 Regulated High Voltage Supply. The Instruments and the light
source were connected to a Sorenson A.C. Voltage Regulator.
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IA pair of runs, measuring the photo-currents Iz and Iz2, determined the trans-
mittance of the monochromator. After a 1.5 hour warm-up time for both the source _nd
the P.M. tube, the currents were recorded consecutively.
RESULTS
A criterion on which the validity _f our results are based, is reproducibility. This
i was established for the P.M. tube by repeating runs with the tube remaining in a given
! position. The four current readings at a given _. setting ,,_re within 3'_ of each other.
Next, we determined the reproducibility of the experimental arrangement. Between runs,
with the visible source, we dismantled the apparatus and reassembled and re-all_ed the
optics. This was repeated for each of the five trta_'J in the wavelength range 3000-6000A.
The average was then taken and the average deviation calculated. The next check wu in
the wavelength region of 3000-4000A, and since reproducibility was previously established,
all but the P.M. tube remained in a given position while the tube was moved from position
A to pos!flon B. Three trials were run in this wavelength rang_ and the average along wi:h
the average deviation was calculated.
The result of the trials, the &verage values, and the average deviations are given in
Tables ]3-30 and B-21. Figure B-50 shows a plot of the average transmission values from
3000 to S800A.
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Table B- 21
Transmittance (%) of Jarrell-Ash 0.5 Meter Monochromator
McPherson Slits 200_, Jarrell-Ash lmm
Source - Deuterium Continuum (Sylvania)
Trial Trial Trial _ T Ave. Trial Trial Trial % T Ave.
I H HI Ave. Dev. _ I II HI Ave. Dev.
4000 19.28 19.05 19.60 19.31 .193 2950 24.42 24.54 25.27 24.74 .350
• 3950 19.39 18.82 19.95 19.39 .377 2900 24.21 24.47 25.13 24.60 .350
3900 20.50 19.94 20.73 20.39 .300 2850 24.16 24.13 24.02 24.10 .057
3850 21.95 21.94 22.60 22116 .290 2800 23.93 23.80 24.45 24.06 .260
3800 23.00 22.67 23.44 23.04 .270 2750 23.49 23.49 24.19 23.72 .310
3750 23.61 23.50 24.20 23.77 .287 2700 22.90 23.08 23.75 23.24 .337
3700 23.89 23.71 24.40 23.97 .287 2650 22.34 22.69 23.22 22.75 .313
3650 24.00 24.01 24.61 24.20 .267 2600 21.87 22.01 22.71 22.20 .343
3600 23.30 23.34 23.86 23.50 .240 2550 20.89 21.37 22.00 21.42 .387
3550 23.15 22.97 23.65 23.26 .263 2500 20.42 20.52 21.10 20.68 .280
3500 23.35 22.65 23.62 23.21 .370 2450 19.40 19.57 20.07 19.68 .260
3450 23.60 23.30 24.09 23.66 .283 2400 18.27 18.58 18.93 18.59 .223
3400 24.45 24.03 25.00 24.49 .337 2350 17.01 17.11 17.57 17.21 .220
3350 25.16 25.11 25.86 25.41 .333 2300 15.48 15.84 16.17 15.83 .233
3300 25.55 25.34 26.13 25.67 .303 2250 13.94 14.20 14.71 14.28 .283
3250 25.85 25.42 26.25 25.84 .280 2200 12.53 12.57 13.13 12.74 .257
3200 25.95 25.88 26.48 26.07 .240 2150 10.92 11.21 11.70 11.28 .283
3150 25.80 25.72 26.63 26.05 .387 2100 9.35 9.67 10.00 9.73 .217
3100 25.34 25.47 25.73 25.51 .143 2050 7.62 7.86 8.16 7.88 .237
3050 24.70 24.89 25.69 25.09 .397 2000 6.10 6.48 6.77 6.45 .233
3000 24.60 24.80 25.19 24.86 .217 1950 4.00 4.19 4.66 4.28 .250
DISCUSSION
The fact that the results are independent of the source can be seen from the data
for the 3000o4000A range, where the transmittance values determined by two different
light sources are in good agreement. The results of the transmittance near 3000A, using
the incandescent source, are low because in this region the dark current is a significant
percentage of the total signal. This is true because the wavelength cutoff of the glass
enclosure is near 3000A. Failure to make accurate corrections for the dark current
results in erroneous values for the transmittance. The low values of the transmittance
at the 2000A end of the spectrum are due to absorption of the silicon monoxide coatings
_ of the mirrors and gratings, the absorption of air, and absorption of the lamp envelope.
i It is evident from Table B-20 Trial IV, that the results are independent of the detector.Th tr al was taken with a diffe ent phototube EMR 541-D-05M, (Serial no. 6592).
i Since all the light entered the slit of the Jarrell-Ash and none hit the baffles, the
i light losses are due to reflections and scattering at the mirror and gratings (2). Lightis also lost because of distribution into different orders.
Ji The maximum transmittance is in the neighborhood of 3200A. This is the portion
of the spectrum for which the grating is blazed. The narrow peaks at 4800A and 5350Aare due to anomalies in the rulings of the grating.
l The major source of error is the reposltioning of the system elements after eachtrial or run. This is evident because the error in the 3 runs with the invisible source,
1
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in which only the PM tube was previously moved, is less than the error in the runs with
the visible source, in which the experimental equipment had been previously completely
disassembled. After a sufficient warm-up time, fluctuations in the lamp output were in-
significant to cause a large error in transmittance determination.
CONCLUSIONS
Figure B-50 illustrates the spectral transmittance of the Jarrell-Ash Model 82-000
monochromater from 2000A to 5800A. However, in order to utilize these results for cali-
bration of light detectors, care will have to be taken to insure that the grating is just filled
with light (no light hitting any of the spectrometer baffles). For a precise calibration,
using Equation (1), P(_) will be known since it is a standard source. Knowing T (_), the
geometry of the system, and transmittance of the lens, V(_) can be calculated. Conversely,
the procedure can be reversed to calibrate a source by measuring the outputofa calibrated
detector, measuring the geometry of the system, transmittance of the lens, and knowing
T(X).
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INFRARED REFLECTANCE SPECTRA OF IGNEOUS ROCKS, _r _
TUFFS AND RED SANDSTONE FROM 0.5 TO 22 MICRONS
W. A. Hovis, Jr. and W. R. Callahan
Total reflectance measurements on a number of igneous rocks and other minerals
indicate that reststrahlen features may be of use as a remote probe into the nature of the
surface of the moon and planets. Varying particle size introduces effects such as re-
duced spectral contrast and in some cases a n_w feature that could lead to confusion in
identification unless particle size is known. Short wavelength reflectance measurements
are seen to offer a method of determining particle size by remote measurements.
INTRODUCTION
Of basic interest to a program of planetary exploration is the surface composition
and condition of the planetary body. Infrared analysis offers a promising tool to carry
out such an investigation. Although thermal emission analysis seems to be the only fea-
sible method of study from an orbiting vehicle, the present study has involved reflection
measurement_ on igneous rocks and other minerals thought likely to provide basic infor-
mation about planetary surfaces. The experimental arrangement used herein measured
reflectance over 2_ steradians with little heating of the specimen. This indirect, but ac-
curate method of determining emissivity, permitted higher spectral resolution than is
possible in thermal emission unless the specimen is very hot.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
\
An attempt has been made during sample preparation and measurement, to approx-
imate the natural state of the materials under investigation. Solid surfaces were not
polished but were used in a freshly fractured state. The samples with smaller particle
sizes were prepared by crushing and then sifting through a series of graded sieves. In
this way samples were prepared with particle sizes ranging from 2-4 mm to less than
0.058 ram. Most of the plotted curves contain results for four particle sizes; a solid
sample, 1-2 mm, 0.105-0.25 mm, and less than 0.038 mm. For many samples, meas-
urements were also made at intermediate sizes, but these four sizes were found to be
representative and results pertaining to other sizes have been omitted to avoid over-
crowding of the composite figures.
In the 0.5-2.5 micron wavelength region, the total reflectance of the specimens was
measured with a Beckman DK2A spectrophotometer equipped with a total reflectance at-
tachment. Measurements from 2.5-22 microns were carried out on a Cary Model 90
double-beam spectrophotometer equipped with the prototype total reflectance attachment
described by White (1).
RESULTS
It might be recalled that igneous rocks are often described by terminology based
on the SiO_ content. SiO= is considered the 'acidic' oxide in these rocks, which may be
divided into the foUowing categories:
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ultrabasic: less than 45% SiO2, e.g., Dunite
basic: 45- 53% SiO 2 , e.g., Basalt
intermediate: 53-65% SiO2, e.g.,Syenite
acidic: above 65% SiO2, e.g.,Granite
Acidic rocks are rich in light minerals such as quartz and potash feldspar, while basic
rocks are richer in ferromagnetic materials.
Figures B-51 to B-54 contain reflectance measurements for four different igneous
rocks which range from the acidic rock, granite, to the ultrabasic, dunite. These spectra
indicate the changes in reflectance as the material is reduced from a solid, freshly frac-
tured sample to a sample in which the particles are below 40 microns in diameter.
It has been suggested that tektites originate from the lunar surface. Figure B-55
displays the reflectance spectrum of a S.E. Asia tektite while Figures B-56, B-57 and
B-58 provide the spectra of two turfs and a red sandstone. The turfs are quite similar at
shorter wavelengths but Tuff 6 shows restst_ahlen features at 9 microns and 20 microns
that are absent in the other tuff.
Figures B-59 to B-62 are composite curves constructed from the respective meas-
urements on the first four materials listed in the figures. These composites are collated
for various particle sizes. These curves provide an idea of the complexity introduced
when several materials lie within the field of view of the spectrometer.
In order to verify the actual spectrum for composite samples, Figure B-63 displays
the reflectance spectra obtained when equal parts by volume of the four igneous rocks,
granite, basalt, serpentine and dunite were mixed. These curves follow closely the spec-
tra predicted from composites based on the measurements of the individual materials. A
solid sample composed of these four rocks has not yet been constructed.
Figure B-64 is a composite figure that shows the 7-15 micron region for the vari-
ous samples. This display is primarily intended to show an effect noticed in this work.
For many materials, especially quartz, granite, dunite, the turfs and the sandstone, when
the particle diameter is reduced below 100 microns, a new reflectance feature begins to
appear at longer wavelengths. For a material such as quartz, when the particle diameter
is reduced below 40 microns, this peak is stronger than.the original reststrahlen feature.
For these four spectra a curve is included that describes the spectrum when the particle
size was reduced considerably below 40 microns by means of extended grinding. For
quartz, the new feature continued to be enhanced while the other reststrahlen features
continued to diminish. For sandstone and dunite, the new features remained approxi-
• mately constant.
In order to test if this effect was due to selective filtering, Figures B-65 and B-66
contain the reflectance spectra of high purity fused natural quartz and that of synthetic
quartz. The persistence of the long wavelength feature in the finely powdered sample for
both of these materials indicates that the effect is not one of selective filtering. It may
be noted that the synthetic quartz, due to its manufacturing process_ shows much stronger
water of hydration features at 6.35, 2.7, 2.) and 1.4 microns than does the fused G.E.
quartz, while the reflectance for the fused quartz is much higher in the shorter wave-
lengths at small particle sizes.
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CONCLUSIONS
This work confirms the general observation that the contrast of the reststrahlen _ga-
tures decreases as the particle size of _e sample is reduced. Figures B-51, B-58, B-65
and B-66 show this general effect. The sharpest decrease in refl,_ctance at the reststrahlen
wavelengths usually occurs between the solid sample and tlmt in which the particle size
is between 1.2 ram. The decrease is not too marked between a 1-2 mm sample and that
with a particle size of 0.105-0.250 ram, but this is often followed by another sharp de-
crease in reflectance when the particle size is reduced below 38 microns. Since there
is a considerable likelihood that the lunar and martian surfaces are quite dusty, spectralI
contrast will probably b,' rather low.
One exception noted is dunite where there is a rise in the reflectance at the rest-
strahlen wavelength when the particle size is reduced from 1-2 mm down to 0.105-0.256
ram. This may be a selective filtering effect.
This work also confirms the observation (2) that the _unda.mental Si-O vibration
near 10 microns shifts with the type of igneous rock. The composite of Figure B-61
shows this shift. For granite, an acidic rock, and for quartz, this feature occurs near 9
microns, while for the ultrabasic material dunite, this peak occurs near 10.7 microns
This effect has been suggested as a test for the general type of m, terial occurring ov
the surface of the moon. Our observations confirm the possibility but suggest that the
situation is highly complex, especially when in actual observation from earth by a ' 1e-
scope or from an orbiting, soacecraft, more than one sample will lie in the field of view
of the spectrometer, and different particle sizes will be present for each rock. Figure
B-65 shows the effect for composite samples of various igneovs rocks when the particles
are of one size, alone. Such composites suggest that the Si-O shift may be washed out by
the presence of several igneous rocks with various particle sizes in the spectrometer's
field of view. Obviously this problem would be greatly re_:ed in analysis performed
after soft landing.
The effect which produces _tnew reflectance feature when the particle size of many ,
rocks is reduced below 100 microns will also complicate this acidic vs. basic test. As
Figure B-64 showed, a finely powdered granite dust will appear quite similar to a basic
rock, and if a basic rock were also present, the composite curve would appear to peak
at the longer wavelengths indicative of an ultra-basic surface. The average shift toward
longer wavelengths for the materials measured in this work was 2.3 microns, _hnost
identical with the total shift of the Si-O vibration between acidic and ultra-basic materials.
A finely powdered acidic surface might be classified as dun:te. This mistaken identity
might be avoided if a scan is also made in the 1-4 micron region of the spectrum where
the much higher reflectance of finely powdered samples might help distinguish the dust
from solid samples.
On almost all of the curves will be noted the water of hydration f_atures at 6.35, 2.7,
2.2 and 1.4 microns. In some cases, such as in tektites, this amount presently lies beyond
tht_ limits of geological _talysis. Work has begun to calibrate these features for use as a
sensitive probe, of waters of hydration on planetary surfnces. The water of hyr_ration fea-
ture in tektites is the smallest observed in any natura'ty occurring material. _
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!THE GRAVITY REFERENCE SYSTEM
S. M. Shapiro
INTRODUCTION
The proo_e u concerning this phase of the Summer Workshop was twofold:
1. To determine the reliability and usability of the mercury-oil pool; and
2. Evaluation of Building 7 concerning vibrations and their affect on the pool.
More time was spent on the latter problem since in order to do any reliable investigao
tions into the mercury-oil pool, it is necessary to obtain the most stable conditions
possible.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: EVALUATION OF LOCATIONS
A given mercury-off pool was usecl with the monochromatic Hilger-Watts TA-S
autocolUmator mounted vertically on the specia_ designed stand. The mercury-oil
pool (1) consisted of a lucite block with the center hollowed out to a depth of 1.9§ inches
and a diameter of 8.0 inches (Figure B-67). Enough mercury was poured into the con-
tainer so it Just covered the bottom. The meniscus of the mercury approached the curved
walls of the container. Molvac A Silicon oil was poured over the mercury. The depths of
the fluids were: Mercury - .125 in.; and Oil - .25 in.
h
/
-- ¥
, It_ _ pWl le mmmlmlIImHIIlw-lt_h TA-SmmDcolllmmar,in a vertical
position,_ rigidly by • maellveUl_erdlteml. To Ihe left Is the elec-
I_ntcnvlldetectorofIheoutocolliaeter.
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The TA-5 autocollimator, according to factcry specifications, has a 100 arcsec
range with a repeatability of 0.01 second and an accuracy of 0.1 second. The output of
the electronic readout was connected to a strip chart recorder; either the Hewlett-
Packard Sanborn model or the Brush recorder.
Calibration was pet:formed by changing the autocollimator by 1 second and noting
the displacement on the recorder. Several 1 second movements were performed and an
average taken. Since stability was not obtained at a given angular setting, a straight line
was drawn through the markings on the recorder that the experimenter felt represented
the dc level.
The mercury-oil pool was placed in the area to be tested and allowed a half hour
to stabilize. Turbulence was decreased by covering the mercury-oil with a plate glass
window and placing a tube over the air column between the mercury and the autocolli-
mator. Readings were taken for various times while cautions were taken to reduce vi-
brations. Angular excursions were read directly from the chart paper by finding some
mean displacement from the dc average.
All readings were taken in the basement of Building 7. Readings were taken in the
Spacecraft Alignment Facility (SAF) located in test cell 029. The SAF is resting on a
300,000 lb. seismic block supported by 20 springs. The loading blocks were positioned
at:
N-S block: 4.4 units
E-W block (1): 5.9 units
E-W block (2): 6.4 units
Tests were made on the southeast corner of the block. In addition to the short time read-
ings, an overnight run was made and the relative vibrations of the building compared.
Tests for stability were conducted in Room 005, both on the granite block and on the metal
table.
Another series of tests was made in Room 006, the VOB room, on the alignment
block. In this location attempts were made using different materials as a base for the
mercury-oil pool to dampen out vibrations:
1. The pool was placed on some sand. In a rectangular container, the bottom was
covered with sand, a layer of paper placed over the sand, then another layer of sand,
paper, more sand, and finally a layer of paper. The mercury-oil pool was placed on top
of the paper.
2. A 1.0 inch thick sponge pad.
° 3..25 in. sponge pad: the species used as packaging material.
RESULTS
The results of the above testing procedures are given below and in Figure B-68.
The two numbers in column 2, Table B-22 refer to the minimum and the average peak
to peak excursion in arc seconds as indicated by the chart recorder. The average value
is near the maximum, but there are several pulses observed whose peak to peak excur-
sion is greater than the average value. The ranges are given along with the frequency
values because the frequency of vibration varied.
B- 104
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Table B-22
Results of Stability Tests at Various Locations in Building 7, GSFC
Location (p-p) arcsec. Frequency
SAF
day .4 - 1.8 1 _ 2 cps
night .2- .5 1_ 2cps
oo5 I
Metal Table .3 - .9
Granite .7 - 1.5 3 ",, 4 cps -
VOB
Hg on floor .3 - .7 2 -- 4 cps
Hg on Sand .2 .5 2 _ 4 cps
' Hg on 1" sgonge .3 - .6 2 _- 4 cps
Hg on 1/4" sponge
I Day .2- .6 2_ 4cps
Night .2- .5 2~ 4cps
!
These results show that the VOB room is the quietest of tile areas tested. We also
revealed that the granite block has a vibration frequency of 3-4 cps. A further investiga-
tion of this vibration by use of an accelerometer revealed a frequency of 4 cps. Integra-
tion of the output gave us an amplitude of the vibration = 40 microinches.
_ B-105 ,_
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The tests i_ the SAF showed a dependence with time of day on the vibration level.
As expected it is quieter at night when there is less activity in the building. In the VOB,
there is little difference between the various absorbing materials.
An overnight test (17 hours) was made with the .25 in. sponge absorber. This re-
vealed the fluctuation from the dc level observed in all tests in addition to an oscillatory
drift of the dc level with amplitude of 1.5 second and period of 16 hours. Another run for
40 hours was made to repeat the above observations. This however revealed no dc drift.
The only major change in conditions was that in the 17 hour run, the LTOF was operating,
and in the 40 hours test, the LTOF was off. Since the dc shift was not repeated, it was
felt that an unusual situation may have been caused by vibrations from the compressors.
DISCUSSION
A question which arises, since ", _,are seeing relative motion, is whether the motion
observed is that of the mercury or tl_=.Lof the autocollimator. This is answered by auto-
collimating off a rigid mirror. This yieldv a strai_,ht line on the chart recorder which
suggests either a stable condition or rigid motion, "both the autocollimator and the mir-
ror. A further qualitative test to determine rigidity of stand and autocollimator was the
"gentle tapping" of the autocollimator and its stand, noting the angular change. This test
yielded very little angular change and thus it was concluded the autocol"-imaior was rela-
tively rigid and most of the motion was that of the mercury in attempting to keep its
gravity level.
The basic conclusions were that the stablest place for testing the mercury-oil pool
is on the block in the VOB room (006). The amplitude of the 3 or 4 cps vibrations varies
from .3 to .7 arcsec, peak to peak, and with an absorbent material under the mercury
pool; this can be reduced to a range of .2 to .6 arcsec.
RELIABILITY AND USABILITY OF THE MERCURY-OIL POOL
Research into the use of the mercury-oil pool as a gravity reference was begun
last year by the summer workshop. A description of the pool is given by Thekaekara
and Appler (1). Essentially, the same pool was used; instead of the ashtray as a con-
tainer, lucite blocks were available with a hollowed out portion whose contours were
similar to that of the ash trays used previously.
In order for reliable work to be done, a stable area should be available to test the
mercury pool. However, this ideal condition cannot be attained with available facilities.
Thus we had to be content with present conditions and develop methods to dampen the
• vibrations of the mercury.
How flat is the mercury surface and how does the flatness depend on the diameter
of the pool? Because mercury does not wet most surfaces, a negative meniscus is
formed where the mercury comes in contact with the vertical walls of the solid vessel.
This will affect the surface of the mercury in the neighborhood of the edges of the pool.
One quick test of the surface is a visual test. If the surface is not flat, the quality of the
image will be poor.
Rationalization of the flatness of the surface is obtained by consideration of the
forces acting on the surface. Far away from the edges of the pool, the only horizontal
force is the surface tension, which is equal in all directions and thus the surface ten-
sion forces cancel one another out. Since we can assume that the pressure is constant
over the surface of the mercury, the surface should be flat because there are equal
B-106
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vertical forces acting on the surface (2). A rule of thumb used by astronomers is that a
circle, about the center of the vessel, whose diameter is equal to the radius of the vessel
can be considered flat (3).
Theoretically, the surface would be flat if it were stable. However, we don't have
stability, and motion of the surface is measured with the autocollimator.
The following are a list of ideas to reduce the surface vibration of the mercury:
1. A definite need is to check the various sized containers for the mercury-oil
pool. It would seem that with a larger container, waves would not travel to and fro as
quicldy and would dampen out before being reflected.
2. Effect of the depth of the mercury and oil on surface vibrations should be studied.
3. Increasing the pressure on the mercury surface, either by compressing the air
above the oil, or by using a large oil layer, should cause a damping of the surface waves
since this will impede any up and down motion of the mercury. There is a question raised
as to how this will affect the gravity reference.
4. Floating a smaUer mercury-oil pool on a large pool will dampen motion v .bin
the smaller pool If the smaller pool is resting on the surface of the mercury in the
larger pool, any motion imparted to the larger pool will disturb the smaller pool. The
oil in the larger pool which wets the outer surface of the smaller vessel, will tend to keep
the latter in its position and oppose any motion of the vessel. The density of the vessel
for the smailer pool has to be low so the weight of the fluid displaced in the larger pool
will be greater than the weight of the vessel, mercury, and oil of the smaller pool in
order for the latter to float.
5. A magnetic field can be used to dampen vibrations (4). Since mercury is con-
ductive, by placing the pool in a magnetic field, eddy currents will be induced in the mov-
ing fluid. The force resulting from this current will be such as to oppose the motion of
the mercury. A main problem is the engineering in order to get a field of proper size,
uniformity, and direction.
6. Instead of changing t_e mercury, it is possible to rectify the output so it will
exhibit an average, or the dc level. Any shift in the surface will result in a displacement
of the dc level.
7. It is also worthwhile to test the results when the mercury is poured Into a silver
or platinum container; one whose surfaces will be wet by the mercury.
The above experimental suggestions should be performed in quiet surroundings in
order to get reliable quantitative data.
A theoretical analysis of the motion of the mercury and the propagation of surface
waves as a function of the depth of the mercury and diameter of the pool would be useful.
_ B-lOT i
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ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF , ___
THE ROSMAN I ANTENNA • ._
M. A. Oien
R was the purpose of this project to determine m_lytically the dynamic response
of the Rosman I antenna to mechanical disturbances incurred while tracking a satellite.
This task proved to be too large to be completed by the project group in the time allotted.
A large amount of useful work has been done, however, and it is expected that the Goddard
staff working on the project will be able to successfully complete the analysis. The major
part of the _:mmer was spent in tabulating data necessary for use in the analysis. Models
of several substructures of the antenna were successfully analyzed yielding information
needed for the synthesis of a complete model. A complete model was assembled. The
analysis of this model is incomplete, however, and is to be continued by the Godderd staff.
It is expected that this model will yield useful results.
Rosman I is an X-Y mounted, ground based antenna having an 8S-foot diameter
parabolic reflector. A quadruped structure supports the radio signal receiving elements
at the focus of the parabola. Dm'ing tracking the dynamic response of the structure
causes the reflecting surface to deviate from a true parabola and the receiving elements
to be displaced from the focus of the parabola. These effects cause distortion of the re-
ceived signals and limit the tracking _.ccuracy of the antenna. For an overall systems
analysis it is desired to find a transfer function relatl_ these distortions to the input to
the servo unit controlling the movement of the antenna.
To perform the analysis "A Digital Program For Static And Dynamic Analysis Of
Complex Structures" developed by the Martin Space Systems Division wu used. This
program, written for a high speed digital computer, utilizes a matrix-force method using \
an element matrix technique. A truss structure such as the Rosman I antenna is simu-
lated by a number of simple structural elements connected at grid points. Each of the
elements carries one characteristic load (tension, _rsion, bending or shear) and one cor-
responding deformation. Compliances are specified relating the deformation to the loads
in the elements. A set of primary elements conlpriaing a determinate structure is chosen
and additional elements are classified as redundants. Vector unit loads are applied at the
grid points to define the degrees of freedom. These include both translations (forces) and
rotations (moments). Vectors defining any externa, loads must also be applied at the grid
points. Equations are written establishing equilibrium between the internal loads in struc-
tural elements, unit loads defining degrees of freedom, and external loads at the grid points.
Since there are redundants in the structure, cor,_d_bility conditions must also be met.
These are obtntned through application of the principle of virtual work. Having established
the structural model and the required equations, the p_ is able to effect a static
w.lysts, computing the loads and deflections throu_ont the model due to the externally
applied static loads.
The dynamic analysis _ b_ed on a modal method. Due to the presence of damping
it is an appxw_mate method. The mass properties of the antenna structure are lumped
at the grid points of the model. Normal modes are calculated for the undamped system
and the equations of motion are transformed into normal coordinates. Viscous damping
is then specified for each mode, and the external time depen4ant loa_s, simulating the
drivlng forces o_lied by the servo unit duri_ tracking u a@plied at grid points of the
model are developed into generalised forces in each mode. The responses to these loads
san be computed and related to the inputs to yield the desired transfer functions. Transfer
C-!
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functions must be found for various positions of the antenna since the structural configu-
ration changes during tracking. However, the structural model cen easily be altered to
accommodate these changes. Using this program it is also possible to find the dynamic
response for a given wind loading.
A structural model closely resembling the actual Rosman I antenna would have re-
quired about 3000 structural elements - far above the computational capacity of the com-
puter program. The program has a capacity of 1225 primary elements, but practical
considerations (debugging and computational time) further limit it to about half that num-
ber. It was therefore necessary to simulate the antenna with a model having about 600
primary elements. To straight away produce a model of such limited size would have
required so many assumptions as to place the reliability of the results in question.
Consequently, it was decided early in the program to perform a detailed analysis of
several substructures of the antenna. Using these as a basis for comparison, various
simplified models of each substructure could be synthesized and analyzed until a model
was found to match the behavior of the detailed substructure in the low frequency range.
The simplified models could then be assembled to form a reliable composite model of
the entire antenna structure.
The structure was partitioned into six substructures: the foundation, the tower, the
X-wheel, the Y-wheel, the reflector, and the quadruped structure. By mid-summer most
of _he data necessary for a detailed a_._ --sis of these substructures had been extracted
from the manufacturers drawings and tabulated, the detailed model for the tower sub-
structure assembled, and the assembly of the detailed model for the X-wheel was under-
way. But at this time it became apparent that the task was placing too much emphasis on
the analysis of the detailed substructures. It was felt that while this method of analysis
would eventually lead to a reliable model, it would also lead to a prolonged program and
require the expenditure of too much time to be practical.
It was then decided that it would be more productive to try to synthesize a model of
the complete antenna without completing the analysis of the detailed substructures. It
_vas assumed that the excitation of the very low natural frequencies comprised the major
portion of the dynamic response in tracking. It was further assumed that the frequencies
important in the dynamic response involved rather simple mode shapes. These assump-
tions would seem to preclude the necessity for maintaining much detail in a final model
for the controir_ problem. Eventually there will be a need for instantaneous determina-
tion of the focus of a distorted reflector. At this time considerable detail will be
necessary.
In mid August work was started on a simplified model of the complete structure.
The tower was assembled using results from the then completed detailed model of the
tower substructure. Simple models of the X-wheel and Y-wheel were obtained rather
easily since these substructures are constructed with relatively few main load carrying
• members braced by a _mmber of small members. Most of the weight in these substruc-
tures is concentrated at several points (counterweights, drive units, and bearings) so
that a reasonable mass distribution can be obtained with relatively few grid points. The
foundation ..as also easily represented, however, since little is known about the compli-
ance of the soil reacting on the foundation, the nature of these reactions was largely a
matter of conjecture. The reflector backup structure and feed box support wereboth con-
structed with a number of small members forming a light framed structure, and could
not so easily be reduced to simple models. However it was in this part of the ._tenna
structure that detailed information concerning the dynamic resl_nse was desired, so that
a good deal of care was taken in synthesizing the model in this area. The reflector back-
up structure was essentially a set of 24 equally spaced radial ribs joined by circumfer-
ential bracing. The rigs were identical in sets of 8 and were arranged in an A-B-C-C-
B-A-A-B pattern. A separate analysis was performed of detailed two-dimensional models
C-2
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| of each type of rib and circumferential bracing. The results were used as a basis of
_ comparison of corresponding parts of the Simplified model. A separate analysis was
also performed on the legs of the quadruped structure supporting the feed box, and was
used as a basis of comparison for the simplified model.
All of the data necessary for the synthesis of a simple model of the complete an-
tenna had thus been tabulated. This model had 183 grid points, 640 primary elements,
and 261 redundant ele,-nents, and 552 dynamic degrees of freedom. The data had also
been translated into input for the computer program, however, a number of clerical
errors in the input prevented the program from successfully being run on the computer.
Although the transfer function could not be obtained until the analysis of this model
_ was completed, several things were learned which are worth noting here.
It had been suggested that the natural f _encies of a model of a highly stable
truss structure would no_.._tbe greatly affected _y omitting redundant bending across
structural joints. This assumption was chec];.._d in the detailed model of the tower, and
it was found that while it is true that the inclusion of redundant bending elements did not
greatly affect the lower natural frequencies, the magnitude of the relative displacements
within the mode shapes were greatly affected. Since the transfer function is a ratio of
amplitudes at different points in the structure, the inclusion of redundant bending ele-
ments is an important factor in obtaining accurate results.
It had also been assumed that for low natural frequencies, the associated mode
shapes would be rather simple. The analysis of the detailed model of the tower indicated
that while the lower mode shapes were likely to be simple, they could not easily be pre-
dicted. In general, the large masses concentrated at the X-wheel drive unit and bearings
tended to oscillate -#ith large amplitudes while the lighter framework of the structure
followed its motion. It can be expected that the complete model will behave in much the
same way at the low natural frequencies; the heavy counter weights, drive units, and
feed box oscillating with large amplitudes and the rest of the structure following. If this
is true, it would seem that while the feed box may vibrate with large amplitudes at the
low frequencies, the relatively light au_d rigid reflector backup structure would not be
expected to distort greatly, but oscillate as a unit.
It should be mentioned that the progress of the task was greatly hindered by lack
of attention given by the group to maintaining a high degree of accuracy in performing
the clerical work associated with this problem, especially in the translation of tabulated
data into computer input. Although this aspect of the work is quite tiresome and is
hardly stimulating, inattentiveness can only lead to frustration and a great waste of
time. The need for careful preparation of input data and maintenance of a good checking
system cannot be stressed too greatly.
In summary, the work came near to completion in spite of the size of the task.
Assuming that the simplified model of the complete structure is acceptable, all data
have been assembled, except for clerical checking, for the dynamic analysis of the
tower in the vertical position.
t
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MEASUREMENT. OF STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS _"
OF A GROUND BASED ANTENNA
N. A. R_m_
PURPO6E OF TEST PR(X_RAM
At presentthe 85-footantemms operatedby GSFC are functioningproperlyand no
major problem areas exist that would require a drastic modification of these systems.
Consequently, tests which determine the structural characteristics of these antennas are
of secondary importance, as far as these existing systems are concerned. However ff
future tracking requirements are studied it can be seen that certain system changes will
be needed. Knowledge of the structural behavior will be essential in analyzing these new
requirements, some of which are mentioned belo _.
At the present time a project is underway to study the peasibility of installing a
digital compeer at each data acquisition facility. This computer is to be used mainly to •
reduce satellite data at the tracking site, to keep a log on status information of various
space vehicles and to generate predictions in local coordinates for posittontng of the
antennas. This comlmter could also be used to control the antennas directly and thereby
perform most of the functions of the analog servo system. A digttal servo could possibly
improve reli_ility and could provide an operation that is more stable.
The operetio_ of antennas is very often influenced by environmental conditions and
by the type of targets to be tracked. Wind, rain, and temperature all affec* the charac-
teristics of the servo tracking loop and cause a deterioration in performance from some
optimum setting. Likewise, satellites, depending on orbit dynamics and signal strength,
require varying adjustments of the tracking loop. These adjustments are not provided in
the present system configuration. Consequently some adaptive techniques could be used,
which could improve this situation by automatically performing these adjustments.
The RF frequency spectrum in which these antennas operate becomes progressively
more congested and a switch to higher freqnsncie5 _y become mandatory. This, how-
ever, will also require an increase in tracking accuracy to a point which cannot be han-
dled by present systems. Therefore a more precise control system will have to be
desisned.
Another area to be investigated is that of reliability. Components of the servo
loop are subject to deterioraUen in performance with time and are subject to eventual
failure. It may be l_Wsible to construct a system whteh would sntomatically compensate
for component deterh_ratton and even indicate impending failure.
Most o_ the _as operated by (MtFC are equipped with hydraulic drives. This
may notbe theo_ choiceas far as reliability and eentrolabllity are cencerned.
Studiesofotherdrivessuch as eddy currentclutches,electric,and variablefrequeacy
drives may prove that these are better suited for this application.
_ Allogabovementionedsh._yareas requirea _ knowledgeof thestructural
dynastiesinordertoinvestlg_tet_ feasibilityand_heimplementsttoaofthesevarious
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IMPORTANCE OF DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
The studies that will utilize the dynamic characteristics of the antenna structure
are generally oriented around control system principles. The antenna control system
consists of various blocks, which are interconnected to form a servo loop. When each
block in the loop is described by its dynamic input-output relationship or transfer func-
tion, then the loop can be analyzed to determine the characteristics of the control system.
3uTPUT ANGLE
, JTRANSDUCER
Target dynamics and wind spectra acting on the antenna determine the lower limit
of the servo system bandwidth, whereas noise, which is proportional to bandwidth, sets
an upper limit. The gain of the servo loop is directly proportional to the accuracy with
which the antenna can follow a certain target, but gain is closely related to bandwid'.h.
The shape of the open loop system transfer characteristic together with its associat :d
gain determine the stability of the system and also permit the evaluation of some non-
linear effects. Thus it is very important to have a dynamic description of the structure
and furthermore to have this description in terms of a transfer function to perform any
of the above mentioned analyses.
TEST AND ANALYSIS METHODS
To test the antenna structure, accelerometers have been placed in strategic posi-
tions on the structure, and the antenna drive system has been excited with various test
signals. Test signals chosen are square waves, sine waves, impulse functions, and white
noise. It is hoped that by comparing accelerometer responses during the application of
these test signals to the structure will give a detailed description of the structural dy-
namics. Accelerometer outputs have been recorded on instrumentation tape recorders
and tapes have been brought to GSFC for analysis. Several methods for determining
transfer functions will be considered.
Basically, if it is desirable to find the transfer function of an arbitrary system
g(t) experimentally, it is required that some signal be _pplied to the input of the sys-
tem and the output measured. Input and output wave shapes, when recorded, are in the
• time domain and are designated fl (t) a:_d f2_t), respectively. The functions fl (t) and
f2 (t) can usually be Laplace transformed giving FI (s) andr'2 (s). Input and output waves
can also be spectrum analyzed, yielding power density spectra _1 and _2, or autocorre-
lation functions can be found, _11 and _22" Thus the arbitrary system looks as follows:
SYSTEM
INPUT J g(t), G(S), G(_) OUTPUT
fs(t). FI(S ), _1(_) k_'_) f_(t). F_(_), _2(_)
I(r) _2=(r)
C-6
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In the time domain, input and outputs are related by the convolution integral.
---_ f2 (t) : g(t_ * [1 (t) = g(x) fl (t - x) d-
il This integral, however is often difficult i.L.,solve and one may have to resort to the
Laplace transform. In this domain the input-output relationship is somewhat simplified:
F2(s) = G(s)F_ (s).
and for the special case in which the input is an impulse function, this reduces simply to
F2 (s) =6 (s)
Since testing is usually perfor, _ed in the presence of noise, an averaging process will
improve the accuracy of rest,_ts obtained from the previous method. This process in-
volves the addition of seneca1 output responses obtained from the same input signal. If
the measuring noise can be approximated by a stationary Gaussian random process with
zero mean and if th,. hypothesis of ergodicity holds, then this addition process will en-
hance the actual system "esponse and minimize measurement noise.
Spectrum analysis relates the it, put and output of a system by
_ (_) - 16 (jo_) I__ (_)
This expression can be simplified if white noise, which hz_ _tflat spectrum, is used as
a test signal:
Spectrum analysis is also very useful in determining non .lt_nearitles. If certain fixed
frequencies were applied to a linear system, only these frequencle_ will show up in the
response. Frequency components in the output which are not present in the input, are
indications of non-ltnearities.
If the autocorrelation function, of input and output signals is determined, then the
following relationship holds:
f. J2_22('r) : g(tl)dt I g(t=) _11(-r + t I - t_)dt_
However if the cross-correlation function between input and output Is found, a somewhat
simpler relationship Is obtained.
lira 1 _T712 = _ f1( _'_, _2(t + l")dt
T-'® 2T J.T
t -C-7 "
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which reduces to simply:
when white noise is used as a test signal with g(T) being the impulse response of the
system.
It must be _letermined which of these analysis methods will yield the best results
when the structure of a large ante_ma is evaluate& Thus this program may come up with
a unique test method which can be used efficiently in the future.
C-8
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6MEASUREMENTS OF THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE _1_j
OF THE ROSMAN I 85-FOOT DISH ANTENNA _', ._
J. Da/rymple
SUMMARY
The Rosman 1 85-foet dish antenna was subjected to various types of input signals
and the response was measured at several different locations in the antenna system.
This was done in order to oL_'aina more detailed unders_ of antenna performance,
to aid in any future redesign analysis, and to provide experimental data suitable for
checking a theoretical (mathematical) m,_lel of the antenna structure which is being
programmed for a digital computer.
On the basis of strip charts transcribed from the original tape recordings and of
two spectrmn analyses, the natural frequencies of the antenna system include at least
2.5, 5.6, 8.0, and13.5 eps for X angle respmme to X angle input Under these conditions,
damping factors of apprc_mately 0.1 and 0.05 were obtained for the 2. 5 and8.0 cps modes,
respecUvely. A frequency response dia4_ram, obtained by integration on an analog com-
putor, was in good a_reement with these results. A twisting mode applied to the struc-
ture gave a fundamental response of 2.0 cps.
Very _ach more work remains to be done to get the most out of the information
contained in theexperlmeataldata.
PURPOSE
\
These measurements were made to serve several pin,poses:
1. To obtain actual natural frequenciesofvlbrat/on of the antenna structure
2. To obtain modal damidng factors for the complete structure
3. To obtain experimental tra_fer functions, relating the response of an arbitJ:ary
polut on the structure m an input at some other point
4. To provide an ezpertmezd_ chock on results obtained by computer analysis, and
5. To _ possible sour_N of t_ errors.
TEST PA_OCXDUP.Z
A tests_Valee_ c/a_ _mve_/mp,lse,whitenoise, or sine wavewas
IntzodueedinlotheJqmt_ theas_emnm.-_o_stem_ meansofm _ _
emends. _ theoffeet8Jmulm8 q_Itedat_ _s ud fmqmnclu
vlW the_ntew_at thesmLW2osttio_and_t the_rizo_ ]_ttio_ in theopenposltloa
loop mode _ 8ntmms opo_ Two sepem_ series _ tests, oue with X angle (lover
drive gear) ex_tattoa and one with Y anSle (upper drive seer) e_itation, vere perfozmed.
In sddttion to the above t3J_eso_ tests, collimation tower lock-ou test sequenceswere
perf_mod, In vkieh the 8ntem_ vs8 displseed maausd_ from the direction of the eollims-
floe tn_ and _m put In tnekin8 mode. The ,u_ma would reh,rn 8_d lock _ the the
¢-0 ,,,
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collimation tower direction. Motion pictures of the collimation tower during lock-on pro-
vided a direct means of observing antenna overshoot and tracking error. Lock-on tests
were performed at several angular disphcements from collimation tower direction and
with three receiver frequencies in the tracking mode.
Data were recorded on twenty-one channels of FM magnetic tape at 1-7/8 ips. Data
recorded came from the
1. test signal generator
2. servo drive amplifier output
3. hydraulic pump pressure
4. hydraulic pump yoke position
5. antenna position
6. gear box tachometer
7. seismometer
8. accelerometers.
Figure C-1 and C-2 show the antenna structure and a typical accelerometer instaUation.
%
Figure C-|-Resman I 85 foot dish cmtqmna.
C-IO
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#Figure C-2-Typical accelerometerinstallation.
DATA REDUCTION
_ Proposed methods of data r_duction included:
1. Transfer of data fro_ magnetic tape to strip charts for preliminary visual examination
2. Transfer of data from original magnetic tape to a magnetic tape loop for spectrum
_ analysis, ar.d for determination of transfer function description using the spectral
density function associated with white noise excitation
3. Frequency separation of original data by means of a bandpass filter in order to dete, _-
mine the actual wave shape and damping factor associated with each natural frequency
present
4. Determination of transfer function description using both analog and digital computer
programs operating on the response to an impulse excitation.
TEST RESULTS
Natural Frequencies
Table C-1 lists the natural frequencies which could be approximated from the strip
charts for various accelerometers. These were obtained from the impulse and square
wave responses for different antenna positions and for X angle and Y angle excitation.
For X angle excitation, a 2.5 cps fundamental frequency is indicated throughout the
structure for X angle response, with antenna in zenith position. In addition, a 12.5 cps
response is indicated by some of the accelerometers, while the X drive gear indicates a
strong 5.6 cps response. Only a 12.5 cps frequency is evident in the Y angle response of
the feed box, and there was a 170 millisecond delay before this response was initiated -
presumably due to modal coupling. Figures C-3 and C-4 are strip chart recordings of
the X angle response at the feed box and the X drive gear, respectively.
_| C- 11 '_
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Table C- 1
Natural Frequencies Estimated from Strip Charts
X angle ImFalse Excitation
Zenith (X=0, Y=0) Horizon (X=0, Y=-70 °) Horizon (X=+75 °, Y=0)
X angle Y angle X angle Y angle X angle Y angle
Feed Box 2.5, 12.5 12.5 2.8, 12.5 12.5
*Dish 2.5, 12.5 -- ** -- no test
performedY axis Bearing 2.5 -- 2.8, 12.5 --
X drive Gear 2.5, 5.6 - 5.9 -
Y angle Impulse Excitation
Feed Box ** 2.5, 14 t 2.5 t 2.0, 14
Dish 14 2.5, 14 t 2.5 t 2.0, 14
Hub ** 2.5, 5 t 2.5 t 2.0
Y axis Bearing 14 -- 2.5 -- 2.14 --
Y drive Gear - 2.5, 5 -- low outpH -- 4, 5
*Response due to squarewave input
**Respon.,.b_requency .'asked by 60 cps noise
tNo char: a_ailabl_ at present
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Spectrum analyses have been run on the X angle response from only two acceler-
ometers at present. These are shown in Figures Co5, C-6, Co? and C-8. They indicate
possible natural frequencies of 2.5, 7.9, 9.3, 11.7, 12.7, 13.3, 13.8, 14.2, and 14.5 cps
froni the feed box response and 2.5, 5.6, 6.1, 7.6, and 9.2 cps from the X drive gear reo
sponse. Certainly not all of these represent natural frequencies of the system; some
will be due to extraneous electrical noise in the instrumentation. One way of distinguish-
trig between the natural frequencies of the system and the noise signals would be to l:,ass
the response through a very selective bandpass filter and examine the waveform.
| ii I ii
0 3. I 6.2 9.4 1Z.5 15 6 18.8 21.9 _5.0 28.1 31.2
FREOENCY (¢l_e)
Figure C-5-Spectrum onolysis of feed box o¢¢elerometer response to impulse ex¢=totion. ,
Excitation in X, response in X.
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; Figure C-6-Same response os Figure C-$. Looking ot o narrow portion of the frequency spectrum.
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associated with each frequency. The natural frequency should show up as a damped sinus-
oid, while the noise signal should be an undamped sinusotd. This has been done for some
_fthe _bove indicated frequencies, as shown in Figures C-9, C-10, C-11 and C-12.
Damped frequencies of 2.5 and 7.8 cps for the feed box and 2.5 and 5.7 cps for the X drive
gear can be obtained from the filtered waveforms. It is obvious from the wave shapes ob-
tained, however, that a more selective bandpass filter would be desirable - necessary, in
fact, for the higher frequencies indicated from the feed box.
0 3.1 6.2 9.4 12.S 15.6 18.8 21.9 25.0 28.1 31.2
FREQUENCY(cps)
Figure C-7-Spectrum analysis of X drive gear accelerometerresponseto impulseexcitation.
Excitation in X, response in X.
I
I .Jdi
0 0.6 I.;_ h9 2.5 3.1 3.e 4.4 5.0 S.G IS.=,
FREQUENCY(¢ps)
Figure C-8-Same response as Figure C-7. Looking at a narrowportionof lhe _requencyspectrum.
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With the antenna in the horizon position (X=0, Y =-70°), the fundamental natural
frequency appears to be slightly higher (2.8 cps); however, the difference may be due to
lack of precision in measuring the unfiltered waveforms from the strip charts.
For Y angle excitation in zenith position, a fundamental Y angle response of 2.5 cps
throughout the structure is indicated on the strip charts, with a strong 14 cps component
above the Y axis and a strong 5 cps component at the Y drive gear and at the hub.
In one horizon position (X= 0, Y = -20°), the fundamental Y angle response of 2.5 cps
is evident at Y drive gear, hub, and feed box with a strong 5 cps component at the Y drive.
Other frequency components are not distinguishable on the strip charts presently available.
In the other horizon position (X= +75 °, Y = 0), Y excitation produces a completely
different vibrational mode than any of the previous excitz_ions; the antenna supporting
tower is subjected to a twisting action. A fundamental Y angle response of 2 cps occurs
at the feed box, dish rim, and hub, with a strong 14 cps component at feed box and dish
rim. A 5 cps component, which is quickly damped out, appears at the hub. The acceler-
ometer on the Y drive gear (which is not now at the driving point) indicates a 4 cps fun-
damental; there al_pears to be also a strong 5 cps component initially which is quickly
damped _ut.
Damping
Estimates of the damping characteristics of the antenna structure were determined
from the filtered waveforms obtained from the feed box and X drive gear accelerometers,
with X angle excitation and X angle response (see Figures C-9, C-10, C-11 and C-12).
Table C-2 gives amplitudes, measured from positive and negative envelopes, of the 2.5
cps damped sinusoid for the feed box and the X drive gear. The envelope has an expo-
nential appearance at first, becoming a straight line at low amplitudes. Hence, the
damping appears to be a combination of viscous type and Coulomb type. The deviation
from a true exponential envelope may be due to the Coulomb component present. At any
rate, 0.1 would seem to be a reasonable fi_-ure for the effective damping factor for this
mode.
Figure C-10, showing the second order natural frequency in the feed box response,
is not sufficiently well defined to obtain a reliable _ure for the damping ratio. Again,
however, both types of damping appear to be present. A rather rough approximation to
the damping factor was made by sketching in the waveform envelope on a picture taken
with a magnified time scale. Measurements to this enveJope gave amplitude ratios of
1.5, 1.3, 1.17, with corresponding values of .06, .04, .02 for the damping factors. In
Figure C°4 the second order frequency of the X drive gear, there appears to be only
Co_lomb type damping. In both cases, a more selective bandpass filter might giveI
more definite results.
Transfer Function Description
Due to time limitations, preliminary results were obtained from only one method,
analog computer integration. Consider the relation C(s) = G(s) l_(s), where C(s) iz the
L._place transform of the system output, G(s) is the transfer function, and R(s) is the
Laplace transform of the signal input. If the input is a unit impulse, then R(s) = 1 and
_-cv
G(s) = C(s) =J0 h(t) e"_t dt, where h(t) is the transient response to a unit impu'se input.*
*See A. R. Temsdalo, Jr., "Get Frequency Response from Trcm$ient Data by Adding Vectors," Control Engineering:
Volumo 2, 1955, Pages 56-59. _
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Table C-2
Damping Factor X angle Response to X angle Impulse Excitation
Fundamental Mode, 2.5 cps
FEED BOX
Impulse No. 1
Amplitude Amplitude Damping Amplitude DampingRatio Factor Amplitude Ratio Factor
i ii
21.2 15.1
2.14 .12 2.19 .12 Viscous
9.9 6.9 and2.02 .11 2.3 .13
4.9 3.0 Coulomb
2.58 .15 2.:1 .13 Damping
1.9 1.3
1.1 0.7
Coulomb
0.9 0.5 Damping
0.7
i i ,.. w i i
Impulse No. 2
20.4 14.2
2.26 .13 2.29 .13
9.0 6.2
1.92 .10 2.22 .13
4.7 2.8
2.61 .15 2.8 .16
1.8 1.0
X DRIVE GEAR ,
17.5 15.3
1.95 .11 2.04 .11
9.0 7.5
1.64 .08 2.08 .12
5.5 ,. 3.6
1.97 .11 i
2.8 I
Damping factor = in X 1/X2/2 _
For steady-state information, it is sufficient to obtain the modified transfer function
G(jw) : f®h(t)e "j_t dr. For any given frequency %, G(j%)can be considered a vector with
0
X component _ -- fo h(t) cos% tdt and Y component Bo =- /; h(t) sin.btdt,then G(J_0) =
GOL-¢o, where GO= _ and _o : arctan Bo/A 0. A plot of G VS. _-' and _ vs. _,
will describe the modified transfer function 6(j _). An analog computer program was de-
vised to obtain A and B and convert them to polar coordinates 6 and _1 using as h(t) an
accelerometer response to an impulse input. A log-log plot of G vs. _ for the X angle
response at the feed box to an X angle impulse input is shown in Figure C-13. With the
detail so far obtained, this preliminary plot is consistent with previously determined
information.
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Figure C-13-Frequency response of feed box, gain vs. frequency.
X angle response to X angle input.
Natural frequencies of 2.'/and 8.0 cps damping factors of 0.1 at 2.'/cps and 0.05
at 8 cps. In addition, there is a resonance indicated at 13.5 cps and antiresonances
(low amplitude feed box reaction at .09 and .72 cps).
Additional Information Desired
1. Spectrum analysis of data from all antenna positions at each excitation mode
to correlate strip chart estimates of fundamental frequencies and to evaluate higher
mode frequencies.
2. Complete comparison of fundamental frequencies at various points of the struc-
ture for all antenna positions at each excitation mode.
3. Determine and compare damping factors for the various modes of vibration.
4. Determine feed box/input transfer function for each mode.
o 5. U_iug correlation analysis equipment, determine block transfer functions from
white noise response.
S. From accelerometer outputs, determine antenna dish distortion and vibration
modes. Set up a digital computer program using this information to obtain the antenna
boresight and determine boresight/input transfer function.
7. Prepare suitable input for summer workshop digital computer representation j
of ante_ma structure and compare computer response to experimentally obtain response.
8. Examine data for evidence of system nonlinearities.
9. Determine the significance of the phase reversal of the tachometer output over
the frequency range of sine wave excitation used.
C-18
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10. Investigate the feasibility of using two accelerometers, one at each end of a
diameter of the drive gear, or one accelerometer and a synchro output, to provide auto-
matic correction of wind forces.
11. Examine data for possible sources of tracking errors.
12. Evaluate lock-on test data and film.
Discussion
The natural frequencies as determined from the strip charts are necessarily ap-
proximate, because of the difficulty in measuring accurately with se¢£ral mode fre-
quencies and various noise signals superimposed. And because of this superposition,
not all the natural frequencies of the system are evident from the strip chart response -
as indicated by the few spectrum analyses and filtered responses already obtained.
On the filtered responses so far obtained, there appears to be some distortion of
the damped sinugoid, possibly due to incomplete frequency separation. On some of the
strip chart responses and, to a lesser degree, on some of the filtered responses, there
appears to be some variation in frequency. In some instances, it appears that one fre-
quency is present i_dtially and that this frequency decreases slightly with tittle. This
could be an indication of nonlinear stiffness of the structure, or it could be due to a
: superposition of frequencies. Because of these, and questions previously raised, it
would seem desirable to obtain a more selective bandpass filter.
If a system is linear, the transient response at any point of the system will con-
: sist of a superposition of all the natural frequencies of the system, with a specific am-
plitude associated with each frequency. Depending upon the stiffness - mass distribu-
tion of the system, one part of the structure may interact with another in such a way
that in the response of a particular point, some of the amplitudes will be zero. A com-
parison of the frequency spectra for the feed box response and the X drive gear response,
given on page C-11, shows only three common frequencies. The combined spectra give a
more complete representation of the actual frequency spectrum of the structure than
either one above. One might consider that different parts of the structure filter out, or
do not respond to, portions of the system spectrum. It almost seems that points above
the motion axis respond to higher frequency components; those below the motion axis
respond to lower frequency components of the system spectrum.
The analog computer program described on page C-16 provides phase angle informa-
tion as well as gain. However, there was some question about interpretation of results
and time did not permit getting this straightened out and the phase information plotted.
Some of the frequencies appearing on the spectrum analysis of Figure C-5 did not show
on the G vs. _ plot obtained from the computer (Figure C-12). This may be because
values were not taken close enough together to indicate these resonances, or it may in-
dicate that these are noise frequencies. One could expect the noise frequencies to show
up as sharp spikes on the Gvs.._ plot.
Two additional methods of obtaining the Gvs. _ plot would be worth investigating.
One method would be to perform the operations described on page C-16 with a digital com-
puter rather than with the ,u_alog computer. Once the progr:un is made up, results can
be obtained with a very close spacing of _ values in a short time with no difficulty; and
the gain and phase diagrams can be plotted automatically. The program can be filed away
and used later on any other experimental work.
C-19 ,'
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Another method would make use of a spectral density analyzer and the response to
a white noise input. This may provide a qu)-a and easy way of obtaining a G vs. _ plot
over the entire frequency spectrum, and deserves investigation.
An accelerometer responds to motion in one direction. On the antenna, due to its
being mounted on a member which revolves about an axis, the accelerometer output C(t)
consists of the sum of an output M(t) due to rigid body rotation and a vibration response
s(t), i.e., c(t) = M(t) + S(t). For an impulse input, the rigid body rotation is negligible
and C(t) = S(t). For low frequency square wave and sine wave inputs, however, M(t) is
significant. For the square wave input, S(t) was obvious as a transient siding on a very
low frequency sine wave M(t). For the sine wave input, M(t) and s(t) combined to give
results that were at first quite confusing.
It was suggested that an accelerometer might be used to indicate wind forces and
provide a means of automatic compensation. To do this, however, the M(t) component
would need to be eliminated. This might be done by mounting two accelerometers dia-
metrically opposite and adding their outputs such that Ml(t)and M2(t) cancel, leaving a
combined response C(t) = Sl(t ) + S2(t ) . As already noted, s_and s2 will be different
responses; this may be advantageous or it may lead to difficulties. Another possible
way of elinfinating M(t) might be by means of a synchro output combined with the accel-
erometer output.
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AC_mIVE METHODS FOR CONTROLLING THERMAL DISTORTION ---_,_
IN STRUCTURES- A FEASIBILITY STUDY
R. O. Woods
In previous orbiting observatories, structural distortion from uneven heating has
been controlled only by passive means. Such means usually took the form of a design
which was reasonably insensitive to temperature gradients, and extensive application of
thermal insulation. This approach is successful when applied to small structures carry-
ing experiments which are tolerant of structural deformation.
In the case of the Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory (AOSO), the limit of capa-
bility of passive techniques has nearly been reached. This is true for two reasons, the
first being the large size of the structure. Secondly, the design of the spaceframe as a
"flying optical bench" and the extreme pointing accuracy of the sun tracking system im-
pose stringent tolerances upon deflection. As an ind/cation of the sort of quantities in-
volved, we note that the accuracy of the pointin6 system is within two seconds of arc, "
but a temperature gradient of one degree across the structure for its entire length world
cause an angular difference between opposite ends of approximately ten seconds.
It is the object of the work outlined in the following pages to investigate the feasi-
bility of reducing structural deflections by utilizing active (i.e., power consuming) means.
The general approach has been that of attempting to maintain the temperature distribu-
tion within tolerable limits, rather than to sense deformation of the structure and com-
pensate it directly.
The problem of temperature control is rendered tractable by the fact that the in- \
strument packages allow for axial growth of the structure. This being the case, the struc-
ture need not be compensated ,*or axial variations in temperature or for absolute temp-
erature level; compensation need only be applied for differences in temperature occuring
across the structure. _"hie considerably reduces the power requirements by making it
necessary to compensate only for the side-to-side unbalance in heat transfer at a given
cross section, rather than to balance the entire heat flux.
The portion of the AOSO structure to which temperature control is to be applied Is
shown ecbematically in Figure C-14. It is a hexagonal structure one hundred inches in
length and apprmdmately fourteen inches across the fiats. Construction is of chemically
milled aluminum sheet, .050 inches in thickness near the center and tapering toward
each end*. To the hexa_ structure are mounted a ,lumber of _'periment packages and
the fine sun sensors (F_). The structure is surrounded by insulation, which is pens°
trated by struts supporting the F_ and experin.ants. During flight, the entire assembly
is positioned within a cylindrical housing by the three pylons. Since the FSS controls the
orientation of the entire spacecraft, it is clearly essential that misalignment between it
and the instrument packages be held to a minimum.
Heat flux into the structure has been investigated by Republic Aviation using an
extensive computer program. T. W. Jarrell* has analysed the results in order to es-
tablish the mspitude og the lmbalm_e in radial heat flow at various cross sections.
It is found that Mat is transferred in and out of the structure in three general modes:
II
*Devices Pw C_ntrollinli Thertml _.mlients in _lecea_Ft Stn_:twe
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Figure C-|'4-The portion of the AO50 structure
requiring temperature control.
a. Radiation from the housing.
This is small, amounting to approximately a 0.12 watt maximum after steady state
has been established.
b. Conduction along the pylons.
This is the largest source, amounting to a sinusoidal flux of 0.8 watt maximum
amplitude after steady state has been reached.
c. Conduction from instrument packages.
This has been limited to 0.025 watt per package as a design condition.
It is seen that the net heat flow for which compensation must be provided is on the
order of one watt.
As a design objective, It has been decided to attempt to limit temperature variations
to .I°F maximum at any given cross section.
The first approach which suggests itself is the use of a number of pad type heating
• elements applied azrectly to the structure and used to raise the temperature of the cooler
zones whenever an excessive temperature gradient exists. This is the most direct ap-
proach, and the greatest part of the present effort has been devoted to a study of the means
of implementing it. It is by no means the only solution however, and a number of other
solutions have also been investigated.
At the outset before the magnitudes of the heating requirement had been determined,
it was thought that an investigation of fluid heat exchangers might be in order. Such de-
vices, while practically unheard of in space application, would have the advantage of moving
large quantities of heat for a relatively small price in pump power.
When it was recognized that the power required in the form of heat was small when
compared to the load capacity of the solar cells (one watt vs. four hundred), the idea was
discarded because of its complexity and probable low reliability. As will be mentioned
C-22
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later, however, fluid circuits have advantages not immediately obvious and warrant con-
sideration for other reasons.
CHOICE OF ACTIVE ELEMENTS
Area Heating
Assuming that it has been determined to use pad-type heating elements applied
') directly to the structure, the question arises as to a basis upon which to choose the op-
timum number of separate pads. This may be approached by notint; i:he effect upon the
_ structure of an axial variation in the side-to-side temperature differ_.nce. If we assume
i that the structure is divided into _ axial bands, each provided with temperature sensors
,_ located in the center of the band on each of six faces, and heaters programmed to reduce
_ the temperature difference between opposed sensors to zero, the situation is as shown in
Figure C-15, where_ has been taken equal to 3. The important point to note is that, even
given a feed-back system capable of reducing the error signal (difference in temperature
_ readings) to zero, the compensation can only be perfect in the vicinity of the sensor. In
an extreme case of high heat input rate and small axial conductivity, temperature differ-
_, ences inversely proportional to the first power of the n,mber of bands might exist.
INITIAL TEMFE[_ATUR[DIFFERENCEACROSS
STRUCTURE. LINEAR
GRADIENT ALONGFACE
ATm,tx "A", FACE "B" CONSTANT
AT ARBITRARY"ZERO"
--.L- TEMP.ATURE
_ "- COCATm.SOf SmSO_
• TEMPERATUREOF FACE
"B" AFTER ZOI_ HEATING
APPLIED.L
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
ACROSSSTRUCTUREAFTER
COMPENSATION.
FACE "&"
, _ENSO41q$FACE "11'
Figure C.15-Temperotwe vo_lotions at s_msors bekwe and after
application of zone heating and compensation
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In Appendix A, an expression for the curvature at any point on the neutral plane due
to a temperature variation in the corresponding cross section has been derived. This is
a general expression and may be integrated to determine the shape of the elastic curve
corresponding to any given temperature distribution. This has been done for the sawtooth
waveform shown in Figure C-15 in order to evaluate maximum slopes for an arbitrary
number of heated zones.
Thermoelectric Cooling and Heating
Early in the course of this investigation it was recognized that some means of cool-
ing warmer areas would be a desirable complement to the apparatus used for heating the
cooler areas. In principle this might be accomplished through use of thermoelectric
cooling equipment, and a_ investigation of the state of the art with these devices has been
undertaker by Jarrell.*
It appears unlikely that thermoelectric cooling devices applied directly to the struc-
ture would provide a satisfactory means of temperature control for two reasons. The first, ""
that their small siz_ would make it impossible to heat or cool a large area of the structure
uniformly. Secondly, the hot and cold surfaces of these devices are normally only a few
centimeters apart. This means that instead of removing heat from the warmer portions
of the structure and rejectivg it at the cooler, it would be _',ecessary to dump any heat
extracted from the strucb_re by radiating it to the housing. Doing so would entail pene-
trating the structural insulation to allow one side of the thermoelectric device to look out.
Such an arrangement would constitute a low-resistance leakage path for heat transfer and
would probably necessit_.te constant operation of the devic_ h) aull the heat flow which
would otherwise take p)- -
It would appear that the characteristics of thermoelec t_Ac devices render them
most suitable for applica_Aons where the temperature of __-:atWely small areas is to be
controlled. As it happens, there are portions of AOSO wt_,:._ Just such temperature con-
trol would be of value. Sint_e the majority of the he_ (_._ _n or out of the structure is by
conduction along the pylons, temperature control co_J_db_ accomplished by "short cir-
cutUng" this flux at the outboard end of each pylon. _v i_terposing a thermoelectric de-
vice between the housing and the pylon end, the pylo__,_:ould be artificially maintained at
the same temperatures as the structure _d the heat flux reduced to zero. This also
allows larger tolerance on control accuracy in that whatever error occurred would ap-
pear as a difference in temperature between the ends of the pylon. As this is a fairly
long structure, the temperature gradient and heat flow would be correspondingly small.
Thermoelectric devices could also be used to prevent conduction from the instru-
ment packages, through their supports, to the structure.
$
TEMPERATURE SENSING
Since the problem at hand is one of controlling the geometry of the structure, the most
direct method of generating an error signal would be to sense distortion by use of strain
gauges. We have chosen not to do this, but rather to limit the investigation to means of
sensing temperature. This was a somewha_ arbitrary decision made for the following
reasons:
a. A large number of strain gauges would be required to characterize the shape of
the elastic curve and, even granted that this information could be obtained, programming
the heaters to compensate would not be a simple matter.
*$_ po_s C.39-C.M
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b. Skepticism as to the ability of strain gauges to provide reliable data on deflec-
tions of such small magnitude for periods up to a year in the absence of independent
recalibration.
c. The fact that the gauges are ttemselves temperature sensitive.
It is conceivable that an optical system cou_ '. devised to sense deflections directly.
This would have the advantages of measuring the c,-Jr,troUed variable (geometry), rather
than its antecedent (temperature), and of circumventing the difficulties associated wit:: the
more conventional surface strain gauges. The problem of heater programming would still
exist, however.
Three methods of temperature sensing have been considered. There appear to be
no others possessing the required precision and long term stability. The ins'.ruments
under discussion are thermocouples, thermistors, and quartz thermometers. The limita-
tions of each will be described at length below.
Thermocouples
At first glance, the thermocouple seems particularly well suited to the problem.
It possesses the great asset of being intrinsically stable over long periods, the ordy re-
quirement being that the thermocouple wire be of sufficiently large g_uge that any chem-
ical changes taking place due to reactions with the insulation (or other environment) be
confined to a superficial portion of the wire. A great practical advantage is the fact that
thermocouples sense only the difference in temperature between th_.r junctions; this
means that instead of measuring two absolute temperatures and subtracting, we can read
d_rectly the temperature d_.fference between opposite faces of the structure.
The great, probably conclusive disadvantage of thermocouples is their very low
change in signal voltage with temperature. Assuming that a chro,_l-constantan pair is
best suited to our purpose,* we find that the change in emf for our range of temperatures
• _ is on the order of 0.03 mlllivolts per degree Fahrenheit (1). Our aim is to malntai.,
temperatures in the structure within O.I°F, therefore the ter_perature sensor should re-
_ sc_e accurately to about O.02S°F. This corresponds to a signal level on the order of a
t_ microvolt, which is the noise level in any but the most carefully designed thermocoupl_
circuitry. Disregarding the question of signal-to-noise ratio, we find that accurately
sensing such small voltages with fligh* instrumentation will be an extremely difficult
problem. In the opinion of men working in the flight electronics fleld,t it will be close
to - ff not beyond - the limit of present day technology _ attain th,_ required accuracy.
Stability is regarded as less of a problem.
Thermistors
Thermistors are semiconductor devices which have the property of varying greatly
in resistance with changes in temperature. A typical unit might show a three or four
percent change per degree Fahrenheit near room temperature. Because of the large
temperature coefficient, signal strength will be high and designing flight electronics capa-
ble of the required accuracy should not be a particularly difficult problem. As an indlca-
tion of the present state of the art, note that commerci_ equipment is available off-the-
shelf with the capability of 0.1°F accuracy on ahsolutt temperature readings. The ultimate
*'RecommendedbyMr.D. Thomos,TemperatureSect,on,NaticmelBurN, ofStandards.
tD. Hep_, SpocecmftElectronicsBranch,Spe:ecroftTecknoloeyDiv..GSFC,R.k;ullw,
ElectronicsInstrumentation,_-tion,Adv_cedDevelopNntDiv.,GSFC.
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accuracy on absolute readings is on the order of 0.005°F. * We are interested in differen-
tial temperatures, which are substantially easier to measure, and should have no difficulty
in attaining the desired sensitivity of 0.025°F.
Unfortunately, thermistors are not without their own peculiar limitations. In this
case, the problem is one of long term drift. Comparatively little work has been done or
thermistor aging at constant temperature, although there are numerous reports in the
literature on the effects of temperature cycling through large ranges.
Reference (2) presents the results of a series of tests conducted by tne National
Bureau of Standards for one of the leading thermistor manufacturers. Here, the resist-
ances of five nominally similar thermistors were measured at several different tem-
peratures at four, sixteen, and twenty-eight months after manufacture. None of the
measurements were made at room temperature, but by interpolating between data taken
at 32°F and that taken at 104°F an estimate can be made. It is seen that the greatest
difference in temperature indicated by any two umts is on the order of 0.01°F at the
end of the first twelve month period. If the units were then reset to the same zero, the
maximum disparity at the end of the following year would amount to roughly 0.04°F.
Since the thermistors mentioned above were not especially treated or matched, it
seems reasonable to suppose that better stability can be obtained using "pedigree" com-
ponents. In any case, the variation in stock units is not drastically out of our tolerance
range.
An unfortunate aspect of the thermistor drift problem is the fact that it is impossible
to recalibrate the sensors in flight. The electronics can, of course, be checked against a
standard resistance but anomolous performance of a thermistor would be indistinguish-
able from a temperature change. The problem can be greatly mitigated by installing re-
dundant units at each sensor location. This would have the twofold advantage of giving
better accuracy by making it possible to average the readings of a number of units, and
any appreciable differential reading would be a positive indication of trouble.
In summation, it would appear that there are no insurmountable problems associated
with the application of thermistors, and that their large temperature coefficient makes
them appear quite attractive.
Quartz Thermometry
A comparatively obscure branch of thermometry utilizes the change in frequency of
an oscillating crystal as an indication of temperature variation. As a technique, this ap-
proach appears to have great advantages for space-borne applications. Sensitivity is
high,* and the necessary circuitry is conceptually simple. Unfortunately, as indicated in
° (3, p. 6), some types of crystals show an appreciable monotonic long term drift amounting
to as much as 0.01°C in thirty days. Whether this drift is predictable, or could be re- i
duced in the case of differential rather than absolute readings, is not presently known.
At least one private concern is currently investigating the problem. * Assuming that the
drift problem can be solved, these devices are potentially more sensitive and reliable
than thermistors.
• R. Horruff, YSI Components Div., Yellow Springs, Ohio
?A recertly in,educed comn,ercial unit (Hewlett Packard model 2800A) is advertised a._;having 0.0002 ° F
reproducibility for short terms.
tRolph Monies, Hewlett Packard, Polo Alto, Calif., Private Communication.
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Control Problem
Use of a proportional feed-back control system will probably _ot be feasible because,
during normal operation, the largest acceptable temperature differences will be on the
same order as t_ limit of the sensors to discriminate. We suggest a relay (on-off") con-
trol system (4), which has the added advantage of simplicity.
The design of such a control system should be a reasonably straightforward problem,
although experimental evaluation of the controlling parameters will be in order.
• The essential requirements upon the system are that temperature fluctuations during
steady-state be held to a minimum, and the system respond in an acceptably short time to
externally caused temperature variations. We will assume that resonance effects between
external temperature fluctuations at orbital period, and system response will be negligible
because of the high natural frequency of a system capable of the necessary speed of response.
Design of the control system will be complicated by the fact that temperature differ-
ences, not absolute temperatures, are to be controlled. Variations in temperature level
affect the rate at which heat is exchanged with the environment, thereby making it difficult
to choose an optimum value for the hysterisis (difference between switch-on and switch-off
temperatures) built into the system.
Attention will also have to be given to eliminating spurious feed-back loops. For
example, a local temperature rio_e might lead to a heat input elsewhere which, through a
series of intermediate stages, resulted in a further temperature increase at the original
point. The recognition of such circuits would pose an extremely involved problem in
analysis and might well exceed the capacity of any computer. For this reason, much of
the design will have to be arrived at by empirical methods using the results of space
simulator tests.
FLUID COOLING LOOPS
We have established that the most difficult to implement and least reliable element
of an active control system is the temperature sensor. It is interesting to speculate upon
the possibility of designing a system which would in effect enhance the thermal conduc-
tivity of the structure in the circumferential direction to such an extent that intolerable
temperature gradients could not exist at any reasonable value of heat input. This might
be accomplished through the use of a series of closed fluid loops surrounding the structure.
In Appendix B, such a circuit is investigated and it is found that for the geometry chosen
as an example, a single loop can maintain a temperature difference across the structure
of less than 0.1°F with a net heat flux of 0.07 watts. The weight of such a loop would be
on the order of 0.16 pounds exclusive of circulating pumps. Pump power required at
1 percent efficiency would be on the order of 0.015 watts. It appears that ten loops would
be more than adequate to compensate the entire structure at an expense of 1.6 pounds
plus the weight of the pumps, and 0.15 watts.
The problem of choosing pumps for this application presents an extremely fertile
ground for investigation. That the system must be completely sealed goes without saying.
In addition, it must operate reliably for a year and generate no vibration or electrical
noise. This suggests a device with no bearings or components subject to fatigue failure -
preferably a device with no moving parts.
Somewhat alleviating the stringency of the specifications that the pumps must meet
is the fact that power levels are extremely low. This makes it possible to consider some
of the more exotic means of moving fluids, including those with relatively low efficiency.
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An investigation has been made of two types of pumps which have features well
suited to our needs. Of these, one has characteristics which would probably preclude its
use. The other would bear further investigation.
Electromagnetic Pumps
In these devices, force is generated internally within a conductive fluid by the inter-
action between an electric current and a magnetic field (6).
Although they show considerable variation in geometry, electromagnetic pumps have
the same basic components in common. These are: a magnet, a duct to convey the fluid
through the magnetic field in one or more passes, and electrodes positioned so that a cur-
rent can be passed through the fluid in a direction normal to the magnetic field. This, ac-
cording to the classical equation, 1_ = i" x _, generates a body force within the fluid which
may be used to pump it directly. There are no moving parts in the system other than the
fluid itself.
Because current passing through the fluid is essential to the operation of electro-
magnetic pumps, they are particularly well suited to handle liquid metals. In fact, the
first wide-spread application was pumping liquid sodium for nuclear reactor cooling.
Unfortunately, our application requires a liquid of high thermal capacity and fairly low
thermal conductivity. TbAs puts metals (specifically mercury) at an immediate disadvan-
tage. Calculations were periormed to investigate the feasibility of using an electrolyte as
a working fluid. It appears (Appendix C) that, because of the high resistivity of any solu-
tion compared to a metallic conductor, approximately one watt per circuit would be dissi-
pated at current levels sufficient to produce the necessary pressure rise. This, of course,
is far too high to warrant further consideration. Additional calculations were performed
assuming mercury as a working fluid and it was found that, because of the low specific
heat, weight requirements would be excessive. We conclude that the outlook for electro-
magnetic pumping in this application is not encouraging.
Ion Drag l_tmps
These devices are still in the developmental stage, but appear to have a number of
features which are well suited to our problem. As with the electromagnetic pumps, they
have no moving parts. In direct contrast however, they will only work with fluids which
are good insulators. Efficiencies are not normally high - being on the order of ten per-
cent - which probably accounts for the fact that they have had little practical application
to date. Working fluids can be hydrocarbons having a specific heat of 0.3 or higher.
* Reference (5) in addition to giving extensive source material, describes an experi-
mental unit which delivers 8 cc of kerosene per second against a head of one meter with
an efficiency of ten percent. This is the order of magnitude of the flow rate required for
our purpose, and a pressure rise an order of magnitude larger. It has been mentioned
elsewhere that power requirements would not be excessive even for efficiencies of one
percent or less.
The active elements of an ion-drag pump are completely immersed in the fluid and
consist of an electrode (normally pointed) positioned upstream of an orifice. When a suf-
ficientiy high potential difference is imposed between these components, ions are formed
at the upstream electrode and attracted to the metal surrounding the orifice. In the course
of their migration, the ions encounter neutral molecules of the fluid and exchange mo-
mentum. The result is a net flux of molecules through the orifice.
C-28
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The only intrinsic feature of these units which might prove to be a serious handicap
for our purpose is the high voltage normally employed. This ranges as high as 20 kilowatts.
No information is available regarding long term performance, but there appears to
be no a priori reason to assume that opera_ion for periods up to a year is impossible The
chief sources of deterioration seem to be ablation of the electrodes and chemical cha,:ges
within the working fluid. Both of these can be reduced, at the expense of efficiency, by
operating at lower voltages.
• CONCLUSION
In order to summarize the results of this investigation we can make the following
general statements:
1. Thermistors appear potentially suitable for fine temperature sensing, but the
problem of drift remains to be solved. Experimental work will be required to establish
the feasibility of matching pairs of thermistors by, for example, choosing adjacent units
in the same production run or measuring drift over a short period and pairing units which
have similar properties.
2. An investigation should be made into the long term stability of quartz thermom-
eters. In many respects these devices are even more attractive than thermistors. It is
likely that this problem has already been treated in connection with the use of quartz
crystals as frequency standards. This implies that any investigation should begin with
a literature search treating oscillators rather than thermometers.
3. It appears that thermoelectric devices can be used to advantage where heat is
transferred by conduction through a small area. This suggests their use as guards on the
pylon ends and between instrumer.t packages and the structure.
.F
4. The use of a series of fluid heat exchanger loops appears practical as regards
"_ weight and power requirements. Such an arrangement would dispense entirely with the
_ problem of temperature sensing. We suggest that it be investigated further in order to
_ accurately establish the heat load versus temperature gradient and to better appreciate
_ the problem of pump development.
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Appendix A
THERMAL DISTORTION EQUATION
We may, for example, write the equation of the elastic curve
d2y _ ex (I)i
dx2 Y
where _ is the unit elongation in the x-direction at the distance y from the neutral plane.
Now
_x (2)
Ex = sAT +-_-,
whcre _ is the coefficient of thermal expansion,
?-T is the temperature differential above some arbitrary zero,
_x is the stress iu the x-direction,
E is the modulus of elasticity.
Equation (2) may be transposed
= E(Ex - _&T). (3)
But from the planar assumption
% = O(x) y (4)
•"._ = E [G(x) y - aZXT]. (5)
From statics, we know that the external moment acting on any cross section is zero:
It
'A_ ydA = 0; (6)
therefore
E f (G(x)y-aAT)ydA :0,
J^
O(x) fAyadA-ct ffAATydA=O,
C-$0
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and
ctJATydA (7)G(x) =
j y2 dA
By noting that
d2y _ cx
=-O(x),
dx2 Y
we recognize that Equation (7) is the equation for the curvature at any point x. This may
be successively integrated for the slopes and the deflections.
In order to determine the relationship between the number of heated zones and max-
imum possible deflections, we will,analyze the case of a linear cross sectional temperature
_, difference (AT) varying uniformly from zero at one end to unity at the other. This is the
_, case shown in Figure C-15, with ATm. x equal to unity.
_ From symmetry, the problem can be reduced to that of analyzing/_ separate beams,
_ each having zero slope at the ends. This is diagrammed below where AT is the tempera-
_ ture above a datum arbitrarily taken as zero on the c_oler face and varies linearly in x .
_ and y.
/IT.Ax -'1/2_,
X TEMPERATURE
I O,STR.SUT.O.
X:LASTIC CURVEI
The x-dependency of AT may be expressed by
And, letting r equal the "radius" of the hexagon (i.e., one half the distance across the
flats), the linear variation in y may be expressed as [(y + r)/2r ]. The temperature
variation at any cross-section may thus be expressed as a function of x and y:
AT (x,Y) --(_r r) (2_'_=) •
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Letting
-a JAAT(x,y) ydA
P(x) =
Jy2 dA
we may write
/
% ax = Jo P(x)dx
For a hexagon ofunit thickness,using the expression for AT derived above,
_^ AT (x'Y) ydA = 3"08 (2"_'_-'_'/ r2
and
'^ y2dA = 3.85 r3.
Therefore,
P(x)--3"O8ar23.85r3 (2_-_')
or
r
and
r_2
Letting
r = 7.2 inches
= 100 inches
= 13x 10 -6 °F,o
we obtain
-18.06 x 10 "e
_max = Radians
or
-3.72 seconds of arc
where the minus sign results from having taken the upper as the warmer surface,
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Appendix B
HEAT EXCHANGER CALCULATIONS
An expression is to be derived for the change in temperature of a fluid passing
through a heat exchanger tube applied to the surface of the structure. In order to deter-
mine the temperature distribution throughout a closed circuit, a trial value of fluid tern-
' perature will be assumed and the expression for temperature change evaluated at each
section of the tube (node) in sequence. If the final temperature after completing the cir-
cuit does not equal the trial value, a new trial value wiJ _.be assumed and the process
repeated until compatibility is obtained.
Letting
T N = temperature of N th node,
!,i_ TfNi = fluid temperature at inlet to N th node,
'_ TfN o = fluid temperature at outlet of N thnode,
_ qN = heat flow into fluid = external heat flow into node
_ at steady state
__ ATfN = change in fluid temperature during passage through
_ N th node,
_ We may define a coefficient K such that
'_
where ITfNl - TfN o I << I TN - T,Nt l"
Now
o,_ --- pAVCp (Tfl_o - Tfm ) ,
where
p = fluid density,
A = cross-sectional area of tube,
V = flow velocity,
Cp = specific heat of fluid.
Defining pAVCp• F,
we have o_ =F(TfNo -TfNl).
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LBy equating the qN iS,
F('l'frv° -TfNi) :K [ TN (TfNI +TfN°)]2
or
K IT (TfN' + TfN°)1AT_N: _- N- 2 "
But TfN o : TfN i + ATfN ,
K IT N TfNi + TfNi + ATfN 1'"ATfN: F" - 2
K
ATfN:F  K/_[TN - TfNi]
which is the desired equation for the change in temperature of the fluid in passing through
the node.
In order to obtain an order of magnitude estimate of the amount of hea t. influx to the
structure which could be tolerated without exceeding the .I°F limit, we will insert reasoL_-
able values into the expression above and carry out a circuit calculation.
The assumed circuit geometry is shown below:
3/16" ffi.016 FT"_--'---_
/ __T:.IOF, T:.O,7
/ T =.033V*.25 FT/SE¢ T:.067
WATER _ _% T'.033 r,o.o
Noting that K : h A,.
where h = heat transfer coefficient BTU hr "_ ft "_ °F -_
A, = surface area of tube within node
we may write
h -- 4.12k/d (6, p. 192)
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where k = thermal conductivity of fluid BTU hr" 1ft- 1oF-
d = tube diameter ft
•".K = 4.12k/dA,.
And, since A. = _d_ where _ is the length of the node,
K = 4.12 _ k ,_ BTU hr° 1 oF- 1.
, From Reference (6, p. 500),
For water at 68°F: k = .345 BTU hr -_ ft-1 °F -1 and_ = .693 ft .'.K = 3.09,
Also for water at 68°F,
.25
_ F = pAVCp = 62.46 (2.01X 10 -4) _ (.999)
_ F = 11.29 BTU hr "1 °F -l
i_.... and
K 3.09
il .... 204.F + K/2 12.84
i Using Equation (8) and performing the iterative solution, we obtain thethis value in
following temperature distribution:
-- F NODE TEMPERATURE
o,o /.,o.._u.
I / O054 4 0 046
_! 0.05-
1_ \ o.o._0.o601 _ f "---
o.o. I I
I I : ; I I
NODE NUMBER
Having obtained the temperature distribution, it then becomes possible to evaluate
the net heat flux from the warmer side of the structure, through the fluid, to the cooler
side. Thls is found to be on the order of .07 watts (at .I°F difference in temperature).
Weight
The weight of one cooling loop, assuming fluid with a specific gravity _f 1.0 en-
closed within a 3/16" inside diameter x I/._2 '' wall alum/nt, m tube, is calculated at. 16pounds.
1966014117-343
Pump Powe._
Using the PoiseniUe expression for pressure drop In laminar flow (7), and the prop-
erties of water at room temperature, we compute a pressure difference of approximately
two pounds per square foot. Taking this in conjunction with a flow velocity of .25 feet per
second, we compute a power input of approximately .15 milliwatt to the fluid stream.
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Appendix C
ELECTROMAGNETIC PUMPING
An order of magnitude calculation is to be performed to determine the power re-
quired to operate an electromagnetic pr-mp using an electrolytic solution as a working
fluid.
Assume pump geometry as sketched below:
7
The equation for the force on a current carrying conductor in a magnetic field is
given in (8, page 246):
dF= idsx B, newtons
where i = amperes,
S = meters,
B = webe.rs meter- 2,
We will assume B = 0.3 as a reasonable value of field intensity and compute the current
- required to give the necessary pressure rise of two pounds per square foot. N_ting that
one pound per squaze foot equals 478.8 dynes per square centimeter and one newton
equals 1os dynes, we find that the required force is 0.00237 newton. We can write the
scalar equation:
F .00237
i S_-- s
Sx B .OOSx .3
.-i = 1.58g_np.
CommltinE the tables of (9, page 2362 et. req.), it appears unlikely that an electrolyte
having a resistance of less than 1.50 ohm centimeter "a can be employed. This gives a
net resistance of 0.375 ohm in the geometry chosen. The power dissipated in heating
the fluid is therefore equal to 0.94 wa*'_. This is to be regarded as an approximation only
and might be somewhat reduced by o1_ _lng the configuration.
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4DEVICES FOR CONTROLLING THERMAL GRADIENTS I_j£
IN SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES _
Temple W. Jarrell _
INTRODUCTION
General Problem
With the development of the more sophisticated spacecraft comes the requirement
for better control of the thermal gradients imposed upon the spacecraft structure and
upon associated experiments. The problem being investigated then, is to determine those
devices and methods available fo_ control of the thermal gradient on a spacecraft. (The
problem of determining which sensing devices are needed to aid the thermal controlling
devices for a particular problem has been investigated in this document, by R. O. Woods.)
For the thermal controlling devices to be feasible, they must be light-weight, be
able to withstand the rigors of space such as vacuum and weightlessness, and have long
' term reliability (in particular, at least one year of reliability). In addition, the equipment
which controls these devices must satisfy the same requirements since it too will be on
the spacecraft. However_ it is the requirement that the devices maintain some particular
thermal gradient across the spacecraft structure which will form the basis of the report.
The most obvious method for acquiring some particular thermal gradient would be
to dump heat into the spacecraft structure at those points or areas which will give the de-
sired gradient. (Note that dumping heat at one point will affect other points in varying
degrees. But for simplicity, this investigation will neglect these interactions. To obtain
the actual inputs of the devices, a computer program will be needed.) However, at times \
it may prove more feasible to cool points or areas than to heat them. Yet even more
likely, a combination of heating and cooling will be the most economical and feasible
method of securing the desired thermal gradient across the structure.
Since it takes more power to pump a given amount of heat from the structure than
it takes to dump [he same amount of heat into the structure, the number of points that are
cooled (while others may be heated) will depend upon the magnitude of the heat to be
pumped. To find the magnitude of the heat to be pumped, a numerical analysis or an ex-
periment must first be made to determine the thermal gradient imposed on the structure
by passive control methods. Since the gradient is a function of time, it can be expressed
instead as a heat flow as can the required gradient. Then the heat fo be pumped is de-
termined by subtracting this passively controlled heat flow from the required heatflow.
So, the active devices will have rite inputs as determined and will thus obtain the thermal
gradie_ as stipulated by the experimenters.
Particular Problem
This investigation will be general wherever possible so that it can serve as a start-
ing point for obtaining any desired thermal gradient across a spacecraft structure. But
much of the report will be devoted to the particular problem of a zero gradient (i.e., uni-
form temperature) over the structure of the AOSO. The Republic Aviation Corporation
used a computer program to furnish temperature profiles (due to passive thermal control
methods) of the AOBO _pport structure for three different cams. The first case was
C-$9 /
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where the cylindrical housing surrounding the support structure was allowed to radiate
to the structure. Thus inducing a temperature profile. Next the pylons (see Figure C-16)
which connect the support structure to the housing, were allowed to conduct heat either
to or from the housing structure. The third case _'ose when 1/2 watt was dumped into
the support structure at one node to simulate the heat dumped into the structure by an ex-
periment mounted on the structure.
H
...... K, / ,PYLGNS
Figure C-16-The Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory (AOSO)
hexagonal support structure.
The three temperature profiles were changed into the form of heat inputs to the
structure. The first method for finding the heat input of a device involved using the tem-
perature of the hottest node (see Appendix and Figure C-17) as the basis temperature.
Then it was found how much heat was needed to be dumped into each node, except the
basis node, to maintain uniform temperature across the entire structure. The results
were plotted (see Figures C-18, C-19 and C-20) and, in general, show two peaks per
orbit which most heaters should be able to reproduce easily. At most, the largest power
input to the structure by a single heater would be 1.41 watts for the second case, 0.02
watts for the third case, and 0.01 watts for the first case. Thus it is the conduction thru
the pylons which allows the greatest amount of heat to enter the support structure of the
• AOSO. However, for this conduction case, the thermal gradient across the five cross-
sections are nearly uniform except for the cross-section upon which the pylons rest
(cross-section #3). It is the uneven input _ heat in the first and third cases which gives
rise to the gradient over most of the entire structure as evidenced by the large heating
of three nodes for a given cross-section, while the other three are only slightly heated
(see Figures C-18 and C-20).
Much of the time it is more economical to cool a few of the hot nodes and heat
others than it is to heat all the nodes. To illustrate, a second method where five hot nodes
were cooled and the other nodes heated was adopted for the conduction and radiation cases.
The power inputs to the structure by the heat pumps were determined and are seen in Fig-
ures C-21 and C-22. (The C.O.P. for heating was taken to be 1 and for cooling 0.3. The
C.O.P. will be discussed later in the report.) To see the impact of this cooling, the total
power drawn from the solar cells to operate the heat pumps, as specified, are drawn for
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Figure C-17-The nodal program for the support
structure for A050.
the conduction case (see Figure C-23). The first method, heating all nodes, gives peaks
of power of about 12.4 and 20.3 watts, while the second method, both heating and cooling,
gives peaks of approximately 2.2 and 3.1 watts. It is readily seen that a great quantity of
power is saved by cooling several points.
DEVICES
Resistor
= Once the problem has been stated and the requirements established, the problem
becomes that of determining what devices are available that actually fit the requirements.
So now attention focuses on the resistor and thermoelectric device which are heat con-
trolling devices to be discussed.
When thinking of a heating device, the resistor is the first to come to mind. As
electricity passes through the resistor, Joule heat is produced and heats the structure on
i. which it has been placed by conduction and radiation (not by convection in vacuum). The
resistor can be made small being used as a point source in the limit and thus putting
heat into particular points of the structure or resistors can be continuous (wire) even
being formed into rectangular patches one square cm to several hundred square cm in
area. Unless there are only a few localized nodes to be heated, the small, single re-
sistors would be of little use. Instead, most thermal control would be by resistors
formed into "blanket heaters."
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Figure C-_2-Concluction through pylons. Time varying powm" input of heating
(;n,:Jcooling clevice to structure for cross-section # 3.
There are several different ki,_ds of blanket heaters. One called the Electrofllm
heater is produced by spraying a resistant coating on a metallic substrate. The coating
consists of carbon mixed with an epoxy. The heaters will give uniform heating over
evenly sprayed areas, but the resistance of the heaters changes with temperature as
seen in Beech Aircraft Corporation Test ReporL BR 13902-1. Ir_addition, Shapiro at tlie
Goddard Space Flight Center showed that the heaters consistently outgas in vacuum. He
found that it was not just surface outgassing but that it comes from the metal interfacing.
It was also found that the resistance of the coating changed by 200 ohms indicating a breakup
of the conductive paths.
Ib
To test OAO experiments in thermovacuum chambers, the Solar Simulation group
at Goddard developed a cylindrical housing unit which surrounds the experiments and
simulates the temperature profile that the experiments will experience in orbit. They
attempted to obtain the profile using strip heaters placed side by side and connected in
series to form a node or blanket, but now they are switching to a wire mesh resistant
heater.
The strip heaters maintained a gradient of about 15°C over the housing while the
gradient over a node was approximately 2°C. Although this gradtent will be too large for
most spacecraft, better control will result from the use of some passive control in the
form of insulation. However, it will take some experimenting to determine what the best
gradient is that can be obtained in this manner.
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Figure C-23-Power to be put into a thermoelectric
device (COP = .3) to obtain uniform temperature.
Tests were rue by Republic on t_.ree types of blanket heaters to determine the
amount of heat produced and the temperature gradient required when each heater was
mounted on a surface similar to the AOSO. The first blanket was a nichrome wire grid,
while the second consisted of a chemically coated film sandwiched between asbestos
: sheets, and the third was a neoprene sandwich heater.
._ Results of the tests showed that an input of 0.6 watts to the first two heaters gave a
: temperature rise of approximately 4.72°C while the neoprene heater had a temperature
_ rise of 4.97°C for an input of only 0.48 watts. In addition a temperature gradient of 0.26°C
_-. was acquired across the nlchrome wire grid which was about the size of a node, while the
other two heaters had gradients of about 0.43°C. However, even smaller gradients may be
obtained through effect/ve use of insulatior., The curves giving power input vs. tempera-
ture rise, power input vs. ATe.,,. ), and tem_erzture rise vs. AT(.,,,. ) are presented in
Republic Inter-office Memo by R. Morgenweck.
Republic felt that the installation of the nichrome wire grid heater in the pylon and
inner surface area would be costly and time consuming. So the neoprene heaters were
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chosen to bo used for dry run tests sSnce they had a rugged design and could be removed
easier once they had been installed. But for the flight model this last condition is not
necessary.
Resistance heaters must be attached to the structure with an epoxy oc some other
bonding agent. However, the uniformity of the heating depends upon how evenly the bond-
ing agent is spread, and the problem arises that the bonding agent outgasses and can con-
taminate the experimen:s.
A problem arises from the fact that geometrical obstructions such as holes in the
structure cause heat sinks to occur. Thus the actual design must take these geometrical
factors into account.
Resistance heaters wii] hold up under space conditions, but the reLstances will
probably change in a predictable manner during the time in space. So the resistor will
give the reliability required. They are also rather light and any particular light-weight
control system can easily be designed for the resistor.
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICES
The other device to come under consideration is the thermoelectric heat pump which
has seen rapid development since the late 1950's. The device is based on the Peltier ef-
fect (1834) which states that when a current is passed in one direction through a junction
of two dissimilar metals, the junction is cooled but if the current is passed in the opposite
direction the junction is heated. A typical single couple thermoelectric heat pump is
shown in Figure C-24 below. It consists of a p-type and an n-type semiconductor which
connect to conductive metal straps. A current flowing out of an n-type or into a p-type
semiconductor cools the junctions while a current iv the opposite direction heats the
junctions. If a larger area is to be cooled or heated, couples are connected thermally in
parallel and electrically in series to give maximum input voltage while requiring mini-
mum input current.
To determine how well the device is doing its job, it is necessary to find its heat
pumping capability.." or cooling, there is a net useful heat flow O into the couple at ti_e
cold contact.
I I2R_ K&TQ--I =Tc - -_-
where
I = current through the couple (amp)
_ = Seebeck coefficient (V/°C)O
Tc = cold and temperature of the couple (°C)
R = internal resistance (ohm)
K = thermal conductance (watt/°C)
_T = temperature difference across the couple (°C)
The terms in the above equation are the Peltier, half the Joule heat, and the conductive
heat flow from the hot side respectively. The input voltage which causes a current to
flow in the couple is
V:IR + a&T.
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Thus the power input to the couple is
P:VI : I2R -_ _IAT.
The capability of the couple to pump heat is then measured by determining its coefficient
of performance (C.O.P.) which is defined to be the ratio of the useful heat pumped to the
power required to do the pumping. Thus for cooling:
C.O.P. - o - - "_ R - K_T
P I2R+ c_IAT
Usually one of two design conditions will be u_.ed. One is for maximum C.O.P., and the
other is for maximum pumping.
For maximum C.O.P.,
d(C.O.P.)
=0
dl
simple calculationsyield
(1RaAT+ aTcR)I2- (2KR_T) I-aK(_T) 2 0.
Now definethefigureof merit Z tobe
oL2
Z-
pk
where
p = resistivity (ohm-cm)
k = thermal conductivity (watts/cm-°C).
INSULATION
/_'_ _" _i--T¢aCOt'DEND
P- TYPE N- TYPL
SEktlCONOUCTOR SEMICONI'JUCTOA
Figure C-24-One ttage thermoelectric heat pump.
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Since
K : P__k_k '
R
then
a 2
K = _.
RZ
Substitutionyields
RZ - (2aR AT) I - a2(AT)2
Note that
1 AT= 1 (Ta- T¢)
where Th = hot end temperature of the couple (°C).
After some elementary calculation we obtain
aATI=
which is the current necessary to be passed through the device for maximum C.O.P.
Placing this value of the current in the expression for C.O.P. and letting
T_+L
T.- 2 '
we obtain
C'O'P'(®°z')- (T - T¢) (_+ZT m + 1)
° However if maximum heat pumping is desired, then
dQ aT e IR 0.dI
Thus
aT
i:__ ¢-
R
is the require_ current. When this current is used the C.O.P. becomes
1
TZT_- (T.- To)C.O.P.
ZTcT h
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The most useful thermoelectric cooling pumps have a C.O.P. between 0.3 and 1.0.
Since the C.O.P. determines the power needed to cause a certain quantity of heat to flow,
then the C.O.P. can be greater than 1.0, but it happens orfly at low _T across the device.
To rid itself of the heat which is built up during the on cycle, fins are used to radi-
ate or conduct heat to a heat sink. The sink must readily receive the hest from the device;
otherwise the device will burn up during the cooling process.
It is useful to note that the maximum temperature difference across the device which
• can be obtained for Q = 0 is
_2 T 2 1
ATc..x ) - - ZT_.
• 2RK 2
Since AT(u , ), depends upon z, it can be seen why the low value of the figure of merit re-
tarded the _i'_velopment of thermoelectric devices. Development of semiconductors brought
Z's of approximately 3 × 10 -3 °C -1 so that the device could become practical.
If the direction of the current is reversed, the device becomes a heater and is more
efficient than a resistor. Since Joule heat (I2R) aids the heating device instead of hindering
it as in the cooling process, the device has a higher C.O.P. equal to
1
IaTc + _-I2R - KAT
C.O.P. =
I2R + I_AT
when the useful value for heating lies between 1.0 and ,q.0.
The usual commercialthermoelectric devices have 1 to 2 square inches of area for
the heating surface (see Figure C-25), but they can be made either larger or smaller. '
The weight of the devices can range (for typical Sanyo Thermo Modules) from 0.8 to 2.7
ounces. (For other characteristic maximum values, see Table C-3). Typical graphs
showing temperature differences vs. hot junction temperature, heat pumping capacity vs.
hot junction temperature, and voltage vs. hot junction temperature are presented for the
"_ Jepson Thermoelectric Module model 433 in Figures C-26, C-27, and C-28 respectively.
It is interesting to note that these devices can hold temperature differences of a fraction
_ of a degree up to at least 90-°C (162°F) depending upon the hot junction temperature, the
! current used, and the amount of heat being pumped.
_ There are drawbacks in using thermoelectric devices. One is that although the de-
i vice requires low voltage, it often demands high current which may make it prohibitive for
some uses in satellites. However, as the industry develops, it may find ways to lower the
current requirements. Another disadvantage arises because the device itself acts as a
• relatively good heat leak during the off portion of its cycle. The ratio K A T/Q will aid in
determining the seriousness of the leak. It should be small compared to unity, otherwise
the cooled portion will heat during the off cycle as rapidly as it cools during the on cycle.
The problem of what controlling equipment is needed to activate and regulate the
thermoelectric device is also present. The devices run on dc current, so ordinarily ac
current must be transformed to dc current. But a satellite generated dc current so no
problems arise here. The fundamental systems which are now used for thermal control
can a_so be used for control of the thermoelectric heating _id cooling so that the systems
can easily be designed and implemented. Weight of the control systems should also cause
no problem.
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Table C-3"
Typical Charv.cteristics of L_at Pumps
Number rOptimum Maximum Terminal Heat
Temperature Voltage PumpingSymbol Size Weight of CurrentCouples Difference Capacity
Dimension
Inch Oz. Amps oC Volts WattsType
STM-1025 2.244 x 1.b93 x 0.413 2.2 10 25 55 1.1 16
STM-1021 2.244 x 1.693 x 0.413 2.0 10 21 55 1.1 14
STM-1621 2.519 x 2.126 x 0.413 2.7 16 21 55 ].8 20
STM-1012 1.614 x 1.279 x 0.374 1.0 10 12 55 1.1 8.3
STM-1004 1.378 x 1.102 x 0.433 0.8 10 4 50 1.1 3.5
STM-4004 2.244 x 1.968 x 0.472 2.7 40 4 55 4.5 14
*Taken for Sonyo Thermo Modules. The types are given in the table.
Now returning to the particular problem of the AOSO and assuming that stability has
been reached, it was found that the support structure had a constant temperature of 68°F -
(20°C) while the housing cycles between extremes of 32°F (0°C) and 104°F (40°C). If the
extreme case of the housing temperature being 104°F is taken and the heart exchanger of
the thermoelectric device is taken to be 10°C greater thanthe housing, then ATcmox_= 54°F =
30°C. Thus the hot end of the device will operate at Th = 50°C = 122°F. Fron_ t[_e con-
duction, radiation, and 1/2 watt heater cases, it was found that less than two watts will
have to be pumped out of the structure by the devices since this is the amount coming into
the structure from the environment. Using Figure C-26and Th = 50°C, it is seen that for a
two amp current, the device will give a temperature difference of approximately 32°C
i which is greater than the 30°C required. From Figure C-27 it is seen that 9 watts can
L
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__ Figure C-28-Voltage vs. hot junction temperature.
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be pumped by the device which again is more than required. Finally Figure C-28 shows
that 1.1 volts are needed to have the two amps current at Th = 50°C. So this particular
thermoelectric device easily fulfills the requirements. Since the extreme case was
taken, the current will be even less than the two amps most of the time.
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The question of whether a run-away condition exists or not arises. Heat is radiated
from the housing to the support structure. But the thermoelectric heat pumps must pump
the absorbed heat out of the structure in order to maintain constant temperature. Thr_
heat which is pumped out is then radiated back to the housing raising its temperature.
So the housing again radiates but now at a higher temperature thus radiating more heat
than it did originally. The devices then are pumping larger and larger amounts of heat
and this constitutes a run-away condition. But, the housing for the AOSO is large and
acts like a reservoir since only two watts are r_diated to it. In addition, the housing will
be cycling between 32°F and 104°F and will cancel any temperature rise due to the smail
heat which is radiated. So the run-away condition should not exist for the thermoelectric
devices on the AOSO.
As with resistors, the problem of attaching the thermoelectric devices exists. Along
with outgassing comes the problem that the epoxy must be non-conductive so that the de-
vices will not be shorted out. The devices may be bolted on, whether this is the best
method remains to be determined.
CONCLDSIONS
Passive thermal control coupled with active thermal control is the approach needed
for obtaining and holding particular thermal gradients with good accuracy. It was found
that a combination of heating and cooling is the best active thermal control method attain-
able, and that thermoelectric devices appear to be the best devices for maintaining the
desired gradient although they are somewhat limited by requirements for high currents
and the value of the figure of merit which in turn limits AT_mi..r The alternate method is
that of heating with resistors which are in the form of blanket heaters. However, they
will have higher power requirements and will not give as good control.
For further study, mathematical analysis and actual experiments will be needed.
In the particular AOSO problem, their computer program should be used to determine the
feasibility of using these active devices. In addition, the problem of attaching the devices
to the structure must be studied since outgassing occurs.
Appendix
The entire AOSO spacecraft was broken into nodes, but only the support structure
need be presented here. The support structure is a hexagonal cylinder held within a cir-
cular cylinder called the housing (Figure C-16). Each of the six sides of the support
structure were taken as a basic strip. Then each strip or side was broken into five sec-
tions called nodes. Each strip has five nodes and there are six strips giving a total of
" thirty nodes on the support structure. Each node is numbered in Figure C-17 so it will
be easier to interpret the graphs presented in the report.
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%TORQUES ON A 750-FOOT EXTENSIBLE BOOM %_1_.PERTURBATION
DUE TO ELECTRODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS
J. ,6,. DellaValle
Project RAE (Radio Astronomy Explorer) is an effort to orbit a spacecraft with
two V-shaped antennas. One of the V's will scan the heavens to receive celestial radio
signals and the other will pick up background noise from the earth. This mission should
enable radio astronomers to receive signals below 10 Mc which do not reach the earth
because of strong atmospheric attenuation. The antennas are four hollow beryllium-
copper booms about 1/9. inch in diameter and 750-1000 feet long, extending from the satel-
lite and making an angle of approximately 60 ° at the vertex of each V. The booms will be
deployed after the satellite achieves the desired orbit. The satellite will be in a circular
:orbit 6000 km above the earth (Figure C-9.9).
I
The booms are light, weak structures and can
be bent easily. Thus, owing to their length, a small
force acting near the end of the boom can produce a
considerable bending torque about an axis through
the satellite. These bending torques can have sev-
eral undesirable effects on the mission. First of all,
ff the torque is large enough it can snap the boom,
thereby permanently distorting it.
R$• 12,4001un
Secondly, since the general shape of the an-
tennas effects the orbital dynamics and stabilization
techniques of the spacecraft, it is desirable to avoid
certain distortions.
Finally, and most important to the experi-
menter, is the effect of antenna shape on its radla- lair.
tion pattern. In order to interpret the experimental m,• s.4ooN
data the shape of the antenna must be known at all
times, hence, all the forces tending to change the
shape of the antennas mus__.be known as a function /
of space and time.
Figure C.29-Hei0ht of satellite
The purpose o_ th_s report is calculation of cd.,ve_e _r_ (©i,sl_ _t).
the electric and mqinetic forces onthe booms. These
forces are believed to be small compared to the so-
calledgravltT-_eat bendingforcectiscueNdbe-
low but a reasmmble order of msgnitude calculation
must be made in order to verifythin.
The dlmeasi_ of most satellites are small enou_ so that they nn_ be treatedas
a point mass orbitl_ the earth. A circular orbit is obtained when the centrifugal and
S_'avttat/onal forces acting on t_ satellite cancel, ff the maiPdtede of the forces are con-
slderQd constant over the satellit_ _ With theRAE sFaeeeraft the sihud_n is
different. The centrifugal force increases linearly with the distance from the earth whi,e
the gravttatioeal force decreases as an inverse square. These losses cancel at the center
mass ot the md_Wte but not _aeii tim boom. gaxtniltlW ]_q;thd theboomtbe SmbeJW_ce
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of forces is not negligible and gives rise to what is sometimes called the "gravity-
gradient" force. This force per unit length is given by*
Fg= : 3 p _2 x (1)
directed aiong the local vertical as shown below. The bending torque produced by this
force about an axis through c normal to the page is given byLOCAL
VERTICAL
T = p_2 sin e cos e_ s (2)gg
I Fggl = .024 ft. lb. = .032 newton-meter.
y now consider the electric and magnetic effects
A//
We shah
/ on the booms. Each boom constitutes a conductor cutting the
earth's magnetic field; hence, there is a force on each electron
8 J in the boom gi,-_r _V
F=-e_, & (3)
where e = charge on the electron,
9' = velocity of the electron (boom),
= earth's magnetic induction.
This force moves all the free electrons to one end of the rod and a potential differ-
ence is thus created (Figure C-30). For a rod moving at right angles to the field and the
zero potential taken to be at the rod's end, we have the difference in potential along the
rod:
_o dw _o qS" d_ =Bv,_ =/_oHv_. (4)
By substituting the values given in the appendix, we have _ = 11.4 volts.
4-
4- m
_ 4- - +
4-8
-- PLA_dA FigureC-30-Polarizatianofa boom
boomk_comaspolarizedm_vinutlwu
- + magneticfield;(hiShowinghowane
•.b .,Ib
4-
• -ev 4- _ 4- _ 4- --
"_ endis neutmli=edwhileotherisnot.
4-+ +4. 4- -
+ - 4-
Is) (b)
*Uost_'=Thesis,T.W.Flatly,"Equili_ium,ShapeofanArrayofLc_, ElasticStructwolMemlwoinCircularOrbit,"CatholicCatholicU.ofAmaricu,April1965
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The e_' x _ fez :e moves the electrons to one end of the rod thereby polarizing it.
Owing to this polarization, an electrostatic field is set up which opposes the effective
× _ field. If we were in free space, polarization would build up until the fields would
cancel and we would have a boom with an induced dipole moment. However, since this occurs
in a plasma, we have a somewhat different situation. At this altitude the primary neutral
atoms are hydrogen and the ions are protons and electrons. The existing literature indi-
cates that the ion energies are such that the electrons are traveling much faster than the
satellite and the protons are traveling much slower. Because the electrons are attracted
to the positive end of the boom and are fast moving - relative to the boom, they catch up
and neutralize that end. On the other hand, the only protons which strike the boom are
J those occupying the volume swept out by the boom (Figure C-30b). As the positive ions
neutralize the negaUve end of the boom, the e_ × § force acts on the electrons and tend_
to make it negative. This electron flow in the boom constitutes a current, the magnitude
of which is limited by the rate at which proteus are intercepted by the boom. The number
of protons swept out per unit time is just the number contained in the volume swept out by
the boom in unit time, i.e., l' _ current in the boom is
l =AbV. n+e_10 -6 amp, (5)
where Ab is the cross-sectional area of negative portion of boom.
The force on a conductor carrying a current I at right angles to a magnetic field is
F --_3i_. (6)
Assuming this force to be uniform along the boom and substituting the values given in the
appendix, we have
Ti =F_-BI_2_ 10-6 n.m. (7)2 2
for the torque about one end of the boom.
This Tl is called the "induction torque" and is negligible comparea to the gravity-
gradient torque. The force calculated in Equation (7) is for the worst possible conditions.
The derivation for the induction torque was carried out for a uniform field but ac-
tually the earth's field drops oft as an inverse cube (magnetic dipole). Tkis would cause
the part of the boom nearest the earth to experience a greater force than the part farther
_. away. To calculate this dafference in the force we have from Equation (6):
:_ F --BX,_= it 1 (8)--, ttince B _ _
_/ t 3 r 3
"_ Therefore the difference in the force from one end of a current carrying rod of length
to the other is
2
[ ]AF = K 1 1 , (9}
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where r is the distance from the origin of the nearest end of the rod. Expanding this
we ha, e
&F--K (r-3-3r-4_,+ .... r-3)
' AF _ _3K---2_
r 4
LF _ 3F.___, neglecting higher terms, (10)
r
where F = K/r 3 is the original force calculated.
The torque about one end of the rod produced by this difference in the force along
the rod is given approximately by
AT_3F_2 _Tio6_r 7'
where Tio = F_//2 is the original induction torque calculated. Hence, the net induction
torque acting on the boom is
(11)Ti =Tio +rTio
-- 10 -6 ± 10 -9 n. m. ,
where + isforthe lower booms - isfor theupper booms.
T,.enexteffectwe shallconsideristhe so-calledcoulomb drag. Sincemore elec-
tropsst.iketheboom thanprctonstheboom attainsa netnegativecharge which causes
ittoattractand collidewithmore protonsthanifitwere neutralcase. The coulomb
drag isthedrag due totheincreaseinthenumber ofprotoncollisions.To calculatethe
change in momentum due tothesecollisionswe must know thenumber of collisions.In
order to determinethisnumber we must determine thepotentialofthe satellite.
The followingare from thederivationsof Chang and Smith.* Here, theboom is
takenas thereferenceforbothprotonsand electrons.The constantsof themotion for
protonsare them_gularmomentum
8
L = mr 2 b, (12)
and the energy
E =-1m(_2 + r 2 _a) + e (-_). (13)2
*Chang, H.H.C. and Smith, M.C. "On the Drag of a Spherical Satellite Moving in a Partially Ionized Atmosphere, =
J. of BritishInterplanetarySac.,Vol.17(1959-60).
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Since the ionic aa_gular mo,ieuLum about the center of the boom is conserved, it re-
mains equal to its initial value at the ion's last collision. Hence, if v, is the magnitude of
the ion velocity to that of the satellite after the last collision before it encounters the satel-
lite, then
L :mV b+ --mr2b :rob+ _f_ , (14)
-: -vs where the parameters are defined below and E
• b+ is the kinetic energy of the ion relative to that
of the satellite (assuming that the last collision
occurs at distance far enough from boom so that
the potential energy is negligible). We then have
from Equation (14)
=_
substituting this into Equation (13), we obtain
2
b+
E=lm_ 2 + -- E-e_0.
2 r 2
Since we xre considering only those ions which strike the boom, _ = 0 at r =R and
b2+E
E - egb. (16)
R2
Solving for b+ we get _
b+ =R 1+
%
where b+ is the impact parameter; that is, all ions coming within this distance of the boom
are attracted, strangely enough, by the negative potential collide with it. Likewise for the
electrons, we can show
e¢_1/2b_ = R 1 - -E--) . (18)
The positive ion current to the boom is
( (.)I+ = en+Vsh + = en+V. 2"_R 1 +
I where A+ is the effective area for protons anti V, is the mean velocity of satellite relative
to that of the ions approximately equal to satellite velocity since v. >>v ˆthe
el-ctrons are striking the boom from all sides the calculation of the electron current is
I not as simple as the proton current. To simplify things we shall consider only a cross-sectional plane of the boom. From kinetic theory we have that number of electrons
I both sides with v unit unit time =2 (1/r)vdn v wherestriking speed per
area per × dn v
t C-59 .'
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is the number of electrons with speeds between v and v + dv. Since the boom has a neg-
ative potential _ only electrons with speeds greater than 2¢'_/m reach the boom. There-
fore the total number of electrons striking boom per unit area per unit time is
1 vdnvm
2 /m
and
1 en vdn v,
current density ; J = 2 eqO/m
= en_ 2,£R 1 - vdn .
v
electron current A_J = _ /m
By assuming a Maxwellian distribution for the electrons the electron current is given by
2
-mv_
So (I.--c v_ 1 _e_ _1,'_e 2kT (20)
_o_° -______/ dv,
where
(m__ 3/2
c = 4_ren__r _1
At equilibrium there is no net current to the boom, i.e., I- + I + = 0. This equation
would then determine _. The integral for I- is difficult to evaluate, however, we know
that for a physic_ -ituation we must have
- 2eq_ (21)1 m_v _]>_0,
. mv 2
.'.cp,-. _,=.05volts.2e
" This is, of course, a very rough estimate, and represents an upper limit for the potential.
Substituting this value for ? into Equation (17) we get
b+ < 300R.
A rough calculation will show that the transfer of momentum by electron collisions
is negligible compared to that by protons, for
_t_. my
_._ -- ,_ 5x 10-2.
_:)+ re+V+
C-60
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Therefore, we need only consider proton collisions:
Number of protons integrated per sec = n 2_ b. ;
I + 2e_ _I/2
Ap_2  RI (22)
The "coulomb-torque" is then approximately
Tc = Fc _ _.10-9 newton - meter. (23)2
Compared to the gravity-gradient torque this is completely negligible. An ion density of
approximately 1015//mS would give T¢ _. 10-s newton=meter which would be approaching
the gravity-gr4dient torque, but densities of this kind are not realized at 6000 km.
There is also a transfer of momentum due to protons which do not actually strike
the boom but whose trajectories are affected by the vegative potential. According to all
calculations done by other authors, this effect is negligible compared with those which
actually collide with the boom. Since this last effect is negligible we can make the as- ..
sumption that the first is therefore entirely negligible too.
The possibility of eddy currents has been ."_nsidered. If the boom were spinning
the magnetic forces on an electron would be such that it could £ _plete a path around
the boom thus creating an eddy current. This eddy current couk,_ then interact with the
magnetic field and produce a torque on the boom. However, since the boom is not spin-
ning or rotating no eddy currents are produced.
The increase in effective area of the boom due to the negative potential wi]l also
have the effect of increasing the induction drag by a factor of about 300. However the
estimated value of 300 R for the impact parameter does not seem realistic and should
be treated as a very rough estimate. Its actual value is probably much less thereby en-
suring that both the induction and coulomb drag are still insignificant.
:.: As shown before, the boom becomes polarized in an effective electric field of
: Eeff = _ × _ . The question arises, is there a torque on the dipole due to this field?
_, To answer this, consider the fact that the boom is in an effective electric field
if' It has an induced dipole moment _ which is in the direction of _ x _, as shown below.
I _ _'_ The torque on a dipole in a field is given by
+ _.
v x 8 " F ef f
Since _ is parallel to E =_.ff, T = 0.
- Data obtained just before this paper was printed
"_ "_ indicates certain assumpticns in the work are incorrect.
l J The electron and proton temperatures at 6000 km has
• been estimated* to be about 500O°K. This gives an ion
velocity of
v 1/-g-, ,
--_ *Brase, L. H., Privote Communication, G.S.F.C. ,.,C-61
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or
v+_ 9 x l0 s m/sec,
v__4× l0 sm/sec.
From this .we see that the velocity of the electrons is very much greater than that
of the protons and satellite but that the velocity of the protons is about the same as that
of the satellite. This information was obtained at too late a date to affect a change in
this paper but should be taken into account for more accurate calculations. However,
according to the calculations done in this paper, the electric and magnetic effects on the
booms are negligible compared to the gravity-gradient effect.
Appendix
Symbols and PhysicalValues
Mass ofelectron,m_ = 1.67× 10-27 kg
Mass ofproton,m+ = 9.1x 10"31 kg
Electrondensity,n__.2 × 109/m 3
Protondensity,n 2 × 109/m3
Neutralparticledensity,nV _ 109/m3
Charge on electronand proton,e = 1.6× 10"19 coul
Velocityof satellite,v _ 6 × 103 m/sec.
Orbitalangularvelocityofsatellite,_ _ 2 x 10-7 rev/sec.
Velocityofelectrons,v__ 3 x 10s m/sec.
Velocityofprotons,v+ < 103 m/sec.
Linear mass densityof boom, ,o_ 5.3× 10-4 slug= 2.54x 10-2 kg/m
Radius oforbit(from centerof earth),r = 12,400km
Magneticfieldintensity,H = 4.5x 10-2 oersted
Permeabilityoffree space,_v = 12.57x 10-7 henry/meter
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DYNAMICS ANALYSIS OF THE RAE SATELLITE _'
Yu Chen
INTRODUCTION
The Radio Astronomy Explorer (RAE) has the mission of studying galactic electro-
magnetic radiation in the 1 to 10 Mc range, which is shielded from ground-based radio
telescopes by the earth's atmosphere. To accomplish this a pair of V-shaped anLennas,
each consisting of two extensible rods, are placed back to back as shown in Figure C-31.
These extensible rods, 750 to 1,000 ft. long are made of beryllium copper tape, of the
"STEM" (self-storing tubutar extensible member _,_ designed and developed by
DeHaviland Aircraft of Canada, Ltd. The unit is a r.reformed tape which tends to cuff
into a long t.,be when unwound from _ storage _um. Tapes are .002 inch to .005 inch
thick and 2 inches to 5 _ches wide. These long rods not only are used as antenna but
also serve as attitude control devices. I
I
It has been a known fact that the variation in the gravita- I "
tlonal field over an earth satellite produces torques which tend Ito keep the axis of minimum inertia of the satellite coincident
with the local vertical. Therefore, when the satellite attains its
proper orientation the axis of the V-antenna, which coincides
with the axis of the minimum moment of inertia, should be co-
incident with the local vertical.
The initial acquisition of an earth-pointing orientation is
to be achieved by a magnetic attitude control system. After the
initial orientation is achieved the antenna booms are deployed
and the magnetic system deactivated. The deployed booms in- \
teractlng with the gravitational field cause ltbration of the satel-
lite about the local vertical which is to be damped out by a [
damper. I
Damping of vibrational motions due to gravity gradient I
torque or any other transient perturbation torques can be pro- I
vided by the "Joint-type" damper. This type of damping devlce [
is based on the connection b_tween the satellite through a dis-
I
stpative Joint to an "anchor." The relative motion between the FigureC-31-V-ontenno.
satellite and the "anchor" causes the Joint to operate and gener-
ate dissipation. The "anchor" can be a system of gyros, or a
s_cond rigid body. Another type of cllmping utilises the geomagnetic _ield as an "anchor."
The motion of a sa_ellite equipped with rods made of materials such as supermalloy causes
hysteresis losses which damp out the vibration.
The primary problem in the cl_samics study is concerned with the motion of the
mrtellite about its center of gravity. Besides the torques due to gravity gradient and iner-
tia, the booms are subjected to the influence of solar pressure, thermal bending, and
other sources of disturbances mlcll M electric interactions, etc. The flexur_d mo-
tion of the boom created by the total enviromnantal excitations must be determined in order
to define the instantaneotm configurations of the antenna which are essfjnttal to the inter-
pretaticm of the experimental data collected by RAE.
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Two methods are availableinestablishingtheequationsofmotion of a dynamical
system,Lagrange'sequationand Newton's Law. With theinclusionof an elasticbody in
thesatellite,the motionof which when referredtoproper coordinatesystem isdirectly
describableby partialdifferentialequationsinthedisplacementvariables,thelatter
method isquiteconvenient.
The system ofbooms and the centralbody are dynamically=onnectedthroughthe
reactionforcesand torquesat thephysicalboundaries. Sinc(thebooms are essentially
cantileverbeams fixedtethe centralbody ofthe satellite,reactionforcesand torques
are readilycalculableonce theexternalloadingsare defined.The angularmotionsof
thecentralbody are governedby Euler equationsand theflexvralmotionsof thebooms
are describableby thedynamicalbeam equations.
COORDINATE STSTEMS
FigureC-32 shows a diagrammatic view ofallcoordinatesystems tobe defined
inthissection.
x
x ._2 Zo _z
Figure C-32-Coordinate Systems .
The Inertial Systems, IS
The IS is a nonrotating "system of geocentric coordinate axes O-XYZ, with its Z-
axis passing through the perigee of the orbit, and its Y-axis normal to the orbital plane.
The X-axis forms a right-handed triad with the Y- and Z-axes.
D
The Orbital System, OS
The OS is a rotating system of "sateocentric" (origin at the center of mass of the
satellite, S) coordinate axes S-xyz. The z-axis coincides with OS, OS being the local
vertical, making an angle ¢ with OZ. The y-axis is parallel to OY. Sx is such that S-xTZ
is a right-handed triad.
The Central-Body System, CBS
The central-body system is a ,'otating sateocentric coordinate axes S-x y z0,
fixed to the satellite with Szo coincident with the axis of minimum inertia Is. Euler
parameters (_, 7, _, ×) are employed to the rotation of S-xoYz o relative to X-syz.
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The Antenna Systems, A,S,A2 S
Two setsof rotating sateocentriccoordinateaxes are definedtodescribethe
shapesof theV-antenna inorbit.S-x,y.z, isfixedto thesatellitesuch thatS_ and• l
Sz are intheplanexoSy^,withthepositivez.-axiscoincidingwithone of theunde-I u u l
formed legoftheV-antenna, making an angle a withSZo, a beingthe halfangleof the
V-antenna. SyI istheremainingaxi_ofa right-handedtriadS-xIylzI" Similarlywe
definethesecond setS-x2Y2Z2with Sz2 making an angle a withS,o,etc.
Let[A]be thetransformationmatrix between O8 and IS. The relationshipbetween
• the unit vectors is
,j:L, (1)
_o c__J ,
where 8 and C are abbreviations of sine and cos,ne. Hence, we have
°[A}_ I o | (2)JIs¢ o c_
The transformation matrix [B] between CBS and OS is defined such that
iolIilYo = [B] (3)
where []3]isgivenby
_2___ _ +X2 2(_+ _X) 2(_-_X)
[B] _ 2(_n- t_X) _{2 +-q2__2 +X 2 2(_X +_C) (4)
2(_t_ + r/X) 2(-_X + _) _ _2 . _ + _2 +X
The Euler parameters are related by
+v" +4'+X' : t. (5)
The transformationmatrix [cl]betweenAIS and CI_ isgivenby
[c,] = 1 (6)
L-Sa o c,,j.
' Similarlywe definethetransformationmatrix [c2]between AsS and CBS.
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To transform a vector in one system to another it is only necessary to calculate
the appropriate product of transformation matrices. For example, a vector in the A 1S
can be transformed to IS by premultiplying it with [A] [8] [C1], etc.
The Equations of Motion of the Central Body
We shall write dynamic equations in vector form such that they are valid in all co-
ordinate systems. One fundamental assumption in this type of study of satellite dynamics
is the separability of the motion of the center of mass from the motion about the center
of mass. The long term coupling effects of the vibration of the sat_,lite on the orbital
motion of an earth satellite is negligible (1).
The rate of change of angular momentum L about the sateocenter, with respect
to the CBS is governed by the equation
+ x -_ (7)
where _ is the angular velocity of the satellite, and T iv the resultant torque about the
sateocenter,
f=Y +T i +T. +T +T d (8)|
where T is the gravity-gradient torque, Ti the torque due to inertia forces, T the solar
pressure torque, Tt the torque due to transient thermal loading, and Td the damping
torque.
_or the central body we have
= (9)
where
= 11 _o£o + 12 9o_o + 13 2ot o. (10)
If ; is the satellite angular velocity relative to the OS coordinates, we haves
= 9_ + ;,, (11)
where _ is the polar angle of the satoocenter, measured from the perigee in IS, satis-
fying the equation
= _(1 + _ cos _)_/(1 - e2)3/=, (12)
8
where • is the eccentricity of the orbit, and _ is the orbital frequency, _ = 2_/To, TObeing
the orbital period.
THE TORQUE LOADINGS ON THE CENTRAL BODY
At the time of reporting only T and _i have been defined. Otb..r torques are to
be worked out later.
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Gravity-gradient Torque,
The gravity force acting on a mass particle dm at point r'(Xk, Yk' Zk, t), k = 1, 2,
is given by
dF --- (_dm_ _ (13)
where _ = g R_, g being the gravitational acceleration at the surfac,. _f the earth, and Rz
• the earth radius. Rp iS the distance between 0 and P, Rp is the position vector of P, thus
_p=_ +_p (14)
where _ is the position vector of the sateocenter, and is computed from the orbital
differential equation
e =_ -'., (15)
s R3
and
"rp = Xk_ k + yk_ k + Zk_ k • (16)
Let the linear density of the boom be #, we have
2 ,2 )1/2 dz k (17)dm = p(1 + xk + Yk
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to z_. Hence Equa*ion (13) reduces
to
dF = - / __..P_(1 + 2 + yk_)l/_ dz k _p. (18)Xk
The elementary torque due to d_ about the sateocenter is given by|
and the total torque is obtained by integrating d_ between 0 and L. Hence we have
f p2 _)1/2L (l+x k +y.'_ -. _7 = #p r x dzk , k = 1, 2. (19)
k l J0 R3 Pp
• In the study of deployment of the boom, the length L is a predetermined f,'_ction ._f
time t.J
l_ Inertial Torque, _
The inertial load at P applied to dm can be written as
" dF t = - dm Rp (20)|
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where
which upon differentiating twice yields
:j :J ..
The torque T: is given by
f) [ ]7 i =- _p × Rp p(1 +Xk 2 + yk2) I/' dz k, k = I, 2. (22)
THE DEFLECTIONS OF THE BOOMS
Sincebendingis themajor contributionofthedeflections,deflectionsdue totwo-
planebendingwillbe thebasisof thecalculation.The deflection_, isdescribablein
Euler-Bernoulliequationofbeam withcurvaturecorrectionas follows.
V hx k 2-13/2
Elb hz 2 Myk
(23)
and
_2Myk _2x k
+P_t 2 : PYk , k:l, 2.
_zk2
where thesubscriptYk isused to specifytheplaneofbending,thatbeingnormal toYk"
The deflectionYk isgoverned by a pairof equations
Ei b _2yk -Mx k [' (_Yk_')'_ 3/2
(24)
• b2Mx 2 _2y k
+/9 at 2 : px k k : 1, 2.az_
" Since both Equation (23) and Equation (24) axe actually stating the equilibrium of a beam in
the _k -direction, the load intensity is taken to be in the direction normal to _k " Hence
we have
and
P,,_=(v, +P_)"_k' (2(;)
where _ is_,ivenby
Pg =- (/_PP)(1 + x_2 + y_2)1/:1P-p (27)
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!and Pi is givenby
°°
,2 y_)_/_ _. (28)Pi =-p(I + x.,+
Numerical integration schemes are at present under investigation to solve Equation
(23) and Equati-n !24).
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SURVEY REPORT ON POSSIBLE ANTENNA CONFIGURATIONS _,
FOR A RADIO ASTRONOMY SATELLITE •
J. A. Dellagalle
Because radio signals from celestial sources below 10Mc are strongly attenuated in the
earth's atmosphere, radio astronomers wishing to inves_e such sources would like to
place an antenna above the atmosphere. Such a project is RAE, Radio Astronomy Ex-
plorer, which will put an antenna, bearing satellite into orbit about the earth.
The antenna used for this mission sh_a;ld lmve the foUowing properties:
1. unidirectional
3. constant direcUvity and gain over the 1-10 Mc range
3. mechanically simple and easy to deploy
4. electrical properties not influenced by the environment.
The antennas listed below are briefly described in this report as possible configurations
for the project:
I.dipole
9.. array of dipoles
3. single long wire
4. V-antemm
\
5. rhomb_
6. parasitic array
7. Yasl-Uda array
8. helical
9. los periodic
10. _.
In the f_ dilcmlilonl, we ire trmrested in the receivi_ pattern of the antennas.
ilowever, Itnmt the reeeivtnl _ hi the same as the tmnlmttfl_ pattern due to the
reciprocity principle and the latter is easier to determine, we will discuss the antemms
in terms _ their transmit_ pattern.
• The _mter-fed _ wave or lllf _mve
utenu _ a _ e _ w _ m FIBreC-3S.Thera_ dlpeleIsaclassicalprobleminelectro
mpeUe me_7. 1_ed_ field,arei_Ma_
-. .tOlkr
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× - , 3_(_._)-_ • I ik eikrr 7-D- '
where k = 277/_ and _ is the dipole moment. The coordinates are shown below. We note
that the magnetic induction is transverse to the radius vector at all points, but the electric
field has components parallel and perpendicular to _ (1). The radiation pattern has rota-
tional symmetry. Since the simple dipole is not very directional it is not very desirable
for our purposes.
z
- d/2 i
Y
DIPOLE AY_RAY
By properly arran_ng several dipoles we can construct a very directive, high gain
antenna. The simplest array is two identical dipoles separated by a distance, measured
perpendicular to their respective axes. Three cases are of interest:
1. When the elements are driven in phase with equal currents.
2. When the two are driven 180 ° out of phase with equal currents.
3. When the elements are driven with equal currents and with a phase difference
equal to 180 ° less the element spacing expressed in electrical degrees.
The third case is of most interest to us because of the directivity of the pattern (2) as
" shown in Figure C-34. This pattern results from the familiar phenomenon of interference
I __ Figure C-34-Elements have equal currents
• but differ in phase so that A _= 180° - d.
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which is common to all wave motion. In the figure below:"points A and B are sources ox
waves. At point C the waves from A and B meet. Since IJC = BC, if &D is half a wave-
length the waves from the two sources are 180 ° out ot Fhase at C and cancel each other.
If AD is zero or an integral multiple of a wavelength, then the waves are in phase at C
and reinforce each other. A phase relationship intermediate
between these extremes results in an intermediate intensity.
A multi-element arra_, can also be formed with the s
radiation pattern determined by the relative phase and spac-
in_ of the elements. When the currents in the arrays are all
in l_hase and of the same magnitude the array is known as a
, broadside array, since the main beam will be perpendicular
to the line of the array. When the phase progression between 0
elements is equal to the element spacing in electrical de-
grees, the array is known as an end fire array, since the main
beam is directed along the line of the array. One can also ex-
cite the elements in such a way that they have different cur-
rents. This is known as a tapered array, c
The broadside array produces the greatest gain for a given length; it alsc i,coduces
_ relatively high side-lobe levels. It is possible, in principle, to reduce the side-lobe levels
_: of an array to as low as is desired by choosing an appropriate current distribution along a
_ linear array. This is obtained at the expense of reduced gain and larger beamwidth (3). "
_ Further details concerning arrays of discrete elements will not be considered sinceL
it is not a practical system :or a spacecraft. The main reason for this is that for a direc-
'_ tionai beam the spacing between elements and the phase and magnitude of their currents
are all critical parameters determining the properties of the array. If one is transmitting
all these parameters can be adjusted to ob 'tain the desired beam. However, the antenna for
RAE must be a broadband receiving antenna and all these parameters cannot be adjusted
to give optimum operation for every frequency; hence, an array of dipoles is not well
suited for RAE. Mechanical deployment presents other problems which would be very
complicated to handle for a dipole array.
SINGLE LONG WIRE RADIATOR
We consider now radiation from a straight wire of any length carrying a sinusoidal
current. We examine the cases in which one end of the wire is free and the waves are
reflected, and when one end is terminated in a resistance equal to the characteristic im-
pedance of the wire so that all the power is absorbed in the resistor and none reflected.
In the first case we have standing waves and in the latter travelling waves. We note the
following basic facts (2) about the radiation pattern of long wires isolated in free space
with idealized natural currents:
1. There is a lobe in the radiation pattern for each half wavelength of wire. Each
lobe is a cone of radiation centered on the wire.
2. With respect to the middle of the wire as center of the polar radiation pattern
half of the lobes are tilted forward and half of them backward.
_. The direction of the electric field reverses in each successive lobe. This is
analogous to the reversals of phase of the currents in successive half-wavelength por-
tions of the wire.
4. Between _mccessive lobes are regions of little or no radiation called nulls or
I zeros. Practically all these are minima because the field strength at these angles neverC-75 i
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goes to zero. These zeros are related analogously to the current zeros in the standing
wave current distribution or to the phase reversals in a travelling wave distribution.
5. The angles of the zeros are symmetrically distributed about the plane normal
to the middle of the wire.
6. The largest lobe in the radiation pattern is the one forming the smallest angle
to the wire. For the travelling wave case, this lobe is in the direction of current flow
only. For the standing wave case the radiation pattern is symmetrical with respect to
the middle of the wire, and so has a complementary major lobe toward the other end of
the wire.
7. With travelling waves the field-strength pattern has lobes of diminishing ampli-
tude, the smallest being in the direction opposite the current.
Figuze C-35 shows the radiation pattern for the cases described above. Though the
single long wire is mechanically simple and has good gain properties, neither the termi-
nated nor the unterminated wire is unidirectional; hence they lack the must important
requirement for an RAE antenna.
R RECEIVER
UNTERMINATED WIRE TERMINATE0 WIRE
(Stondmg Wave) (Troveling Wove)
Figure C-35-Radiation Puttern
V-ANTENNA
The bestuse of longwires is realizedin thoseantennaswhere themain lobesfrom
two or more longwires addin phase andotherlobesare reducedor eliminatedby construc-
tivewave interference.Two oftheseconfigurationsare the rhombic and the V-a_tennas.
• As with the straight wire, we may have travelling waves or sianding wave situations
(sometimes referred to as non-resonant and resonant cases). For the travelling wave
case the ground is usually achieved by an actual wire connection to ground. This is im-
possible fnr an orbiting antenna but an equivalent method is to place the resistor an odd
number of quarter wavelengths from the end. The pattern for the travelling wave case
is unidirectional as shown in Figure C-36. More detailed properties of the V-antenna in
the 1-10 Mc range have been given by the Avco Corporation (4).
RHOMBIC ANTENNA
A diamond or rhombic antenna is made with four wires terminated in a matched
load; the radiation pattern is shown in Figure C-$7.
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UNTERMINATED"V"
TERMINATED "V"
Figure C-36-Terminated and unterminoted V antenna patterns.
4t
• Figure C-37-Noa-msoncmt_ombic ontenna.
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Rhombic antennas have relatively high gain and broad frequency response. The
power gain will be approximately 8 times that of a wire of length equal to one side. The
contributions from the four sides will add in phase, but the input impedance will be
doubled. Attenuation reduces the contributions from the term4.nated sides, and in prac-
tice a smaller value is found - on the order of 6 times a single wire (3).
It seems that a rhombic antenna would be a satisfactory antenna for RAE ff some
means could be found to deploy it.
PARASITIC ARRAYS
Because c r feedline problem_ it is sometimes desirable to feed certain antennas
of an array parasitically. In these cases, the currents appearing in the several, para-
sitic antennas are derived by radiation from a nearby driven antenna. A particularly
simple case is a driven antenna together with a single parasite. The magnitude of the
current in the parasite fails off rapidly with separation from the driven element, hence
there is a tendency, toward small separations. On the other hand the phas _. of the para-
sitic current relative to the driven element increases with separation so that in order to
obtain the desired phase change, it may be necessary to operate with cons;derable spac-
ing - on the order of a quarter or half wavelength. Often there is a need to compromise
between these two variables, thereby making their separation somewhat less than might
be expected. A few polar diagrams are shown in Figure C-38 to illustrate the principle.
(o) (t)
(cl/[e+b)
Figure C-38-Sc.ne polor diagrams.
In addition to the nominal quarter and half-wave spacings between a driven antenna
and its parasite, an interesting result may be obtained from relatively close spacings,
especially when the parasite is detuned relative to its normal free-space resonant length.
Figure C-39 represents patterns to be expected from a driven antenna together with a
single closely spaced paras._te.
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(o) BOTH ELEMENTS IN PHASE
Y
x
(b) PA;_ASITE LENGTHENED BY 5% TO ACT AS REFLECTOR
Y Z
(c) PARASITE SHORTENED BY 5% TO ACT AS DIRECTOR
_. Figure C-39-Pattems to be expected from a driven antenna together with e
single closely spaced parasite.
In (a) the current in the parasite is substantially that in the dr!.ven element, and
since they are oppositely phased there is a null along the y-axls as well as the expected
null along the z-axis. Though the front-to-back ratio Is fruity, there Is nevertheless a
directive gain of 3 db relative to a single element.
By increasing the length of the parasite 5_, still keeping the spacing the same, the
pattern is changed to that in (b). The parasite acts now as a reflector giving a directive
galn approaching 6 db. By detunlng the paz-_Ite an approximately equal amount in the
opposite sense, the pattern will be essentially the same but wlll be reversed in direction.
In this case the parasite is called a director. As might be expected both a reflector and
a director may be combined with a driven antenna to form a three element array, but be-
cause of interaction between elements the galn now falls somewhat short of that to be ex-
pected. A galn of 8 db is representative (2).
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YAGI ARRAYS
It is found from experiment that little is gained by adding more reflectors to a para-
sitic array but that adding numerous directors increases the directivity and gain. When
several directors are added we have what is called the Yagi antenna. Each director re-
ceives its power parasitically from the next preceding director, and each in its turn radi-
ates a portion of its power. The respective currents are progressively less as we proceed
along the array, and there is a measure of tapering. Also there is a practical limit to the
total number of elements; usually less than a dozen should be used, though arrays of 30 and
40 have been built. A total length of 6 wavelevgths is taken as a reasonable limit.
The lengths of the reflector and various directors, as well as their respective spac-
ings, are for the most part compromises with such factors as gain, input impedance front-
to-back ratio, magnitude of minor lobes, and bandwidth. Spacings range from 0.15_ to
0.304 or even 0.404 are representative (2).
The Yagi antennas have a very directive beam and are much more compact than
broadside arrays, but suffer from larger sidelobes. An example of a polar diagram ob-
tained from a multi-element Yagi antenna is shown below (3).
(a} (hi
YAGI ANTENNA WITH YAGI RADIATION PATTERN IN
DIRECTOR SPACING : 0.34), PLANE OF ELEMENTS
OVERALL LENGTH : 10.5_
OIRECTOR LENGTH=0.4)`
REFLECTOR SPACING: 0.50).
Theoreticallythe maximum power gainof a tongYagi of length_ isgivenapproxi-
mately by
G :9.2_/_
Inpracticea gainofonlyabout5_/_ is fc-md. A directorlengthof about.4Aisrecom-
mended dependingon thenumber ofdirectorsin use. A reflectorexactlyhalfa wave-
" length long is normally used, spaced a quarter wavelength behind the driven element.
The main advantages of the Yagi are its compactness and Rghtness, but these are
countered by the disadvantages of low input impedance and narrow bandwidth. Both these
quantities may be comprised against other factors to moderate the difficulty. Bandwidths
of 2% are representative (3).
The bandwidth of a Yagi is a complex problem to analyze. Qualitatwely, the narrow-
ness of the bandwidth is due to the fact that for a given Yagi, as thP frequency increases,
both the relative spacings and element lengths increase, while the optimum element length
decreases with the increase of spacing. Although a capacitor may be added to effectively
shorten the length, there is no passive reactance network with a capacitive reactance
increasing with frequency. Therefore, the narrow bandwidth is an inherent property of
Y_i ante.treas.
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The foregoing argument is based upon the optimum gain condition. If, however, the
directors are deliberately made shorter and the reflector longer, the bandwidth can be
considerably widened with sacrifice in peak gain (2). There are, in general, three classes
of broadband Yagis:
1. Dual-channel - covers two channels which in most cases are in the same band
but are not adjacent.
2. Single band - those which receive two are more adjacent in one band.
3. high and low band - all VHF channels.
Details for constructing these broadband Yagis can be found in Jasiks' Antenna Engineer-
ing Handbook(2).
HELICAL ANTENNA
The helicalantennaproduces thehighestdirectivitypossibleforan antennaofits
size and does this over a considerable bandwidth. Depending on the frect:.a.ncy of opera-
tion or the dimensions of the helix, the beam can be omnidirectional or axial (see Figure
C-40). The antenna operates as an end-fire beam antenna generating circularly polar-
ized waves.
J
AXI j* MOO[ (mlNlOI RECTIONAL
= Figure C-40-Heh ::d ontenno.
Jastk describes an optimum helix as one having a pitch angle of 14°, an overall
_: axial length of 1.65_ and a conductor diameter of 0.017_ at the center frequency. He
./
finds that a pitch angle of 14° is close to optimum for helices that are considerably
"_: shorter or longer or of somewhat different conductor diameter. An optimum helix hav-
:_ ing 6 turns and a 14 ° pitch has been constructed. The field pattern measurements show
that the axial mode of radiation occurs for frequencies between 290-500 Mc. The band-
width at the half power points is given by
!
/3= 52 degrees,
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where
= free space wavelength,
s = spacing = c tan _,
c = circumference,
n = number of turns,
and the gain is given by
G_ 15(C) 2 n____s
The frequency range for axial mode operation (290-500 Mc) is far from that desired in
RAE (1-10 Mc). Also, the optimum length of 1.68k is, for say 1 Mc, approximately 450
meters making it rather complicated to deploy.
LOG PERIODIC
Recent advances in antennas have shown how it is possible to make antennas which
are essentially frequency independent. One of the ideas evolves from the observation tlmt
the properties of an antenna, impedance and pattern, are determined by its shape and di-
mensions. If by an arbitrary scaling the antenna is transformed into a structural equal to
the original one (measured in wavelengths) its properties will be independent of the fre-
quency of operation. The antenna then satisfies the angle condition, which means that its
form can be specified entirely by angles only and not by any particular dimension. There
are two classes of antennas satisfying this condition. Conical antennas made up of infinite
cones of arbitrary cross-section having a common apex, and equiangular antennas having
their surfaces generated by equiangular spirals with a common apex and the same defining
parameter.
The second idea is that if a structure becomes equal to itself by a particular scaling
of its dimensions by some ratio, _, it will have the same properties at a frequency f and
at the frequency _f. It follows from this that the impedance or any other characteristic,
is a periodic function, with period log T of the logarithm of the frequency. The antennas
obtained from this principle are called log periodic. By making _ close enough to unity,
good frequency-independent behavior is observed (2).
The antennas using the equiangular principle may be planar or non-planar. The
planar structures take the form of a spiral and their radiation pattern is bidirectional.
The non-planar antenna results when the spiral is wrapped on the surface of a cone. The
• resulting pattern becomes unidirectional, with the major lobe in the direction of the apex.
For both cases the radiation is practically circularly polarized over the entire frequency
band.
The geometry of a log periodic antenna structure is chosen so that the electrical
properties must repeat periodically with the logarithm of the f_'equency. A recent and
rather simple type of log-periodic antenna is shown on the following page. It consists
of an array of dipoles with lengths and spacings arranged in a log periodic manner.
The dipoles are excited by a uniform two-wire line with the Hne transposed between
adjacent dipoles. The antenna may be fed with a balanced line connected to the feed
point or a coaxial line entering from the right and passtng through and inside one of
the balanced lines to the feed point. This is illustrated on the following page.
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To be truly frequency independent the an- j
tenna must be infinitely long. Hence the lengths _ r2
and r 2 determine the upper and lower cutoffrl
r|
frequency and the degree to which the antenna is -[
frequency independent. Physical reasoning leads |to the conclusion that log periodic antennas are
unidirectional as indicated by Figure C-41 which [ ]
shows the pattern for the antenna on this page.
An antenna very similar to the log peri-
odic dipole array is the trapezoidal tooth antenna
of Figure C-42. Array of log periodic antennas
can also be constructed. The pattern of an array
of periodic elements may be considered as the
simple superposition of the patterns of the indi-
vidual elements if it is assumed that the pres-
ence of other elements does not affect the pat-
tern of an element. A schematic representation
of a two element array is given in Figure C-43.
The radial lines separated by the angle _ represent the two elements and d is the distance
to the phase center (origin of radiation pattern). The direction to _tdistant field point is
: given by _. Typical element patterns are shown in the schematic. Figure C-44 below "
gives the E-plane patterns for a wire trapezoidal tooth structure (2).
Figure C-41-Antenna field pattern. Figure C-42-Log periodic trapezoidal tooth antenna.
PHASE CENTERf
Figure C-43-Schematic representation of a
two element array.
_- ELEMENT PATTERN
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Eq_ Figure C-44-E-plane patterns for a wire trapezoidal
tooth structure with a = 60°, T = 0.6, _ = 35°,
f = 60° Mc (fromJatik).
i
FISHBONE ANTENNAS
A good receiving antenna is the fishbone. This antenna is very effective in discrim-
inating against noise and functions over a broadband of frequencies differing by as much
as 2:1. Because of its inefficiency, it is seldom used
at transmitting stations. The fishbone antenna con-
sists essentially of a two wire transmission line, per-
haps four wavelengths long, to which are attached at
closely spaced intervals horizontally disposed lateral
wires, each of the order of a quarter wavelength long.
Often these wires are coupled to the transmission line
by small capacitances as shown in Figure C-45.
The gain relative to an isotropic radiator of a
fishbone antenna of length { is given (2) approximately
by
VVV_ ""I- G = 4 pAB,
)[ _ I_ 1 where
)I = p=A, and
_I :: : _( A,B are experimentally determined parameters.
L
)_ _ e---_--- This concludes the survey of antennas which
could possibly be used on project RAE. The log peri-
* )*1 :: _ _( odic antennas have the most desirable electrical prop-I
erties, i.e., broad bandwidth and unid[rectionality,
T |( and for this reason are the most desirable. However,
q> _ the log periodic antennas are also complicat d geo-
metrically and thus hard to deploy. The V-antenna
Figure C-45-Thefi,hbonereceiving seems to be the best all-round antenna for a satellite
ont,nno ondthe horizontalpattern since it is unidirectional rather broadbanded, and
for the two hay ftshbone antenna mechanically simple.(from Jasik).
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!PLASMA CHAMBERS AND SCALING .'=
D. L. Wa/deli_h •
INTRODUCTION
mr
Team D of the 1965 GoddardSummer Workshopwas given three mi.ln problems for
investigation. The first was concerned with the simulation in the laboratory of plasmas
such as those foundin the ionosphere, magnetosphere and interplanetary space Such
slmulated plasmas would be useful in the testing of spacecraft and of Instrumems and
components carried by a spacecr=ft. /nformatlon was so_ht on the characteristic prop-
erties Ctthe plasmasto be s/_ on plasma experiments which have been performed
Lularge chambers atlow rressures, and on the possibilities Cgscaling plasma experi-
ments so that smaller d/mensions for the ,*hambers could be employed. A theoretical
study was started on the generation of a plasma in a cylindrical ge'_metry by a beam of
electrons. An investigation was made of the possible lou sources that might be ueeful in
the simulation of plasmas. ExperJ,nental studies of the screen cathode and brush-cathode
dc discharges and RF discharges in a bell Jar are reported. A_so, the results of RF dis-
charge and screen-cathode de discharge work in a large chamber are presented. The
various methods of measuring the properties Gga plasma were considered especially
with regard to probe methods. A number cg experimental results ob(ained with probes
in a bell Jar are presented.
The second problem was that of determ/nin8 the magnetic properties cg nearly non-
magnetic material at low temperatures and at low magnetic field strengths. This informa-
tion would be useful in the construction of spacecraft and component_wh/ch are to be used
in magnetic field measurements in space or which shouldbe r_de in such a ws_yas to
have a low magnetic torque while in orbit near the earth. The methods oGmeasurement
and some results _ the measurements on typical alloys are presented. 'the third maLn
problem was that of assembling a handbookon the productionof large wolnnws of uniform
malefic fields for the _ tuUnE of spacecrMt and components. An annotated
bibliosTaphyof the work dou and a presentation cg some cf the most useful information
was assembled. This workwas not completed but an/nterim report will be made and
publ/shed separi_ly u a supplement to '.his document.
There is a need for the _ ogproducing lsbm_ plasmas to simulate
those of the ionosphere and mspetosphere of theearthbeerplaaetaryspaceandthe
re_m_ surramdl_ the planets and other bodies o_the solar system. Such a facl'lt7
8houldprove very usefulin thecallbmti_ _ _nt_ such u elecb'¢nand for, probes
and electric field meters uJod in testing the compoamRparts of a satellite and of the
whole mtolllte while immersed in a plum, snd in the performance _ experiments, i.e.,
satenna clnrsctertsticsandradiowave pa_qat/_ in a plasma.
To obtain some idea (g the eloetr_ end loa enerstes, electron and ion deuifles to
be simulated, a number _ _ sad bod_ mt the eharIcterlst/cs _ tl_ ionosphere,
mIIneto_l_re I_l Inl_IimlI_ Sl_ee _ exmmdtId(I-_). No attempt vas made to
mmmarise this larse amount ar material, but it wu felt _at one f_l should _ _ _
toaehlevea legeleetrmten_ latheplamma,ogabout1600"K. _r goalwu
to obtain a raase of eJwpd partielo densitiu _ say 10, to 10' particles per cub/c
ce_timoter. Itvu 8dsofeltthstptNm_slnthevi_init_oae tort or leu s_uldbe
Othm.abJeetswz_ to t_y to n_ve u u_oz'm a Idamu_u peeslblend
n]Lsoto h_k fro'the ef_eta _ dlffm'e_ liUmm.'JL'her md_ o_thelmre_ to tirol
1)-1
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reports of experiments in large plasma chambers with low pressures is presented here.
Also the results of a start in the investigation of plasma scaling is given.
PLASMA CHAMBERS
A search was made for plasma experiments carried out in rather large chambers
and particularly those concerned with low pressures and low charged particle densities.
Two experimental investigations of the interaction of a plasma on a body immersed in a
plasma (14-16) were carried out at low pressures of the order of 10-6 torr although the
chambers themselves were relatively small in size. The production of a plasma by means
of ultraviolet sources (17), (18) was also considered and later a large chamber (19) w_.s
constructed for experimental work. Plasma experiments in a large chamber (2) were
performed to simulate the plasma wind using various gases in a 4 by 8 foot chamber (21)
with a back pressure of 2 × 10-6 torr. Work on the neutralization of the beam from an
ion thrustor engine (20), (22) had been carried out in a smaller chamber of dimensions
2 by 4 meter, with a pressure of about 10-5 torr and in a larger chamber of dimension
8 by 25 meters. An electric field meter was also tested in a plasma beam in a vacuum
chamber (20).
PLASMA SCALING
If it were possible to perform plasma experiments on a smaller scale than that of
the actual happenings, the experiments would be easier to perform and less expensive. A
search was made for relationships between the parameters of a plasma that would aid in
scaling the experiments. One such relationship is that of a law of similitude (23) in which
PI d2 El
P2 dl E2
where P isthepressure,d is a dimension ahd Z istheelectricfieldintensity.
Sincethereseemed tobe quitea number of referenceson plasma scaling,some
bibliographieson thissubjectwere soughtand two of thesewere found. The firstone
(24)has 96 referenceswhich pertainto a wide varietyoftheapplicationsofplasmas to
the modellingofgeophysicalphenomena. The second (25)has 39 referencesspecifically
concernedwiththescalingofplasmas.
The effectof a change inplasma densityon a model studyofplasma-vehicleinter-
action(16)has been considered.The problem ofscalingfora model studyof theelectric
drag on a satellite(14)has been discussed.The use ofplasma scalingin model experi-
* ments of cosmical phenomena (26), (27) and in re-entry simulation (28) has been presented.
A lack of time prevented further work in this direction.
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%A STATIC THEORY OF A BEAM GENERATED _'_
PLASMA IN A CYLINDER _._
David H. S. Cheng
Ino_ to simulatea plasma environmentsimilartovariousregionsofthe iono-
sphere for experimental study, a beam generated plasma seems to afford a good possi-
bility. It has the ade_s of being easy to control and simple to operate. The purpose
of thisstudythen:iJrb) investigate a plasma generated by a beam of electrons in the cylin-
drical geometry.qA athtic theory concez_iag such a plasma based on a modification of
Tonks and Langnmir's complete plasma sheath equation (1) is attempted. Such a modifica-
tion was first attempted by Dram and Self (2) for rectanKular coordinates.
The coufllpzratton in question is shown in Figure D-1. It consists of a cylinder of
radius , with a column of electron beam coaxial with the cylinder of radius d. A poten-
tial funcfl(m v is assumed to be zero at the center of the beam and decreases monotonically
in the _ direction. Electrons generated in the _llAm. have a MaxweU-Boltzmann
distribution corre_x)ndl_ to a temperature T; whereas ions created according to certain
WALL _ 8F.4 _ WALL
SHEATH--_ n--. _ _--- SHEATH
\
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specified generation functions fall without collision to the wall. At the wall, where the
potential is Vw,the ion and electron current densities are zero. The pressure ranges
from 10 -4 to 10 -2 mm Hg where the mean free path is relatively long.
THEORETICAL EQUATIONS
Poisson's equation under consideration for cylindrical geometry is:
d2V 1 dV
+__ -- : - 47Te(ni - n) (1)
dr 2 r dr
It will be assumed that the potential falls monotonically at r = 0. The plasma electron
density under thermal equilibrium at temperature Te is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution and the total electron density is
ne = ne ° exp(eV/kTe ) +nb (2)
where n,o is the density at r = 0, nb is the electron density of the beam, and k is the
Boltzmann' s constant.
The ions generated at any point _ acquire a certain velocity V_ by the time they
pass some other point r. If the number of ions generated per second per unit volume at
is N_, their density when they pass r is, in the cylindrical cabe,
The total contribution to ni at r due to the ions at _ less than r is given by
1 N¢_ d_/v¢ (4)n i =-_
In the case where i6ns fall freely from the point of generation,
v_ = [2e(V_ - V)/mi]l/2 (5)
where V_ and V are the potentials at £ and r respectively. Following Harrison and
Thompson (3) one may write
N¢ = _.n¢ = _.neo exp [y(eV/kT )] (6)
where y = 0, 1, 2 indicates the three cases of ion generation: uniform, proportional to
electron density and proportional to the square of electron density. And k denotes the
number of ions generated by an electron in one second.
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Substituting various equations into Equation (1) and letting
77: - eV/kT (7)
we have
i = (kT /47r e2no) t _r2"_(d _7 _ I d._r_)
mi _1/2 fo r (-77£) rib-- _" f\2--'_'J r'1 _ exp (7 7 - 77_)-1/2 d£ - exp (- 77) - --neo (8)
But
_' s -- _(mi/2kTe) 1/2 r (9)
' Equation (8) can be further reduced to the following form
} i =0
1 "
i +-2+'+" +, <,o>; a1 2( m) +j"O mffiO
Let
h = (kT/47_e2neo)l/2, a = _.(mi/2kTe) t/2
and i_/a = E, then the complete plasma sheath equation can be written as follows:
E2 (d2_7 +1d77 s- I ¢ exp(- 77C) (77 77C)"I12 d_ - exp(-_) nb-- - - -- (11)
Equation (11) applies inside the beam for 0 .<.77_ %, 0 _ s _<s, where s¢ and %
are the values of s and _ at r = d where the generation is cut off. Outside the beam
d < r < a there ts no electron beam, or n b /neo is zero; moreover, there is no contri-
bution to the integral because there is no generation. Thus, for d < r £ a the complete
plasma-sheath equation becomes
D-7 ,_
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q W P bi
I
_I I '= _exp(-_Pz_(d% +1d7 =s-1 d_-exp(-,7) (12)\_s2 s (% _7_)1/2
Tonks and Langmuir solvethe plasma equation(4)by lettingE = 0 inEquation(11).
The solutionwas made possibleby regarding _ ratherthan s as the independentvari-
able. They solvedthisinseriesform as follows.
s = a17I/2 + %_12 + as_12 + .... (13)
Using the same series form, a solution to Equation (11) is attempted. Now multiply-
ing both sides of Equation (11) by s, we obtain
,El (sdZ_+d4 _' _exp(-7_)d_
= ...... s exp(- 77)- s % (14)
dsl (_7 - 7_) ill neo
Following Serf's lead (5) we let
dsl 2 d 7 \cl'-s') = \ds/ _ \dsJ
Then the left hand side of Equation (11) becomes
El {Isd'd-_sld_ dld'_s'1 +d_) = El_sd77{I+ s _d (d_)_/ (16)
On the other hand, following Tonks and Langmuir, by letting
7=_, 7_:?_, p_:p,i,,e (17)
we convert the integral term in Eqtmtton (11) to the form
i" f_' d_ dO 118)exp(- TT[) ('_ - "r/_)"Ill d_ : 4' e_P(-TPI) c_i
where _ = _7[2 for 0 $ r _ d, and _ = _, corresponding to the cutoff value of _c"
By virtue of Equation (13) the recursion formula as developed in the Appendix is
given by
(';=<(' "'+ - _ (I+,4 2_+3) - ogal
D-$
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BI m=1 jml
2m+ 1 _'_-m/3 + ds _ (')j _'_-J2.(_-m)+1 '" _ j! 2(_-j)+1j=l
_'_-l ai a,__i _'1 k i_
- _+ ,.o (T=_ _ _ ;- (19)
Equation (19) holds for both regions 0 < r -<d and d < r < e. In the first region %
corresponds to _ = _/2, and z, = nb/neo ; whereas in the second region V = 0, and the
value of _ corresponds to ¢ = _c is used.
Numerical evaluations using digital computer were attempted, but so far the pro-
gram has not yielded useful results. Nevertheless, once the poLential profiles _ vs s
are known, all the other relevant discharge parameters could be calculated. ..
1. Ion current density
{ 2kT,/z/'.Ji = nev, = -- n el (20)
\ mi / "°
where
I =1. _ exp (- TT) d_ (21) ',
S
2. Electron current density
: j. _,_--_-j_ ..xp (_,7_ (22)
_2
"_" 3. Normalized space charge density
_' (n i . ne)/n o (23)
4. Wall potential and the sheath
By equating Equations (20) and (22) at _ = nw, once can solve for ,71,
12,1)
from which % can be determined. From the knowledge of potential profiles and the wall
_, potential, the sheath region can be investigated.
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It is believed that a plasma so generated is controllable by the beam voltage and
current.
If Jb is the beam current density and vb is the beam voltage, then
n b = Jb/e [2_e/me_ _Vb - V)] 1/2 (25)
where v is the space potential in the plasma. If Vb >>v, then
nb _ Jb/e [2(e/m e) Vb]I/2 (26)
Now, if we assume that all the ionization is due to the beam electrons, and N is the number
of electron ion pairs produced per beam electron per unit length per mm Hg., then the
ion current outside the beam is given by
Ji -- JbNpd (27)
From Equation (20),
_2kTel:/'
Ji = _"_i / ne°eI 128)
where
! =s _ exp(- IT) d_ (29)
From Equations (26), (27), and (29), we can solve for n.o/nb in terms of the beam
voltage or current.
By virtue of Equation (13) it follows that
d.==_s= a' _-:/= 11 3 a_._s 5as_, .)d_ _- + 77 • • (30)a I a 1
And
8
---_ 1 +3a---_+ + • 131)
ds a I 81 a I
But
%:1, %:(2n+ 1) *:l.+_...__:for n:l, 2, 3, ... (32)
a !
d_ _ 2_:/= )-I
d- ,: ("o + % ";'+ % _ + " " " (33)
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Consider
or
2
t naO mJ'O
Put _ = m + n, we have
_ n_ o__.(y.) = 1, (35)
_'o
It follows that
_ z (36) _.,
_,
' 2,_ %_o=1, or _o:I: _4_=_.=0, for 4zl.
_., mlo
_" And Equation (31) becomes
dw 2ri_/2
_'s=_(I+B I_+/32_+...) (37)
" _ and ,
k
;:' s_-n = 1+--_-1,7+"-_-s ,7=+... (I+3_,-o+SB,,_+...) (38)
-_ By virtue of Equation (32) where
(,,,.q[ _':"° C;7/
thus
l12n*l _ an
• _ 2n+ i" (39)
Thus Equation (38) becomes
.-_,,:('-,__ ,-,, ._.._.,_ (,o,
i dn ds J-o 2(_-m) + 1
D-.II -'
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and
r 2d_ 2771/2 +2771/2 2m+l a>_/3_141)- /_' -- /3k_k 2(_-m) +1
1 + s _ _ds/J as sI k-o al k-0 _'0 .-0
Consider the second term _n Equation (41)
227/z/2 /_k_k 2m + 1 _7_a I 2(_-m) +1 c=_../3k=O '_=0 m=0
_ 2771/2 Wi /3i_4 2m + I (42)
a I 2(_- m) + 1 _',E-=j=O m=0
Thus Equation (41) becomes
87re2neo] \ds 2 s dsJ
= s" ¢ exp(__T¢) (_ - _)-,/2 d_ - exp(- 7)) -_--_- (43)
neo
or
[ LE2 d_ 1 + s d dT} 2E 2 77j T|%„ È /3j+ /_i-'f, 2m + 1d-"s _ = s-'_" 2(_ -m) +1 _" (44)j=O m=0
And the coefficient of 77i*s/2 is
2_z_' 2. +1
a, J + /3j._ 2(_L;) + 1 a_.. (45)
_-o
8
Following Tonics and Langmuir, by letting
77= t_ , _C = 4, pc = p sin 8 (46)
we convert the integral term in Equation (11) to the form
f _exp(-TT/_) (zi-_)'S/2d_= f _' exp(-Tp_)d_ d0 (4')
"#0 #o
where _ = ,7/9- for 0 < r < d, and _ = _, corresponding to the cutoff value of %.
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Since
_d_exp(-T 4) = _ #_.I (u)_'k(__k)(T) -k [2(k-i)+lls2(k.i) Ð! < D *
"_ffi0 kS0 i'O (48)
By virtue of Equation (46)
cP_' exp(-Td) d_ d8pg
E [2(k- i) e2(k_,)._a2_.,
_m 0 k I0 iffi0
where
- sin2_ 1.3sin4_+ .. . + (50)(2)_(_')2_co, _ I +T +_W _._..V. (-Y_3]
_+ 1)!
And the remaining two terms on the right hand side of Equation (11) give
s exp(-#2) = _ p2_ ¬ a2(..__j)  (51_)
,_.o _-o i!
s % % _ :_+_ (52)=_ 82,_+ 1rl I1
eo eo _10
Outside the beam where d < r -< a, Equation (52) vanishes. The right hand side of Equa-
,! tion (11) yields
T
_ ?_. p_+_ (.)'t-k (_.).C-k [2_ - ,) +11",(k-_)+,"2,+,
_' _-o k-O (_ - k)! l-o
i=0
: D-13 "
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Again, knowing
_.a2n-I I(_ = (2n + 1)
" \al/
C/.
n
a2n+l = 2n + 1 al
Then, Equation (53) becomes
(_)'_-k _i ak-i
p2_+, ._ (_---E.'(7)z-_ 2i +i
"_=0 k=0 i=0
j! 2(4 - j) + 1 (54)
_. eo/]=0
By virtue of Equations (11), (45), (46), told (54), the recursion formula is given by
2 2j + 1 2m + 1 (_)J %_j-/_'_"= 2(m - j ) + 1 _m-j _j 2('_ - m) + 1 a_'m/_®+ alj=1 j=x j! 2(_- j) +1
_jj (')"_'k (,y'_"_ "k Ctl O'k'i (55)a_ 2i + 1 (,_-k)! 21 + I
i=1 " kffiO i=O
which is Equation (19).
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VARIOUS MEANS OF GENERATING PLASMAS
John Kinnier
INTRODUCTION
To reproduce in the laboratory the plasmas found _j_te ionosphere and magneto-
sphere for purposes of instrument calibrationand deve_ent, requires, as one of its
essential constituents, an ion source capable of provtdinK ions of well defined composi-
tion, temperature, and energy. In the interests of efficient experimentation it is desirable
that the plasma be produced uniformly over a large volume.
The ion energy requirements for ionosphere simulation, Iev to 10 key, are by the
standards of the particle accelerator physicist very low, in fact, charged particles with
energies below 100 ev are not readily achieved since an electron, neutral atom, or posi-
tive ion must have an energy of 30-60 ev to be an effective ionizing agent.
IONOSPHERE, D-REGION
This region occurs in the altitude range above the surface of the earth from 50 to
85 Inn. In terms of atmospheric models it has a particle density of 102'/cm 3, a collision
frequency of 10S/sec and an average free path length of 10"2 cm. The mean free path of
neutral atoms in their own gas is, in terms of the atomic diameter d, and density n,
_ 1 (1)
_/2 n_rd 2 \
An atom, relatively speaking, loses little of its total mass when ionized and it is to be
expected that a positive ion will have apprc0[imately the same mean free path as its
parent atom. It may be slightly less in those cases where a positive ion is able to polarize
a neutral molecule. If one assumes that the electrons freed in the ionization process ac-
quire a mean energy nearly that of the gas, then their velocity Will be very much larger
and their mean free path longer by a factor
4 (2)
In the D-regica the mean free path is of the order of 1/100 of a centimeter. There-
fore the mechanism chosen for the establishment of a large volume plasma cannot be de-
pendent ca the transport of ions over any appreciable distance. To achieve a large volume,
plasma ions must be generated simultaneously throughout the volume. Following the direc-
tive of nature, lzhotca ionization processes, by irradiation with ultraviolet or soft x-ray
radiation, suggest themselves as a means for producing a plasma. Photons with wave-
lengths below 1000 A viii produce ca the average one ion pair per photon, while those
below 400 A two or more ion pairs.
A glow discharge in l_dro_n run at a current, of appr_lmately one ampere, pro-
duces tim many lined ultraviolet spectrum of hydrogen, If radiation from the discharge
passes thrck a eoolprlayer of surround gas most of the radiation below 1007 A ..willbe absorbed. This may be lrevented by using a ceramic capillary arc source ana raam
tlon downto IS0 A been
_:.%.. D-17
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Romand described a triggered vacuum spark source yielding emission at wave-
lengths < 80 A. The source is energized by a storage capacitor and has achieved a rate
of 20 discharges per second (2).
It appears probable that some portions of the D-region will be successfully simu-
lated by photo-ior, tzation processes.
IONOSPHERE, E, F-REGIONS
In these regions the pressure has decreased and the mean free path increased to
values where it is possible to cause ions produced in one area to diffuse into a large
volume. In a rather limited portion of the F-region, where pressures range from a few
hundred to ten microns, one can employ cold cathode or normal glow discharges to pro-
du,:e an ionized volume. Some experiments have been conducted on the screen cathode,
brush cathode and RF discharge with a view to determine ion densities and temperatures.
As the experiments progressed it became increasingly evident that the geometrical ar-
rangement of the electrodes with respect to each other and the chamber walls, were of
critical importance, particularly at pressures above 100 microns. Below this pressure
the discharge as it appears visually spreads more or less uniformly throughout the bell
jar used in these experiments. Because of the nature of the normal glow discharge only
a limited amount of control may be exercised over ion densities and energies. For ex-
ample, the discharge cannot be maintained below a potential difference of approximately
400 volts and this accelerating potential determines the ion energies produced. Measure-
ments made upon these discharges indicate an ion density of 108 ions/cm_.
In the higher altitudes of the F-region and in the E-region, the particle densities
have become so low that ion production at these pressures becomes inefficient. Accord-
ingly one may consider the production of ions in the controlled region of an ion source and
then inject these into the experimental volume.
Ion beam production has been the subject of extensive investigation for many years
by those doing research with particle accelerators and atomic collision processes. The
general property sought for in these ion sources is a beam ranging in current from a few
microamperes to several hundred milliamperes, the beam must be of high ion purity, it
must be well focused and of small cross sectional area. Such a device is not ideally
suited for ionosphere simulation where one requires a uniform ion density over a large
volume. It is true that one may use a divergent electrostatic lens to spread the beam
over a larger area.
• ION SOURCES
As representative of 25 or 30 different forms of ion sources, several representative
types will be examined briefly.
(1). Nier Source (3)
GAS IrL
IF--" ______ to 10-2Thissourceit(shOWnactsin FigurelowD-2)will operate
over a wide range of pressures. In the range cf 10 -4
to 10 -6 mm Hg, it performs as a confined beam elec-
.-- .._-- tron impact device. In the higher pressure range 10-3I mm Hg a: a voltage arc. Electrons
_ from the filament, F, are confined by an axial magnetic
s _ field as they pass across the main chamber into a col-
Figure D-2-Neir source, lector C.
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Transverse to the beam of electrons an electric field is established by the electrode
E. Gas is allowed to leak into the chamber at an optimized rate. Those gas atoms ionized
by the electron beam are extracted from the chamber through the slit S. Very often addi-
tional beam defining slits are used. The currents produced by this source are usually in
the microampere range though models having larger beam currents have been constructed.
It is an important feature of this source that ions be produced by electrons having a nar-
row energy distribution.
(2) Radio Frequency Ion Source
A radio frequency ion source developed by Thonemann (4) and others is frequently
used as a proton or deuteron source in particle accelerators. It yields beams of up to 70o/0
pure H a proton source at currents of several hundred microamperes (see Figure D-3).
Under typical operating conditions the source pressure is betwecn 10 -s and 10 -_
mm Hg. A direct current extraction potential of 2-3 kv is provided acroL_s the source.
: Radio frequency excitation is supplied by an oscillator in the range 20-100 Mc/sec at a
, power of 30 to 60 watts and an axial field of 300-1000 gauss surrounds the lower part of
the source. The average life of the exit canal, which is subject to positive ion erosion, is
;_ approximately 500 hours.
c
Continueduse graduallydarkensthe glassbottleto a richbrown colorand causes
certainimpuritiesto collecton theinnersurfacewhich decreases thebeam current.
• (3) Duoplasmatron Source
A low pressure arc ion source of exceptional efficiency was described by van Ardenne
in 1942 (3, 4) and is shown in Figure D-4. A very dense plasma is formed in the arc
region under the constraint of a magnetic field concentrated by the shaped pole pieces.
At nearly 100_ efficiency in gas utilization the source is capable of delivering beam cur-
i rents up to 500 ma. In general it is a superior source to the RF type and may be operated ',
_ at extraction potentials from 200 to 10 kv.
!,
} m f---- IOOV[] D.C. ELECTRODE
.LASS-----" osc. SAFFLE_.\ .. -50V
I[
o ?+
FIELD COIL
CANAL • __
i
1 EXTRACTION
ELECTRODE EXTRACTOR
Figure D-3-Radio frequency ion source. Figure D-4-Duoplesmotron source.
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(4) Surface Ionization Sources
The surface ionization source used many years ago by Langmuir has been the ob-
ject of extensive development in the past few years as a means of providing ion propul-
sion for spacecraft. In its present form it consists of a heated tungsten disk covered by
a monotonic layer of cesium. The work function of tungsten is 4.5 ev and for pure cesium
1.8 ev, however, the work function of a cesium covered tungsten surface is only 0.7 ev.
The explanation of this exceedingly low work function lies in the fact that a cesium atom
on a tungsten surface experiences an image force between its nucleus and the free elec-
trons within the tungsten metal. As a result it is distorted into a dipole with its positive
pole near the surface. This induced polarization results in a strong bond between the
cesium and tungsten nuclei and reduces the force binding an electron to the cesium atom.
An electron with only 0.7 ev of energy may be released from the surface. Ionization of
cesium atoms may be described by a two stage process. A cesium atom adhering to the
tungsten surface is polarized. For a sufficiently high tungsten temperature (1200°K) the
cesium atom may evaporate. In this process the evaporating atom will retain its outer
electron if the ionization energy Q of the electron is greater than the work function _ of
the metal. When the work function is larger than the ionization energy, _ > Q, the outer
electron is retained by the metal and the absorbed atom leaves the surface as an ion.
The proportion of positive ions produced by the so n'ce may be expressed as follows:
n+ "(Q-_)
n o
IonizationEnergy
Element (electronvolts)
Cs 4.16
Rb 3.87
K 4.3
Na 5.1
Li 5.36
N 14.5
O 15.8
Thus the elements Cs, Rb, K can be ionized by a heated tungsten surface while Na, Li, N,
and O will not be. Because of the high ionization potentials of nitrogen and oxygen the
use of this method for plasma simulation is not possible.
. LARGE AREA ION SOVRCES
Motivated by the requirement that the plasma for ionosphere simulation fill a large
volume, it seemed worthwhile to investigate the existence or possibility of constructing
ion sources having a large emission area compared to accelerator as mass spectrometer
type sources. Two sources of this type will be described, the oscillating electron source
and an electron bombardment type ion engine.
1. OscillatingElectronSource
An oscillatingelectronsource forplasma production,based on the Penningdis-
charge,was constructedby Meyerand (7,8,9).
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FigureD-5-Minus-plus-minussource.
The operating principle of the source may be understood with reference to Figure
D-5. Two cylindrical electrodes are located on a common axis. The axial cathode serves
as a hot filament electron source. Electrons emitted by the cathode, at ground potential,
are accelerated by the positively biased anode. A magnetic field produced by an external
solenoidal winding constrains the electrons to move along paths parallel to the cylinder
axis. As they begin to emerge from the anode, they experience a decelerating (orce and
are drawn back into the anode cylinder. Thus the electrons oscillate back an _ forth along
the source axis. The source is so constructed that it may be housed in a confining enve-
lope whose function is to permit a gas pressure of one micron or so to be maintained in the
anode region. The oscillating electrons are now able to ionize the gas in the anode region
from which they are ejected by the same potential that retains the electrons. The plasma
potential is shown in Figure D-6 and the applied positive anode potential may vary from a
few hundred to several thousand volts. The required axial magnetic field is 1500 gauss.
Various gases have been used in the source including the noble gases, nitrogen, carbon
dioxide and w.ercury vapor. In terms of overall efficiency a figure of 30%has been
achieved. For purposes of ionosphere simulation it is important to note that this source
produces a charge neutralized beam. '
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FigureD-6--Plasmopotentialinoscillofieg-electronplasmosource.
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2. Electron Bombardment Source
A source whose operating principles are closely relates to the osc;.llating electron
source was developed by Finkelstein (10) and perfected for purposes of ion propulsior, by
Kaufmann and Reader (11, 12, 13). Sources were constructed to achieve a high efficiency
and large cross sectional area (50 cm). A schematic view of the source is shown in
Figure D-7.
/- SCREEN
) U -[1 rlMAGNEr,CF,LAMENr 0 0.-.-
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Figure D-7-Electron bombardmentsource.
Electrons emitted from the filament are confined by an axial magnetic field of 20-3_
gauss while being accelerated by an anode potential of 20-100 volts. Within the cylindrical
chamber the accelerated electrons make ionizing collisions with gas molecules. Positive
ions formed in this region pass through the screen at the end of the chamber, which is at
the same potential as the anode, and are accelerated by the negatively biased grid just be-
yond. A grid potential of 2-3 kv is nominally used. It has been found that even for efficient
operation in a vacuum chamber some form of beam neutralization is required. In its
simplest form this consists of a single hot wire filament stretched transverse to the ion
beam at a distance of 10 inches from the exit grid. Though originally designed as a mer-
cury vapor engine the source h_s been used to ,tccelerate various gases including nitrogen.
It was found, however, that helium could not be used. In a source of this type it is obvious
that its operating characteristics depend upon many geometric factors such as, the
chamber length, the screen and grid diameter, the filament length, the axial field strength
* and accelerating potentials; as many as nine sources of this type have been arranged in
a mosaic structure indicating that it is possible to operate the sources in close proximity
without interference.
AN ION SOURCE FOR IONOSPHERE SIMULATION
To create an artificial ionosphere of practical value an ion source capable of pro-
viding beam currents in the milliampere range of various gases is a useful and _perhaps
essential means. The design of an ion source for this purpose is sketched in Figurf, _D-8.
The source is an oscillating electron or minus-plus-minus type and is capable of being
scaled to a larger model. It has the advantage of simplicity of construction and may be
easily disassembled. The electrodes are three coaxial sections of tubing mounted within
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Figure D-8-Oscilloting electron ion source, cn, ss sect;on.
a glass envelope which permits adjustment of the gas composition and pressure in th,•
source wtthoutadversely affecting other vacuum reguirements. The electrodes are sap-
ported by a dual rod system from the base plate and terminate in insulated connectors.
This provides for bringing the appropriate potentials to the grounded ring and the _ode.
The tubing section enclosing the fll'mment serves as a grounded heat shield. Under operat-
ing conditions the source must be placed within a solenoid capable of producing an axial
magnetic field of approximately 1500 ga_ms. Depending upon the power output demanded
of the source and its immediate environment, cooling coils may be required. The axial
', magnetic field constricts the beam to the source axis. The length of beam exit tube should
be adjusted to provide a sufficiently low gas conductance _,_h so that a differentially pumped
vacuum system will be feasible.
This source in addition to providing large currents of various heavy ions over a
comparatively large exit orifice has the further advantage for ionosphere simulation of '
providing a neutralized beam.
In the discharge used in the experiment the frequency is high so that the electrons
lose little energy to the gas molecules between cycles of the field with the result that the
mean energy will be nearly constant. The spread of electrons over a given volume will
, be subs'.antially a diffusion process. Let % be the mean e,_ergy of the electrons acquired
from the rms value of the field'which is effectively a direct field of E = E0//'_; then the
instantaneous energy of the electron is composed of a large steady component upon which
is superimposed a smaller sinusoidal variation as shown in Figure D-9.
Figure O-9-Sinuloidalonsteady component.variati°nlupecimimsed _o __
t ----o
The two basic physical effects which control the nature of the discharge are the
ionization produced by electrons colliding.
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CONCLUSIONS
I. For D-region simulation, the most promising method appears to be the use of
photoionization by ultraviolet and soft x-ray radiation sources.
2. In the micron pressure range a glow discharge may be useful in limited
applications.
3. In the E and F regions for pressures less than the micron range ion gun or ion
engine type sources should be used for plasma pr,-xiuction.
4. In view of the large volume plasma requirement osciPating electron sources or
electron bombardment ion engines of large exit orifice are suggested.
5. To achieve very low energy plasmas ¢,< 100 ev) d_celerating systems and charge
neutralizers will have to be added to the ions sources of #4.
6. To ensure that the plasma produced is of the proper energy and quality, accurate
diagnostic methods will be required.
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IONOSPHERE SIMULATION THROUGH GAS DISCHARGES j_*
IN LARGER VOLUMES _
V _
John H. Kinner and David H. S.Cheng
INTRODUCTION
For a number of years the properties of the earth's ionosphere have been studied by
scientists using earth bound instrumentation from which there gradually emerged the basic
structure of the ionosphere and the variation in its characteristics as a function of time
and altitude. Its daily fluctuations were observed and values for the density and abundance
of its charged particle species were evaluated from these indirect measurements. Satel-
lite borne instrumentation capable of immersing itself in the ionosphere for extended
periods of time, provides a unique opportunity to investigate this hitherto inaccessible
region, at the same time, however, it precludes the use of the earth itself as an electrical
reference point leaving the satellite to provide its own reference potential.
To more fully understand the implications of this procedure and to determine in de-
tail the influence of a charged particle environment on the satellite itself, its instrumenta-
tion for ionosphere and non-ionosphere experiments and its effect on the ionosphere in its
immediate vicinity, a laboratory facility for ionospheric simulation would provide at once
three means of increasing our understanding _the ionosphere.
It would enable the study of the effects of external forces and fields on the ionosphere
itself under measurable and controlled conditions; it would'permlt a study of t3e effect of
the ionosphere on the behavior of a satellite as a whole and allow the detailed response of
non-ionospheric experiments to be evaluated; finally it would offer a ready and known
environment for the development and testing of ionospheric experiments. With these goals \
as an ideal, an experimental program guided by the theory available, was undertaken to
produce an ionized region of predictable properties and _f sufficient volume to accommodate
a real size test object.
METHOD
The method chosen in these experiments to simulate the ionosphere was an investiga-
tion of the properties of direct and alternating current gas discharges of large volume and
to determine how closely these approach the known charged particle densities and energies
of the ionosphere. For this purpose, it is important that the basic parameters of a gaseous
discharge be known and the atomic mechanisms be understood.
In many gaseous discharges initiated and sustained by the application of a direct or
alternating electric field, there exist ionized regions wherein the density of charged par-
ticles is high and the relative number of positive and negative charged particles nearly
equal. Even if neutral gas particles are present, as in the usual case, or ff the gas is not
fully ionized, such a region is often called a plasma. A familiar example of a plasma is
the positive column of a Slow discharp. A plasma in thermal equilibrium, by reason of
the presence of large numbers of charged carriers of both sign, is highly conducting and
only rellRivsly low voltase gradients exist. The negative carriers are principally elec-
troas; the positive carriers are ionized molecules or atoms of the gas present. The
application of an electric field of sufficient mq_ltude to exceed the breakdown potential
of a gas results in the production of positive ions having a temperature greater than that
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of the un-ionized gas and of the electrons of considerably higher temperature. The energy
distribution of both ions and electrons is usually assumed Maxmellian except in those
regions where large potential gradients may force it to be otherwise. In a plasma region
the current flux is ideally random. Often in practice there exists a much smaller drift
current which, while it does not seriously disturb the Maxmellian distribution, raises the
electron and ion temperature. The free electrons in the discharge-because of their small
mass and high mobility-acquire more energy in scattering processes from the applied
field than do positi.ve ions, consequently the electron temperature may be much higher than
the positive ion temperature and the positive ion temperature higher than that of the neutral
gas.
The energy necessary to maintain the discharge comes primarily from the applied
field through the acceleration of free electrons. Ionization of a neutral atom may be due
to electron impact, collision with a positive ion or the absorption of radiant energy. In an
inelastic collision the kinetic energy of the incident particle is converted into the potential
energy of excitation of an atomic electron or it may remove an electron completely pro-
ducing a positive ion. The probability of ionization due to single electron impact with an
unexcited atom is zero when the energy of the electron is just equal to the ionization po-
tential and rises rapidly with increasing electron energy. The ionization efficiency of
electrons rises linearly with energy reaching a broad maximum at 100 ev and afterwards
decreases.
In general, neutral atoms or positive ions in the discharge are much less effective
ionizing agents than are electrons of the same energy. A process that often affects the
mobility of ions in their own gas is the charge transfer process
A B -_A + BThere is some experimental evidence to indicate that the critical energy for positive ions
to ionize neutral atoms of their own gas is twice the ionization potential. Compared to
ionization by electrons of equal energy the probability of this process occurring is even
less than that of charge transfer.
Photoionization, when considering unexcited, may take place when h_ Z eVi which
implies that the wavelength of the incident light must be k < 12,400/Vi where v i is the
ionization potential in volts. Thus ultraviolet radiation of _ < 900A will ionize nitrogen.
The amount of photon produced ionization in a gas ordinarily is much less than that pro-
duced by electron collisions.
In a plasma in equilibrium containing electrons and positive ions, the faster moving
electrons tend to diffuse outwards more rapidly from the source, the excess positive
charge left behind then retards the electron flow and accelerates the diffusion of positive
° ions with the final result that electrons and ions diffuse at the same rate tending to main-
tain a uniform density.
A gas_ ous discharge excited by an alternating electric field in the megacycle fre-
quency range may differ in several aspects from the discharge produced by a steady field.
The periodic reversai of the exciting field under certain circumstances will tend to con-
tain within the discharge charged particles which in a direct current discharge, under
like conditions, would soon reach the walls of the containing vessel. With this reduction
in losses, the field intensity required for a self sustaining discharge is reduced. Further-
more secondary processes taking place at the electrodes and walls have considerably less
effect on the discharge th_n in the direct current case. Likewise if secondary electrons
are produced at the walls, these will not affect the discharge unless they are emitted when
the field direction is such as to add them to the discharge.
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There are three important factors which contribute to the characteristics of an
alternating current discharge:
1. The gas pressure, P, which determines the mean free path, 4, and the collision
frequency _ of the charged particles.
2. The frequency, f, of the applied electric field.
3. The dimensions of the discharge container.
The behavior of the discharge is dependent on the inter-relation of these three
quantities. For the discharge used in these experiments the mean free path, _, was of
the order of a few millimeters, the excitation frequency 20-30 megacycles, and the col-
lision frequency approximately 10S/sec. Thus the applied frequency is a hundred times
the collision frequency and the mean free path negligible compared to the size of the dis-
charge chamber. Under these circumstances an electron collision during a period of one
cycle will be a rare occurrence. The equation of motion of an electron starting at a point
x : 0 with a velocity v = vo becomes from Newton's second law
d2x
m-- = eE 0 sin (_ot + _) (I)
dt 2
where _ isthephase angleofthefieldZ at t = 0. Assuming theseboundary conditions
thevelocityata time t becomes,
e E0
v-v o+- [cos_-cos(_t+_)3 (2)ma)
and the displacement, ,
eEot + eEox---V0t +--COS qb -- [sinq_- sin (_t +_)] (3)
m_ too9
i The first two terms of Equation (3) indicate that there is a steady uniform motion in the
direction of vo upon which is superimposed a sinusoidal displacement whose amplitude
is e E_/m _2 . Equation (3) shows that only those electrons having vo = 0 will oscillate
with _espect to their initial position. Secondly, those electrons moving perpendicular to
the field continue to do so. The velocity acquired by an electron due to the oscillating
electric field for values in the neighborhood of 500 volts/meter will be approximately
that of an electron having a few eV of energy.throughout the vacuum enclosure. Losses
by recombination will be small and the walls of the discharge vessel will not exert any
appreciable influence. Electrons gain energy from the field upon making collisions with
gas molecules and having their ordered oscillatory motion changed at random. The
energy absorbed is proportional to the square of the electric field and independent of its
sign. The discharge becomes self sustaining when the gain in electron density by ioniza-
tion becomes equal to the loss by diffusion.
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BELL JAR EXPERIMENTS
Screen Cathode
Two different electrode sets were used to excite a direct current discharge and an
air core coil was used to excite a discharge at radio frequencies. Experiments were
initiated using an electrode configuration, hereafter designated as the screen cathode,
patterned after a plasma appartus at Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. In its initial form
the apparatu_ was placed in an 18" bell jar as shown in Fibre D-10.
------,__-
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Figure D-IO-Bell jar and screen cathode.
A circular section of stainless steel screening welded to a ring of the same ma-
terial was located as the upper surface cf a cylinder supported by three teflon legs
anchored to a base ring of the same diameter. Above the screen electrode a solid disk
employed as the anode was fixed in place by a glass support structure.
The voltage for the discharge was provided by a 2 kv variable dc supply through a
• 10,000 ohm series resistor. A discharge was established at a pressure of 1 mm Hg. with
an applied voltage of 700 and a current of 30 milliamperes. Under these conditions a
purple glow appeared about the anode and a small pink section formed in a region Just be-
low the cathode. At a pressure of 500 microns the discharge spread out more uniformly
over the electrodes maintaining the same general characteristics. With a further reduc-
tion in pressure to 300 microns, the discharge changes. The pink glow formerly beneath
the screen fills the teflon tube supporting the anode while the region beneath the screen
takes on a blue-purple hue which also begins to appear on the surface of the base plate
separated from it by a dark space a few millimeters in thickness. The discharge is un-
stable in these circumstances and waves of a reddish color bubble up through the teflon
tube supporting the anode.
At a pressure of 50 microns the glowing regions spread out over a larger volume,
decrease in intensity, and eventually fill most of the bell Jar with a diffuse bluish light.
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In general the discharge is quite susceptible to any geometrical misalignment of the elec-
trodes themselves or with respect to the axis of the bell jar. Occasionally, glowing
streamers flash out in the direction of the walls and removal of the bell jar's protective
screen confirmed the opinion that it had a direct influence tending to constrict the
discharge.
In an attempt to produce a more stable discharge the glass supporting the anode was
removed and the spacing between anode and cathode maintained by teflon blocks 8 milli-
meters in thickness. A pink glow now appeared on the upper surface of the anode while
the cathode and base plate had a violet blue glow approximately one inch in thickness. The
thin layer of pink on the upper side of the anode was assumed to be part of a positive column
and the violet blue negative glow. The thickness of the negative glow increased with de-
creasing pressure until it began to pervade the whole vacuum enclosure at a pressure of
5 microns. The dark region between the screen cathode and the base plate might be as-
sumed to be a Faraday dark space. Because of the complicated nature of the discharge
due to the effect of the base plate, the production of the discharge was modified. The
anode assembly was removed and the screen biased at a high negative potential with re-
spect to the grounded base plate. Positive ions formed in the region between the base
plate and screen are now accelerated upwards. A pink glow covers part of the base plate
and a violet-blue glow extends for two inches or more above and below the screen. ThJ_
configur,_tion produced a very stable discharge and measurements were begun using si_.gle
and double probe systems as indicated in Figure D-11.
i HIGH VOLTAGE-H.V. SUPP Y
- O-2KV
4- I-
DIGITAL
ELECTRODES MICRO- PROBE BIAS VOLTMETER
AMMETER SUPPLY
Figure D-11-Discharge and probe system.
The electronic components used were a 2 kc, 500 ma variable high voltage supply,
an electronic milli-micrometer, a variable dc probe bias supply and a digital voltmeter
to measure the probe bias. The double probe system followed that of Johnson and
Malter (1).
Brush Cathode
The next series of experiments used a cathode consisting of many hundreds of steel
needles densely packed over the surface of a two and one ha_=[inch square steel plate.
This cathode assembly somewhat resembled one used at the National Bureau of Standards.
The needle assembly was placed in one end of a 12" long rectangular lucite box. At the
opposite end a ring electrode was inserted. When simply placed in the bell jar the dis-
charge often chose the path over the outer surface rather than within the electrode en-
closure. Many geometrical and high voltage arrangements were explored. The most
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satisfactory and stable mode of discharge was achieved when the brush electrode was in
contact with the grounded bell jar base plate and the ring placed at a high negative poten-
tial. A discharge was obtained at a pressure of 200 microns at 450 volts carrying a cur-
rent of 1 to 2 milliamperes:. The brush was covered with a thin pink glc_w followed by a
dark region of one inch thickness, followed by three separate pink-orange glow regions
one and one half inches in thickness forming a striated column as shown in Figure D-12 (a).
A rather large dark space preceded the blue negative glow surrounding the ring electrode.
As the discharge current was increased the layers of the positive column contracted into
two, and then one layer and ultimately adhered to the needle surface in the form of a small
bubble whose location moved occasionally from place to place. Meanwhile the negative
glow expanded and increased _.ndensity.
A decrease in pressure to 50 microns resulted in the formation of a clearly visible
beam structure formed in the center of the ring electrode as shown in Figure D-12 (b).
At a still lower pressure of 10 microns the :Lffuse negative glow filled the whole interior
of the bell jar and a beam an inch or so in diameter could be seen emerging from the
electrode assembly and proceeding straight towards the top of the bell jar without any
discernible change in diameter, Figure D-12 (c).
I I I I
(o) (b)
(a) O. IOOMM HG
• (b) 0.050 MM HG
(c) O.OIOMM HG
! !
I©)
Figure D-12-Brush dischorgesat vorimJspressures.
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The Radio Frequency Discharge
Encouraged by the ability of direct current discharges to fill the whole of the bell
jar, at least at favorable pressures, a small air core coil designed to resonate at 21
megacycles and connected to a coaxial cable as an auto-transformer, was mounted on a
teflon rod inside the bell jar. RF power for the coil was supplied by a radio transmitter
operating in the 20-30 megacycle region. A discharge was easily obtained at a pressure
of 500 microns. An intense pink glow formed within the coil and diffused outwards on all
sides. The discharge was maintained without difficulty down to a pressure of 5 microns.
, A decrease in pressure resulted in a more uniform glow density throughout the whole
volume which gradually changed from a concentrated pink to a rather deep blue diffuse
glow.
LARGE CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS
Radio Frequency Discharge
Introduction--Todetermine thepracticalityof producinga largevolume discharge
under radiofrequencyexcitation,a coilwas placedina 4'× 5'vacuum chamber. The
chamber easilyreduced topressures ofa few microns withtheforepump aloneand was
capableofattainingpressuresas low as 10-6 mm Hg. A coildesignedto resonateat21
megacycles was fabricatedn{ 1/8" copper tubinghavinga diameterof approximately2",
a pitchof 1/8" and a lengthof3". Rs measured inductancewas 3.29millihenries.The
coilwas mounted on a teflonsupportrod inthe chamber as shown in Figure D-13. Excita-
tionwas accomplishedby operatingthe coilas an auto-transformerwitha one turnprl-
mary. A 50 ohm coaxialcableleadfrom the coilthroughthevacuum walltoa radio
transmitterof one kilowattcapacity.
Figure D-13-Lorge chamber, R.F. coil ond &able probe.
Ii
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FigureD-14-Chamberc oss-sectionshowing
doubleprobe.
A double probe system was installed in the chamber as shown in Figures D-13 and
D-14. The coil was excited at a frequency of 21.5 megacycles at a pressure of approxi-
mately 1 mm Hg.; this produced a luminous glow about a few top turns of the coil. With
a decrease in pressure to 200 microns an intense pink glow appeared in the center of th*
coil. The effect of the auto-transformer connection was clearly visible as two dark re-
gions formed along the exterior surface of the cot1 followed by diffuse luminous areas
whose shape followed the flux lines of the coil as shown in Figure D-15. With _. con-
tinued stepwise decrease in pressure to 100, 5, 1.0 and 0.1 microns Hg, the glow first
extended itself by covering the coaxial feed cable with a luminous sheath and later
spread out over a section of the chamber floor. The whole chamber now appeared to have
acquired a faint luminosity throughout its whole volume.
A further decrease in pressure resulted in a less intense glow within the coil and
corresponding increase in the intensity in the rest of the chamber. The color underwent a
transition from a strong _,nk at high pressures to a deep blue at lower pressures. At the
lowest pressure achieved, 10 "_mm Hg., a faint blue glow filled the whole chamber appear-
ing to be very uniform in intensity so that even the region inside the coil itself had no
marked luminosity.
Ib
The character of the discharge was observed as a funct.ion of the input power level
at pressures in the 50 micron range. Generally an increase in input power resulted in an
increase in light intensity; however, if the power further increased, discharge instabilities
occurred in the form of large globs of distinctly higher light intensity on the chamber walls.
More than a dozen of such spots have been observed around an inner circumference of the
chamber at one time, and these may be made to rotate in one direction or the other depend-
ing on the input power. Under this excessive stimulation the discharge is very bright and
a beam of considerable light intensity passes out through the viewing port.
Measurements-Using the experience gair.ed in the bell Jar studies, a program of
measurements to determine the characteristics of the discharge was undertaken. To avoid
excessive cycling of the chamber an axial and radial array of single probes was placed in
the chamber as shown in Figure D-16. Supported by a glass composition rod, the probes
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consisted of a series of individual wires strung along the rod each terminating at a specific
location. At its location the wire probe extended four inches below the rod ending in an
exposed portion one inch in length. Exterior access to each individual probe was pro-
vided by a 32 pin vacuum feed through connector. Attempts to interpret individual probe
dRta according to Langmuir's method were not completely satisfactory. Measurements
were taken of the floating potential. This is the potential a probe in a plasma must assume
if it is to collect equal numbers of ions and electrons. In the external circuitry this is ;
observed as that potential to which a probe must be biased to draw zero current. A meas-
urement of the floating potential enables one to determine readily the uniformity of the
, generated plasma through the ch:mber volume; furthermore1 it is the potential a test
object placed in the plasma would assume. The fact that the floating potential varies
little in the discharge indicates that the potential should be nearly uniform over the in-
terior of the chamber. Axial and radial potential profiles for the discharge, using the
probe locations of Figure D-16 were obtained at various pressures and degrees of excita-
tion using nitrogen gas, (see Figures D-17, D-18, and D-19). The uniformity of these
curves, excepting the potential rise in the vicinity of the coil, in both the axial and radial
directions appears to indicate that a large uniform volume, (approximately 40 ft 3), of
plasma has been generated.
In order to explore the temperature and density I_roperties of the plasma generated,
probes F and G of the probe array were cormected as a double probe circuit. The plots
of Figures D-20 and D-21 ar_ representative of the results obtained. These curves ex-
hibit many of the characteristics of dnuble probe curves and are reasonably symmetric;
they differ from the normal double probe characteristic curve in the vicinity of zero
voltage. The slope through this zero point is essential in the usual method of tempera-
ture calculation, and the probe current is not a simple function of bias voltage.
The radio-frequency field which penetrates the plasma may also be a contributing
factor. A simple radio-frequency filter of two series chokes and a capacitor in parallel
with the probe output leads produced no appreciable change in the results. It seems pos-
sible that it might be necessary to shield the probes from the radio-frequency field. ,
Discharge Frequency Spectrum--It is well known that discharges produce noise in
the microwave region and several empirical laws analogous to Wien's displacement law
have been observed. Under the assumption that the discharge radiates as a black body at
a noise temperature, _N, a value for the electron temperature, _o, may be calculated.
The noise power radiated in a given frequency interval Af appears to be accounted for by
the fluctuations in the electron current density in the plasma. Though no microwave noise
measurements were made on the plasma an investigation of the noise spectrum was
made in the 30-240 megacycle frequency range. One of the probes in the chamber w_s
used as an antenna and the relative signal strength was recorded as shown by a radio-
frequency signal leve! meter on the receiver. Two different frequencies 21.2 and 27.0
megacycles were used to excite the discharge at a pressure of 3.6 micror_. The results
are recorded in Tables D-1 and D-2.
In most cases the strength of the harmonic signals was larger when the plasma was
present. There does not seem to be any simple correlation between the signals received
at non-harmonic frequencies in the two cases.
Direct Current t_,_'.._;'._, _e
Introduction-T_e investigation of the properties of the direct current discharge in
the 4' x 5' vacuum chamber utilized the screen cathode assembly as an ionization source.
This discharge, for the pressure range in which it is useful, is largely diffusion controlled,
hence it is not critically dependent upon source geometry or its exact location. The source
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Figure D-18-N2-ga=pressure 50/_, frequency 28.5 Mc.
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Figure D-21-Double probe, pressure .010 mm Hg, frequency 21.9 Mc, current 50 ma.
Table D-1
Relative Intensity of Observed Sigp._ls
Frequency 27.0 Mc
Frequency Plasma Plasma Harmonic Frequency Plasma Plasma HarmonicMc Present Absent Mc Present Absent
54.0 8.0 3.0 2 99.4 0.0 4.0
61.9 6,0 108 10.0 4.0 4
63.8 9.0 131 5.8
66.0 8.0 134.8 10.0 5
69.0 8.5 161.5 5.0
T1.2 8,0 2.0 163.5 10.0 6
• "/6.0 6.5 1"/9.5 0.0 6.0
T9.2 7.5 188.0 10.0 T
80.8 6,5 198.0 0.0 5.5
81.6 G.0 T.0 3 216.0 10.0 4.0 8
86.0 6.0 1.5 239,0 5.0
91.1 7.5 243,0 6.0
93.1 6.5 244.0 10.0 9
98.0 %0 3.0 265,0 5.0
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Table D-2
Relative Intensity of Observed Signals
Frequency 21.2 Mc
Frequency Plasma Plasma Frequency Plasma Plasma
Mc Present Absent Harmonic Mc Present Absent Harmonic
63.6 10.0 1.0 148.5 9.0 1.0 7
67.3 9.0 1.5 169.1 4.0
84.6 10.0 2.0 4 170.0 9.G 0.0 8
95.5 5.0 190.0 9.0 0.0 9
102.8 3.0 212.0 9.0 5.0 10
105.0 5.0 231.0 3.0
106.0 9.0 1.0 5 "_,0 8.0 0.0 11
115.0 10.0 __;,.0 5.0 0.0 12
127.2 9.0 1.0 6 3_5.0 6.0
147.0 3.0
was placed on the floor of the chamber 40" from one end occupying a position near to the
location of the coil used for the radio frequency discharge. The positive terminal of the
direct high voltage source was grounded and connected to the chamber wall which served
as one electrode, the other, the screen, was biased to a high negative potential with re-
spect to ground. Visual observations were made of the discharge as the pressure de-
creased. At 500 microns a deep purple glow appeared about the screen partially covering
it.
A stable discharge was obtained at a pressure of 200 microns, a current of 17 milli-
amperes and a voltage of 550 V. The discharge was very stable. As expected the dis-
charge spreads out over a larger volume as the pressure falls, the glow on either side of
the screen thickens to several inches an_ _ reddish film covers a portion of the chamber ,
beneath the screen. In the low micron pressure range, the whole chamber takes on a pale
bluish hue of constant density. Successively higher voltages are required as the pressure
drops below 20 microns to sustain the discharge. A potential of 1000 volts is required at
10 microns.
Floating Potential Measurements--The probe array constructed for the radio-
frequency discharge was left in the chamber and a measure of the floating potential at
each probe location was take_l as a test of the uniformity of the discharge. The results
of these measurements for pressures of 10, 50 and 200 microns are displayed in Figure
D-22.
Note that the floating potential increases with pressure, a sign which is a manifesta-
tion of the particle energy. For any given pressure the potential is very uniform over a
large volume of the chamber. Because of these characteristics a study was made to de-
termine how the floating potential varied with snurce voltage at constant pressure. Taken
at a pressure of 200 microns under slightly different circumstances than those of Figure
D-22. Table D-3 tabulates values of the fJoating potential as the high voltage is changed.
, The current through the discharge increases while the floating potential remains
substantially constant. This leads one to conjecture that the particle energy has a tendency
F to remain constant.
t
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Figure D-22-Direct current potential distribution as a
function of pressure (in microns).
Table D-3
Floating Potential Versus High Voltage
Floating High Discharge Floating High Discharge
Potential Voltage Current Potential Voltage Current
(volts) (volts) (milliamperes) (volts) (volts) (milliamperes)
73.0 550 17.0 74.8 640 23.0
73.4 560 18.0 74.6 650 25.0
74.5 580 19.0 74.5 660 26.0
" 74.6 590 20.0 74.5 670 27.0
74.7 600 20.2 74.3 680 28,0
74.8 610 21.0 74.9 690 20,0
74.8 630 22.5 74.4 700 29.2
Langmuir Probe Measurements-The determination of the temperature and electron
density in the discharge ,nder various conditions was accomplished by using probe H of
the array as a single probe. It was connected in the manner shown in Figure D-11.
Illustrative of this method are the graphs shown in _gures D-23 and D-24. The first is
a plot of the measured probe current as the bias voltage on the probe is increased from
negative through positive values. Whe,, biased strongly negative the probe collects only
positive ion current exhibiting a saturation characteristic. For smaller values of negative
bias the probe collects ions and some fast electrons which have sufficient energy to
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Figure D-23-Measured probe curtcnt as
thebiasvoltageontheprobeis increased FigureD-24-Semi-logarithmic plotof
from negative thr_ogh positive, current vs. voltage.
overcome the repulsive potential so that the total collected current begins to decrease.
For probe bias values near zero and for positive values, the current rises abruptly as
electrons are collected from the discharge.
Figure D-24 is a semi-logarithmic plot which includes the very large values of
electron current collected when the probe is biased positively. From a determination of
the slope of the vertical portion of the curve of the semi-log plot of current versus volt-
age, the temperature may be calculated.
In 27.0 - In 1.0
slope = 1.0
= 11,600 = 2072"1(
* 5.59
±l/g 1.o,lo'.ne = = (4.43 x 1019)
Ae F kT /2072
n = 9.74 x lOS/era:
The current, i, in the above equation for the electron de,ratty, n, is that attributable to
positive tons alone and is derived from Figure D-_3. A is the probe area, m, the electron
mass, e, its charge and k the Boltzmann constant. A more detailed description of the
application of probe techniques to gaseous discharges may be found elsewhere in this
volume.
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In Table D-4 are listed the results obtained for different discharges.
Table D-4
Results ci Different Discharges
Pressure Discharge Current Temperature Electron Density
Microns Milliamperes °K n/cm 3
200 17 7919 1.25× 104
50 20 7918 8.23× 104
20 20 4595 7.96× 10s
10 15 2072 9.74× 10s
Itis apparentfrom thesevaluesthattheelectronconcentrationincreasedas the
pressuredecreased. Inthe pressurerange from 200 to 50 microns,thetemperaturere-
mained constantafterwhich itbeginsto fallrapidly,A re-examinationofthepotential
profilesofFigure D-22 alsoseems to substantiatethistrend.
ConstantCurrent D,scharges--Thecircuitarrangements fora dischargerequire
that an externalcurrentlimitingresistorbe used in serieswiththehighvoltagelead
sincethedischargeitselfishighlyconducting.Itispossibletovary thevalueofthis
externalresistorand by adjustmentofthehighvoltagekeep the same currentflowing
throughthe discharge.This procedurewas followedinan effort o determinetheeffect
of_ varyingpotentialappliedto thedischargeelectrodesthemselvesunder constantcur-
rein :onditions.The resultsare shown inTable D-5 withtheelectrodepotentialv
po
Table D-5
Resultsofa Varying PotentialAppliedtothe Discharge
ElectrodesUnder ConstantCurrent Conditions
Pressure High VoRage v Resistor Current
Microns Volts Volts Kilohms Milliamperes
200 510 433 3.3 20
200 520 420 5.0 20
200 610 410 10.0 20
50 585 518 3.3 20
50 602 502 5,0 20
50 690 490 10.0 20
6 .._
CONCLUSIONS
The electron concentration attained by the direct current discharge method of
ionosphere simulatio1_ varied over the range 104 to 106 electrons/era _. A comparison of
these quantities and the normal daytime values for the ionosphere ttt ,_lf reveal that a
considerable portion of the D, E and F regions fall wi_hi_ this range.
Fig,:re D-25 shows three single probe characteristic curves taken under these con-
ditior, s. ', he coincidence of these curves impltss that the total number of p,-!mary elec-
trons generating the l:'asma remains invariant while their: energy changes and n,:ither the
electron temperature, or the concentration changes.
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Variable Current Discharges--The results of the previous section pose a further
question. What is the effect of varying a currLpt through a discharge ? Figure D-26 shows
the result. The temperature which is related to the logarithm of the slope of the vertical
portion of the curve remains unchanged while the concentration which is dependent on the
collected positive ion current increases with increasing discharge current. Control over
the chsr_ed particle energy can be exercised by a variation of the environmental pressure
and coatr_:l over particle concentration by a change in the discharge current.
Because of the correlation between the floating _otenttal _nd the temperature, which
is a property of the plasma itself rather than its mo_e of excitation, and the fact that this
floating potential is generally higher than the corresponding value in the direct current
discharge, it is probable that the temperature in the radio frequency discharge is higher.
The total power input used was l_ger than in the direct current discharge and accordingly
the charged particle density will be larger. The useful pressure range for the radio fre-
quency discharge is 1000 times larger than that of the direct current discharge.
The use of both the direct and radio frequency discharges for _!,nulation purposes
will be enhanced if the plasma is allowed to diffuse through a grid or screen into the test
area. This ensures that the test area is a field free space and adds a second means of
control over particle energies.
It is quite probable that no difficulty will be experienced in proddcing an even larger
volume of plasma than that used in this study.
In large volume excitation the geometrical relations of the source to the containing
vessel are of minimal importance compared to their relative effect in a small discharge.
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Appendix A
IONOSPHERE DATA*
Particle Collision !
Concentration Pressure Ionosphere
Altitudekm Tempera_ure°K m/se Speed FreemPath FrequenCYsec_1 n/m s mm Hg. Region
50 283 454 7.5 (-5) 6.06 (6) 2.25 (22) 0.66 D
50-85
80 166 348 3.80 (-3) 9.10 (4) 4.42 (20) 7.56 (-3)
90 186 348 2.90 (-2) 1.22 (4) 5.90 (19) 1.02 (-3) E
85-140
140 850 795 26.3 30.0 6.40 (16) 5.63 (-6) km
200 1404 1062 201 5.30 8.40(15) 1.22(-6)
400 1480 1266 6,098 0.21 2.77(14) 4.25(-8)
600 1691 1429 74,270 0.019 2.28 (13) 3.98 (-9)
*ARDCModelatmosl_ere
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Appendix B
KENETIC THEORY DATA
Pressure Concentration Ion Free Path Electron Free Path
mm Hg. n/m 3 cm cm
,.,,. .....
750 3 × 1019 10 -s 5.6 × 10 -5
0.50 2 × 1016 1.8 × 10 -2 10.2 × 10 -2
0.40 1.6 × 10 _6 2.25 × 10 -2 12.7 × 10 -2
0.30 1.2 × 10 I_ 3.0 × 10 -2 16.9 × 10-2
0.20 8 x 10 Is 4.5 × 10 -2 25.5 X 10-2
0.10 4 × 10 is 9.0 × 10 -2 50.9 × 10-2
0.05 2 x 10 Is 1.8 × 10 "1 10.2 × 10 "1
0.02 8 × 10_4 4.5 x 10-I 25.5x I0"I
0.01 4 x 1014 9.0 × 10 "1 50.9 × 10 -1
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J. Boright
INTRODUCTION
In ionospheric research the important parameters are electron temperature (T_) ,
ion temperature (T_), electron density (N_), ion density (N_), velocity distribution f(v) ,
percent composition, and charged-to-neutral density ratio. In a laboratory plasma, the
space potential (V.) will also be of interest. The concept of temperature is of limited
application: When there is a Maxwellian distribution of velocities, T is defined by
mv2
f(v) ® e 2_t (I)
where f(v) is the number of particles with energy E. T®and T_ are usually unequal in a .
plasma, 1",being higher because of greater electron mobility. Also, it has l:een observed
that distinct populations of electrons with different To'S can coexist in a plasma. The
ionospheric T° 's are on the order of 1500°K or less. The percent composition refers to
the relative amounts of molecular and atomic gases, e.g., below'100 km the ionosphere
- is about 20_ 02 and 80_ N2. The ion composition may differ from the neutral composi-
tiou, i.e., at 100 km most ions are NO+ (1). A brief investigation was made of the methods
of making measurements in such a laboratory plasma and the results are reported here.
Also some experimental work on various methods of measuremer_t was done and a few
typical resu]ts are presented. Atmosphere electron densities vs altitude are shown in
Figure D-2'l.
\
MEASUREMENT METHODS
Some possible measuring techniques are spectroscopy (2), microwaves (3), mass
spectrometry (4, 5), ion beams (6), emission of noise in the EM spectrum (7), and Langmuir
probes (8).
Microwave ex_riments are based on the observation of the effect of a plasma on
the passage, of an electxtc field. The plasma acts as a dielectric with constant
4_N. • 2
K = I (1)
m_ 2
where _ is the electric field frequency. From this No can be found. This method draws
no current and involves no internal apparatus.
In a mass spectrometer probe, ions are drawn out of the plasma and their e/m ratio
is found from their path in a magnetic field. Few measuring methods give the composi-
tion as this one does. Ion traps on satellites also give ion composition results (9). Noise
measurement, with the assumption that power radiated is given by I[1'. Af, gives values
for T.. The following discussion will treat only the methods used in our experimental
work, i.e., Langmulr probes and their extensions. A general problem with the other
methods are the low det_ities involved in ionospheric simulation.
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PROBES
The classical probe method is the single probe of Langmutr (8), abbreviated SPM
in the following. A probe is a small electrode placed in a plasma, e.g., a few centimeters
of wire. The circuit is shown in Figure D-28.
MA VOLTAGE
SOURCE
Figure D-28-Circuit diq;rom for single probe.
6
The probe c_aracterisUc is a plot of probe current vs. probe voltage. The general form,
and a semil(_ plot of i., are shown in Figure D-29. The length A B represents ion cuz'-
rent, h_v!ng little variation with voltage. In B C the higher energy electrons penetrate
the sheath, an area around the probe which contains few electrons. It is assumed that all
the potential change from probe to plasma takes place across the sheath. With increasing
voltage, more electrons get through. If Equation (1) hold, i.e., there is a MaxweUian
distribution, _hen the i. value in the BD part of the curve will have an exponential rise,
and the log plot in Figure D-29(b) will yield 1".. The equation is
In i, = Vp + In AJo- _/ . (2)
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Figure D-29-Single probe i-v plot ond semil_ plot,
The slope of the log plot is e/KT.. The point D of Figure D-29(a), corresponding to v. in
Figure D-29(b), is identified as the plasma potential. Here, with no potential difference
from probe to plasma, the sheath disappears. The point C of Figure D-29(a), with no cur-
rent, is the "floating" or wall potential, v t . j
Since the electron current density is
Je = eNe -K_Te °eV/KTe
Ne can be found from the value of i. at V,, since here V, the plasma to probe potential, is
zero:
ic 2/_-m
N.: (3)
where A is the sheath area. Thus from the single probe characteristic can be found N.,
T., V,, and Vf. If the pressure and charge neutrality are known, N, and the charge-to
neutral r_tio can be inferred. Also, Druyvestein (10) devised a method for finding an
unknown velocity distribution from single probe current readings:
f (eV) - m2 d2 J. (4)
2TT e 3 Ne dV 2
So a single probe characteristic gives a large amount of information.
As a practical method, the single probe method (SPM_ draws rather large currents
which at v, and am_ve can become comparable to the discharge current in adc discharge.
This changes the configuration, in effect introducing a new electrode. In particular, the
No determination (see Equation (3)) may be impossible. Also, the single probe is attached
to ground or an electrode, and is therefore not applicable to an electrodeless or a changing
plasma. The probe changes the plasma potential. Decaying plasmas and high frequency
discharges are examples of changing plasmas. It was found that Langmuir's assumption
that no field extends beyond the sheath was incorrect (11). The ions, at lower energy, are
affected by a weak field outside the sheath. Thus the region AB of Figure D-29(a) will
not be a straight line. Ion collection theory has been developed, e.g., by Allen, et al (12).
It is found that ion current is not constant, and should depend on T°, not on T,. Several
complex methods for finding electron density from ion current data have been proposed.
The ion portion of the curve will interest us, as discussed below.
/
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The large currents drawn in the SPM led _o the proposal of a double probe method
(DPM _by J_hnson and Matter (13). Tile circuit _s connected as in Figure D-30, a,_d the
t-v characteristic resulting has the form of Figure Do31. The system as a whole floats,
i.e., the total current of ions and electrons to the probes is zero. As with the single
probe, vf is negative with respect to the plasma due to the higher velocities of the elec-
trons. Varying the voltage then varies the pe:cent of the (constant) total number of elec-
trons collected by. the probes. At B all electrons go to probe 1, _nd at D all go to probe
2, if v is defined to be the potential of probe 2 with respect to probe 1. The voltage at
point C is the potential difference between the plasma areas surrounding the two probes.
The ion currents are assumed to be constant, independent of v, in the simplified theory.
The discussion of sections AB and DE is the same as the ion collection portion of the
SPM.
PROBES ) VOLTAGE
SOURCE
T
Figure D-30-Circuit diagramfor doubleprobe.
• Figure D-31-Doubl, probe i-v characteristic.
Three methods are described for ,Jeriving T from the characteristic, the simplest
of which is similar to that of the SPM. From Kir_hhoff's laws and assuming the Max-
welltan distribution can be derived
In [(_ip/i,? - 1] ---_V d +ln# (5)
where
jO.I kT
D-S2
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and vc is the contact potential in the system. Then a semi-log plot gives T e. Note that
does not include v as does the corresponding term in the SPM. Yamamoto and Okuda (14)
give the criterion that the log plot method is only applicable when
s << I/Ro (6)
whe_e S istheslopeof sectionAB of Figure D-31 and 1/R0 isthe slopeatC. A second
metLod, correctedfor s I 0 gives
• ( (7)Te =_(G-G 2) [Xip 1/R o-S.'2,
where
G : [ie2//Y ip]Vd.0
A sample calculationwillbe carriedoutlateron for Figure D-32. The determinationof
N suggestedin(13)involves:use ofLangmuir's ioncurrenttheory,theassumption that
T_ equalsT oftheneutralgas,and calculationofsheathsize. No,then,isore.-difficult
to determine.
The DPM givesno v.or vf data. DPM theoryassumes a Ma_ welliandistribution
ofvelocitydistribution.The singleprobe characteristicismore useful,where itcan be
obtained,thenthe doubleprobe characteristic.The probl_.,n,then,is toobtainthe equiv-
alentofthe singleprobe characteristicunder changingconditions.The simplest_pproach
isto make one probe ofa doubleprobe much largerthanthe other. Then even the elec-
tron currenttothe smallerprobe at v does not affect helarger,which remains at vf.
The characteristicthenbecomes thesingleprobe curve ofthesmaller. Kagan and
Perel (15)obtainthe sizecriterion
0.3
o20.I J
E i
,L 0.1
-02 1
- .3
-0.4 -
I ,I . l
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VOLTS
Figure D-32-DouMe probe screen co_c_,,.
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(8)
where s 1 is the area of the counterprobe, S2 the area of tile smaller.
In order to have a reference potential in an electrodeless discharge, a third probe
can be introduced (14). This is always kept at vf, by adjusting, for each v, so that the
current in the third probe is zero. The circuit is shown in Figure D-33. This arrange-
ment can give a single probe curve for all voltages up to slightly less than vf. A modifi-
cation of the triple probe i which pro_e I is larger than probe 2 (18) can give the single
probe curve over the entire range up to V . Kagan and Perel (15) obtain for the size
criterion here,
, (9)
which is much more easily achieved than that in Equation (8). The counter probe in either
a double or triple probe arrangement has the disadvantage of introducing a rather large
electrode into the discharge and to some extent altering the configuration. In small tubes
this is especially important. The effect of counterprobes is studied in (17).
VOLTAGE
SOURCE
Figure D-33-Circuit diagramfor triple probe.
Various aspects of probe measurements in high frequency discharges are discussed
in (15), (17), (18), (19). A filter, consisting of a capacitor between the probe leads and
chokes in the circuit, not shown in Figure_ D-30, D-33, keeps the ac current component
" out ot_the circuit. One extension of the use of the Langmuir probe involves the application
of a periodic waveform to the probe (20), (21), (22). This method has the large advantage
of giving density measurements in a non-Maxwellian plasma. All of the results of the
SPM and DPM depend on a Maxwellian velocity distribution.
EXPERIMENTAL WORK
To illustrate probe interpretation and problems and to indicate _.ome experimental
results, some typical data will be considered. The equipment used is illustrated in Figure
D-34. Pressures down to about 5 microns can be obtained in the jar. The probes can be
raised or lowered above and below the screen. The following configurations were used:
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ELECTRODE I •
I
1TEFLONSTAINLESS STEEL STAND
SCREEN o
O
PROSES __
T BASE PLATE
? Figure D-34-Bell ior.
_ (a) as drawn, with the electrode + or ;
(b) with the electrode removed, and the high voltage connected to the screen (screen
} disconnectedfrom ground).
Y
_ In configuration (a), both the screen and the base are at ground. Electrons ionize the gas
(air) between the screen and the anode, and ions are drawn to the screen, some passing
_ through.We might expecta surplusofpositivecharges justbelow the screen.
The results of a run with a discharge voltage of 650 volts are shown in Figure D-35.
The following observations might be made:
_ 1. There is an excess of positive ions, since at Vp = 0 there is positive ion current.
Also note that the V necessary to make the current zero is 90 volts.
2. The electron current, instead of rising exponentially, rises slowly.
i 3. The most interesting part of these results is the positive ion current at large
negative voltage. We recall that Langmuir found a nearly constant ion current.
However, Our Vp is larger than that usually used.
Later, l_hm, Burhop, and l_ssey (11) derived the expression
I Ii = .57 n e e(kTe/Mi) I/2 A (10)
l Here the .on current depends on T and the mass of ions, but not on v. This is because
the sheath thickness was assumed negligible. No assumption that N = N. was made for
[ Equation (3) and thus Equation (3) should be applicable to case at ha'nd. _ther treatments
of ion collection, e.g. Allen, l_yd, Reynolds (12) derive ion characteristics, assuming
N_= N.. Their theoretical curves do not resemble Figure D-35. Figure D-36 is the dataFigure D-35 as a semilog plot. The straight line resulting is very good, indicating an
exponential dependence on v . The expression in (15) for ion current isp
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Figure D-35-Single probe characteristic.
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I where V is the plasma potential, and S is
the sheath area. Assuming V is of the'orderI
Of kT e gives the expression
I
:0! _
__ __,__ ip = cNe e S
Ai
This assumption has been made in other
treatments, though not always stated. Siuce
---- we use a large V, that assumption is not
i '\ warranted here. =Now V = V + v where V
----- is the potential across the Psheath. Thus
there is an exponential factor in Vp, but we
" "x,
..... still have
'o_ v'_ e'eV/k're
I(:
-lOO -15o -I00 .50 0 SO IO0
VOLTS
tn the expression. Values were determined
Figure D-36-Semilog plot of datafromFigure D-35. from the log plots for the corresponding T,
and the values resulting are unreasonably
large in comparison to other T. determi-
nations. It seems apparent then that more work on ion collection and theory is needed.
The single probe data taken between the screen and anode of configuration (a) had
the form of Figure D-29, with no obvious satm-ation, andthe logp.lot is shown in Figure D-37.
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ITe determined from line 1 of Figure D-9 is /_'-_
/
Tel = 11,600 x 13 = 1.51 x l0 s °K .
/
The sample double probe results are ,o ^.J
shown in Figure D-32. The asymmetry /k-
along the i axis can be caused by instru- //_
mentation problems or by the differences in //_
probe dimensions. From this graph, Te is /
' determined by Equation (7) - o_ -
U
G- 0.17 -0.617, fi-fi 2 =0.236,
0.275 i_
i--- I
Ro _ 1 _ 4 V0.25 _
Te = (11,600) (.236) (.275) = 3125 °K
.25 - .009
An estimate of N,, using probe area instead
of sheath area, gives
50 IOO 150
V
Ne = 2 x 107 cm-s
Figure D-37-Semilog plot of single probecloto.
The asymmetry of this graph illustrates the
importance of the location of vd = 0. The factor [G- G2] can vary from about .25 to .05.
DPM data was taken for probes located between the cathode screen and plate anode of con- ,
figuration (b). The probes were placed side by side, in equivalent positions in the plasma
and the resulting characteristics were quite symmetrical.
Sample results were
log plot: Te = 16,500 ° K
eq. resis. : Te = 15,900 °K
which is, by our present standards, very good agreement. Here s = .017, _ = .25, so
from Equation (6) the theory above, and in particular, the log plot method, is valid.
Figure D-38 illustrates some of the problems with double probe data. The condi-
tions here are lower pressure, 15 microns, and fairly high discharge voltage, 900 v. The
double probe characteristic is still quite recognizable, but the asymmetry and slope S
have increased. The problem can be seen in our T. values:
equiv. R method: T e = 15,000 ° K
log plot method: Te = 34,800 ° K
But here S = .32, R0 = .95, so the log plot result ts invalid.
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Figure D-38-Double probe in low pressire dc dischorge.
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Figure D-39-Double probe in high pressuredc discharge.
As mentionedearlier,virtuallyallprobetheoryisbasedontheassumptionof
Maxwellianvelocitydistribution.The positivecolumnofa glowdischargeisoneregion
withsucha distribution.However,inexperimentalwork onewouldoftenliketofind
plasmaparametersinother,orlesswell-defined,regions.Probetheoryisneededfor
regionswitha largeaccelerationrotherdistortinginfluence.A few examplesofdis-
tortedproberesuRsaregiveninFiguresD-39,D-40andD-41. FigureD-39 isa double
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probe characteristic taken in configuration (b) of Figure D-34, while Figure D-40 shows
triple probe results at low pressure in the dc discharge.
Figure D-41 shows double probe results in the glowing region immediately surround-
ing an RF discharge coil. These curves appear similar to the curves in Figure D-40, and
have the form of the deviation from linearity noted on the middle section of Figure D-38.
+ ///
6O IIICRON$
0
, .J.Y!//
._p..A
-IO - IO I0
VOLTS
Figure D-40-Triple probe in dc discharger. _
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Figure D-ll-Double probe in the glow region of coil. ),_ -.
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All of these curves have the form of the distorted characteristics found by Yamamoto and
Okuda (14) in the negative glow and cathode glow regions of adc glow discharge.
SUGGESTIONS
It is suggested that for this type of research, a well-defined glow discharge, meas-
ured as precisely as possible by means of several methods, be maintained as a reference
to check probe behavior before their use in an unknown plasma. Also, the regions other
than the positive column might be explored to become familiar with "distorted" charac-
teristics, and to begin a theoretical treatment of these, which would, as mentioned above,
be extremely valuable. A velocity distribution as given by Equation (4) might be a logical
starting point.
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS _"_
A. V. Dralle and J. Moore _
?
INTRODUCTION
Considerable interest has developed in recent years in the meas,,rement of the mag-
netic properties of the "non-magnetic" alloys, in magnetic fields of the magnitude en-
countered near the earth (0.5 oersteds) and over a wide range of temperatures. This has
arisen largely from the increased s,pplicaUon of these alloys in instruments for use in the
space environment near the earth, where the interaction of components with the earth's
field could give ri.e to re:desirable torques and induced fields. Of particular interest has
been recent work at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, where it was found that several alloys,
suitable for non-magnetic application at room temperature, assume strong magnetic
characteristics at low (-200°C) temperatures (1).
A search was made for references that would give the magnetic properties of non- •
magnetic materials at low temperatures. Several of these were found although in almost
every instance the measurements were made at relatively high values of magnetic field.
Pasnak and Gordon (2) performed measurements on a variety of materials at temperatures
ranging from room temperature down to -30°C. The magnetic field intensities used were
of the order of about 0.5 oersteds. The temperature dependence of the magnetic properties
of silver-zinc (3), palladium-rhodium (4) and vanadium (5) alloys was investigated.
Develey (6) presents the variation of the magnetic susceptibility in the neighborhood of
the Curie points, mid Clopton (7) discusses the properties of a variety of alloys along
with a brief exl:I_mtton of the theory of the magnetic properties.
This report describes work on three methods for measuring magnetic permeability \
of alloy samples. The work follows closely that of E. Levy in the 1963 Goddard Summer
Workshop (8); the equipment described by Levy was developed further with particular
emphasis on the capability of making low temperature measurements. The work was
performed at the Magnetic Test Facility of the Test and Evaluation Division at GSFC,
with close cooperation from Fabrication Division. Measurements were made on approxi-
mately 30 alloys of the type commonly used in situations requiring non-magnetic materials.
The samples were those tested by NOL in the work mentioned above. All samples were
cylindrical rods of 6-inch length and 1-inch diameter.
TEST METHOD8
de Induction Method
The dc Induction method was used at NOL in the recent low temperature work and
by Gordon and Punak in an early project in this field (3). It is based on the familiar
permeability measurement method (9) using toroidal samples.
The circuit shown in Fil_u'e D..42 was constructed. The mutual inductor M is ad-
Justed to balance the EMF produced upon a change in the magnetic field in the search coil
withcat a specimen. When the search coil coatalM a Sl_Cimen, the current in the solenoid
is charted by means (g the switch 8, altering the magnetic field H. This produces a
plvanometer defisctiml arising exclusively from the presence of the sample and propor-
tio_l to the sample's susceptibility. As shown by Gordma and Pulik, the permeability
of the sample is then given by
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Rc
MERCU_'-_ ALVANOMETEH
Figure D-42-Schematic diagramof dc inductionmethod.
k.--I + _l(d (1)
2HNA
where
_,,= permeability (cgs)
K = galvanometer sensitivity (maxwell-t_rns/mm)
,j : galvanometer deflection (mrs)
_,_= maglletic field strength (oerstf _._
N --- _lumber of turns on search coi_
A = cr_Jss section area of san_t'_:_ (,'-_,n2 )
The solenoid windings, of density 80 turn_. ,_'_a,were on a 2.25-inch dia_neter form
20.75-inch in length. The search coil was supplied by the Fabrication Division and con-
sisted of 2000 turns wound on a 6-inch region of a 12-inch tong phenolic tube designed to
fit inside the solenoid and to contain a dewar for low temperature work. Figures D-43
and D-44 show the dewar, coil, and solenoid arrangement.
The galvanometer used was a Leeds and Northrup McKlel 2285D, which is a ballist_.c
galvanometer having a lamp-mirror-scale arrangement for making measurements. The
resistance r_ of Figure D-42 was added to bring the total secondary circuit resistance to
• 60,000 _, the critical "damping resistance of the galvanometer. Capacitor C, 10 micro-
farads, was present to eliminate eddy current effects caused by a changing magnetic field
in the metallic sample. The mutual inductor M was a General Radio Co. variable inductor;
the system was found to balance for M= 33.5 millihenries, this then being the mutual in-
ductance of the solenoid and search coll. Switch S was a single pole mercury switch, used
to eliminate osciliaticus in the pulse to the galvanometer. Figure 1)-45 shows the com-
plete experimental setup.
The system of Figure D-42 was calibrated and found to have a constant K ffi $990
maxwell-turns/ram (deflection of reflected galvanometer cross hair at one meter). Mean-
uremente were made to 0.2 ram, so that a permeability of 1.075 or greater could be
detected.
All measurements were made with the axes of the coils oriented vertically. This
was mandatory :_nthe low temperature work because of the need to contain liquid nitrogen
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LIQUID NITROGEN - ",' ."
- SOLENOID "/" "'_ : -
r_J_ _
Jl - " SEARCH COIL e , _
- _----, WINDINGS
ALLOY o _ "
----I -- SAMPLE /-
....... FigureD-44-Seorchcoil, dower,end alloy sample
(attached to insert rod) for dc induction low temporo-
_ ture meosurement s.
" nEWAR
•_ ' ';"t °
Figure D-43-Dowarandceil systemfor ok: inducticm method, r
in the dewar. In addition, this orientation " , .,_Bl_.: '_:"
permitted benefit to be made of the verti- "
calcomponent !!. of the earth's field (H. = _ RE
adjusted-0"53oersteds): the solenoid current was , ._- _, /h._so that the net field was +0.53 _ _,
' eel _':_eds;turning off the current effectively Y" .'_ , _ _'_._
reversed the field through the sample, _\" • v_ "
_ providing a flux-turns change equal to _;
twice that obtained from a sample and ,_m__---_ _::/_:_,
coil system mounted perpendicular to the -- - ........ _
! earth's field. FigureD-45-_dcinductionoxperimlmtoloplmmtus.
_ Samples were inserted into the dewar by mean_ of a threaded rod screwed into
a small hole tapped at the end of each sample, as shown in Figure D-44.
The following experimental procedure was employed for low temperature measure-
ments:
1. Field in solenoid was set nt +0.53 oersteds, using a Hewiett-Packard Model
35_a, magnetometer.
2. 8_mple was attached to insertion rod and placed in a large liquid nitrogen con-
tainer for cooUng.
3. Sample was placed i_ dewar which had already been half-filled with liquid nitrogen.
After sample was in place, dewar was completely filled with liquid nitrogen.
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4. Current in solenoid was turned off, creating flux-turns change in sample and
deflection of galvanometer.
Room temperature measurements were made with the sample centered in the search
coil, and following steps 1 and 4 of the low temperature procedure.
The dc induction method is most desirable for its speed and ease of measurement.
10 samples can easily be measured in one hour, the limiting factor being the time re-
quired for the samples to cool to liquid nitrogen temperature. The greatest difficulty is
the low sensitivity of the 2285D galvanometer. A 2285E galvanometer was available at
one time, yielding about ten times the sensitivity of the 2285D and permitting perme:t-
bilities as small as 1.006 to be measured; this instrument was damaged before fiata
could be taken.
Further increase in sensitivity might be gained by means of a wideband amplifier,
but care should be exercised in assuring that it be suitably matched to the system. A
gain in sensitivity of about 3 could also be obtained by employing an undamped galvanometer.
Of considerable importance is the prevention of unwanted vibrations of the galvanom-
eter. This was achieved by mour.ting the instrument on a window-sill, where it was
subject only to vibrations of the entire building.
ac Induction Method
The ac Induction method has been used, with various modifications, by Norder (10),
by Broersma (11), and by Collinson, Molyneux, and Stone (12), and is capable of very sensi-
tive susceptibility measurements. An indication of its sensitivity is its wide use in the
measurement of the very weak magnetic properties of the diamagnetic salts.
SOLENOID _ I_,iPL IFIE ILTE
)> CRO
• 1
Ib
Figure D-/6-Schematic diagramof ac inductionmethod.
Figure D-46 shows the circuit used. The apparatus generates an ac field of the
desired magnitude in a large diameter solenoid containing two identical, oppositely
wound, search coils. The search coils generate zero total EMF until a sample is placed
within one of them, the resulting imbalance voltage being a measure of the susceptibility
of the sample. Susceptibilities are best measured with the use of calibration standards
of the same geometry as the unknown samples.
The primary coil consisted of 280 turns of #16 magnet wire wound on a 5.5-inch
outside diameter, 15-inch long tube. The secondaries each contained 3 250-turn layers
of #27 magnet wire wound over the middle 4-inch section of a 1-inch inside diameter,
20-inch long coil form.
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BAlthoughthe secondarycoilswere nearlyidentical,a small imbalancevoltage
existedbetweenthem. This was largelyeliminatedby the insertionbetween the coilsin
Figure D-46 ofa small,handwound,thirdcoil.Even greaterbalancewas obtainedby the
carefulpositioningwithinone ofthe secondary coilsofa small ironrod. The best"null"
system obtainedhad an imbalancevoltageof about400 nanovolts,compared witha 1
nanovoR balanceobtainedby Broersma.
The amplifierused was an ElectroInstrumentsInc.Model A15, witha gainof 100.
The electronicfiRer,used largelyto eliminatedisturbancesfrom the NationalBureau of
Standards Time Signal Station WWV, was an SKL Model 308A. The filter was the origin
of the noise limiting further balance of the system.
The ac signal was chosen with an amplitude corresponding to a solenoid field of 1
oersted. The frequency selected was 10 cps, based on estimates that eddy-current effects
at this low frequency would be negligible. Eddy currents would alter the permeability to
an extent dependent mainly on the frequency of the ac signal and on the conductivity of the
sample.
It was concluded that this method is not a reliable means of measuring the permea-
bilities of solid metallic bars. Experimentation showed that current effects arising from
finite conductivity of some samples dominated the output from the search coils at as low a
frequency as 5 cps, and that in any case it would be extremely difficult to distinguish be-
tween eddy current and magnetic effects. In particular, a sample of pure (non-magnetic)
copper produced a much larger output signal than slightly magnetic Ni-O-Nel 825. Work
on this apparatus was consequently abandoned.
AsiaticMagnetometer
Figure D-47 shows thebasicfeaturesofan asiaticmagnetometer, describedby
: Johnson and Steiner(13)as a means for measuring magnetic susceptibilityat low field
strengths.Rs operationisbased on thedistortionof
', ///////Lr//////// \I the non-uniform field of two small bar magnets origi-
•_ nallyin rotationalequilibriumwith respoct to one
another; the introduction of a sample gives rise to a
i new equilibriumposition,and the consequeatrotation
i of a mirror mounted between the magnets. For small _ _JARTZVISES
! angles the amount of rotation measured with a lamp,
! mirror, and scalearrangement isproportionalto the
susceptibilityof the sample.
The instrumentisa veryhighlysensitivemeans
I for indicating the presence of magnetic materials. R
was found to be extremely sensitive to position and ( )m-''' MIRROR
orientation of the sample, so much as to make quan-
titative data largely irreproducible except under N
highlycontrolledconditions. _ _
SAMPLE
Measurements werc made by placing samples
inapositionaboutI0centimetersfrom the axisformed Figure D-47-Sch,metic dio_'me af
by the quartz fiber, and observing the deflection of ostati¢mognetometer. .
the light beam. Efforts were made to demagnetize
the samples before measurement; these succeeded
only partially for it was found, especially for the "hard" magnetic specimens, the dif-
ferent samples of the same substance yielded vastly different magnetometer deflections,
apparently depending on the magnetic history of the individual sample. Figure D-48
shows a sample in position for measurement.
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"- ......... Calibration by means of known standards is obviously
indicated in working with this instrument. Since no stand-
. ° ards were obtained, the measurements made with the astatic
i magnetometer should be interpreted only as qualitative in-
_ _ dications of the magnetic nature of the samples.
A Cryogenics
The dewar used _or i.;w temperature work was sup-
_". plied through Fabrication Division. It is pictured in Figure
D-44.
The inside diameter of the dewar was 1-1/8 inches,
" -_-_---_ large enough to accommodate a 1-inch diameter sample
and a jacket of liquid nitrogen around the sample. The out-
F.gureD-48-Astoticmogne- side diameter of the dewar was 1-1/2 inches, large enough
tometerwithsample in posi- to fit securely into the search coil. A small Teflon inserttion for measurement.
fits at the bottom of the dewar as a rest for the frequently
heavy metallic sample. The glass surfaces of the dewar
were not silvered, as a guarantee against the introduction
of magnetic impurities into the dewar-coil system. Nonetheless, there was observed to
be no significant loss of liquid nitrogen in the few minutes required to make a permeability
measurement.
CALIBRATION STANDARDS
Considerableeffortwas made inattemptingto acquiresuitablestandardspecimens,
enablinga directcalibrationofthe permeabilitymeasuring equipment. Such standards
would need tohave thefollowingcharacteristics:
1. The standardand unknown samples shouldbe geometricallyidentical.
2. The unknown shouldhave magnetic propertiesofmagnitudesufficienttobe meas-
ured by the equipmenttobe calibrated.
3. The unknown shouldnothave properties(suchas extreme dehquesence)which
couldsubjectitsmagneticpropertiesto change over a periodoftime.
Many examples ofsaltspossiblymeetingthesequalificationswere considered.
Particularemphasis was directedto findingstandardssuitableforcalibratingthedc induc-
tionapparatus,which couldmeasure permeabilitiesno smaller than1.075.
8
R was foundthatno readilyavailablesaltsmet therequirementscompletely.Vari-
ous ferrousand nickelsaltswere investigatedand foundto have permeabilitiesinthe
1.003or smallerrange. These were rejectedas beingtoo weak to be detectableby the
presentapparatus. The saltsoftherare earthelements,such as holmium and gadolinium,
appear to be very promising for this work. They are not, however, readily available in suf-
ficiently pure form. Sanford and Cooter (14) offer other suggestions as topossible standards.
RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS
Table D-6 isa listofdifferentalloystestedwiththe chemical compositionofeach.
Severalalloyswere availableindifferentstagesofthermal or mechanicaltreatment,and
theseare identifiedin Table D-7. The sample numbers appearinginTable D-7 are used
inthe tableslistingtheresultsof measurements.
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#Table D-7
Thermal and Mechanical Treatment of Samples
Sample Base Alloy Condition or Thermal Treatment
No. Metal Designation
1 Aluminum 7075 T6
2 Aluminum 5086 0
3 Aluminum 5086 H32
4 Copper Beryllium-Copper 1/2 Hard
4B Copper Beryllium-Copper 1/2 Hard + aged (600°F-2 hrs-air cool)
5 Nickel K-500 Monel Cold drawn + aged
Solution heat treated (1600°F-1 hr-5B Nickel K-500 Monel
water quench)
,,m
Solution heat treated (1600°F-1 hr-water
5C Nickel K-500 Monel quench) + aged (1000°F-8 hrs-slow cool to
900° F-air cool)
5D Nickel K-500 Monel Cold drawn + aged + scale removed
6 Copper Alloy 720 Hot rolled + scale removed
m,
Solution heat treated (1050°F-1 hr-air cool) +
6B Copper Alloy 720 33% cold reduction + aged (700°F-24 hrs-air
cool)
7 Magnesium ZK60A T5
m
8 Magnesium AZ31B H24
9 Aluminum 6061 T6
10 Alumintun 6061 0
11 Iron AISI 310 Solution heat treated
11B Iron AISI 310 Solution heat treated + 50% cold reduction -
12 Cobalt Haynes 25 Solution heat treated
12B Cobalt Haynes 25 Solution heat treated + 15% cold reduction
.,,,,
12C Cobalt Haynes 25 Solution heat treated + 20% cold reduction
13 Copper Cartridge Brass Cold drawn
13B Copper Cartridge Brass Annealed (1000°F-1 hr-air cool)
Annealed (1000°F-1 hr-air cool) + 50% cold13C Copper Cartridge Brass reduction
14 Magnesium AZ92 T6
15 Aluminum 356 T6
16 Nickel Inconel X-750 Cold drawn + aged
16B Nickel Inconel X-750 Solution heat treated (2100°F-4 hrs-air cool)
Solution heat treated (2100°F-4 hrs-air cool)
16C Nickel Inconel X-750 + 30% cold reduction
17 Nickel NI-O-NEL 825 Annealed
mn
17C Nickel M-O-NEL 825 Annealed + scale removed
,=,
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Table D-8 lists the results of measurements using the dc induction apparatus and
the astatic magnetometer. Note that in the dc induction results, actual permeabilities are
listed, while the magnetometer results are to be interpreted as proportionate measures
of sample susceptibility. Permeability measurements of the same samples at NOL are
also included.
Table D-8
Magnetometer and dc Induction Measurements of
" Samples Compared With NOL Measurements
Astatic Magnetometer dc Induction dc Induction
(Relative Permeability Permeability
Susceptibility) (GSFC) (NOL)
_; 20 °C -196°C 20°C -196°C 20°C -196°C
_ 1 0 0 < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 <1.004
f 2 0 0 < 1.075 < 1.075 <1.004 < 1.004
_-. 3 0 0 < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 <1.004
i 4 0 4.5 <1.004 <1.004
4B 0 5.0 < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 <1.004
t 5 8.5 VL < 1.075 8.98 <1.004 8.83
5B 1.0 VL < 1.075 17.7 <1.004 16.5
5C 1.0 VL < 1.075 15.8 <1.004 14.7
5D 1.0 VL < 1.075 8.90 <1.004 8.36
6 1.5 4.0 < 1.075 < 1.075 <1.004 1.099
6B 0 4.5 < 1.075 < 1.075 <1.004 < 1.004
7 0 12.0 < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 <1.004
8 0 0 < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 <1.004
L
9 0 2.0 < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 <1.004
10 0 0 < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 <1.004
II 0 46. < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 1.011
lIB 0 32. < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 1.011
12" <1.004 <1.004
12B* <1.004 <1.004
12C* <i.004 <i.004
13 0 0 < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 <1.004
13B 0 0 < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 _1.004
13C 0 0 < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 <1.004
14 0 0 < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 <1.004
15 0 0 < 1.075 <1.075 <1.004 < 1.004
16 1 VL < 1.075 1.44 <1.004 1.40
16B 0.5 45. < 1.075 1.075 <1.004 1.073
16C 0.5 VL < 1.075 1.495 <1.004 1.036
17 2.5 VL < 1.075 1.69 <1.008 1.61
,,,,m
17C 1.5 VL < 1.075 1.57 <1.006 1.58
Vk: Very Large
*The Haynes25 SamplestestedbyNOLwerenotavailablefor_e workat GSFC.
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GALVANOMETER CALIBRATION
Figure D-49 shows the circuit used for calibrating the dc Induction system. Note
that it may be obtained from the measuring circuit of Figure D-42 simp];, by setting the
mutual inductor in Figure D-42 to zero. In doing this it is essential that the resistance
of the secondary circuit of Figure D-49 be equal to that of the secondary circuit of Figure
D-42. Measurements are made of the galvanometer deflection caused by turning off cur-
rent I.
The graph (Figure D-50) shows the galvanometer deflection d as a function of solenoid
current I. From the slope Ad/AI of this curve is obtained the calibration constant K :
_ _-MA_J_IK ---- d
In this circuit, m= 33.5 × 10 -3 henries, and AI/Ad = 1/840 amp/mm. Hence, K=
3.99 × 10 -s weber-turns/nlm = 3990 maxwell-turns/mm.
Equation (1) is used to obtain a relation for permeability. H= 0.53 oersteds, N =
2000 turns, A = 5.08 cm 2, so that _ = 1 + 0.371 d. This relationship was used for
permeability determinations.
Rc + INDUCTOR COIL RESISTANCE
_(__, OF MEASURING CIRCUIT
JVVVX/_----------
MERCURY
S SWITCH S _SEARCH
_i SOLENOID COIL GALVANOMETER _ )
Figure D-49-dc induction method calibration circuit.
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CONCLUSIONS
The dc induction apparatus developed is a reliable and convenient means for meas-
uring magnetic permeabilities. The measurements made agree well with those of NOL,
and even better agreement might be expected if the system were calibrated by means of
known standards. The present sensitivity of the system precludes the use of any immedi-
ately available standards. A 10-fold increase in sensitivity will be obtained upon replace-
ment of the 2285D galvanometer by Type 2285E.
As explained above, the ac induction system was found to be unsatisfactory for
measuring the permeabilities of conducting samples.
The astatic magnetometer was found to be extremely sensitive, and hence it serves
well as a qualitative indicator of the presence of magnetic materials. It appears that
quantitative measurements may be made only with the aid of magnetic standards geo-
metri-_ally identical to the unknown samples, and it is recommended that further investiga-
tions be made in this area.
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PREFACE
There has been considerable need for a handbook on the
production of uniform magnetic fields. A start on assembling
such a handbook was made this summer (1965) by assembling
information on the application, history and methods of pro-
ducing uniform magnetic fields. An annotated bibliography
was also compiled. Even though this work is not complete
it was decided to gather the material finished so far and
present it as part of the 1965 Summer Workshop Report so
that it will be available for use by interested persons.
\
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i_:_ COIL SYSTEMS FOR UNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELDS
_ R.E. Gebhardt and D. L. Waidelich
g:
i INTRODUCTION
During the three past Goddard Summer Workshops a great deal of informa-
tion about uniform magnetic fields has been developed and collected by the mere-
bers of the Workshops. It was felt that this information should be gathered to-
gether into a report for the following reasons:
1. To have in one place a list of most of the references on uniform magne-
tic fields
2. To indicate where information on a particular problem might be found
3. To provide information about the installations of coil systems, past and
present
4. To present information that might be helpful in the design of future coil
systems
5. To record some information that might be quite inaccessible or impossible
to obtain in the future.
This work will be concerned with the production of relatively weak uniform
magnetic fields in large volumes and thus will deal with air-core coil systems
in almost every case. The designs for these coil systems have covered a wide
range from small solenoidal windings to coil systems as large as forty feet in
diameter for the testing of spacecraft. Some of the systems are designed to
produce a very homogeneous field, 0.001 percent or better, over a relatively
small volume, while other systems were designed to give a relatively large
volume with a homogeneity of one to five percent.
The effort so far has been to make a detailed outline of the work, to assemble
a brief history of the methods used, to bring together a short account of the
principal ways of producing uniform fields and to provide an annotated bibliog-
raphy. The work on the bibliography has not been completed but it was decided
to present it in its unfinished state so that the various references would be
available for use.
1
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APPLICATIONS
Generally the applications employing uniform magnetic fields may be divided
into two groups, first, that of relatively intense fields in small volumes for
which coils with either air or ferromagnetic cores or coils of superconducting
materials are used. These applications are concerned primarily with obtaining
the highest intensity of the field and only secondarily with the uniformity of the
field. Second would be the case of relatively weak fields usually in larger
volumes for which coils with air cores are used in almost eyeD" ease. The coils
might be made of superconducting materials. The primary, consideration would
be the uniformity of the field intensity with the magnitude oi the intensity as a
secondary requirement. Considerable overlaps exist between the groups. This
report will be concerned almost entirely with the second case.
Applications in which these coil systems are employed include:
1. The testing of magnetic components, instruments, satellites and space-
craft in the simulated uniform magnetic fields of space (27), (84), (93),
(94), (95), (98), (109), (110), (111), (112), (113), (114), (130), (131), (132),
(133), (134).
2. The testing of magnetic instruments used Jn geomagnetic work, (1), (17),
(52), (85), (97), (99), (116), (135).
3. The production of uniform fields for electron or ion focusing, (4), (5),
(34), (53), (54), (115), (143), (144), (147).
4. The construction of beta-ray spectrometers, (18), (26), (33), (46), (55),
(61).
5. The measurement of the magnetic properties of materials, (28), (56),
(62), (63), (67), (69), (70), (77), (86), (109), (119), (120), (121), (122).
6. The development of mass spectrometers, (18), (57), (71).
7. The construction of cloud chambers, (35), (64), (68), (87), (117), (140),
(148).
8. The measurement of nuclear magnetic resonance, (43), (58), (96), (118),
(145).
9. The use of superconductors, (44}, (72}.
| m
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:= 10. The application to ordnance work, (100), (101), (136).
11. The use in a variety of other applications such as masers (102), magnetic
demonstrations (73), electroacoustics (137), and plasmas (103).
,: The above list is not intended to be complete but shows a representative
group of the applications.
WORK DONE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
_ The single circular coil of Ampere (74) dating to about 1820 had a small
volume of uniform field about its center. To increase the volume of uniformity,2'
two coils were placed in parallel planes with the same axis and were at such a
!i distance that the second order term of the field along the axis was zero. All
i odd order terms were zero because of the symmetry. The discovery of this
two-coil system is usually credited to Helmholtz (123) in 1849 although there
is some reason to credit either Gaugain with the discovery in 1853 or possibly
_ Neumann (74),(75).
A ,,;olution,f rthefour-coilsystem seems tohave been g_venfirstby
Neumann about 1856 (75). A complete solution of the six-coil system and a
: partial solution of the eight-coil system were given by Neumann shortly there-
after (74). Riecke in 1872 (8_) showed that a spherical or ellipsoidal coil could
be made to have a very homogeneous field inside and later made such coils.
About 1873 Maxwell (76) presented one solution of the three-coil system (74)
as well as another solution of the four-coil system. In addition, he showed that \
a perfectly uniform field would exist inside a sphere if the windings on the out-
side of the sphere are" such that each unit of length along the axis contains the
same number of turns.
In 1885 Ellis, Clarkson and Rainy (104) made an experimental study of the
field of a Helmholtz pair of coils.
Some references from the Nineteenth Century are presented in Appendix A,
but no special effort has been made to make this a complete list.
WORK DONE IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY
In 1902 Watson (138) constructed Helmholtz coils accurate to one part in
10 4 Gehrke and yon Wogan (45) in 1909 used conically wound coils in the
3
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Helmholtz position and Rosa (107) used a two coil system with a spacing some-
what larger than that of the optimum Helmholtz coil-pair. In 1911 Bestelmeyer
(7) calculated the field both on and off the axis of a Helmholtz system and com-
pared the results with experimental measurements. Several very precise
Helmholtz coil systems were constructed during the early 1920's (8), (116),
(139). Nagaoka (89) in 1921 gave formulas for the field of a Helmholtz coil sys-
tem both on and off the axis along with curves showing the variation of the field
from that at the origin. Additional equations for the field of a Helmholtz coil
system were given by Bromwich (9). Ruark and Peters (104) in 1926 considered
approximately the effect of finite cross sectional area on the design of a Helm-
holtz coil system. In 1929 Bock (10) considered the size of the volume of homo-
geneity of the Helmholtz coil system. In the same year Fanselau (36) presented
a theory of coil systems with any number of coil pairs such that each coil car-
ried the same current and that for the four-coil system for example the fourth
order term was made zero (74), (94), (131), (123). This solution was the same
as that found many years earlier by Neumann.
The year 1931 brought forth a two coil system in whcih the coils had a
rectangular shape (4) and also another method (33) of designing a two circular
coil system with a finite rectangular cross section for each coil.
In 1933 Fanselau (37) developed a four-coil system in which both coils on
one side of the center of the system lay in the same plane (94), (131). In 1934
Bratmbek (6) gave a four-coil solution in which each coil carried the same cur-
rent and the sixth order term was made zero (74), (94), (131). He also showed
that for a six-coil system the tenth order term could be made zero. The
Braunbek four-coil system is the pattern for a number of coil systems built
recently. In 1934 additional two coil systems with rectangular coils were de-
veloped (53), (54). In the same year two coil systems with coils of other shapes
such as triangular, square and octagonal were considered (99).
McKeehan in 1936 (74) presented an additional four-coil system which had
all coils lying on the surface of a sphere and which made the sixth order term
zero. Unfortunately the ampere-turns ratio was not a ratio of small integers
as would be necessary if the same current were used in all coils.
" The use of a two-coil system with coils of finite cross section was presented
by Bacon in 1936 (11) and Crane in 1937 (20).
Clark in 1938 (19) constructed a nearly spherical coil for producing a uni-
forth magnetic field. During the same year Shaw (115), (124) produced a uni-
form field in an annular region by reducing the spacing of two coils from that
used in the Helmholtz configuration. In 1939 Hipple (57) constructed a spherical
4
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coil with a uniformity of 0.3 percent, while Helmholtz coils were used for sus-
ceptibility measurements (86). In the same year Lyddane and Ruark (68) made
an analysis of a pair of rectangnlar coils.
In the 1940's further work was done on uniform annular magnetic fields (34),
and an extensive review and bibliography of uniform magnetic fields (88) was
assembled by Neumann. Glaser (47) suggested a solution for making a uniform
field by the use of integral equations. Sauerwein (117) designed and constructed
a Helmholtz coil pair with rectangular cross section. RSssiger (105) used Helm-
., holtz coils in a system to compensate automatically for variations in the earth's
field. Sauter and Sauter (123) in 1944 presented a graphical solution of the
general eighth-order, four-coil system. In the same year C_ittenden and
McDaniel (21) presented a method of obtaining a uniform field using two magnetic
dipoles. A two coil system of finite cross section was designed by yon Zeipel
(148) in 1944. In 1945 Nageotte (87) described two large rectangular coils with
bent sides to increase the uniformity and Rubens (101) gave two different square
coil systems consisting of five coils on the surface of a cube. Ramsay and
Yost in 1947 (100) described some of the coil systems used at the Kensington
Magnetic Laboratory and Craig (18) discussed various volumes of uniform ,nag-
netic fields using two coils on the same axis. In 1948 Foss (35) presented '.
design for two coils with rectangular cross section, Garrett (49) indicated that
systems producing uniform central fields act as dipoles at great distances and
McKeehan (79) recalculated some roots of Legendre polynomials that are useful
in coil system theory. Naumann (90) in 1949 used Helmholtz coil-paiI _ in an
automatic system to reduce the earth's field and in another reference (22) a
great many constructional details were given for Helmholtz coil pairs. In the
same year Barker (12) presented calculated results for new three- and four-
coil systems. \
RECENT WORKS
In the last decade and a half the amount of works on coil systems for pro-
ducing uniform magnetic fields has increased markedly. In 1950 a three-coil
system with finite cross section (13) was developed, a two-coil system with
large cross section (64) was reported and a three-coil system (137) was used
in electroacoustic work. Garrett (48) reported on his theory of coil systems,
and three long rectangular coils (55) were used in a beta-ray spectrometer in
1951. Two rectangular coils (125) were used in 1952 to cancel the vertical
component of the earth's field. A description of a two-coil system of finite cross
section (67) was presented in 1953. The next year a Iielmholtz coil-pair was
used as the rotating element of an astatic magnetometer (28). In 1955 Warburton
(136) summarized the work on coil systems at the U.S, Naval Ordnance Laboratory
5
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and further work on both the two-circ_l!ar and two-square coil systems (52) was
reported. Details on two systems each using two coils of finite cross section
(96), {140)were presented, and the theory of such a system (50) was given. A
Helmholtz coil pair was used in a shield box (118) to produce an eighth-order
field. In 1956 further work on a two-coil system with finite cr_s _ection (15)
was given, followed by additional papers on the same subject (40), (58) in 1957.
In the same year Scott {119) described his four-coil system, and the details of
a number of coil systems (26) for a beta-ray spectroyneter were reported. A
ntagnetically shielded chamber with a Helmholtz coil pair (2) was reported, and
the use of one ellipsoidal winding within a second ellipsoidal winding (129) was
presented. In 1958 Krisyuk and Latyshev (65) gave the theory for various three-
and four-coil systems plus tables of the axial and radial field components of
several systems. In a study of astatic magnetometers, four- and six-coil sys-
tems (56), and the effects of tolerances were discussed. A brief review of some
of the work on two- and four-coil systems is given in (142) and in (51). In very
large electromagnets it is suggested that two coils be used (66) to improve the
uniformity. A Helmholtz coil pair was used in an apparatus (14) to stabilize a
magnetic field. In 1959 a description of the two- and four-coil systems at the
Fredericksburg Magnetic Observatory (91) was presented.
In 1960 a }telmholtz coil pair with conical windings was used to calibrate
a magnetometer for flight in a satellite (109), and additional computations were
made for the field of such a coil pair (43). Williams and Cain (141) developed a
theoiT for multiple coil systems lying on the surface of a sphere and Scott (120)
presented further information on his four-coil system and on Kettering Magnetic
Laboratory. Some work was done using series other than power series (61) in
developing larger volumes of ho]_ogeneous magnetic fields, and the use of two
circular or two rectangular coils was discussed (69). The next year Franzen
(38) reviewed GarrettWs theory (48), some useful information on solenoids and
current loops (80) was compiled, and the properties of an infinite set of current
loops (92) was discussed. The use of a four-coil system on a satellite (60) was
mentioned, and the measurement of the magnetic dipole moment of a satellite in
a large spherical coil system (130) was discussed. Two square coils were used
in magnetic measurements on rocks (62), and Helmholtz coil pairs were used to
reduce alter_ating magnetic fields (77). In ].962 Franzen (39) considered the
effect of the finite cross section on a two- and a four-coil system. Further in-
* formation on the Fredericksburg Magnetic Observatory (85) was given, and some
results of measurements using the Scott coil system (121) were presented. Two
coils along with shielding (71) were used to reduce the effect of the earthts field,
while a method of producing a uniform field with conductors on the surface of a
cylinder and in the axial direction (41) was presented. Waidelich and Pittraan
(131) developed a computer solution of the eighth-order, four-coil problem. The
following year the application of coil systems to the testing of satellites (93)
6
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and the use of a four-coil system on a satellite (59) was mentioned. A large
two coil system with finite cross section (103) was constructed, a system using
three Helmholtz coil-pairs on mutually pe;pendicular axes (102) was used in
maser research, and the possibilities of homoge_mity in intense fields (81) were
reviewed. Further work on the four-circular coil system (I 32) was done, work
was started op a system of four-square coils (146), (110), the ¢ix-circular-coil
system (111) was solved, and the effects of finite cross section on a four-coil
system (98) was assessed. Conductors in the axial direction on the surface of a
, cylinder were used (3), (16) to obtain a uniform magnetic field, a superconducting
Helmholtz coil pair (30) was designed, and a method of obtaining homogeneous
circular magnetic fields (31) was described.
In 1964 a complete solution of the four-circular coil system (94) and of the
four-square coil system (133) appeared. Parameters m,d contour curves for
four-circular coil systems whose turns are the ratios of integers (112) were
given, and a complete solution of tlle four-octagonal-coil system (113) was
presented. The approximation problem for two coils (114), (23) was considered,
: and ways of providing very large magnetic environment (95), (134) were sug-
gested. A magnetic laboratory was established at Oakland University (122) at.
various coil systems were suggested as usei_ll in controlling the magnetic en-
vironment (135). Superconducting coils were used to produc_ very uniform fields
(32), (82), (145), and a Helmholtz coil pair was used inside a magnetic shield
(118). The application of various coil systems to space problems (84) and to
the testing of ferromagnetic materials (63) was presented. A computer program
for the six-circular-coil problem (78) was given a "half-Helnlholtz" coil system
(73) was described, the use of a Helmholtz coil pair with two solenoids (83) was
suggested and a Helmholtz coil-pair was used at high frequencies (97). This
year (1965) Rinard (106) used Tschebyscheff polynomials in determining the
parameters of a number of four-circular-coil systems; studies were made of
the four-octagonal-coil and of dipole systems (24), (25), and of two circular
coils with finite cross section (108). Two rectangular coils with finite cross
section (44) were considered, and some experimental work with two super-
conducting solenoids (127) was done. Helmholtz coils were used in magnetic
measurements (1) and in radio frequency work (42), while a f_ur-coil system
was employed in reproducing the magnetic fields of space (27).
THEORY
The basis for all of the work on circular coil systems starts with the works
of Aml_re (74) and Maxwell (76). The scaler potential in Gaussian units i_
given by the Legendre polynomial:
7
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277ip + up (1-up) 2 1 2Vp - c - --n p'.,(Up)pn(u (1)
n=l
where:
a = Radius of pth loopp
i = currentin pth loop
P
c = velocity of light
r = (x 2 + z2) 1/2
rp = (a_ + z2p)1/2
Z
U = COS _ =--
r
z
O = COS _ P
P P r
P
pn(x) = n th Legendre polynomial
P'n(x) = First derivative of the n th polynomial
X
P rp
FI/ z
Zp_
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:, The axial and radial components of the field from a single current loop can also
_' be expressed in ellipti_ functions, which offer some advantage if the field at a
_, number of points is to be computed by means of high speed digital computers.
_ Symthe (128) has shown that the axial and radial components of the field can be
_ expressed in elliptic functions as:
_ Bx /_NI z K +i '2r_ x [(a+x) 2 + z2']1/2 (a_x)2 + z2
B - _NI , 1 K + - z2 E27r [ (a +x) 2 + z2] 1/ (a_x)2 +
where:
= permeability
I = current (amperes)
N = number of turns
x = radial distance from coil axis (meters)
z = axial distance from plane of coil (meters)
a = radius of coil (meters)
i_ = complete elliptic integral of the first kind \
E = complete elliptic integral of the second kind
X
Y
i 4=-Z p--_ P{x,z)..... z
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For the computer program to evaluate the axial and radial components, the
K and E functions were evaluated using Hastings 1 expressions for the fourth
power terms in m.
K = (ao+alm+a2m2+a3m3+a4m4)- (bo+blm+'b2m2+b3m3+b4 m4) In 1
m
_- m3 _.E (l+Clm+c2m2+c 3 +c4m4 ) - (dlm4d2m2+d3m3+d4m4) In 1m
4a
X
where m : 1-k 2 and k 2 =
\" (a + x) 2 + z2
a0 = 1.3862 9436 112 b 0 = 0.5
a 1 = 0.0966 6344 259 b I = 0.1249 8593 597
a2 --: 0.0359 0092 383 b 2 = 0.0688 0248 576
a3 = 0.0374 2563 713 b 3 = 0.0332 8355 346
a4 = 0.0145 1196 212 b 4 = 0.0044 1787 012
c I = 0.4432 5141 463 d I = 0.2499 8368 310
c 2 = 0.0626 0601 220 d 2 = 0.0920 0180 037
c3 = 0.0475 7383 546 d 3 = 0.0406 9697 526
c4 = 0.0173 6506 451 d 4 = 0.0052 6449 639
Figures 1 and 2 are plots of the axial and radial components of the field from a
single coil (Amp_re's Coil}. The field contours are plotted as percent departure
from the value of the field at the center. The constants for the coil plotted are:
Radius = 1.0 meter
• NI = 1 ampere-turn
B0 = 628.3185 gammas/meter radius/ampere turn
In the case of a combination of loops, the potential function can be written
from Equation (1) as:
1Hastings, C., Jr., "Approximations for Digital Computers," Princeton University Press, Princeton,
N.J., pages 170 to 175, (1955).
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Axial Component
Figure 1. Ampere's coil (axial field plot).
y___yp __ 27TC lp+ i Lip p + Iip (1-1"12) r-rip P'n(Lip)] r n Pn(U
if two loops are placed symmetrically about the origin and carry equal currents,
that is if i 2 = il; r2 = r, and u2 = -u l; in the above equation for the potential
i ¥ atl terms with n - even vanish due to symmetry.
The _olution by Helmholtz (89) places the current loops such that uI = 5-1/2
and the term for n = 3 is equal to zero. The field then is uniform to fourth-
order terms in r/rp.
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• Figure 2, Ampere's coil (radial field plot).
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!_ Figures 3 and 4 are plots of the axial and radial components of the field
_ from the Helmholtz coil configuration. The constants for the coil plotted are:
_,_
_-,
_ Radius = 1 meter
_- Spacing = 1 meter (a I = -_0.5m)
_. Bo = 899.176 gammas/meter radius/amp-turns
_ The discussion above has been based on an idealized current filament of
_i negligible cross sectional area. For a winding of finite rectangular cross section
,_: in a two loop coil (Helmholtz), Maxwell (76) has shown that an important correc-
_ tion can be reduced to zero if the ratio of the breadth of the winding to its depth
_! is/_/36 or approximately 5.57:6. Franzen (39) independently has also shown
i ×
I
.4R - /
® ®i
_ .3 -
_: +.1__
_._-.1%
.2R - _
+.l
_o1%
.IR +"
_/ e
_ / / %ilO/ i
.1R .2R .3R Z
Axial ComF_nent
Figure 3. Helmholtzcoil (axial field plot).
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X(3
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.01 I
.IR - .1%
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Radial Component
Figure 4. Helmholtz coil (radial field plot).
that this ratio can be determined and is:
E(, /1breadth/depth = 1- sin 2 8 = 0.928 or 5.57:6
, The uniformity of the field produced will be substantially identical with the field
produced by a coil pair of infinitesimal cross section. In Franzen_s work several
minor restraints were imposed, first that the cross section be rectangular and
secondly that the dimensions for the breadth and depth be small compared to the
distance between the coils (coil spacing).
The work of Helmholtz, Gaugain (74) and others made the second derivative
of the field at the coil center equal to zero. In following this technique, the axial
14
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component of the field is uniform and fiat through this central region and falls
off as one moves along the coil axis.
_,. In many applications one is interested not in a small field with a homogeneity
_ of 0.001%, but rather in a large volume with a homogeneity of a few percent (3%
_ to 5%), for example in deperming spacecraft or components, a magnetic field of
: modest homogeneity is satisfactory.
_ This problem has been investigated by Saperstm_e (114) for a circular coil
_ system with a single pair of coils. If the axial-field on the axis is plotted against
_ the distance from the center, the shape of the curve is as shown below.
_ H z
_ °-
Z
It has been suggested that the volume of homogeneity can be increased by
increasing the coil spacing as indicated below. Heller (52) noted that in the case
S
--..4 .._ ._ ___1._
I I Z
I I
I I
I I
I I
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where the spacing (2S) is equal to the radius of coil, there is the ma_:imum
shown on page 15 as the spacing is increased the axial field yields two maxima
as indicated in the fig_tre below. For maximum homogeneities Table 1 gives a
comparison of the distance along the axis that can be obtained for different
spacing of the coils.
H_S> 1//2a
/j./
_Z
Table 1
Comparison of Axial Distance Obtained for
Various Spacing of Coils
% Az AzK
Homogeneity for S = Ka for S = 1/2 a
,| ,
0.1 .518 .247 .085
0.5 .541 .376 .131
1.0 .558 .451 .157
2.0 .583 .546 .188
3.0 .603 .613 .211
4.0 .621 .669 .238
5.0 .636 .714 .245
6.0 .650 .754 .254
A vast amount of work has been done on circular coil systems having more
than a single pair of coils. Some of the early work of Neumann (88) and Maxwell
(76) made various assumptions to reduce the number of variables of their coil
systems. In general for a four-coil system there are the following variables:
16
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NI 11 = ampere turns of 1st coil pair
N2 12 = ampere turns of 2nd coil pair
+-zI = distance of ist coil pair from origin
+z 2 = distance of 2nd coil pair from origin
aI = radius of 1st coil pair
aa = radius of 2nd coil pair.
; With the above, the following other relations exist:
=( -' ( )
._- Z I z2
U I - COS 81 "_ U 2 "- COS 8 2 =
: r I r 2
Neumann chose tomake N,I, = N212 and solvedforthe othervariables.Max-
wellon the otherhand placedthe coilson the surfaceofa sphere so thatrI --r2.
Pittmanand Waidelich(94)allowedthe ratioofthe ampere turns ofthepairs of
_ coils (N212/NIII) tovary insmall increments and obtainednumerous solutions,
startingwiththe coilslyinginthe same planeperpendiculartotheaxes ofthe
system and extendingtothe case where thecoilshave equalradii(Barkers
solution(12)).Includedinthe solutionsreportedare Braunbek's (6)arrange-
ment withequalcurrents(ampere-turns)inthe two pairofcoils,as wellas
McKechan's (74) solution where the coils lie on the surface of a sphere.
Plots have been made of a number of coil configurations. Probably of most
interest is the Braunbek coil system, with equal ampere turns on each of the
coil pairs. Figures 5 and 6 are plots of the axial and radial components of thei
field to show the homogeneous volume obtainable.
The parameters for the ideali:ed Braunbek coil system are:
NII 1 = N2I2
aI = 1.0000000 n 2 = 0.76389941
d I = 0.27802813 d 2 = 0.84566402
Coil constant = 1619.3190 gamma/meter radius/ampere turn
In the course of computing the data for these figures, it was apparent that
very little information was available on the field in the imm_iiate vicinity of the
17
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Figure 5. Braunbek coil (axial field plot).
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Figure 6. Brounbek coil (radial field plot).
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conductors and in the space just out_ide the coil system. Figures 7 and 8 are
plotted to a reduced sca_ to show the nature of the field of the two components
(axial and radial) in the region near the conductors and immediately outside the
coil system.
• In multiple coil systems the misalignment or improper spacing of the coil
to an extent smaller than the tightest possible tolerances, will introduce linear
gradients. These gradients can be eliminated by mechanically adjusting the
coils, a rather time consuming process, or by shimming the coils electrically,
. using special gradient cancelling coils.
7
All linear gradients can be expressed in terms of a basic set of five orthog-
• onal gradient terms just as a field vector H can be expressed in terms of three
orthogonal component vectors: Hx, Hy and Hz .
There are nine linear gradient terms, but the relationship that exists, and
inherent in MaxwelUs equations, reduces the number of independent terms to
five. The type of gradient coils designed for the M_gnetic Fields Cc_ponent
Test Facility at the Goddard Space Flight Center are _asily installed on almost
any orthogonal coil system. In this particular coil arrangement the following
orthogonal set of gradients are present. (The constant numerical factors are
omitted.)
SH= (SH,, 3H'_
L
3Hx "3H
B= Y
_x _y
_H x _HyC -
_y _x
o
_I.L, _I.1,
n -
_z _x
_Hy _Hz
E _ _ .- _
_z _y
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Figure 7. Braunbek coil (axial field plotted
to reduced scale).
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Figure 8. Brounbek coil (radial field plotted
to reduced scale).
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In choosing the coordinate system on which to mount the necessary coils,
it is expected that the direction in which a gradient most certainly will be present
is in the vertical direction. Consequently by choosing the z axis to be vertical,
gradients of the Case A type can be corrected by one pair of coils. The North-
_. South and East-West directions are then chosen as x and y.
These gradient coils are most useful when the resulting field at the center
of the coil system is very small or zero. The gradient coils in use at GSFC are
wound directly on _he coil forms in a manner similar to those shown in Figure 9.
W
Square coils have been used by many investigators because of the ease with
which they can be constructed. Some of the first theoretical work was published
_: by E. L. Kaplan (136) as a Naval Ordnance Laboratory report and has received
_- little notice.
%
e
The geometry of a single square coil is shown below.
_ I X .-i.,,"1
! //
_ J
J
The field produced by this single square coil is:
]ix =N'-f-I[f(1-x, z, l+y) + f(1-x, z, l-y)- f(l+x, z, l+y)- f(l+x, z, l-y)]t
=N--II [f(1-y, z, l+x)+ f(1-y, z, l-x)-f(l+y, z, l+x)-f(l+x, z, l-y)]Hy t
21
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Figure 9. Schematic arrangement of the gradient coils.
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H -NI [f(z, l+x, l+y)+ f(z, 1,x, l-y)+ f(z, l-x, l+y)+ f(z, l-x, l-y)
z t
+ f(z, l+y, l+x)+ f(z, l+y, l-x)+ f(z, l-y, l+x)+ f(z, l-y, l-x)]
where f (u, v, w) represents the expression
vw (u2 + v2)-1 (u2 + v_ + w_)-1/_
on the ,axis this reduces to
Hz8NIE- and H =H :0t (l+z 2) x y
The contour curves for the axial component of the field from a single square
coil are shown in Figure 10.
-10 -5 -1 +1 +5
/ /
0"'tl / / +1/0I/
0.1 0.2 0.3
Axial Component
Figure 10. Single square coil (axial field plot).
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The solution for a two loop square coil system, corresponding to the Helm-
holtz circular coil system, has been developed by Warburton (136) and Heller
(52) by proceeding in the same manner as for the circular coil system. The
spacing is chosen so that the second derivative of the axial component is zero
at the center of the system. This distance from the center to each coil turns
out to be + 0.5445 t (where t = 1/2 side length). The curves for the field com-
ponents are given in Figures ll and 12.
In the case of the four loop square coil systems, Waidelich et al (133) have
shown that the axial field can be expressed as:
H - + +-- +
z tl _--_-1 / f\_--1/_J t2 \--_2 / f-, _ t 2
X
N=I
I=1
.7t -
-10 t = 1 meter= 1/2 side length
COIL CONSTANT = 809.54
.6 t - -5 1'/ AMP-TURN / METER
.5t +5
.4t - -1.0 J,,
J/
.3t -
-0.1
.2t - +1.0 //8
.1 t - -0.1 -1.0 -5.0
/07 / /I I I 1 I
1 2 3 4 5 6 Z
Axial Component
Figure11. SquareHelmholtzcoil (axial field plot).
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X N=I
t = 1 meter= 1/2 side length
_. COIL CONSTANT = 809.54
::- .7t _ _y / AMP-TURN / METER
"6tl/ -5
+5
.4t_- \
.3t _/
I \
-o.1
+1
.2t -
/
.lt -
1 2 3 4 5 6 Z
Radial Component
Figure 12. Square Helmholtz coil (radial field plat).
0 The elevation and end views of the four-squal :--coil system are shown in
Figure 13. This work included a determination of the parameters of systems
, having unequal ampere-turns in the two pairs of coils, but having an integral
turn ratio so that the coils could be connected i: . series. Table 2 gives the re-
sults for some of the solutions.
As the turns-ratio (N2/NI) is changed from 7:8 to 7:3, the center coils start
to move toward the center while the outer coils move away from the center and
increase in size.
Figures 14, 15, and 16 are plots of the axial component of the field in three
different planes for the case with the turns-ratio equal to 1.1 (see Figure 13 (b)).
25
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Figure 13. Elevation and end view of the
four-square-coil system.
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Figure 14. Square coil-turn ratio 1/1-8 - 0°
(axial field plat).
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Figure 15. Square coil-turn ratio 1/1-8 = 30 °
(axial field plot).
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Figure 16. Square coil-turn ratio 1/1-19 = 45° (axial field plot).
: It should be noted that the e6ect of the corners is very pronounced and in the
i plane 8 = 45 ° the volume with a homogeneity better than 0.001% has decreased
: considerably.
In Figures 17 and 18 for the 7:3 turns ratio, the effect of the corners in the
plane 8 = 45 ° is not as pronounced as with a turns-ratio of 1:1. \
The preceding discussion of various square coil systems has concerned
_ those which yield a small volume at the center with a high degree of homogeneity
(.001% or better). For some special types of work. particularly with ordnance
_ items, the interest has bee_ directed toward large volumes with a modest
homogeneity (0.1% to 5.0%)•
Some of the first work on these multiple square coil systems is that of
S. M. Rubens (101) and M. S. Raft (136) of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory.
Ruben's coil system consisted of five equally spaced square coils, forming
the surface of a cube. The ampere-turns ratio were found by assuming first
that t' e center coil was a single ampere-turn. If H0(z) is the exial field from
thi _ center coil at a distance z along the axis of the coil (a line perpendicular to
the plane of the coil), and Hl(z ) and H2(z ) be the axial field from the inner and
t 29
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Figure 17. Square coil-turn ratio 7/3-8 = 0° (axial field plot).
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Figure 18. Square coil-turn ratio 7/3--_ -45°(axial field plot).
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outer pairs of coils. Then the field at z from the coil system will be [_lb
Ht(z ) - Hc(z ) + AHI(z) + BH2(z)
where A and B are the ratios of currents in the inner and outer coil pairs to the
current in the center coil, i.e.,
NI I I N2 12
A- ; B-
,:, NOI o NOI o
By choosing ttree values of z where the values of Hz are to be iden*ical, two
simultaneous equations result ap_l thus a solution for values of A and B may be
made. In Ruben's work, he selected values of z at 0, 0.30 t and 0.50 t (where
t = 1./2 the side length of hie coils) to give a large volume with acceptable
_' homogeneity. He obtained solutions of A = 0.405 and B = 1.92. This gives
_ 71, 15, 37, 15, 71 for a set of integers proportional to the ampere-turns if the
ffve coils are connected in series. Rubens found that by u_ing A = '_.400 and
B = 1.900, the homogeneity along the axis was substantially the same but that
greater uniformity resulted off the axis.
If the number of turns on the system are exactly 19, 4, 10, 4, 19 then the
axial field at the center is.
35.69
Coil Constant - oersteds per ampere2t
where 2 t is the length of one side of the coil in centimeters. This coil system
is shown in Figure 19.
With the turns ratio shown in Figure 19 the homogeneous volume available
is:
% Cylir_ler Cylinder
Homogeneity length diameter
0.1 0.90 t 0.40 t
4
1.0 1.00 t 1.00 t
5.0 1.50 t 1.00 t
31
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Figure19. Ruben'sfive-coil system.
M. S. Raft (136) recomputed the original Ruben's design by setting up equa-
tions involving the turn-ratios as unknowns and selecting values that satisfied
the equations and made as many of the lower order coefficients in the expansion
vanish. The five coil system, computed on this basis, retained the equal spacing
of the coils on the surface of a cube and was designed to give a volume with a
homogeneity of 0.05% over a sphere with a radius equal to 0.3t ( t is 1/2 the side
length). The solution obtained uses turn ratios of 134, 44, 66, 44, 134.
For many types of work, the three and five coil systems are inconvenient
because the center coil is directly on the center-line of the assembly.
Raft (136) also designed a four coil system to give a homogeneity of 0.1% in
a sphere with a radius equal to 0.2 t (where t is 1/2 the side length). The geom-
etry of the coil system was specified and turn-ratios computed. The design
selected by Raft to meet these requirements is shown in Figure 20.
There has been some interest in octagonal coilr systems because of the ease
with which they can be constructed and installed. The homogenity of the system
falls somewhere between the circular coil systems and the square coil systems
° previously discussed.
Saperstone (114) and Chiang (25) have published some information on octag-
onal coils.
The rmgnetic field intensity on the axis of a single octagonal coil with N
turns is:
32
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tz
Hz
_(R2+Z 2) R2 tan--+l +
_ 8
J
t
by substituting:
Z
V __ •
R
B=I/1 + tan _ = 1.0823922
V 8
7/"
4 (tan 8 }
/ 46 turns Z/
• /
43 turns
f ..... IIL
_/ / Y
/ 43 turns /xlll mlll lln I Ill III*- /| 6
F
Figure 20. Ruben's four-coil system.
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the above equation can be rewritten as:
" IlK l+V 2 _-_+ V2
For a four coil system, Figure 21, the field intensity along the axis can be
expressed as:
N11 N2 12
H : _ [f(dl-z ) + f(d1+z)] + R2-.----_ [f(d2_z ) + f(d2+z) ]z RI K
Where R1 and R2 are _'" radii of the inscribed circles of the octagonal coils.
If we substitute x 1 = dl/R 1 and x 2 = d2/R2, we can then expand the above expres-
sion as a Taylor series about z = 0 hence:
O0
z 2n where a - 1 dnHH = a2n n n! d Znn--0
z--0
Suitable values of x_ and x 2 can be determined, such that the first three
terms of the expansion are equal to zero. Saperstone computed the parameters
Figure 21. Four coil octagonal system.
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_: of several coil configurations having integral turns ratios. His results are tabu-
!_ lated in Table 3.
Table 3
Octagonal Coil Systems with Integral Turns-Ratios
,
_; N_I sI =-- d I d_ R2 R1
'i NI1116/16 .28435432 .86560663 .76317254 1.0
15[16 .28764020 .85751313 .74677648 1.0
14[16 .29120383 .84881337 .72964492 1.0
13/16 .295083;,5 .83942090 .71170181 1.0
12[16 .29932539 .82923067 .69285597 1.0
11/16 .30398098 .81809756 .67299845 1.0
10/16 .30913377 .80589842 .65200038 ' 1.0
9/16 .31485706 .79237031 ,62968647 1.0
8/16 .32126987 .77724546 .60584340 1.0 ,
Figure 22 is a plot of the axial field of an octagonal coil system with a 1:1
turn ratio, (similar to the Braunbek coil configuration) a close-comparison of
the axial field of this octagonal coil and the circular Braunbek (Figure 7) shows
×
V 
.3R _/00!
.2R-
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 7
Figure22. Octagonalcoil (axial field plot).
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very little difference in the plane perpendicular to the side _f the coil. As this
plane is moved to the corner of the system, ari effect similar to that experienced
with the square coil becomes apparent. It is evident, as is to be expected, that
the octagonal coil is between the circular and square coil systems in volume of
homogenity available.
36
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measured field uniformity was better than one percent.
20. Crane, H. R., "Cloud Chamber for Nuclear Disintegration Studies," Review
of Scientific Instruments, Volume 8, pages 440 to 444, (November 1937).
Constructional details of a two-coil system with finite cross section. The
experimental variation of the axial field with radial distance is shown, rE-.
21. Crittenden, _,. C., Jr., and McDaniel, B, D., "Production of Uniform Mag-
netic Field by a Pair of Magnetic Dipoles," Review of Scientific Instruments,
Volume 15, page 270, (October 1944).
• In the field between two magnetic dipoles, there is a straight line along
which the fielcl is nearly uniform for quite some distance. The dipoles were
approximated by two coils, and a table of measured distances for one and
two percent uniformity is presented.
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_ 22. Coonrod, L. G., Cecconi, W. E., Gedraitis, C., Harper, E. R. and Lewis,
R. M., "Magnet Coils," Review of Scientific Instruments, Volume 20, pages
408 to 410, (June 1949).
t
i This paper presents some constructional details of Helmholtz coils to
! produce large fields.
23. ('rownfield,F. R.,Jr.,"Optimum SpacingofCoilPairs,"Review ofScientific
Instruments, Volume 35, pages 240 to 241, February 1964.
_ This paper shows thatifthe spacingofa coil-pairismade more than
that of the I-Ielmholtz condition, a longer voiume of uniformity in the axial
direction is possible.
2,4. Chart, S. B., "The Homogeneity of_Coil-Dipole Systems," Research Report,
UniversityofMissouri EngineeringLibrary,Columbia,Mo., (Jvne 1965).
_ 25. Chiang, B. A., "Four-Octagonal-Coil Systems and Coil-Dipole Systems,"
Research Report,UniversityofMissouri EngineeringLibrary,Columbia,
Mo., (January1965).
This paper presentsa complete solutionofthefour-octagonal-coil
problem with theresults_ven as curves and tables.Also consideredis
thevariationofthe axialfieldcomponent as theaxialdistanceisvaried
fora coilpairwithvariousspacingsbetween thecoils. The same study
isthenmade forone largecoiland two dipoleson theaxisofthecoil.
28. DuMond, J.W. M., "An Iron-Free Magnetic Beta-Ray SpectrometerofHigh
Luminosity,ResolvingPower, and Precisionfor theStudy ofDecay Schemes
oftheHeavy Isotopes,"Annals ofPhysics,Volume 2,pages 283 to371,(1957).
Th_s instrument required an ellipsoidal winding producing a field of 665
gauss and using a current, of 30.8 amperes'and 3.4 kilowatts power. The
uniformity was 3 parts in 104. Also two coaxial pairs of Helmholtz coils
connected in opposition were used so that the external field varied as the
inverse seventh power of the distance and yet the internal field remained
quite homogeneous. Two sets of large square Helmholtz coils were used to
neutralize the earth's field. One set, 124 inches on a side, was used for the
vertical component and the other set, 65-3/4 inches on a side was used for
the horizontal component.
!
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27. Devane, J. F., "Research Directed Toward the Collection, Reduction and
Evaluation of Geomagnetic Field Data and Electric Field Phenomena
Atmospheric and Terrestrial," NASA STAR N65-20888.
A coil system was constructed to reproduce the magnetic fields en-
countered by space vehicles. The coil system has four coils and is of the
Braunbek design. The larger coils have a diameter of 90 inches and the
axis of the system can be oriented with respect to the inclination of the
earth's magnetic field.
28. D/irschner, H., "Ein Magnetometer zur Bestimmung det magnetischen
Eigenschaften yon Gesteinen," Annales de G6ophysique, Volume 10, pages
152 to 156, (1954).
An astatic magnetometer is constructed using a Helmholtz coil-pair
suspended by a gold fiber. The advantage of the use of the Helmholtz pair
is that the measurements depend less upon the shape of the magnetic sample.
29. Dye, D. W., "A Magnetometer for the Measurement of the Earth's Vertical
Magnetic Intensity in C. "_. S. Measure," Proceedings of the Royal Society
of London_ Volume 117, pages 434 to 458, (1928).
The same Helmholtz coil pair was used as that used by Smith (116).
Within a sphere two centimeters in diameter the maximum difference in
axial intensity from that at the center is less than four parts in 10_ . Gives
the coil constant with a correction for the temperature change.
30. Day, J. D. A., "Superconducting Magnet Design," Journal of Scientific
Instruments, Volume 40, pages 503 to 505, (December 1963).
One coil-pair with finite cross section is used and the system is made
to be a fourth-order system. The winding space is minimized, and a table
of dimensionless results is given. A design of a particular coil system is
presented.
t
31. Daniel, H., "Einige Aufwendungsm6glichkeiten des homogenen magnetischen
, = = 0, H e = Constant," Nuclear Instruments and Methods,Kreisfeldes Hr H z
Volume 24, pages 181 to 184, (August 1963).
This paper discusses a method of producing a field with He = constant
using a number of coils with approximately constant current density along
the radius and each coil placed in plane through the axis.
42
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_ 32. Day, J. D. A. and Orton, J. W., "The Design of a Superconducting Magnet::_ for a Travelling Wave Maser Using a Helmholtz Pair," IAA A64-23453.
_ 33. d'Espine, J., "Contributions _ l'Etude des Rayons fl par I,a Methode des
i Spectres Magnetiques," Annales de Physique, Series 10, Volume 16, page_ 5
to 70, (1931).
This article is concerned with the axial field in the plane between two
,_ Helmholtz coils of rectangular cross section. The coils are 44 centimeters
,_ in radius, have 624 turns, carry a c_,rrent of 14 amperes and produce a
field of 179 gauss. The field has a uniformity of 0.2 percent in a 16 centi-
i meter diameter circle and 0.8 percent in one 34 centimeters in diameter.
i Sauerwein (] 17), this section points out that if a value of b/c = 0.928 had
been used, a more homogeneous field would have resulted.
34. Ference, M., Shaw, A. E. and Stephenson, R. J., "Th Production of Annular
i Magnetic Fields of Great Uniformity," Review of Scientific Instruments,Volume 11, pages 57 to 62, (February 1940).
Two coils of rectangular cross section and about 0.6 meter in diameterhad the axial magnetic field in the center transverse plane calculated and
I also measured for the Helmboltz and for slightly smaller
spacing a spacing.
The uniformity for the smaller spacing was better in the annular region
considered.
i 35. Foss, M. H., "Design of Cloud Chamber Coils," Contract N7onr 303 TaskOrder 1 NR 025-035, Technical Report No. 2, (1948) Carnegie Institute of
Technology Library. \
A method is given for two coils with rectangular cross section to make
the second term in the series expansion of the field zero. Two numerical
examples are presented.
36. Fanselau, G., "Die Erzengung weitgehend homogener Magnetfelder durch
KreisstrtJme," Zeitschrift fiir Physik, Volume 54, pages 260 to 269, (1929).
This paper gives a sixth-order solution of the two coil-pair system with
equal currents and using the roots of the Legendre functions. Also uses
the same method to obtain an eighth order solution for three coil-pairs.
Shows the contour curves for a two coil-pair system.
i
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37. Fanselau, G., "Uber die HomogeniL'_'t des Magnetfeldes bei symmetrischer
Spulenanordnung," Zeitschrift tiir Geophysik, Volume 9, pages 236 to 237,
(1933).
This paper gives a sixth order solution of a two-pair circular coil system
in which the two coils on one side of the center of the system lie in the same
' plane perpendicular to the axis. The winding ratio could be approximated
by 85/3 or 113/4.
38. Franzen, W., "Reinterpretation of Garrett's Theory of Axial Magnetic Fields,"
(May 5, 1961). Not published but a copy was obtained from Professor W.
Franzen, Department of Physics, Boston University, 700 Commonwealth
Ave., Boston, Mass. 02215.
This paper reviews the work of Garrett, see reference (48) and shows
that a sufficientcondition for producing a uniform field is to make as many
derivatives of the field equal to zero as is possible. The conditions are
derived for a Helmholtz coil pair and for the eighth-order four-coil system
first given by McKeehan (74), this section.
39. Franzen, W., "Generation of Uniform Magnetic Fields by Means of Air-Core
Coils, "Review of Scientific Instruments, Volume 33, pages 933 to 938,
(September 1962).
This is a continuation of the earlier paper of F_'anzen but it is concerned
mainly with coils of rectangular cross section. The two-coil system with
each coil of rectangular cross section is considered first and the axial
field is derived as a power series in the axial distance. Franzen finds that
the breadth to depth ratio of the coil cross section should be 0.928 which
agrees with Maxwell (76) and Sauter (123). For the eighth-order four- coil
system of McKeehan (74), it is possible to make a sixth-order system when
finite rectangular coil cross sections are assumed.
40. Foner, S. and Kolm, H. H., "Coils for the Production of High-Intensity Pulsed
Magnetic Fields," Review of Scientific Instruments, Volume 28, pages 799
to 807, (October 1957).
This paper presents curves showing the variation along the axis of a coil-
pair with rectangular cross-section. Details of construction are given for
a coil which has a peak field at the center of 350 kilogauss.
i
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41. Fiks, I. G., "Selecting the Criteria of a Winding Which Forms a Homogeneous
i_ Magnetic Field," Elektrichestro (USSR) No. 5, pages 43 to 49, (May 1962)
(in Russian).
:_ A short abstract in English is in Electric Technology USSR, Volume 2,
pages 331, (1962).
42. Franzen, W., "Moebius Strip Series Connection for RF Helmholtz Coils,"
Review of Scientific Instruments, Volume 36, page 1062, (July 1965).
43. Granzow, K. D., "Homogeneity of the Magnetic Field of a Helmholtz Coil,"
Sandia Corporation Monograph SCR-193, (July 1960).
The axial and radial components of the field of a Helmholtz coil pair are
i calculated and plotted. Contour curves for both components are also pre-
sented.
44. Grant, W. J. C. and Strandberg, M. W. P., "Magnetic Field of Noneylindrical
: Coils," Review of Scientific Instruments, Volume 36, pages 343 to 345, •
(March 1965).
This paper considers two rectangular shaped coils of rectangular cross
section. The field components of many different configurations were com-
puted. Some empirical equations for the error curves are also given.
45. Gehrcke, E. and yon Wogan, M., "Magnetische Messungen," Verhandlungen
derDeutschen Pbysikalichen Gesellschaft, Volume 11, pages 646 to 681, (1909). \
Two conically-wound coils about 70 centimeters in diameterwere used in a
Helmholtz system to produce a large volume of uniform magnetic field.
Construction details are presented.
46. Gardner, M. E., Jungerman, J. A., Lichtenstein, P. G. and Patten, C. G.,
"Production of a Uniform Magnetic Field by Means of an End-Corrected
Solenoid, 'v Review of Scientific Instruments, Volume 31, pages 929 to 934,
(September 1960).
This paper gives calculations and the construction details of a thick
solenoid with 0.01 percent uniformity in the axial region comprising 63 per-
cent of the solenoid length. The conditions used were to make the magnitude
of the field at the center and at a given point along the axis equal, together
making the derivative of the field at the given point zero. A four coil system
of Maxwell (76) was used to cancel the field compono:_t of the earth perpen-
dicular to the axis of the solenoid.
45
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47. Glaser, W., "0ber die zu einem vorgegebenen Magnetfeld gehSrende Windungs
dichte einer Kreisspule," Zeitschrift fiir Physik, Volume 118, pages 264 to
268 (1941).
This paper expresses the magnetic field along the axis of a system as an
integral equation in terms of the unknown function of the ampere-turns per
unit axial length. Indicates that this same" problem would arise in producing
a homogeneous electric field. Through the use of Fourier transforms the
function of the ampere-turns per unit length is given as an integral which
has to be evaluated.
48. Garrett, M. W., "Axially S)_metric Systems for Generating and Measuring
Magnetic Fields. Part I," Journal of Applied Physics, Volume 22, pages 1091
to 1107, (September 1951).
The properties of Lengendre polynomials as used in axially symmetric
fields are discussed. The error terms and associated contour curves are
given. For use in coils of finite cross section the form of the series and
associated tables are presented. Various applications are discussed with
reference to the theory presented including uniform and gradient field sys-
tems, thin and thick solenoids for fourth, sixth and eighth order systems.
49. Garrett, M. W., "Dipole, Quadrupole and Octupole Field and Search Coils
Using Loops and Solenoids," Physical Review, Volume 74, page 1231, (1948).
This paper mentions that systems producing uniform magnetic fields pro-
duce nearly ideal dipole fields at distant points and as search coils they tend
to respond only to tl',? axial component of the central field. Flux changes in
these systems measure the dipole moments of the magnet or coil suddenly
removed from the central region.
50. Gandal, P., "Sur la Theorie des Bobines de H_lmholtz," Revue Gdndrale de
l'El_ctricit(_ Volume 64, pages 199 to 202, (April 1955).
The expressions for the axial and radial field components are derived
for two circular coils with rectangular cross sections. The Helmholtz
, condition is obtained and also a method to make the axial field component
have a minimum variation at a given radial distance is presented.
51. Gaume, F., "Bobines sans Fer pour la Production de Chamos Magndtiques
Constant Tr_s Intenses Calcul et Rdalisation, I, Classification et Usage
des Bobines sans Fer Alimentation. Calcul des Enroulements," JQurn_l
des Recherches du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Volume 9,
No. z}3, pages 93 to 115, (June 1958).
46
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_?_ A discussion is presented of the various :nethods of producing a uniform
_ magnetic field. The paper has 54 references, many of which are concerned
_ with the production of uniform fields.
_ 52. Heller, C., "Tiber die Erzengung gross r/iumiger homogener Magnetfelder
_ zum Studium des Verhaltens von Magnetkompassen und Kompensiermitteln
• auf verschiedenen magnetischen Breiten," Deutschen Hydrographischen
_ Zeitschrift, Volume 8, pages 157 to 164, (1955).
This paper states that two rectangular coils have a 20 percent greater
volume of uniformity than two circular coils. The variation of the axial
i field along the axis is presented for two rectangular and for two circularcoils with spacings both smaller and larger tlmn the optimum values. Curves
for a one percent variation in the axial field are also given along with the
_: maximum values. Curves of the variation of the axial field along the plane
of symmetry transverse to the axis are also shown.7'
53. Harris, F. K., "A New Cathode-Ray Oscillograph and its Application to the •
Study of Power Loss in Dielectric Materials," National Bureau of Standards
i Journal of Research, Volume 12, pages 87 to 102, (1934).
Two pairs of long narrow coils are used to compensate for the horizontal
components of the earth's field. The long sides of the coils are parallel to
the axis of a cylinder and the rounded ends of the coils lie in the cylindrical
surface. Over 0.8 of the lengLh of the cylinder and for distances of not more
than 0.1 the radius from the axis, the field is uniform to within 5 percent. \
54. Harris, F. IL, "Coil Arrangements for Producing a Uniform Magnetic Field,"
National Bureau of Standards Journal of Research, Volume 13, pages 391 to
410, (1934).
An analysis of the field of the coils in (53) was made for the three cases
of straight-head, circular-h_ad and bent-head coils. Both theoretical and
experimental field variation_md contour curves are shown for all three field
components. These curves show that the bent-head coils are superior to
both the straight-head and circular-head coils with the circular-head type
being somewhat better than the straight head.
55. Haynes, S. K. and Wedding, J. W., "The Use of Three Long Rectangular
Coils for Neutralization of the Earth's Magnetic Field in a Lens-Type Beta-
Ray Spectrometer," Review of Scientific Instruments, Volume 22, pages 97
to 101, (1951). See abstract in Physical Review, Volume 78, pages 641 to
642, (1950).
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Three long rectangular coils located symmetrically on the surface of a
circular cylinder were used. Dimensions were such that only sixth order
terms were of importance, and the proper values of the cur_'ents were de-
termined experimentally. One set of three coils was used for the vertical
component of the earth's field and the second set for the horizontal component.
56. Hellbardt, G., _'Uber die Grenzempfindlichkeit des astatischen Spulenmagnetom-
eters," Zeitschrift fdr Geophysik, Volume 24, pages 34 to 52, (1958).
Presents the theory of a coil system within coaxial pairs of coils following
Sauter (123). In particular he gives the four coil solution of McKeehan (74)
and the six coil solution of Neumann (74) which is approximated by using turns
ratios of 17:11:22. The effect of a small change in geometz'y or current on
the homogeneity of the coil system is also calculated.
57. Hipple, J. A., Jr., "A Spherical Coil for a Mass Spectrometer," Physical
Review, Volume 55, pages 597, (1939).
A spherical coil was constructed with a uniformity of 0.3 percent throughout
the volume. Constructional details are given and the field inside was 2500
gauss when the coil was cooled by circulating water.
58. Hara, K., ':The Magnetic Field Near the Center of a Coil Pair like a Helm-
holtz Coil with Helical Windings of Finite Cross Section," Researches of
the Electrotechnical Laboratory, Tokyo, No. 560, (May 1957).
!
The field produced by a coil of finite cross section with a helical wind-
ing along with the effects of the co_mecting leads is derived. Then the field
produced by a pair of such coils is calculated using power series. A numer-
ical example is presented.
!
59. Heppner, J. P., Ness, N. F., Skillman, T. L. and Scearce, C. S., "Explorer
X Magnetic Field Results," in Space Research Ill, Proceedings of the Third 0
International Space Science Symposium (COSPAR), Washington, D. C., May
2-8, 1962, pages 553 to 601, (1963_.
8
The McKeehan (74) four-coil system was used to provide a bias field
for the rubidium-vapor magnetometer (141) flown on the satellite.
60. Hibbs, A. R., Elmer, M. and Neugebauer, M., "Early Ranger Experimemv,"
Astr<mautics, Volume 6, page_ 26 to 27, (September 1961).
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The rubidium-vapor magnetometer cell on board the spacecraft was
enclosed within a 13-inch diameter fiberglass spherical shell on which a
McKeehan (74) four-coil system was wound (141).
61. Ingarden. R. S. and Michalczyk, J., 'YOn Optimum Field Homogeneity of High
Energy Coil Magnets," Bulletin de lVAcaddmie Polonaise des Sciences, S6rie
des Science Mathematique Astronomie et Physique, Volume 8, No. 5, pages
319 to 324, (1960).
This paper discusses the case of two circular coils of rectangular cross
section. The field is expanded in a Maclaurin series and also in a Gegenbauer
series. A fourth or sixth order field is specified in the Maclaurin se.ries
to produce the best uniformity in the vicinity of the origin for small objects.
A similar specification in the Gegenbauer series is useful where the objects
are large but small oscillations of the field are not harmful. A numerical
example is given.
62. Irving, E., Stott, P. M. and Ward, M. A._ "Demagnetization of Igneous Rocks .
by Alternating Magnetic Fields," Philosophical Magazine, Volume 6, no. 62,
pages 225 to 241, (1961).
The construction details are given for two pairs of square coils, one pair
of which is used to annul the vertical component of the earthts field and the
other pair the horizontal component.
63. Kifer, I. I., "Testing of Ferromagnetic Materials," NASA STAR N64-31801.
\
This paper presents a discussion of ellipsoidal coils, cylindrical sole-
noids with several end windings, Helmholtz coils and the five square coil
system of Rubens (101).
64. Koch, H. W., "Magnetic Field Calculations for Large Cross-Section Cloud-
Chamber Coils," Journal of Applied Physics, Volume 21, pages 387 to 395,
(May 1950).
This paper is concerned with two circular coils on the same axis with
rectangular coil cross sections. The magnetic scalar potential arid the field
are obtained as integrals and expressed as series expansions. Curves of
the axial field component on the coil axis and at various radii are presented.
An experimental check with some coils that were constructed previously
is also included.
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q65. Krisyuk, E. M. and Latyshev, G. D., "Compensation of the Earth's Magnetic
Field," Bulletin of the Academy of Science of the USSR, Physics Series,
Volume 22, pages 966 to 974, 1958 (English translation}.
This paper presents the theory of coil systems and derives the condition
for the Helmholtz system. Tables of the axial and radial components for a
Helmholtz system at various points in space are presented. The conditions
for the three coil systems of Barker (12) and Maxwell (76) are presented
and tables of the axial and radial components of Barker's system are given.
The four coil systems of Scott (119), Barker (12) and McKeehan (74)are
discussed and tables of the axial and radial components of Barker's four-
coil system are presented. A final table summarizes the rest;Its for all of
the systems.
66. Kurti, N., "High Energy Coil Magnets," Physica, Volume 24, pages s123 to
s124, (195S).
67. Lin, S. T. and Kaufmann, A. R., "Helmholtz Coils for Production of Powerful
and Uniform Fields and Gradients," Review of Modern Physics, Volume 25,
pages 182 to 190, (January 1953}.
A Helmholtz coil of rectangular cross section was designed and constructed
to produce both a high field intensity and good uniformity. Two methods of
determining the separation were used, the first employed, interpolations
and the second used Garrett's method (48). The effect of heating and the power
requirement were investigated. A two coil magnetic gradient system was
designed to increase the uniformity. The construction details of the coil
system are presented along with test results of the uniformity. The result
is a system with a field of 35,000 oersteds and lmving a uniformity of 10
parts per million, along an a_Jal distance of 13 millimeters. The power
consumption is 1700 kilowatts.
68. Lyddane, R. H. and Raurk, A. E., "Coils for the Production of a Uniform
Magnetic Field," Review of Scientific Instruments, Volume 10, pages 253 to
257, (September 1939}.
Two rectangular coils of rectangular cross section are used but the
analysis is made on the basis that the coils extend to infinity in the direction
perpendicular to the plane in which the field is calculated. Conditions are
given for a uniform field and the effects of the coil ends are calculated.
Bent-head coil ends (4), (53}, (54) are considered and a set of contour curves
is presented.
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_ 69. Murrmann, H. and Schwtnk, C., "Homogene Magnetfelder fiir optische
Untersuchungen ferromagnetischer Proben," Zeitschrift fiir angewandte
Physik, Volume 12, pages 155 to 157, (1960).
I This paper discusses the case of two circular single layer coils on the
same axis and determines the field variation along the axis. Similar results
are obtained for rectangular coils along with the variation perpendicular to
the axis. Also, a more homogeneous field is obtained by the use of two addi-
l_ tional coils placed close to the gap between the two main coils. A homogeneity
, of better than one percent was obtained in a volume 20 × 16 × 4 millimeters.
70. McKeehan, L. W., "Pendulum Magnetometer for Crystal Fecromagnetism,"
Review of Scientific Instruments, Volume 5, pages 265 to 268, (August 1934).
Gives the relationships for a Helmholtz coil pair with the optimum thick-
ness and breadth relationship for a finite coil size (76). Also gives the same
type of relationships when the coil pair is used as a gradient system.
I 71. Marmet, P., Morrison, J. D. and Swingler, D. L., "Neutralization of Fringing
Magnetic Fields in the Ion Source of a Mass Spectrometer," Review of Scien-
,_ tific Instruments_ Volume 33, pages 239 to 240, (February 1962).
Presents the use of two coils along with shielding by Mumetal to reduce
the effect of the earth's field to less than 0.01 gauss.
72. Marshall, H. L. and Weaver, H. E., "Application of the Garrett Method to
Calculatiol, of Coil Geometries for Generating Homogeneous Magnetic
Fields in Superconducting Solenoids," Journal of Applied Physics, Volume ',
' 34, pages 3175 to 3178, (November 1963).
Garrett's method (48) is used to calculate a sixth order solenoid with
end-correcting coils. Over a volume 2 millimeters in diameter and 5 milli-
meters long a homogeneity of one part in a million has been achieved. Con-
struct_on details are given.
73. Moore, A. D., "Half-Helmholtz Coils and a New Sectoral Coil Scheme,"
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Transactions, Volume 83,
pages 314 to 317, (May 1964).
This paper describes afour-coil system. The upper two coils are in a
gradient configuration and the lower two coils produce a field in the same
direction as that of the uppermost of the two gradient coils. A uniform
field is produced in a thin disk-shaped region Just below the uppermost coil.
No mathematical theory is given, but details of construction and test results
are presented.
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74. McKeehan, L. W., "Combinations of Circular Currents for Producing Uni-
form Magnetic Fields," Review of Scientific Instruments_ Volume 7, pages
150 to 153, (March 1936).
This paper review_ the history of the various coil systems using combi-
nations of current loops and lists a number of systems using three four,
six and eight loops. It also introduces an eighth-order system with all coils
lying on the surface of a sphere and with an approximate coil winding ratio
of 22 to 15. A discussion of the effect of the finite dimensions of the cross-
section of the coils is also presented.
75. McKcehan, L. W., "Gaugain-Helmholtz Coils for Uniform Magnetic Fields,"
Nature_ Volume 133, pages 832 to 833, (Jane 2, 1934).
This paper pro-ides information and references on the early history of
coil systems during th_ Nineteenth Century.
76. Maxwell, J. C., "A T.eati_e on Electricity and Magnetism," Oxford University
Press, 1_ird Edition, V_lume 2, page 306 and pages 356 to 359, (1892).
This paper discusses the use of a windb:£: on a sphere to produce a uni-
form field inside the sphere. The Helmholi:,_ coil-pair condition is obtained
and the breadth to depth ratio of _ :- r_.928 for a coil of rectangular
cross sect' " is specified so that a fourth oJ_'_r system is obtained. It is
suggested _hat a rectangular cross-sectiof_all shape is perferable to w_ading
the coil upou a conical surface. A sixth "- ;or system of four coils is pre-
sented. For one special case the two c(,;_(_,r coils combine into one making
a sixth-order t[iree-coil system with _ w:nding ratio of 64 to 49.
77. Marzetta, L. A., "Use of an Opera_i,_,'(d Amplifier with Helmholtz Coils for
Reducing AC Induced Magmetic Fields, '_ Review of Scientific Instruments,
Volume 32, pages 1192 to 1195, (N_)vember 1961).
A solenoid is used to produce a steady field in the E-W direction and a
Helmholtz coil with the same axis is driven by AC to reduce the AC field
existing in the solenoid. Two other Helmholtz pairs are used to cancel the
• ve_'ticalnd horizontalN-S components oftheearth'sfield.
78. Miller,II.,"IBM 7094 program for theSix-CoilProblem," NASA STAR
N65-21653.
This paper discusses the solution of the six-coil system as given by
Speiser andWaidelich (111). Includes the flow chart and the Fortr,m listing
of the program. A numerical example is presented.!
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79. McKeehan, L. W., "Approximations to a Uniform Maguetic Field: Roots
of Legendre Polynomials of Even Order," Review of Scientific Instruments,
Volume 19, page 475, (1948).
i The roots of some Legendre polynomials are recalculated and listed.
, 80. Montgomery, D. B. and Terrell, J., "'Some l_. _u! Information for the Design
: of Air-C ore Solenoids," Report A FOSR- 1523; ..,._i onal Magnet Laboratory,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., (1961). ma_
_' 81. Montgomery, D. B., "The Generation of High Magnetic Fields,' Reports on
: Progress in Physics, Institute of Physics and the Physical Society, London,
i Volume,26, pages 69 to 104, (1963). - "=_
82. Montgomery, D. B., "Superconducting Magnets," Spectrum, Volurae 1, pages
103 to 113, (Februarj 1964).
83. McIntyre, D. E., "A Method for Generating a Cylindrical Homogeneous
Magnetic Field Volume," NASA STAR N64-33834.
Two coil systems were considered, the first consisting of two circular
coils with rectangular cross sections while the second was the same as the
: first with the addition of two more coils of zero cross section. The axial
! field is expressed as an integral equation which was solved numerically.
The results are presented in tabular form.
f
84. Ness, N. F., "Magnetic Fields: Reasons for Simulation anu Methods Avail-
able," NASA STAR N65-21654. '
This paper derives the condition for uniformity of a Hclmholtz coil-pair
and discusses the percent homogeneity. It has a table listing some details
of the Helmholtz, Fanselau (36), Braunbek (6), lVlcKeehan (74), two square-
coil (99) and Rubens (101L (136) coil systems. Some details of the twenty-
foot diameter coil system facility at the Goddard ¢pace Flight Center are
presented.
85. Nelson, J. H., Hurwitz, L. and Knapp, D. G. "M_gnetism of the Earth,"
pages 4 and 56 to 58, Publication No. 140-1, U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey, (1962).
This article mentions the use of Helmholtz, Fanselau and Bratmbek coil
systems in a magnetometer and in a magnetic observatory. It also discusses
the coil systems at the Fredericksburg Observatory.
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86. Nettleton, H. R. and Sugden, S., "The Magnetic Susceptibility of Nickel
Chloride," Proceedings of the Royal Society, Series A, Volume 173, pages
313 to 323, (1939).
Some constructional details are given for a Helmholtz coil pair used in
susceptibili_ measurements.
i
87. Nageo_e, E., "Sur un Syst_me de Bobines Produisant un Champ Magndtique/
Uniforme pour une Chambre de Etroite," Comptes Rendus Academie des Sciences
Paris, Vohune 220, pages 557 to 559, (April 16, 1945).
This paper discusses two rectangular coils of rectangular cross section
with the long sides bent to increase the uniformity in a somewhat similar
manner to the bent-head coils of Harris (53), (54). Constructional details
are presented along with some measurements of the uniformity of the field.
88. Neumann, H., "HersteUung r_'umlich und zeitlich konstanter Magnet felder
ftir Messzwecke," Archly ftir Technisches Messen, No. 113, Z 60-1, pages
T128 to T129, (November 1940). No. 114, Z 60-2, pages T138 to T139,
(December 1940). No. 115, Z 60-3, pages T14 to T15, (January 1941). No.
116, Z 60-4, pages T28 to T29, (February 1941).
• Extensive review and bibliography of coil systems and solenoids for the
production of uniform magnetic fields. The bibliography has more than 200
items although many items are concerned with iron cores or with very strong
rather than uniform fields.
89. Nagaoka, H., "Magnetic Field of Circular Currents," Philosophical Magazine, ii
Volume 41, pages 377 to 388, (1921).
This paper takes expressions for the axial a, . radial field components of
a single circular coil in terms of elliptic functions and applies them to a
Helmholtz coil-pair. Series 3xpansions of the elliptic functions are used
for computation purposes. Contour curves of the second, fourth and sixth
order terms for both axial and radial field components of the single coil are
o shown. Similarly, contour curves of the fourth order terms for both axial
and radial field components of the Helmholtz coil system are plotted.
90. Naumann, H., "Uber eine Einrichtune zur Konstanthaltung magnetischer
Felder," Zeitschrift fur angewandte Physik, Volume 1, pages 260 to 264,
(1949}.
Helmho:tz coil pairs are used to automatically reduce the earthVs field to
nea_ zero.
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91. Nelson, J. H., Gebhardt, R. E., and Bottum, J. L., "The Constant-Field
_i Coil House at the Fredericksburg Magnetic Observatory," U. S. Department
_I of Commerce, Coast and Geodetic Survey, Washington, D. C., (1959).
This paper describes the coil systems used at the "observatory, in particular
the Braunbek four-coil systems (6) for the vertical and magnetic meridian
directions. A Helmholtz coil pair was used for the direction perpendicularto the magnetic meridian. Some details of the coil control circuits are
• } given.
92. North, G. R., "Some Properties of Infinite Lumped Solenoids," Report ORNL-
2975, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, (September
I 1961).
An infinite set of similar circular loops with a common axis and with
equal axial spacing is analyzed by using Fourier series methods. The
analysis is then extended to coils of rectangular cross section, and a
numerical example is presented.
93. Peterson, M. C., "The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory Test Program,"
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Transactions, Volume
AS-l, pages 362 to 373, (August 1963).
This paper indicates that the magnetic tests will be performed at the
Space Technology Laboratories facility at Malibu. One figure shows an
earlier spacecraft being teste i in a coil system composed of two Helmholtz
coil-pairs, one pair with a vertical and the other with a horizontal axis. \
94. Pitunan, M. E. and Waidelich, D. L., "Three and Four Coil Systems for
Homogeneous Magnetic Fields," NASA Technical Note D-2095, January 1964.
Also Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Transactions on
Aerospace, Volume AS-2, pages 36 to 45 (February 1964).
The complete range of solutions for the sixth-order, three-coil systems is
given in the form of curves and tabulated results. This includes the Max-
well (76) and Barker (12) systems. A similar range of solutions for the
eighth-order, four-coil systems is presented including the Braunbek (6),
McKeehan (74) and Barker (12) systems. Information on other systems is
given including the known six- and eight-coil systems.
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95. Piziali, R. and Waidelich, D. L., "Large Magnetic Enviromnents," pages C-21
to C-33 of "Fina] Report of the Goddard Summer Workshop Program in
Measurement and Simulation of the Space Environments, Publication X-320-
64-341, NASA Goddard Space Fligl_t Center, Greenbelt, Maryland {1964}.
Various coil systems were considered for use in producing a very large
volume of uniform magnetic field. Four-dipole and four-circular-coil systems
were tried first, and then two-square-coil and two-rectangular-coil systems
were also looked at. Next, arrays of dipoles were considered. The system
which is probably the best, appeared to be one composed of two dipoles and
one very large coil, and a possible m,znerical design is presented.
96. Pontier, J., "R_alisation des Champs Magn_tiques tres Homog_nes pour
l't_tude des Structures Fines en R_sonance Paramagn_tique Nucldaire,"p
LvOnde Electrique, Volume 35, pages 481 to 484, (May 1955}.
Two circular coils of rectangular cross section are used. The field is
calculated by considering the cross section to be divided into a number of
squares, each of whose field is calculated separately and then added. Con-
structional details are given and in a 0.5 cubic centimeter volume at the
center of the system the homogeneity is approximately 10-_.
97. Phillips, R. C. and Turner, E. B., "Construction and Calibration Techniques
of High Frequency Magnetic Probes," NASA STAR N64-12006.
Helmholtz coil systems are used _.nthe frequency range from one to fifty
megacycles per second to provide a uniform field in which small magnetic
probes can be calibrated.
98. RJnard, G., "Dimensions of Coil Systems Necessary to Produce Uniform
Magnetic Field,'V NASA STAR N64-28216.
An analysis is made of an eightl_-order four-coil system in which each
coil is considered to be a solenoid with finite breadth and zero depth. This
was done for both circular and square coils. Indications were fotmd that a
° :
tenth-order system could be obtained by making the solenoids long enough.
Calculated results for several eighth-order systems with solenoids of linite
breadth and for both circular and square coils are given in a table.
99. Rankine, A. O., "The Measurement of Magnetic Field Distortion/v Proceedir, gs
of the Physical Society, Volume 46, Part I, pages 1 to 15, {1934}.
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;;_ This paper gives the constants for fourth-order two-coils systems for
_i coils of the following shapes: circular, octagonal, hexagonal, pentagonal,
square, triangular and two infinitely long wires.
__:-
f_ 100. Ramsay, B. P. and Yost, F. I,., "Facilities Provided by the Kensington Mag-
metic Laboratory," Journal of Geophysical Research, Volume 52, pages 357-
! to 367, (1947).
This article provides some details of the construction of a magneticlaboratory and of more than twenty large solenoids with auxiliary booster
_ coils at the ends to increase the volume of uniformity. Three square Helm-
holtz coil-pairs on three mutually perpendicular axes were used to control
each component of the field. The spacing was made slightly larger than
optimum to increase the volume of uniformity; also contour carves of the
field variation are shown. Construction details are also presented, and the
design of a gradient coil system is given. The generators to drive the coil-
systems and the spacings needed betweea coil systems are discussed.
i "I01. Rubens, S. M., "Cube-Surface Coil for Producing a Uniform Magnetic Field,"
i Review of Scientific Instruments_ Volume 16, pages 243 to 245, (September
1945).
Five equally-spaced square coils located on the surface of a cube are ,_
used to produce a large uniform volume of field. The spacing between loops
is one-quarter of the side of a loop and the turns vary as 19, 4, 10, 4, 19.
To determine these values three points along the axis were chosen at which
\
the fields were made equal. Another choice of the three points gave 71, 15,
37, 15, 71 as the turus values. Variation of the field both on and off the axis
is presented as curves and a table. A table is also given of the dimensions
in which the field varies less than 0.1, 1 and 5 percent and the comparison
with a circular Helmholtz coil-pair is also provided.
102. Ramsey, N. F., "The Atomic Hydrogen Maser," Microwave Journal, Volume
6, pages 89 to 94, (March 1963).
A Helmholtz circular coil-pair on each of three mutually perpendicular
axes was used to reduce the effect of the earth's field.
103. Rudzki, J. E. and Holt, E. H., "A 10 Kilogauss, Air Cooled Magnet for
Plasma Research," NASA STAR N63-13070.
Two coils of shaped copper sheets soldered together were constructed
and placed slightly far_her apart than the optimum spacing. Along the axis
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the field variation was 3 percent higher in the center of each coil than at
the midway point. The radial variation was also measured a,_d presented.
104. Raurk, A. E. and Peters, M. F., "Helmholtz Coils for Producing Uniform
Magnetic Fields," Journal of the Optical Society of America and the Review
of Scientific Instruments, Volume 13, pages 205 to 212, {August 1926}.
Has approximate expressions for the axial and radial field components
for two circular coils with a rectangular cross section. The breadth to
depth ratio of the cross section is taken as 0.928 {76}. Discusses the errors
introduced by the finite size of the wire and a slight departure from the
Helmholtz condition. Construction details of a Helmholtz coil-pair is given.
105. RSssiger, M., "Die Entst6rung magnetischer Beobachtungsr_iume und
erdmagnetischer Observatorien von Gleich strom-Maguetfeldern der
elektrischen Bahnen," Die Naturwissensclmftern, Volume 30, pages 753 to
755, {1942}. Also Volume 31, page 211, {1943}.
A system containing a Helmholtz coil-pair was used to compensate
automatically for variations in the earth's field caused by an electrified
railroad.
106. Rinard, G. A., "The Use of Tschebyscheff Polynomials in Producing Uniform
Magnetic Fields," Ph.D. Thesis, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.,
{August 1965}.
Gives a process by whicl_ the axial field component of a coil syste_.n can
be expressed as a series in a set of general polynomials. For a system
of L coil-pairs then, the first 2L-1 coefficients are made zero to approxi-
mate a uniform field. Tschebyscheff polynomials are selected and applied
to the particular case of a four-coil system (L = 2}. A numerical method
is used to solve the equations and computed parameters are presented in the
tables for a number of possible systems. Error contour curves are given
for volumes of uniform fields in the forms of a prolate spheroid and also
an oblate spheroid.
8
107. Rosa, E. Bo, "A New Method for the Absolute Measurement of Resistance,"
Bulletin of the National Bureau of Standards, Volume 5, pages 499 to 509,
{1909}.
Two circular coils were used with a spacing _!ightly greater than the
optimum spacing for a Helmholtz coil-pair. The shape of the flux lines
is pictured.
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&i 108. Rao, D. M. "Two-Coil Systems for the Production of a Uniform Magnetic9
_: Field," Research Report, University of Missouri Engineering Library,
::_, Columbia, Mo., (June 1965).
_ Two circular coils of solenoidal and spiral shapes along with coils with
rectangular cross section are used. The maximum field and the distance
_ •
}_ along the axis for a given percentage of field uniformity are obtained. The
_ results are presented as curves and computed tables.
° 109. Shapiro, I. R., Stolarik, J. D. and Heppner, J. P., "The Vector Field Proton
Magnetometer for IGY Satellite Ground Stations," NASA Technical Note
D-358, (October 1960).
Two Helmholtz coil-pairs with perpendicular axes are used. The turns
are wound on the surface of a cone to produce a fourth-order coi] system.
Some details of the construction are given.
Ii0. Speiser, M. and Waidelich, D. L., "Square-Coil System for Production of
Uniform Magnetic Field," NASA STAR N64-28214.
A computer solution of the general four-square-coil system was made
for the eighth-order case. Tables are presented for systems with currents
in the same direction and in opposite directions. A table of systems with
integral turns ratio is given and field contours for a one-to-one turns ratio
are given. Expressions for the field intensity at any point and approximate
values of the inductance of the system are presented.
111. Speiser, M. and Waidelich, D. L., "Mathematical Analysis of Six Circular-
Coil System for production of Uniform Magnetic Field," NASA STAR N64- ',
28215.
A computer solution of the general twelfth-order, six-circular-coil sys-
tem was made. The computer program is given in the paper by Miller (78)
and four solutions are presented in a table. The regions in which solutions
were found are indicated by a graph.
112. Saperstone, S. H., "Four-Circular-Coil Systems," Final Revert of the
Goddard Summer Workship Program in Measurement and Simulation of the
Space Environments, pages C-3 to C-6. Publication X-320-64-341, NASAii
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland (1964).
The parameters for a number of eighth-order, four-circular-coil sys-
tems with the turns .given as ratios of integers were obtained using a com-
puter. In addition the field contours for the one-to-one and one-to-two turns
ratio systems were plotted by the computer.
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113. Saperstone, S. H., "Four-Octagonal-Coil Systems," Final Report of the
Goddard Summer Workshop Program in Measurement and Simulation of the
Space Environments, pages C-7 to C-16, Publication X-320-64-341, NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland (1964).
The parameters for a number of eighth-order, four-octagonal-coil sys-
tems with the turns given as ratios of integers were ot_tained using a com-
puter. The equations for the field intensity at any point are presented.
114. Saperstone, S. H., "Approximation Methods for Obtaining Uniform Magnetic
Fields," Final Report of the Goddard Summer Workshop Program in
Measurement and Simulation of the space Environment, pages C-17 to C-20.
Publication X-320-64-341, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Maryland, (1964).
Spacings greater than the usual Helmholtz spacing were investigated for
two circular coils and a table of the results is given. The methods of least
squares and of a Tchebyshev approximation were used in an attempt to extend
this idea to multiple coil systems.
115. Shaw, A. E., "A New Precision Method for the Determination of e/m for
Electrons," Physical Review, Volume 54, pages 193 to 209, (August I, 1938).
Two circular coils of rectangular cross section were used in producing
a uniform field in an annular region by reducing the spacing of the coils
from that used in the usual Helmholtz configuration. The necessary spacing
is calculated by making a gradient term approximately zero. The variation
of the field is compared with that obtained from the Helmholtz spacing.
116. Smith, F. E., "On An Electromagnetic Method for the Measurement of the
Homzontal Intensity of the Earth's Magnetic Field," Philosophical Trans-
actions of the Royal Society of London, Series A, Volume 223, pages 175 to
200, (1923).
Constructional details of a Helmholtz coil system with the wires wound
on a marble cylinder are given. Great care was taken in making the coils
* and in determining the constants. Contour curves are shown for the axial
intensity and for the ratio of transverse to axial intensities.
117. 8auerwein, K., "Ein Magnetfeld grosser Homogenit_t fiir die Wilsonsche
Nebelkammer," Die Naturwissenschaften, Volume 30, pages 494 to 495,
(1942).
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A Helmholtz coil pair of finite cross section is considered for use in pro-
ducing a uniform magnetic field for a Wilson cloud chamber. Expressions
for the two field components are given and the relationship of the breadth to
depth for a rectangular cross section of the coil is given as 1.097. Sauter
(123) regards this value as a typographical error. Equipotential curves and
calculated field variation curves are also shown. Construction details are
given.
118. Satuzade, M. and SallY, F., "Influence d'un Blindage Magn_tique sur l'Homog_nie
d'un Champ Magn_tique Cr_ par une Paire de Bobines en Position de Helm-
holtz. Application _ un Spectrographe _. R_sonance Nucl_aire _t Champ Faible,"
Comptes Rendns, Academie des Sciences, Paris, Volume 259, pages 73 to 76,
(July 6, 1964).
Presents the radial magnetic field of a Helmholtz coil-pair within a
spherical shield. In the actual experiment the shielding is composed of
two concentric cubes of thin mumetal which do not affect the homogeneity
very much. The shielding does reduce the effect of external magnetic fields.
119. Scott, G. G., "Compensation of the Earth's Magnetic Field," Review of
Scientific Instruments, Volume 28, pages 270 to 273, (1957).
The details of the sixth-order coil systems used by Scott (120) are pre-
sented. Constructional details are also given.
120. Scott, G. G., "The Kettering Magnetics Laboratory," Report GMR-291 General
Motors Corporation Research Laboratories, (August 1960).
Contains a complete description of the laboratory. The axial and radial
field componerfts of a Helmholtz coil system are given in terms of polar
coordinates about the center of the system. A second Helmholtz system
coaxial with the first has its turns and radii adjusted along with a current
in the opposite direction to that of the first system so a sixth order system
results. Experimental measurements confirmed that a considerable improve-
ment in homogeneity resulted over that of a single Helmholtz system. Two
of the sixth-order systems were used to cancel the vertical and the north-
_ south components of the earth's field, while a Helmholtz system was usedi
to cancel the east-west component. Construction details are given.
121. Scott, G. G., "Review of Gyromagnetic Ratio Measurements," Review of
Modern Physics, Volume 34, pages 102 to 109, (January 1962).
A brief description is given of the coil systems presented in more detail
in (120).
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122. Scott, G. G., "Kettering Magnetics Laboratory Installed at Oakland University,"
General Motors Engineering Journal, Volume 11, pages 66 to 69, Third
Quarter (1964).
Description of equipment installed after the transfer of the laboratory to
Oakland University. The coil system consists of three Helmholtz systems on
three mutually perpendicular axes.
123. Sauter, A. and Sauter, F., "Die Erzengung von m6glichst homogenen Magnet-
feldern durch Stromsysteme," Zeitschrift fiir Physik, Volume 122, pages 120
to 136, (1944).
This paper reviews the theory of multiple coil systems and gives the
expressions for the Helmholtz two-coil, the Fanselau, four-coil (36), the
Maxwell three-coil (76) and the McKeehan four-coil (74) systems. This
paper indicates that with four coils the best possible system is an eighth-
order system. Outlines the general solution graphically for the four-coil
system, although no calculated values are given. The case of four coils with
equal radius solved later by Barker (12) and that of two coils in the same
plane solved later by Waidelich and Pittman (131} are mentioned. Also
given is a method of obtaining a fourth-order system for a circular coil of
rectangular cross section. This paper shows that the Helmholtz condition
should be satisfied and that the depth to breadth ratio should be 36_ --
1.0776 which agrees with Maxwell (76). The possibility of extending this
result to a four-coil system is suggested.
124. Stephenson, R. J., Ference, M. and Shaw, A. E., "Production of 8 U_iform
MagncLic Field," Physical Review, Volume 53, pages 208, (1938).
The uniformity of the field off the axis of two coils is increased by de-
creasing the spacing from the Helmholtz spacing. The coils constructed had
a mean radius of 30 centimeters and a square cross section of 6 × 6 centimete
125. Schmidt, F. H., "A Uniform Solenoidal Magnetic Field Nuclear Spectrometer,"
Review of Scientific Instruments, Volume 23, pages 361 to 366, (1952).
126. Schlosser, E. G., 'rEin abgeschirmtes homogenes Magnetfeld," Zeitschrift
fiir Angewandte Physik, Volume 7, pages 59 to 61, (1955).
127. Sampson, W. B. and Kruger, P. G., "Superconducting Pseudo-Helmholtz Coil, '_
Review of Scientific Instruments, Volume 36, pages 1081 to 1083, (August
1965).
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Two solenoids wound withsuperconductingribbonare placedcloseto-
gethertomake a two-coilsystem. Curves oftheaxialfieldvariationare
presentedforvariousspacingsbetween thecoils.Similarcurves are given
for thetwo coilsconnectedinoppositiontoproduce a gradientfield.
128. Smyth, W. R., "Staticand Dynamic Electricity,"McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
l New York, N. Y., pages 270 to 271, (1950).
129. Tseitlin, L. A., "On a Possible Method of Obtaining a Homogeneous Magnetic
, Field,"SovietPhysics - TechnicalPhysics,Volume 2,pages 2592, (1957).
Two ellipsoidalwindingsare used,one enclosingthe other,toproduce a
very uniformmagnetic fieldwithinthe innermostwinding. The outerwinding
makes itpossibletoreduce the externalfieldpracticallytozero.
130. Usiskin,C. and Wilkes,R., "Measuring theMalzneticDipoleofa Satellite,"
BallisticMissile and Aerospace Technology, Volume 2, pages 207 to220,
Academic Press, (1961).
Coilswere wound on a 100-inchdiameter sphere tocanceltheearth's
fieldinsidethesphere. The sphere couldbe opened inthe middle for access
totheinsidevolume. Constructiondetailsare given.
131. Waidelich,D. L. and Pittman,M. E.,"Magnetic FieldSimulation,"Fina]
Report oftheGoddard Summer Workshop Program inSimulationofSpace
Environment, pages 5-3 to5-15,PublicationX-320-62-193, NASA Goddard
Space FlightCenter,Greenbelt,Maryland, (1962).
Presents thetheoryofcoilsystems and a tablegivingdataon theknown
coilsystems includingthosehavingsix-and eight-circularcoils.A com-
pletesolutionforthethree-circularcoil,sixth-orderand four-circular
coileighth-ordersystems was made. A six-coilsolutionwas attemptedbut
not completed. The effectoftolerancesinthe system dimensions was
discussed.
132. Waidelich, D. L. and Speiser, M., "Computer Aimlysis of Problems of Four
Circular-Coil Systems," NASA STAR N64-28213.
The parameters of the Braunbek (6) four-circular coil system were
calculated for greater accuracy. A table of the calculated parameters for
eighth-order four-circular-coil systems with opposing currents is pre-
* j
sented. Formulas for the field components at any point of a four-circular_coil
e
system and a computed contour -urve for th,_ axial component of the field
are given. A method along with an example of calculating the inductance of
such a system is presented.
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133. Waidelich, D. L., Yildirim, G., Speiser, M. and Gebhardt, R. E., "Four-
Square-Coil Systems for the Magnetic Testing of Spacecraft," Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers Transactions on Aerospace, Volume
AS-2, pages 1181 to 1186, (October 1964).
The complete solution of the general four-square-coil system is given
including the cases of currents in the same and in opposing directions. The
computed parameters are given in tables and curves and tables of param-
eters for the systems having integral turns-ratios are also presented.
Curves of the flux contours for the system with unity turns-ratio are shown.
134. Wright, F., "Contour Curves for the Axial Magnetic Field of a Four-Dipole
System," Final Report of the Goddard Summer Workshop Program in
Measurement and Simulatioh cf the Space Envirom.mnts, page C-35, Publi-
cation X-320-64-341, NASA Coddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Maryland, (1964).
Shows one contour curve of the axial field component of a four-dipole
system with the theory given by Piziali and Waidelieh (95).
135. Wolff, N., "The Application of Magnetometers to the Dynamic Simulation
and Control of the Geomagnetic Environment," Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers International Convention Record, Volume 12, part 8, i
pages 149 to 155 (1964). !
' t
This paper shows the diagram of an apparatus tc cancel the earth's field
using a Helmholtz coil-pair. Also for a homogeneous magnetic field, the I
use of a solenoid, a single circular coil, a Helmholtz coil-pair and a five !
square coilsystem by Rubens {101)are discussed. Constructiondetails
and a pictureofa coilsystem usi_ threeHelmholtz coil-pairson mutually
perpendicularaxes are given.
136. Warburton, F. W., "Design of Coil Systems for Magnetic Field Control at the 1
Naval Ordnance Laboratory," NavOrd 3768, U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, I
(June 18, 1955) DDC AD-105-974.
This is a summary of the work on coil systems during and after World
War II at the U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory. A bibliography of 44 items I
is included some of which are reports and memoranda of the Naval Ordnance !
Laboratory. Both circularand square coil-pairshave been used atthe t
optimum and alsowider and narrower distances.Homogeneous fieldsin
I
l
annularregions(I15),(34)are mentioned and some informationon threecoil i
systems (13),{74)isgiven. Sphericalwindingsare discussed{19),{57)and I
Garrett'swork (48)ismentioned. I
i
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A system of four square coils on the surface of a cube and with-win_lings
of 46, 43, 43 and 46 turns is described, and two systew.s of five square coils
are given, one of which is that of Rubens (101) and the other has the turns
ratios of 134, 44, 66, 44 and 134. A number of solenoid systems are pre-
sented and the bent-head coils are mentioned (4) (53) (54) (68). The charac-
teristics of various gradient systems and the use of boo,_'*_r coils are also
given. A discussion on the impedance of a coil system and a table indicating
the volume of uniformity of a number of coil systems are added.
_ 137. Weber, K. H. R., "Ein magnetischer StSrfeldmesser und ein magnetisches
Messt_rfeld fiir elektroakustische Zwecke," Elektrotechnik, Volume 4,
pages 216 to 218, (June 1950).
138. Watson, W., "A Determination of the Va],le of the Earth's Magnetic Field in
i InternationalUnits,and a Compr.risonoftheResultswi_hthe Values givenby
, _ theKew ObservatoryStandardInstruments,"PhilosophicalTransactionsof
theRoyal Societyof London,SeriesA, Volume 198,pages 431 to462, (1902).
RW:-"
139. Watanabe, N.,"PortableElectricMagnetometer," Proceedingsofthe Physics
and Mathematics SocietyofJapan,Volume 2,pages 210 to223,(Novemh,_r1920).
140. Wind, G. and Sch_rer, M., "Bobines Productrices de Champ Magnetique pour
Ch_mbre de Wilson," Le Journal de Physinue et le Radium, Volume 16, pages
92 to 96, (February 1955).
Two rectangular shaped coils of rectangular cross section are considered
and the s.xial component of the field is computed for various points, both on and
off the axis A uniformity of one percent in a vob.une 60 x 40 x 12 centi-
meters is obtained with a field intensity of 1953 oersteds and using a power
of 53 kilowatts. Construction details and a set of contour curves are presented.
141. Williams, V. L. and Cain, J. C., "Homogeneous Magnetic Fields Produced
by Circular Current Loops," Unpublished memorandum (1960) NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland.
Discusses the eighth-order, four coil system of McKeehan (74) later solved
again in a much more compact manner by Garrett (48). The coils of this
system lie on the sarface of a sphere. A general method for obtaining the.
parameters cf a system with n loops lying on the surface of a sphere was
developed. The positions of the loops are given by the roots of P_ = 0
and the weighting factor for the currents is W = 2/{[n+2] [n+ 1] [P. (up)]2}•
With the aid of these formulas the twelfth-order six-coil and the sixteenth-
order, eight-coil systems were calculated (131) (94). Tables giving parameters
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for a number of coil systems are included aleng with curves showing the
variation of the field both on and off the axis for a number of different coil
systems.
142. Wendt, G., "Statische Feider und stationare StrSme" Handbuch der Physik,
' Edited by S. Glugge, Volume 16, Elektrische Felder und Wellen, pages 127
to 128, (1958;, Springer Verlag, Berlin.
143. Yavor, S. Ya., Shpak, E. V. and Minina, R. M., "Cylindrical Magnetic Lenses
with a Plane of Symmetry" Soviet Physics - Technical Physics, Volume 5,
pages 369 to 377, (1960).
Two rectangular solenoids are used with their axes at right angles to
compensate for the vertical and horizontal components of the earth's mag-
netic field. Some extra turns are placed on the end bf one of the solenoids
to decrease the inhomogeneity of the field. An expression is given for the
field along the axis of a rectangular solenoid.
144. Yavor, S. Ya and Siladi, M., "Creation of a Homogeneous Magnetic Field
with a Rectangular Solenoid of Finite Length," Instruments and Experi-
mental Techniques, No. 5, pages 151 to 153, (January 1961).
The expressions for the field components of a rectangular solenoid are
presented, and the vari.ation of the field along the axis is given as a curve
and in a table. The effect of putting end turns on the solenoid to decrease
the inhomogeneity is also shown.
145. Younse, J. M. and Einspruch, N. G., "A Superconducting Helmholtz Pair,"
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Proceedings, Volume 52,
pages 1238 to 1239, (October 1964).
The dimensions and construction of two circular coils of superconducting
wire and with a rectangular cross secticn are given.
146. Yildirim, G., "Production of Uniform Magnetic Field by Using Square Coils,"
O
Research Report. University of Missouri Engineering Library, Columbia,
Mo., (June 1963).
This paper presents the solution of the two and three square-coil systems
as curves and tables. An analysis of the four square-coil system is given
but no calculated values are included.
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_: 147. Zacharov, B., "A Method for the Design of Axially Symmetric Magnetic
_. Fields for Image Tube Systems," Nuclear Instruments and Methods, Volume
_ 7, pages 132 to 136, (1962).
The outline is given for a method of obtaining the currents in a series of
equal coils with a common axis to produce any axial field variation desired
such as a homogeneous field. An example is giver in which the current den-
sities in 19 coils were calculated to produce a field uniform to better than
0.1 percent over an axial distance of 44 centimeters. The measured value
was about one percent and was caused by differences in the individual coils
and misalignments.
148. von Zeipel, E., "An Automatic Wilson Cloud Chamber with New Illumination
and a New Type of Coil for a Homogeneous Magnetic Field," Arkiv f6r
Matematik, Astronomi och Fysik, Volume 30A, No. 2, pages 1 to 27, (1944).
The potential and field components of two coils with finite cross section
were obtained. Two methods of increasing the uniformity of the field are
given, one of which appears to lead to a fourth-order system and the other
leads to an eighth order system. The constants for the system are worked
out, and construction details are given. Expressions and tables of the field
components are presented and a comparison is made with the usual Helm-
holtz system. For one percent deviation in the Helmholtz system, the
axial distance is 0.38 of the radius, while in the present system, it is 0.71
of the average radius. A table of measured field strengths is given.
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This articles gives the expression for the axial field of a Helmholtz sys-
! tem and also a figure showing the flux lines and equipotentials of the system.
_ Indicates that for a rectangular cross section, the breadth of the depth ratio
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(September 13, 1965).
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NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (84) as well as the coil systems at the
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(130).
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This paper considers the variation of the axial field component as the
radial distance is varied for a coil pair with various spacings between the
coils. The same study is then made for one large coil and two dipoles on the
axis of the coil.
6. Goldstein, K. S., and Gray, G. R., "Handbook of Definitions, Terms, Formulas,
Conversion Tables and Measurement Methods for Magnetic Phenomena,"
NASA STAR N64-28892.
Some basic information is given on the following coil systems: Helmholtz,
Fanselau (36) and Braunbek (6) .... --
7. Morris, R. E., "Four-Cell Rocketborne Magnetometer," NASA STAR N63- _. _ _.
16776. __For testing the magnetometer a four-coil system was constructed using
the McKeehan (74) design. The larger coils were about 79 inches in diameter E_'_,_ _
and their axis could be aligned along the direction of the earth's magnetic _
field. Constructional details are given. The system was mounted in an __;_ _,
aluminum trailer at the Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico. Also informa- ' i
tion about the current and regulator supply is presented. A separate Helm-
ho tz coil ystem with coils eight feet in diameter was used to provide transient
magnetic fields. _'_
8. Taylor, D. B., "Synthesis of Arbitrary-Axial-Magnetic Fields with Standard S
Coils," DDC AD-616690. _i!
The field along the axis of a system containing an odd number of coils
is treated by the method of least squares where the variables are the axial
positions of the coils. A number of solutions are presented along with the _,_[_ t
calculated field variation both on and off the axis. _'_I
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